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Abstract 
 
This thesis investigates the way Western audiences respond to portrayals of excess and 
otherness in Japanese Extreme cinema. It explores the way a recent (2006-2016) cycle of 
Japanese Splatter (J-Splatter) films, including The Machine Girl (Noboru Iguchi, 2008) and 
Tokyo Gore Police (Yoshihiro Nishimura, 2008), have been positioned as cult due to their 
over-the-top representations of violence and stereotypes of Japanese culture. 
Phenomenological research and personal interviews interrogate Western encounters with 
J-Splatter films at niche film festivals and on DVD and various online platforms through 
independent distributors. I argue that these films are marketed to particular Western cult 
audiences using vocabulary and images that highlight the exotic nature of globally 
recognised Japanese cultural symbols such as schoolgirls and geisha. This thesis 
analyses J-Splatter’s transnational, cosmopolitan appeal using an approach informed by 
the work of Ernest Mathijs and Jamie Sexton, Matt Hills, Henry Jenkins, and Iain Robert 
Smith, who read the relationship between Western audiences and international cult 
cinema as positive and meaningful cultural interactions, demonstrating a desire to engage 
in more global experiences.  
 
The chapters in this thesis use textual analysis of J-Splatter films and case studies of 
North American and Australian film festivals and distribution companies, which include 
interviews with festival directors and distributors, to analyse the nature of the appeal of J-
Splatter to Western audiences. I consider how DVD marketing strategies, and publicity 
material when the films are exhibited at festivals, seek to attract viewers by using notions 
of extremity to establish the filmmakers as cult directors. Through this analysis, I 
investigate the ways in which film distribution strategies and marketing techniques are 
deployed to attract the attention of international audiences in order to present one culture 
to an audience from another culture.  
 
This thesis makes a methodological contribution to studies of screen culture by developing 
a phenomenological approach to audience studies in order to advance the field beyond 
the assumptions and abstractions that typify traditional theories of spectatorship. The key 
purpose of this research is to understand cross-cultural audience responses and illuminate 
the role of film festivals in diversifying the film experience and informing global media 
flows. My audience reception work sheds new light on how signifiers of otherness are 
counterpoised by the shared language of visceral, bodily experience. Using the niche 
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festival venue as a site for cult film exhibition, my phenomenological approach to collective 
viewing is implemented through participant observation of the audience’s experience at 
festivals and exhibitions, including Montreal’s Fantasia International Film Festival, 
Australia’s Japanese Film Festival, and Queensland Gallery of Modern Art’s “Cult Japan” 
Series.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
In the conclusion to Daniel Martin’s 2015 book, Extreme Asia, which analyses the 
distribution and marketing strategies of former UK-based distributor Tartan Films' Asia 
Extreme label, he argues that the company's sudden closure in 2007 was due in large part 
to the UK's declining interest in Asian Extreme cinema. Martin observes, however, that:  
The Asia Extreme name [...] lives on through shameless imitators. The recent 
release of Iguchi Noboru's 'J-sploitation' film Machine Girl (2008) obviously trades 
on exactly the same basis as Tartan's Asia Extreme titles, and the banner at the 
top of the DVD case even reads 'Cine-Asia-Extreme.' The market for these films 
may have diminished, but it has clearly not disappeared. (167) 
Although Tartan coined the label Asia Extreme, the closely related term “Asian Extreme” 
has since come to encompass more than a marketing brand. Rather, it has been used to 
describe a film cycle that began prior to Tartan’s establishment of the label in 2000 and 
continued well after Tartan’s closure in 2008. Moreover, the cycle of films that Tartan 
released under this banner could be said to constitute part of a first wave, rather than the 
entirety of Asian Extreme itself. For, as this thesis argues, a second, specifically Japanese, 
wave of Asian Extreme cinema, which Martin refers to above as J-Sploitation, began in 
2006, not long before Tartan discontinued distribution under the Asia Extreme label. 
Moving away from the controversy of the films of the first wave, the second wave of 
Japanese Extreme – more specifically, J-Splatter – balances gore and excess with 
comedy and action. While the appeal of the controversy surrounding the taboo subject 
matter and graphic images within the films on Tartan's Asia Extreme label may have worn 
off for UK audiences, I argue that J-Splatter frontrunners Noboru Iguchi and Yoshihiro 
Nishimura revived the Western passion for over-the-top Japanese cinema with their playful 
violence, leading the second wave of Japanese Extreme that has run from 2006 to the 
time of writing in 2016, but arguably reached its peak in 2008-2009 with the films The 
Machine Girl, Tokyo Gore Police (Nishimura, 2008), RoboGeisha (Iguchi, 2009) and 
Vampire Girl vs Frankenstein Girl (Nishimura and Naoyuki Tomomatsu, 2009).  
 This thesis analyses the way J-Splatter films are marketed to Western audiences by 
film festival programmers and film distributors with emphasis on excessive violence and 
depictions of “Japaneseness” that are easily recognised by fans of Japanese popular 
culture. Focusing on Asian Extreme as a form of transnational cult cinema, I argue that it is 
a production cycle that has experienced two waves to date, rather than a genre in itself, 
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and I present a new perspective for understanding the Western consumption of this style 
of filmmaking. Each wave has distinguished itself with a distinctive aesthetic that has 
provoked equally distinctive affective responses. This introductory chapter details my 
interpretation of Asian Extreme by identifying alternative ways of reading this style of 
filmmaking that function contrary to the more common response to the Tartan marketing 
brand, which has often highlighted the distribution company's Orientalist approach. Adding 
to the limited existing literature on extreme and Asian Extreme cinema, this thesis 
combines existing approaches to Japanese cinema, cult cinema and taste culture, 
Orientalism, cosmopolitanism, and transnationalism, and film exhibition, distribution, and 
reception in order to define Asian Extreme and analyse how it is understood by 
international audiences.  
Asian Extreme as a cycle of films has been defined according to its “extreme” style 
and content, exhibition at film festivals, modes of distribution, and audience reception. In 
the introduction to their anthology Horror to the Extreme: Changing Boundaries in Asian 
Cinema, Jinhee Choi and Mitsuyo Wada-Marciano write about the representations of 
“moral and visceral extremes” that define a particular style of recent horror films as 
extreme (1). They argue that these films can be classified as extreme based on their 
portrayals of social taboos, which typically involve what they consider to be amoral or 
overly violent scenes (1). Following Choi and Wada-Marciano, this thesis understands 
extreme cinema as a source of predominantly socially unacceptable material, and it also 
focuses on the strong physiological reactions these films characteristically produce. “Asia 
Extreme” was coined by Hamish McAlpine, founder of Tartan Films, in 2000 and has been 
positioned as its own genre in order to attract Western audiences. As a marketing label 
deployed by Tartan, Asia Extreme has encompassed a much broader range of films than 
what could be described as a genre. Rather, the majority of these films already fit into 
other established genres, such as horror, thriller, and action. Moreover, many of the films I 
refer to as Asian Extreme were not distributed by Tartan under the Asia Extreme label.    
Following my examination of existing critical approaches, this thesis first 
contextualises the first wave of Asian Extreme cinema according to the specific countries 
involved and the diverse genres it encompasses. The remainder of the thesis then focuses 
on the second wave, or J-Splatter. Unlike the first wave of Japanese Extreme, which is 
part of the broader Asian Extreme production cycle almost exclusively controlled by 
Tartan, J-Splatter is limited to a much more specific and easily identifiable style of comedy-
horror that revels in gore and over-the-top portrayals of Japanese culture. Analysing films 
including The Machine Girl and Tokyo Gore Police, I interrogate how their filmmakers, 
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Noboru Iguchi and Yoshihiro Nishimura have attracted a cult following through the content 
of their films and the ways they are exhibited (at niche film festivals and exhibitions) and 
distributed (DVD and online releases). I also consider how DVD marketing strategies, and 
publicity material when the films are exhibited at festivals, seek to attract viewers. This is 
typically done by using portrayals of otherness to highlight the films’ particularly Japanese 
style and content, as well as excess and extremity, to establish the directors as cult 
filmmakers. While marketing materials and the films themselves can serve an analysis of 
the range of possible meanings and pleasures these films may provide, they cannot in 
themselves determine reception. I complement these analyses then with a study of festival 
audience responses and interrelationships. Though film festivals generate a unique 
version of the collective viewing experience due to the shared exclusivity of film premieres 
and sold-out events, in the past film studies has typically theorised spectators as 
individuals.1 With this in mind, the final chapter of this thesis presents a phenomenological 
approach to collective viewing, implemented through observation of the audience’s 
experience at several niche film festivals and exhibitions that have proven to be key sites 
for cult film screenings, including Fantasia International Film Festival in Montreal, the 
Japanese Film Festival in Sydney, and Queensland Gallery of Modern Art's “Cult Japan” 
series in Brisbane.  
 
Asian Extreme Cinema  
In 2006, American writer and film enthusiast, Patrick Galloway published a monograph 
entitled Asia Shock: Horror and Dark Cinema from Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, and 
Thailand. As Galloway explains in his opening chapters, the book was designed to shed 
light on Asian “dark cinema,” which he describes as “a meta-genre that embraces the 
macabre and disturbing, shocking and profane, dire and devastating extremes of the 
contemporary film experience” (9). Dividing the book into sections based on seven 
recurring themes across Asian dark cinema – family, society, technology, confinement, 
psychosis, possessions, and hell – Galloway reviews over forty films from the countries 
indicated in the book’s title, and uses these themes to help the reader relate these films to 
                                                
1 Carl Plantinga contends that psychoanalytic, semiotic, and ideological approaches to cinema spectatorship 
conceive of film spectators as hypothetical individuals. According to Plantinga, even cultural and historical 
reception studies adopt aspects of the hypothetical spectator model in that they rely on assumptions and 
generalizations about audiences and their responses to film in particular periods, viewing contexts, and 
demographic categories. Plantinga suggests the film spectator has traditionally been understood in terms of 
a rather abstract social or ideological subject position, or a conscious or unconscious mind. 
Other writing on film spectatorship, including work by Emma Pett and Brigid Cherry, uses interviews and 
questionnaires to understand personal experiences, rather than the relationship a collective audience has 
while watching a film together. 
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Western cinema and culture. Yet, while Galloway uses the word “extreme” to describe the 
exclusively Asian films he reviews, there is no credit given to Tartan Films for grouping 
together the majority of these films for Western audiences, beginning six years prior, nor is 
there any mention of the distributor in Galloway’s section detailing ways of accessing 
these films through DVD rental and purchase. Nevertheless, this book is a particularly 
useful source for targeting and understanding the Asian films that are on Western cult 
fans’ radar, and for accessing brief histories of some of the films and filmmakers discussed 
in Chapter Two of this thesis.  
 Six months following Asia Shock’s publication, Oliver Dew’s “Asia Extreme: 
Japanese Cinema and British Hype” was printed in New Cinemas journal, marking the first 
scholarly analysis of Asian Extreme cinema. Dew's study reads the discourses used in UK 
distributors' press releases, packaging and advertising to attempt to understand the 
different ways hype is developed around Asia Extreme for British audiences. He observes 
that “1999 and 2000 witnessed a surge of […] hype across Europe and America for what 
those promoting it called 'a whole New Wave of Asian cinema'” and Tartan capitalised on 
the controversy of “jawdropper” films like Audition (54). I take a similar approach to my 
reading of North American and Australian releases of J-Splatter, like Dew, looking at sub-
cultural identity and cultural difference to address my over-arching question about the way 
Western audiences are drawn to the excess and otherness of these films. Dew usefully 
points out that cult and arthouse cinema are both defined by “the complex interplay 
between textual elements (transgressive excess), and extra-textual characteristics (the 
sub-cultural capital and identity to be gleaned from cult consumption)” (59), an important 
connection that ties together the different sections of my thesis, from textual analysis to 
audience studies. 
 Dew’s 2007 article opened up scholarly research on Asian Extreme cinema. Jinhee 
Choi and Mitsuyo Wada-Marciano published Horror to the Extreme in 2009, an edited 
collection featuring eleven chapters looking at national and thematic contexts of Asian 
Extreme cinema, as well as its status as a genre emerging from the shadows of J-Horror. 
Chi-yun Shin’s chapter “The Art of Branding” is particularly significant to my research on 
the marketing of J-Splatter. She argues that Tartan Films’ success with the label has been 
based more on “Western perceptions and obsessions about East Asian countries than 
what people or societies are like in these countries” (97). Sharing Dew’s view that Tartan’s 
union of “Asia” and “Extreme” implies to Western audiences that Asia has a greater 
propensity for violence, Shin’s chapter analyses the ways Tartan represents Asia as 
“shocking, dark, and disturbing” through their publicity material and tag lines (92). Though 
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she acknowledges that “some of these titles do include […] certain heart-stopping, 
gruesome scenes” (93), Shin maintains that Tartan has gone to great lengths to associate 
these elements of Asia Extreme films with their countries of origin, ultimately confirming 
Western perceptions of Asia as foreign, exotic, and violent.  
Most published work on Asian Extreme, like Dew and Shin’s, focuses specifically on 
Tartan’s Asia Extreme label, including Steven Rawle’s writing in the Journal of Japanese 
and Korean Cinema on Takashi  Miike and Kim Ki-duk and Daniel Martin’s PhD thesis 
“Asia Extreme: The Marketing and Critical Reception of Cult Asian Cinema in the UK,” 
which was subsequently published as Extreme Asia: The Rise of Cult Cinema from the Far 
East in 2015 (introduced above). Rawle’s article criticises the way Tartan has positioned 
Miike and Kim as similar filmmakers based simply on their unforgiving portrayals of 
violence and their geographic origins in Asia. However he also argues that they are similar 
in their representations of both gender and national identity. Alternatively, my analysis of 
Kim in Chapter Two interprets his work as very much grounded in Korean culture, despite 
his position as a transnational auteur, targeting Western cult film festival audiences. 
In Extreme Asia, Martin presents a closer examination of Japanese Extreme 
cinema in the context of Tartan's Asia Extreme distribution label. Despite an absence of 
analysis of J-Splatter films, his work remains most relevant to my own study in that it is the 
most detailed account of the way Western audiences have been drawn to and have 
consumed Asian Extreme cinema. Martin relies on British film reviews where I have used 
festival programmes and distributors' descriptions for my own data. While reviews provide 
evidence of critical reception, programming and description materials function more as 
cultural frames attempting to shape reception. Still, Martin's analysis of the reception of 
Asia Extreme in the UK provides valuable insight into the way Western audiences perceive 
these films as representative of Japanese/Asian culture. For Martin, it is not so much the 
films that are developing these Orientalist assumptions, but Tartan's Orientalist approach 
to marketing these films, which feed into the audience's imagination of what Japan, South 
Korea, Hong Kong, and Thailand are as nations. These theories and my own position in 
this debate are elaborated on later in this chapter and throughout this thesis.  
 Martin also makes important points regarding the marketing of Asian Extreme as 
cult cinema, arguing that, over any other genre such as horror or action that has been 
used to describe Asian Extreme films, “cult” is the most prominent descriptor. He observes 
that the term is commonly used by reviewers  
to signify [a film's] violent and/or sexual content, as well as the audiences that are 
presumed to be interested in foreign-language genre films. 'Cult' is a slippery term, 
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but it is also a useful one for critics and promoters: a shortcut to meaning, creating 
instant associations in the minds of readers and audiences. (14) 
The following section presents some background on the use of the term within the context 
of film studies and positions my study in relation to this concept.  
 Other published work on extreme cinema has concentrated on the European 
filmmaking context, such as Tanya Horeck and Tina Kendall’s edited collection The New 
Extremism in Cinema: From France to Europe (2013) and William Brown’s “Violence in 
Extreme Cinema and the Ethics of Spectatorship” (2013). Furthermore, film journal 
Cinephile’s 2012 issue, themed “Contemporary Extremism,” questions whether New 
Extremism can be viewed as a European phenomenon. It claims that the issue seeks to 
call “into question the status and significance of extreme cinema across the globe” (4), but 
the only non-European film discussed in the issue is French-Canadian film, 7 Days (Daniel 
Grou, 2010), which carries over a European tradition of extreme cinema in both style and 
content. 
 Jinhee Choi and Mattias Frey’s 2014 collection Cine-Ethics considers a wide-range 
of films that pose ethical concerns, including a chapter by Choi on Kim Ki-duk, but Frey’s 
broader chapter, “The Ethics of Extreme Cinema,” limits his classification of extreme 
cinema to European filmmakers such as Michael Haneke and Lars von Trier, with brief 
references to American films such as Saw and Hostel, but no mention of anything Asian. 
Frey’s 2016 monograph Extreme Cinema: The Transgressive Rhetoric of Today’s Art Film 
Culture, makes reference to the more well-known Asian Extreme filmmakers like Miike and 
Park, but still mostly focuses on European art cinema. Furthermore, like most studies of 
Asian Extreme before his, Frey, a British film scholar, uses Tartan as a case study for 
marketing extreme cinema, rather than branching out beyond the films distributed by this 
single UK distributor.  
Emma Pett has examined both European and Asian Extreme cinema in her 
research, but the two movements are distinctly separated into different articles: “British 
Audiences and Asian Extreme films” and “The BBFC, Extreme Cinema as Cult, and 
Technological Change.” Aaron Michael Kerner and Jonathan L. Knapp’s 2016 book 
Extreme Cinema: Affective Strategies in Transnational Media uses a “transnational” study 
to tie together extreme cinema from Asia, Europe, and North America, representing a 
unique approach to this style of filmmaking. Prior to Kerner and Knapp’s very recent book, 
there had been very little crossover between European Extreme and Asian Extreme in 
extreme cinema literature. This indicates an acutely geographically-oriented reception of 
this style of filmmaking as two distinct movements, despite their similarities.  
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Japanese Cinema Studies 
Because J-Splatter represents a very small proportion of Japan's diverse feature film 
output, very little academic work has been published on this wave of Asian Extreme 
cinema. However, much of the existing Western literature on Japanese cinema in general 
focuses on similar recurring theories and themes, which can be also applied to J-Splatter 
films, including Orientalism and exoticism, gender roles, sex and violence, and Internet 
and technology. Writing about filmmaking styles and genres as diverse as samurai films, 
art cinema, anime, and J-Horror, scholars such as Donald Richie, Isolde Standish, Julian 
Stringer, Susan J. Napier and Jay McRoy have interpreted and analysed a wide-range of 
films that have offered Western audiences insight into Japanese culture for the past sixty 
years. This scholarly interest in Japanese cinema has burgeoned since the global 
recognition of Akira Kurosawa's 1950 film Rashomon, which received prestigious festival 
screenings and an Academy Award nomination.  
McRoy’s “Recent Trends in Japanese Horror Cinema” (2014) is one of only two 
scholarly articles analysing J-Splatter films specifically, though his analysis of Tokyo Gore 
Police and Mutant Girls Squad still categorises this style as part of the J-Horror genre. 
Similarly, Kayleigh Murphy writes on J-Splatter films Helldriver (Nishimura, 2011) and 
Zombie Ass: Toilet of the Dead (Iguchi, 2011) in her 2015 article “Sake, Sex and Gore: 
The Japanese Zombie Film and Cult Cinema,” but these films are identified by Murphy as 
Japanese zombie films, rather than as part of the J-Splatter wave of Asian Extreme 
cinema. Nevertheless, this thesis draws from these two sources, as well as those listed 
above, to analyse key tropes and propose new ways of reading the Western relationship 
with Japanese cinema. 
 Covering the extensive history of Japanese cinema, from the late-1800s through to 
the time of publication in 1990, Richie’s Japanese Cinema: An Introduction is more useful 
as a broad overview of a national cinema than as a case study of any particular wave of 
films from Japan. It does, however, offer insight into the way Japanese cinema from its 
early years reached out to global audiences by incorporating international influences and 
later on portraying Japan as “other.” Richie has also published extensively on Japanese 
culture, including books on more contemporary popular culture, such as Japanese 
schoolgirl and fashion culture.  
 Standish's books Myth and Masculinity in the Japanese Cinema and Politics, Porn 
and Protest both focus on recurring themes within Japanese cinema, rather than the 
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Western relationship with these films. However, looking at both popular and art cinema, 
Standish's approach in both books offers a useful consideration of violence in Japanese 
cinema, reading these acts as, broadly, “a symbolic representation of the maintenance 
and readjustment of dominant/subordinate relations” (Myth 170). While this latter study is 
most interested in these relations in terms of male interactions and masculinity, his earlier 
book considers the way the “pink” (pornographic) films of the 1960s (discussed further in 
Chapter Three) place “the blame for male violence perpetrated on women onto the victims 
and the society at large” (Politics 113). Standish's reading of sex and sexuality in both 
works is useful for my own study of J-Splatter and the way Japanese traditions factor into 
Iguchi and Nishimura's exaggerated portrayals of Japanese society.  
 Julian Stringer's work on Japanese cinema has also influenced this thesis. In 
addition to his PhD on Japanese cinema and film festivals, which I use in Chapter Four, 
his 2007 book with Alastair Phillips presents a chronological look at twenty-four Japanese 
films released from 1932-2001, with each chapter offering a different approach to reading 
Japan's wide-range of films and directors. This text includes a look at “the original and the 
copy” of Ring, considering theories of adaptation and cross-cultural relations, as well as an 
analysis of “the global markets for anime,” focusing on the debate about whether Western 
audiences are drawn to anime's familiarity or otherness. Both of these chapters contribute 
to key concerns within this thesis, particularly my overall study of what attracts Western 
audiences to Japanese Extreme cinema. Ultimately, Stringer and Phillips seem to find that 
Japaneseness is an essential component for marketing Japanese films internationally, 
arguing that Ringu will always be a Japanese film, despite being remade in the US, and 
that the global success of Hayao Miyazaki's Spirited Away was distinctly related to its 
representation of Japaanese national identity.  
 Napier has published widely on the topic of Japanese popular culture in the West, 
most notably in her 2001 book Anime and her 2007 book From Impressionism to Anime. 
The former considers the relationship between Japan and the West by addressing the 
major themes present in anime – from “body, metamorphosis, identity” to “magical girls 
and fantasy worlds.” A chapter on the shōjo (young girl) character is particularly significant 
to my readings of J-Splatter films and I devote a section of Chapter Three to outlining 
Napier's work on this subject. Her later book also analyses the impact of anime on the 
Western imagination of Japanese culture, but this time Napier opens up her study to 
include other art forms as well. This book considers Japanese culture through an audience 
studies lens, in part looking at how Western audiences perceive Japan as a fantasy world. 
A chapter called “Anime Nation: Cons, Cosplay, and (Sub) Cultural Capital” considers 
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different types of anime fandom and how meaning is given to anime by its fans. I add to 
the subject throughout this thesis by broadening earlier studies to include J-Splatter 
fandom, which crosses over with anime fandom in many ways, particularly in terms of 
Napier's two main concerns – cosplay (costume play) and subcultural capital (assets such 
as insider knowledge that facilitate social success in niche interest groups).  
 McRoy's 2008 book Nightmare Japan covers a range of different themes and styles 
in Japanese horror cinema including ghost stories and youth violence, but McRoy's most 
useful study is a chapter on “cultural transformations and body horror in Japanese torture 
film,” which has informed Chapter Two and Chapter Three in particular. McRoy's chapter 
questions the similarities and differences between Japanese and Western horror cinema, 
especially in terms of representations of the body. Before Audition and Ichi the Killer 
(Miike, 2001) came a series of extremely controversial Japanese films called the Guinea 
Pig series. These films had a range of different directors, but were all produced by Hideshi 
Hino, beginning with Satoru Ogura's Guinea Pig: Devil's Experiment in 1985 and ending 
with a collection of scenes from the earlier films, Guinea Pig 7: Slaughter Special in 1988. 
These torture films (along with earlier extreme films like In the Realm of the Senses 
[Nagisa Oshima, 1976] and Tetsuo: the Iron Man [Shin’ya Tsukamoto, 1989]) fall outside 
the two distinct waves this thesis identifies as Japanese Extreme. However, McRoy's 
chapter presents a useful discussion of the global significance of these films and their 
contribution to the body horror canon. Prior to this, McRoy also edited a collection called 
Japanese Horror Cinema in 2005, which looks much more specifically at the background 
to and influence of J-Horror films of the 1990s. Relevant essays in this collection include 
Steffan Hantke's “Japanese Horror Under Western Eyes,” and Hills' “US/UK Horror Fans 
and the International Value of Japanese Horror Cinema,” which both inform my approach 
to Western audiences of Japanese Extreme.  
  
Cult Cinema and Taste Culture 
In the introduction to his book on the Italian Giallo Film, Mikel J. Koren positions his 
reading of vernacular cinema as a way of looking “at subaltern cinema not for how it might 
(or might not) conform to the precepts of high-art/modernist cinema, but for what it does in 
its own right” (v). My study of Asian Extreme and, more specifically, J-Splatter is also 
concerned not with whether these films are good or bad, but with what they can tell us 
about taste and fan culture. As Koren explains: “To look at a film from a vernacular 
perspective removes the a priori assumptions about what constitutes a ‘good’ film, how a 
particular film is, in some way, ‘artistic’” (v). The reception of J-Splatter films, especially at 
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the niche film festivals I have attended and in the online blogs and forums I have studied, 
has typically revealed an enthusiastic response from Western audiences, who are drawn 
not so much to the artistic merits of these films in terms of aesthetically-pleasing style, but 
rather the way they go against the grain to produce something shocking, confronting, and 
over-the-top.  
This thesis uses the term cult cinema to describe films drawing audiences that are 
not merely interested in the film, but have some kind of ritualistic attachment to or 
obsession with it. This attachment is often a response to the film’s transgressive qualities 
and other characteristics separating them from mainstream cinema. In their Cult Film 
Reader, Ernest Mathijs and Xavier Mendik point out that film cults “oscillate between 
perspectives of collectivity and individuality, sometimes referring to quantities of people 
that make up a cult following, and sometimes to the quality of the kind of worship that 
characterise it” (17). This thesis focuses predominantly on the collective: although I 
sometimes offer examples of individual reactions to excessive or exotic aspects of the 
films in question, my research more often observes how spectators respond as a 
collective, based on their viewing experience as part of a wider film festival audience. 
Mathijs and Mendik’s reader is a collection of essays on cult cinema, organised according 
to four subtopics: the concepts of cult, cult case studies, national and international cults, 
and cult consumption. My research draws from all four sections, including noteworthy 
contributions from Jeffrey Sconce, Matt Hills, Mark Jancovich, J.P. Telotte, Leon Hunt, 
Pierre Bourdieu, Bruce A. Austin, Gina Marchetti, and Henry Jenkins. These essays 
address key concepts and approaches to cult cinema, including taste, fandom, the 
Internet, transnational cinema, audience participation, and midnight movies.  
 Hills' book The Pleasures of Horror also offers a useful way of reading 
transgressive cult cinema, by looking at the way horror cinema has been theorised and 
applied to audience research. For example, Hills presents and evaluates a literalist 
reading of horror, which suggests that:  
watching horror films will either: (a) 'corrupt and deprave' or (b) 'desensitise' 
viewers. The first type of literalist discourse implies an inevitably mimetic relation 
between fiction and its viewers (who will imitate screen violence), while the second 
type relies on a 'folk' or 'lay' theory of media effect, suggesting that watching 
fictional violence will cause audiences to enjoy, or not be appropriately affected by, 
real violence.' (3)  
Hills' analysis of this type of reading is useful for my study of Japanese Extreme, 
particularly for reading the way festival programmers and film distributors market their films 
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as cult. This thesis demonstrates that, rather than reading literalist discourse as having a 
negative impact on the reputation of horror cinema, programmers and distributors instead 
use it to emphasise the cult appeal of J-Splatter films. Reaching out to audiences who play 
at being hard, these films are advertised as having content that will challenge their 
desensitisation, moving past their barriers to make them feel more grossed out than 
scared. Hills' book further highlights the cult appeal of horror cinema by analysing the way 
horror spectators embrace censorship as a means of heightening their transgressive 
status and demonstrating the extent of their fandom. I build on this hypothesis by showing 
how J-Splatter audiences respond to scenes of excessive violence and sexual activities 
with applause and cheering to demonstrate approval of these portrayals. Furthermore, 
Japanese Extreme fans, like cult audiences, have been known to seek out screenings and 
DVDs of films that have been banned or highly censored in some countries.  
 Jancovich's edited collection, Defining Cult Movies: the Cultural Politics of 
Oppositional Taste, also observes this kind of fan activity, with a selection of essays 
considering how certain films have received their cult reputations and discussing the 
different ways cult audiences express their fandom. In addition to the regular players in 
cult cinema studies, including Mathijs, Sconce and, of course, Jancovich, Harmony H. 
Wu's study of the relationship between cult, horror, and (inter)national/cultural appeal has 
been pertinent to my research. Wu's work on early Peter Jackson comedy-horror films Bad 
Taste (1987), Meet the Feebles (1989) and Braindead (aka Dead Alive, 1992) presents a 
useful reading of the relationship between taste and comedy-horror films, similar to my 
own reading of J-Splatter. While these films, made in Jackson's native New Zealand, are 
in English and represent Western culture, Wu argues for their “international currency” due 
to their non-Hollywood status. Observing how each of these films “has become a video 
and midnight movie cult favourite” (87), Wu maintains that because these films are made 
outside of the US/Hollywood, “'taste' and 'cult' garner connotations in a larger web of 
cultural 'value' expressed specifically along terms of national identity” (90). This idea is 
used throughout my thesis to argue for the cult status of J-Splatter films in terms of their 
target audiences' desire for something outside the mainstream. This includes both the 
national and cultural identity of the films, and this thesis uses Iain Robert Smith's concept 
of “cult cosmopolitanism” outlined in the following section to understand this appeal.  
Fan behaviour is also a key component of J. Hoberman and Jonathan 
Rosenbaum’s 1983 book Midnight Movies, where they outline the history of midnight 
movies on both sides of the Atlantic – Parisian cinémathèques in the ’60s, American drive-
ins in the ’70s, and London “late-night outposts,” offering the “cultish atmosphere” of 
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welcoming guests later than even the city’s pubs or public transport (2–3). Further 
highlighting the cult appeal of midnight movies, Hoberman and Rosenbaum also offer a 
history of film cultism, which Harry Alan Potamkin suggests originated in Paris in the 
1920s, with one of the original examples being The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (Wiene, 1920), 
“which ran continuously at the same Paris movie house from 1920 through 1927” (23). 
This history is significant to more recent (midnight) screenings of J-Splatter at niche film 
festivals discussed in this thesis, particularly Fantasia, because it highlights the lasting 
appeal of late-night screenings of predominantly non-mainstream content.  
Writing on “media fandom” in his book Textual Poachers, Henry Jenkins identifies 
five distinct aspects contributing to fan culture: “its relationship to a particular mode of 
reception; its role in encouraging viewer activism; its function as an interpretive 
community; its particular traditions of cultural production; its status as an alternative social 
community” (1–2). This thesis considers these dimensions of fandom as essential to the 
cult film experience, focusing specifically on viewer activism in relation to an alternative 
social community. Because cult cinema tends to be defined against mainstream cinema, 
discussion of Japanese Extreme and J-Splatter films in this thesis responds to various 
debates regarding taste and what is considered “good” or “bad” cinema. As such, the 
“alternative social community” being examined throughout my research is framed around 
cult audiences that attend screenings of J-Splatter with the desire to participate and 
connect with other like-minded fans, often sharing the same taste for what is widely 
described as “bad” cinema. Jenkins observes:  
From the perspective of dominant taste, fans appear to be frighteningly out of 
control, undisciplined and unrepentant, rogue readers. Rejecting the 
aesthetic distance Bourdieu suggests is a cornerstone of aesthetics, fans 
enthusiastically embrace favoured texts and attempt to integrate media 
representations into their own social experience. (18) 
This fandom taste culture described by Jenkins is embraced by J-Splatter audiences who 
call out during screenings with enthusiasm and often participate in Japanese cosplay 
culture to integrate themselves into the world of the films. 
Pierre Bourdieu’s Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, 
referenced by Jenkins above, was originally published in French in 1979, though the 
English version was not published until 1984. Bourdieu's findings from his own empirical 
research outlined in this work suggest that cultural capital, accrued from social assets 
rather than financial, determines taste. Furthermore, Bourdieu argues that when tastes 
“have to be justified, they are asserted purely negatively, by the refusal of other tastes” 
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(56). This concept is used throughout this thesis to demonstrate the way Japanese 
Extreme fans communicate and participate in fan activities, most commonly embracing 
what is seen by many as “bad taste” by attending niche festivals, special exhibitions and 
late-night screenings of J-Splatter films, dressing up in Japanese cosplay attire, calling out 
in the cinema, and posting on online discussion boards and forums. Bourdieu's work has 
contributed vastly to studies of counter-cinema, including what Jeffrey Sconce refers to as 
“paracinema.”  
In his article “‘Trashing’ the Academy,” Sconce lists a number of subgenres that 
may be considered paracinema, including “badfilm,” “splatterpunk,” and Japanese monster 
movies (372). He adds: “Paracinema is thus less a distinct group of films than a particular 
reading protocol, a counter-aesthetic turned subcultural sensibility devoted to all manner of 
cultural detritus” (Sconce 372). Following Sconce’s theory, an anthology entitled After 
Taste edited by Julia Vassileva and Constantine Verevis (2012) features several authors 
who use paracinematic or non-mainstream texts to evaluate taste and cultural value. While 
Minette Hillyer uses “home movie” Holiday at Home (Shir-Cliff, 1951) to consider the 
theory of spectator labour and suggest that not all paracinema is distasteful, Jane Stadler 
argues that Takashi Miike’s Sukiyaki Western Django (2007) offers a viewing experience 
that is beyond Bourdieu and Sconce’s theories of taste culture. Despite qualifying as a 
“bad” film in terms of Sconce’s “paracinematic stylistic devices” (technical errors, awful 
dialogue, etc. [see Sconce 114]), audience engagement with this film “celebrates 
cinematic form rather than signifies spectatorial perversion” (Stadler 46-7). The J-Splatter 
films in my study also make use of the paracinematic stylistic devices Sconce outlines, but 
I argue that they do so in order to engage audiences with their self-aware representations 
of Japanese culture and violence. As seen in other cult and exploitation cinema, this self-
awareness signals the intentional use of cultural stereotypes and over-the-top battle 
sequences in order to draw attention to their ridiculous nature in a comedic way. 
 Other important literature on cult cinema includes Telotte’s The Cult Film 
Experience, which defines cult partly in relation to non-mainstream distribution and 
exhibition practices. However, as Mathijs and Jamie Sexton point out, Telotte’s entire 
collection only makes reference to one Asian cult film: the Bruce Lee film, Enter the 
Dragon (Clouse, 1973). Mathijs and Sexton’s book Cult Cinema, on the other hand, 
provides a detailed overview of various approaches to cult cinema, including a chapter on 
transnationalism and Orientalism, which looks at a number of examples of Asian cult films, 
including early Japanese Extreme film, In the Realm of the Senses, mentioned above. 
Oshima's film presents a particularly useful example of Japanese Extreme as both cult and 
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transnational because it is a Japanese-French co-production that was able to bridge 
markets and film cultures, ultimately paving the way for Asian Extreme as a global cinema. 
Mathijs and Sexton observe: “Often, the qualities that Western audiences find so attractive 
in Asian cinema are a result of Western viewers’ curiosity for and confrontation with 
systems of representation they have difficulty understanding (and that therefore violate 
practices, routines, and habits)” (121). They add, however, that this curiosity does not 
necessarily make Western viewers cult fans; cult fandom goes beyond curiosity, instead 
targeting another culture as atypical and focusing on “the interrogation of ‘tainted 
reputations’” and taboo subject matter (121). For Mathijs and Sexton, cult cinema 
problematises existing approaches to Orientalism because it works so hard to avoid being 
measured according to normalcy, and thus aligns itself more with globalisation and 
transnational cinema rather than traditional Orientalist degrees of inferiority/superiority 
(121-2). In the following section, I elaborate on Mathijs and Sexton's approach, introducing 
Smith's concept of “cult cosmopolitanism” to help explain the way this thesis reads the 
Western fascination with J-Splatter films and Japanese culture more generally. Like 
Mathijs and Sexton, I argue that rather than watching these films to read Japan as inferior 
to the West, Western audiences instead embrace the opportunity to learn about another 
culture, albeit through representations of over-the-top stereotypes.  
  
Orientalism and Asiaphilia, Cosmopolitanism and Transnationalism 
In contrast to Mathijs and Sexton’s reading of cult cinema as curiosity over exoticism, 
Asian Extreme has been interpreted as Orientalist by scholars like Dew and Shin because 
of the way it is marketed to Western audiences. These scholars’ interpretations of the 
Tartan Asia Extreme label outlined above draw from Edward Said’s seminal 1978 work 
Orientalism, which observes how perceptions and representations of Eastern culture are 
often romanticised and exoticised products of the Western imagination. Also significant to 
my research is Said's collection of essays from 1993, Culture and Imperialism, which 
offers a series of afterthoughts to Orientalism, regarding “the general relationship between 
culture and empire” (xi). Broadening his study beyond the focus on the Middle East in his 
earlier work, Said's essays consider European writing on a much wider range of countries 
and cultures including “the mysterious East” (East Asia) and “the African mind,” and even 
Australia. Furthermore, Said's extension of his post-colonial approach also includes an 
analysis of the American influence on the rest of the world, including what he refers to as 
“American media imperialism” (292). Considering the significance of writers and 
filmmakers “whose specialty it is to deliver the non-European world either for analysis and 
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judgement or for satisfying the exotic tastes of European and North American audiences” 
(xviii), Said's writing provides an important framework with which to read the relationship 
between Western spectator and Japanese text that is examined throughout my thesis.    
 Koichi Iwabuchi's 2002 book Recentering Globalisation is also influenced by Said's 
work, focusing on the implications of cultural globalisation and what he refers to as 
“Japanisation.” While Iwabuchi's reading of Japanese culture in the West is not exclusive 
to film studies, or even media studies, it presents a useful approach to understanding the 
ways the West consumes Japanese culture. Iwabuchi introduces his concept of “cultural 
odour” to explain how imported goods from Japan are received internationally (in the West 
and in other Asian countries). While this term may be read offensively, Iwabuchi explains 
that he uses it “to focus on the way in which cultural features of a country of origin and 
images or ideas of its national, in most cases stereotyped, way of life are associated 
positively with a particular product in the consumption process” (27). For example, 
Japanese electronics have been embraced because, for non-Japanese consumers, they 
represent a country that is technologically advanced. In terms of media, Iwabuchi 
observes that some consumers' preference for foreign television is based on perceptions 
of the content being “'exotic,' 'different,' or 'less 'boring'” (26). It is certainly the case that 
some consumers would still prefer to purchase “culturally odourless” products, or 
Japanese products that are not distinctly Japanese, in order to pretend it originates from 
their own country. However, my study of J-Splatter follows Iwabuchi's approach, focusing 
on why some Western audiences are drawn to this style of filmmaking, rather than looking 
at those who are not.  
Asiaphilia is another important term that more specifically observes the spectator-
text relationship in Asian cinema. Coined by Darrell Hamamoto, and applied to Chinese 
cinema by Leon Hunt in various works (Kung Fu and “Asiaphilia”), Asiaphilia is an 
alternative to the term Orientalism, though both deal with the Western perception of 
Eastern culture. Yet, while both terms refer to the East’s exotic appeal to the West, 
Orientalism focuses predominantly on Western depictions of Eastern culture, while 
Asiaphilia more commonly relates to the Western fetishisation of it. My research examines 
the extent to which Asiaphilia feeds into the cult status of particular Asian films. Hunt 
points out the way Hollywood has tended to handle Hong Kong cinema, “fostering it as an 
‘Other’ (cult) cinema, before absorbing its talent into what has so far […] been an 
oppressively ‘American’ cinema” (Kung Fu 13). Similarly, marketing devices for Japanese 
Extreme exhibition and distribution show how particular “Asian” aspects of films have been 
used to appeal to audiences.  
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However, while Orientalism and Asiaphilia are significant perspectives that I have 
considered in depth throughout my research, I have chosen to take an approach that is 
also influenced by theories of cosmopolitanism and transnationalism. In Jane Mills’ essay 
“Sojourner Cinema,” she points out that socio-cultural theorists have begun to agree that 
“cosmopolitanism does not necessarily mean the reification of the foreign as exotic” (153). 
Instead, cosmopolitans are likely to become more aware of cultural diversity from their own 
experiences than those who have not travelled. This perspective has been applied to film 
theory by Mathijs and Sexton, Jenkins, and Smith, all of whom consider the potentially 
positive outcomes of the Western consumption of Asian culture through film.  
Jenkins uses the term “pop cosmopolitan” to describe “someone whose embrace of 
global popular media represents an escape route out of the parochialism of her local 
community” (152). For Jenkins, pop cosmopolitanism is a means for understanding “the 
ways that the transcultural flows of popular culture inspires [sic] new forms of global 
consciousness and cultural competency” (156). While Jenkins reads pop cosmopolitanism 
in a positive light, he also recognises hesitations from scholars such as Hamamoto and 
Swedish anthropologist Ulf Hannerz, who both warn that theories like cosmopolitanism 
tend to involve “the selective appropriation and repurposing of other cultural traditions for 
one's own interests” (169–70). Nevertheless, Jenkins concludes: “While the uneven flow of 
cultural materials across national borders often produces a distorted understanding of 
national differences, it also represents a first significant step toward global consciousness” 
(170).  
Smith elaborates on Jenkins’ theory, using “cult cosmopolitan” to explain the 
“sincere desire to discover and celebrate overlooked areas of global popular culture [while 
also relying] upon an exoticisation of cultural difference through a focus on elements that 
are perceived to be weird and/or bizarre” (3). As we have seen, Dew and Shin have 
examined Tartan’s first wave of Asian Extreme through the lens of Orientalism. However, I 
argue that J-Splatter films, their marketing, and their reception lend themselves more to 
the lens of “cult cosmopolitanism.” J-Splatter films rely on cultural stereotypes and 
exaggerated representations in part to draw global audiences. However, the fact that 
Western fans' responses on message boards, blogs and in film reviews constantly 
embrace the opportunity to consume a culture different from their own demonstrates a 
distinct motive from what distributors like Tartan are emphasising in their marketing 
campaigns.  
While this thesis mostly refers to the fans being analysed as “cult cosmopolitans,” it 
is necessary to also acknowledge two key terms that help define the hierarchy of status 
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within this fan community: “otaku” and “weeaboo.” In Japan, otaku is a derogatory term for 
someone who is overly obsessed with pop culture, especially anime and manga (comic 
books/graphic novels), closely associated with the English words nerd and geek. However, 
the term has been adopted in the West with much more positive connotations, and 
Western anime fans use the term with pride to describe themselves and other members of 
the anime community. An unpublished conference paper written by Hills, on what he refers 
to as the “transcultural otaku,” discusses the transformation of the word, positioning his 
argument against “familiar narratives of transcultural misrecognition, transnational 
Othering and the nation as iconically-imaged 'imagined community'” (2). Hills' paper 
argues that “fandom and national identity might have a more complex relationship, one 
that does not simply locate fan cultures 'in' a given national context, 'against' other national 
contexts, or as 'appropriating' transcultural products in a global economy/culture” (2). Hills 
suggests that the otaku provokes a “transcultural identification” (4) which is essentially a 
Marxist act, “operating across national contexts in order to build a sense of (semotic) 
solidarity” (6). Rather than arguing that anime creates a space for cosmopolitans to 
embrace another culture, Hills suggests that anime allows fans to transcend cultural 
boundaries, ultimately highlighting the “'differences' of fan cultures rather than, or as well 
as, national differences” (13, italics in original).  
Weeaboo, on the contrary, is an American term that takes the concept of the otaku 
back to the negative connotations it originated with. According to Urban Dictionary, the 
term was first used in an American comic strip called the Perry Bible Fellowship and has 
since been popularised on online forums and blogs. The term is used to describe “[a] non-
Japanese person that either considers themselves Japanese, or wishes they were” 
(“Weeaboo” n.p.). Unlike otaku, the term weeaboo is not usually used to describe oneself.  
More often, weeaboo is used to describe a person with an irritating obsession with Japan, 
even though it is apparent that their knowledge of Japanese culture is entirely 
Westernised. Urban Dictionary users mostly distinguish between otaku as an anime 
fanatic and a weeaboo as someone who is obsessed with the entirety of Japanese culture, 
often using Japanese words in the middle of English sentences, particularly “kawaii” (cute).  
Though I prefer to use cult cosmopolitan rather than otaku and weeaboo to 
describe the type of fans I analyse throughout this thesis, these are nevertheless important 
terms for considering the different levels of fandom that exist in the West regarding 
Japanese culture. Representing varying degrees of what Sarah Thornton, and many other 
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scholars after her,2 refers to as subcultural capital, the contrasting use of otaku and 
weeaboo, particularly within a global online community, indicates the importance of some 
kind of investment in Japanese culture for Western fans of not only anime and manga, but 
also Japanese Extreme cinema. According to Thornton in her 1995 book Club Cultures:  
Subcultural capital confers status on its owner in the eyes of the relevant beholder 
[…] Just as cultural capital is personified in ‘good’ manners and urbane 
conversation, so subcultural capital is embodied in the form of being ‘in the know,’ 
using (but not over-using) current slang and looking as if you were born to perform 
the latest dance styles. (11)  
Likewise, using the labels otaku and weeaboo helps distinguish between types or levels of 
fandom, with those not involved in the community unlikely to understand the meaning of 
these terms. While both terms are associated with fan communities, within these 
communities, being called a weeaboo indicates that less capital has been acquired than 
an otaku due to a fan not exhibiting a broad enough range of awareness within this 
particular group. For example, a weeaboo may incorporate Japanese words into their daily 
vocabulary, but pronounce them incorrectly. In this case, subcultural capital is attained by 
demonstrating knowledge of Japanese culture, both in terms of real and fictional (i.e. 
anime/manga) Japanese worlds. 
Jancovich expands on Thornton’s concept of subcultural capital in his 2002 article 
“Cult Fictions,” where he applies her “club cultures” theory to cult cinema. Jancovich notes 
that, while cult audiences are seen to distinguish themselves against mainstream media 
and “the academy,” they simultaneously rely on these institutions in the development of 
their subcultural capital (308). In this light, both scholars argue that comparing subcultures 
to mainstream culture is counter-productive, and that we should, instead, analyse how 
capital is formed within the subculture. Hills also applies Thornton’s work to his study on 
fan communities and hierarchies, in his 2002 book Fan Cultures, in an attempt to move 
away from an “us-versus-them” understanding of fandom. While this thesis does not use 
subcultural capital as a defining concept, preferring to highlight cultural capital as it relates 
to the “eliteness” of the film festival, my approach reflects Thornton, Jancovich, and Hills’ 
work in that emphasis is placed on how capital is regarded amongst audiences within the 
same or related subcultures.     
This thesis also uses readings of transnational cinema, which understands 
filmmaking as part of a global system, rather than a wide-spread group of independent 
                                                
2 In addition to informing the work of Susan Napier and Jeffrey Sconce, introduced earlier in this chapter, 
Thornton’s concept of subcultural capital has also played a significant role in Matt Hills’ and Mark 
Jancovich’s work on cult media, as discussed below.  
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national cinemas. In their Transnational Cinema film reader, Elizabeth Ezra and Terry 
Rowden bring together a number of essays dealing with this shift from national to 
transnational cinema, while others look at the way film has become more global as a result 
of the digital age. Furthermore, Ezra and Rowden’s introduction highlights the 
“impossibility of assigning a fixed national identity to much cinema [reflecting] the 
dissolution of any stable connection between a film’s place of production and/or setting 
and the nationality of its makers and performers” (1). Negotiating these alternative 
perspectives on Asian cinema through cosmopolitan and transnationalist approaches, my 
study of Western audiences’ responses to Japanese Extreme cinema considers how these 
films attract the attention of global spectators. Drawn to this content are fans who do not 
necessarily exoticise the characters and narratives, but rather have an interest in learning 
about another culture through cinema. Moreover, these films can be read as transnational 
because of their awareness of global audiences and international viewing experiences. 
Due to their content, which tends to be seen as too extreme for the mainstream, access to 
these films is often limited to niche film festivals in the public sphere and, with increasing 
frequency, online for private viewing contexts. As a result, rather than being limited to 
Japanese audiences, Japanese Extreme films are finding increased reception overseas.  
Yuri Lotman’s cultural transfer framework also offers a useful way of understanding 
J-Splatter in particular as a transnational cinema. Lotman outlines the different stages of 
sending and receiving culture within what he refers to as the “semiosphere” (146-7). He 
argues that national cultures need to pass through all five stages, beginning with imported 
texts “keep[ing] their strangeness” and being valued more than those of the home culture, 
and ending with imported texts being entirely dissolved into the receiving culture, and 
sometimes even transmitted on to other cultures as their own (146). This thesis argues 
that the dominant appeal of J-Splatter cinema for Western audiences is the way it has 
stayed in this early stage described by Lotman – while not all fans value Japanese culture 
more than their own, as explained above in the distinction between otaku and weeaboo, 
they are certainly drawn to the “strangeness” of the films as something unique and 
therefore more appealing than what they are used to.  
 
Exhibition and Distribution: Film Festivals and Marketing Devices 
Marketing and Genres 
Shin’s study, outlined above, of Tartan Films’ marketing strategies for selling Asian 
Extreme films to Western audiences, looks at the way a new category of film has been 
created for distribution purposes. The way distribution practices affect genre labelling is 
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also addressed in Ramon Lobato and Mark David Ryan’s 2011 article “Rethinking Genre 
Studies Through Distribution Analysis.” Lobato and Ryan’s section on Asian Horror acts as 
a useful resource for understanding the relationship between genre and production and 
distribution. For example, recognisable horror subgenres such as vampire, zombie, or 
other monster films offer well-known iconography as a valuable marketing tool; this 
iconography is used on movie posters and in trailers to attract viewers interested in a 
specific type of film. Similarly, Tartan uses the term Asia Extreme to attract audiences to 
the excess and otherness of a group of films. Chapter Five looks at how DVD artwork uses 
the iconography associated with Asian Extreme cinema and J-Splatter, such as weapons, 
blood, and even geisha or schoolgirl characters, to sell these films to Western audiences 
drawn to the violence and foreignness they associate with these films.  
 Hayley Trowbridge’s review of recent studies on film distribution in 2013 offers an 
overview of scholarly work done in this area, and notes that the term “distribution” has 
begun to be replaced by “circulation,” so as to avoid suggesting agency as a factor (227). 
Distribution implies the agency of film distributors and the strategies they actively deploy to 
target international audiences, whereas circulation is more inclusive of a wider online 
audience, through means that are not necessarily legal. Modes of distributing/circulating J-
Splatter films are significant to my study because of my interest in the strategies used to 
target particular audiences, though my focus remains on audiences who are accessing 
these films legally. Complementing the more recent work on online circulation, Stuart 
Henderson’s interview with Nick McKay from Optimum Releasing highlights the interaction 
between theatrical and DVD divisions of film distribution. Henderson’s interview has 
offered important sample material for my own interviews with film distributors, as well as 
being an informative contribution to distribution studies. My research on film distribution 
will consider both online and DVD releases, while my study of theatrical releases will 
mostly focus on J-Splatter exhibition at film festivals.  
 
Film Festival Exhibition  
Bill Nichols’ seminal work on film festivals opened up a new way of recognising their value 
beyond being a cultural pastime. In his 1994 article, “Discovering Form, Inferring 
Meaning,” Nichols ponders the anthropological implications of the festival experience, in 
terms of “entering strange worlds, hearing unfamiliar languages, witnessing unusual 
styles” (17). The festival experience, he suggests, is a distinctive way of discovering the 
“realm of the global” (27). Acknowledging and echoing Nichols’ work from the same year, 
in “Global Image Consumption in the Age of Late Capitalism,” David Archibald and Mitchell 
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Miller highlight the importance of film festivals both “culturally and industrially,” in terms of 
possessing “their own economies, social economic drivers, professional and political 
dynamics and agendas” (249). Archibald and Miller’s introduction to Screen’s Film Festival 
Dossier sets up a number of beneficial approaches to film festival studies, including the 
relationship between exhibition and distribution, which have been pertinent to my research 
in Chapters Four and Five.   
 Dina Iordanova’s interests also lie in the relationship between film exhibition and 
distribution, arguing that, while the film festival was traditionally seen as a means of 
exhibiting films, it has more recently become instrumental in subsequent film circulation 
and even in the production of new films. Iordanova has made an important contribution to 
film festival research, both through her edited collections, the Film Festival Yearbook 
series and The Film Festival Reader, and her 2015 Media Industries article “The Film 
Festival as an Industry Node.” Her own chapter in the Reader poses an important 
question, which I return to throughout my own festival research in Chapters Four and Six: 
“Which function of film festivals proves more important: the marketing of new and 
alternative cinema (be it via an officially attached market or by providing opportunity for 
industry contacts)? Or the festivals’ increasingly important role in fostering tourism?” (109). 
While both aspects prove integral to the films and festivals I examine, J-Splatter 
filmmakers relying on their annual presence at festivals like Fantasia to draw new fans, 
while festivals like JFF aim to target Australian audiences who are interested in Japanese 
culture with the potential to foster tourism.    
 Contrary to this positive outlook on film festivals as significant to both cultural 
exchange and industrial development, former artistic director of the Edinburgh 
International Film Festival, Hannah McGill instead points out the way film festivals 
“fetishise exclusivity via premiere status” and have a tendency “to be resistant to advances 
in technology” (281). My analysis of how festival directors choose films to target specific 
audiences, particularly cult groups at niche festivals, will consider McGill’s perspective on 
both the exclusivity of film festivals, about the technological aspects in order to expand on 
some of Iordanova’s more positive points, including the significance of festival involvement 
in film circulation through online platforms. 
 
Digital Distribution 
Iordanova’s work on film circulation branches out beyond film festival studies into her 
edited collection on film distribution with Stuart Cunningham, Digital Disruption (2012). 
Iordanova and Cunningham’s text explains how digital disruption has occurred, with such 
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instances as email dominating over traditional mail delivery services and electronic books 
replacing bookstores. Similarly, online streaming and downloading is rapidly taking over 
conventional video sales and rental services, as is evident in my interview with Madman 
Entertainment Product Manager, Christian Were, who helps to explain the decline of J-
Splatter in Chapter Five. Despite Were’s speculation that online subscription services will 
generate far less revenue than physical video, my study also looks at the benefits of digital 
distribution and other online platforms in developing fan communities.   
Similarly, in their book YouTube: Online Video and Participatory Culture, Jean 
Burgess and Joshua Green look at how YouTube has developed as a highly functional 
media distribution platform, arguing that  
While YouTube’s size makes it a significant site to explore the ramifications of 
digital distribution on the relationship between national boundaries and audience 
communities (Green, 2008), the uploading of traditional media content to the 
website is part of a more sophisticated range of cultural practices than simply the 
attempt to ‘fileshare’ or to avoid nationally or commercially bound distribution 
systems. (49) 
Stemming from this analysis, my study of the digital distribution of J-Splatter in Chapter 
Five uses YouTube videos and user comments to consider how audiences use online 
platforms not simply to view new material that they would not otherwise have access to, 
but also to communicate with other users who have similar tastes in Japanese Extreme 
cinema.  
 
Methodology: Phenomenology and Audience Reception Studies   
My study of Japanese Extreme and J-Splatter audiences has exclusively taken place at 
film festivals in North America and Australia and has been informed by Julian Hanich’s 
framework for interpreting the collective viewing experience. Hanich analyses audience 
relations by interpreting viewers as part of a binary: on one side an “I-you” relationship, 
and on the other a “we” connection. “I-you” represents those who feel disconnected from 
their fellow audience members (often because of differing reactions to the film being 
screened), while “we” represents those who consider it to be a shared experience. Hanich 
situates his analysis within the multiplex theatre, where audiences are typically expected 
to watch a movie from beginning to end with minimal talking or movement (Cinematic 56). 
Viewers’ awareness of other audience members is often determined by how well people 
abide by these expectations regarding multiplex spectatorship. Using the festival venue as 
an alternative to Hanich’s multiplex theatres, Chapter Six of this thesis applies a 
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phenomenological approach to collective viewing by describing and analysing how 
audiences respond to screenings of Japanese Extreme films at festivals. As Hanich 
explains in an introductory chapter of his book Cinematic Emotion: “phenomenology is 
interested in subjectively experienced phenomena encountered in the world – whether 
these phenomena can be objectively accounted for scientifically or not” (38). Rather than 
explaining how viewers respond to particular scenes, Hanich’s phenomenological 
approach looks for a common structure that can be applied if two viewers experience 
similar things” (40).  
 Chapter Six also uses Vivian Sobchack’s influential book on phenomenology in film 
studies, The Address of the Eye, to read the cinematic experience as a “mutual exchange 
of objective cinematic communication” between the filmmaker, film, and spectator, rather 
than the more traditional film theory approach, which tends to search for rules that guide 
cinematic expression (Sobchack 5). Moving beyond textual analysis, Sobchack’s 
phenomenological reading of the cinematic experience draws attention to the importance 
of “the whole correlational structure of the film experience” (18, italics in original). By sitting 
in a cinema and observing not just what is occurring on screen, but also within the 
audience, my phenomenological research reveals the way festival audiences engage with 
and are affected by J-Splatter films. This analysis of festival audiences and their collective 
viewing experience has informed my hypothesis that Western cult audiences are drawn to 
J-Splatter because of its synthesis of excess and otherness that cannot be experienced 
through other types of cinema. The benefit of this approach is that it has allowed for the 
audience to be at the centre of the analysis, rather than making assumptions based solely 
on a reading of the films. Where traditional film theory would read J-Splatter according to 
the narrative and style of the films  – as in Chapter Three – the phenomenological 
approach in Chapter Six interprets J-Splatter based on audience responses.  
  Using Hanich and Sobchack’s phenomenological approaches to the actual 
experience of watching a film, then, my observations of festival audiences as a whole, and 
my observations of interactions between individual viewers, help to answer questions 
posed throughout this thesis, including: What kinds of people watch Japanese Extreme 
films? How do J-Splatter audiences define themselves as fans? How do viewers respond 
to representations of Japanese culture on screen? My film festival study in Chapter Four 
also uses personal interviews with audience members to gain further insight into their 
perspectives on the collective viewing experience of watching J-Splatter at film festivals. I 
also refer to existing scholarly work citing audience experiences, such as Bruce A. Austin’s 
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“Portrait of a Film Audience,” which details the author’s interactions with audience 
members at midnight screenings of Rocky Horror Picture Show (Sharman, 1975). 
 A range of privacy issues were discussed with the ethical clearance officer and it 
was determined that my research method was not posing any risk to participants’ every 
day living, nor was it in any way invading privacy or recording behavior. Interview 
participants were all given a copy of the ethical clearance document I had prepared and 
the audience members being observed were unidentifiable. No names were given and 
there were no recordings of spectators inside the cinema, simply descriptions of sounds or 
expressions these anonymous subjects made.   
 
Chapter Outline: Charting the Second Wave of Japanese Extreme and its Audiences 
The goal of this thesis is to argue for the cult status of J-Splatter, what I have labeled as 
the second wave of Japanese Extreme cinema. Chapter Two begins by situating the much 
broader category of Asian Extreme cinema as a transnational film movement, using 
Smith's concept of cult cosmopolitanism outlined above to demonstrate how audiences for 
this style of filmmaking are drawn to the international appeal of these films. I outline a 
number of different influences and precursors amongst Asian Extreme cinema in general 
before moving more specifically into a study of Japanese Extreme cinema and introducing 
the second wave that will be my main focus for the remaining chapters.  
In Chapter Three, I look at how the filmmakers use certain characters, narratives, 
and distinct forms of violence that are all designed to draw the attention of Western 
audiences who express a particular passion for Japanese culture. These films encourage 
cult behaviour through their transgressive nature, attracting fans who embrace an 
unfamiliar culture and portrayals of social taboos. Through an analysis of the most 
prominent J-Splatter filmmakers, Noboru Iguchi and Yoshihiro Nishimura, I argue for a set 
of central features typifying J-Splatter, which includes targeting Western audiences with 
exaggerations that address perceptions of Japaneseness, and deliberately exploiting 
conventions of female representation, particularly through schoolgirl fetishisation. J-
Splatter films such as The Machine Girl and Mutant Girls Squad (Iguchi, Nishimura, 
Sakaguchi, 2010) portray the shōjo, a young female character often depicted in manga 
and anime, who finds a proactive sense of agency throughout the narrative. This character 
has been popularised in the West through Hayao Miyazaki’s animated films, including 
Princess Mononoke (1997) and Spirited Away (2001) and, as mentioned above, Napier's 
work on the shōjo has informed my understanding of how this young girl figure 
demonstrates determination and power in place of a male lead character. Furthermore, in 
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the more extreme style of J-Splatter, we are introduced to what I call the “mutant shōjo” in 
my 2014 article in Refractory, “Asian Extreme, Tokyo Gore, and Sushi Typhoon.” The 
mutant shōjo is a teenage schoolgirl who tends to be feminine in appearance but not 
action, portraying distinctly different values than Miyazaki’s powerful heroines who avoid 
killing. These features contribute to the undermining of dominant ideologies and assert 
exotic otherness and extreme violence as major contributors to their reputation in the 
stream of J-Splatter.  
Chapter Four addresses questions relating to film festivals and the marketing of J-
Splatter to cult audiences through interviews with programmers from three niche festivals: 
Fantasia International Film Festival (Montreal), Japanese Film Festival (JFF, Australia), 
and New York Asian Film Festival (NYAFF). In this chapter, I argue for the appeal of 
watching films as part of a festival collective, and also consider how festival attendees are 
drawn to the cultural value the festival is perceived to offer its films. By focusing on niche 
film festivals, Chapter Four examines the value of cult status, looking at how certain 
audiences are drawn to films they deem to be too extreme for the mainstream.  
Chapter Five expands on the same questions posed in Chapter Four by analysing 
how similar defining features of J-Splatter are drawn on for distribution purposes. More 
specifically, I investigate how distribution companies in Australia (Madman Entertainment 
and Monster Pictures) and America (WellGo USA and Funimation) market J-Splatter films 
through online distribution sites, social media and DVD cases to attract a particular 
international fan base. With marketing strategies targeting viewers drawn to over-the-top 
violence and/or an interest in Japanese culture, the distribution of these films for home 
viewing indicates particular trends in the relationship between the films’ content and their 
audiences. Concentrating on specific “Japanese” and “extreme” aspects used to draw the 
attention of foreign audiences, Chapter Five analyses references to violence in the tag 
lines and notably Japanese images (such as schoolgirls and Mt. Fuji) depicted on the DVD 
releases of J-Splatter films such as The Machine Girl and Vampire Girl vs Frankenstein 
Girl. This chapter also questions how distributors decide who to target when marketing J-
Splatter films, and what aspects of these films are considered most effective in attracting 
Western audiences. This raises a valuable point about the appeal of horror and how J-
Splatter’s otherness is also indicated by different countries’ taste in genres, as evidence 
presented shows that Australia’s box office revenue for horror films in general is 
significantly lower per capita than other countries around the world. Finally, I reflect on the 
future of J-Splatter and cult cinema by examining the impact of digital media and how it 
has affected the cult status of Japanese Extreme cinema. 
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Chapter Six moves my research right into the audience by taking a 
phenomenological approach to analysing the collective viewing experience. Contemplating 
the different affective interrelations experienced in the movie theatre, this chapter expands 
on simply identifying the emotions evoked by films to consider how these emotions 
connect us to the collective, movie-going audience. Hanich pioneered the 
phenomenological study of the collective viewing experience in relation to both 
mainstream multiplex movie-going and marginalised viewing experiences. Extending 
Hanich’s work, this chapter highlights how being a member of a group of committed fans is 
central to the experience of cult cinema. Using the festival venue as a site for cult film 
exhibition, this chapter’s phenomenological approach to collective viewing is implemented 
through participant observation of the audience’s experience of Japanese Extreme 
screenings at Fantasia in 2014, JFF in 2014 and 2015, and Brisbane's Gallery of Modern 
Art's “Cult Japan” Cinémathèque exhibition in 2015. 
 Finally, Chapter Seven is the concluding chapter of this thesis, which returns to the 
broader context of Asian Extreme cinema by contemplating the future of this film 
movement. Drawing together my findings on audience responses to Asian Extreme at 
international film festivals and interpretations of marketing approaches to the exhibition 
and distribution of these films, I speculate on the decline of this style of filmmaking by 
considering what has changed over the past twenty-six years since the release of Tetsuo: 
the Iron Man and what could be still to come. 
 
A Note on Language  
The Romanisation of Japanese, Korean, and other Asian names used in this thesis is 
based on the common spelling used on IMDb and/or DVD cases. Japanese names are 
written with the first name followed by the surname (i.e. Takashi Miike), whereas Korean 
names are written with the surname first (i.e. Park Chan-wook).  
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Chapter Two  
Cult Cosmopolitanism: 
Asian Extreme as Transnational Cinema 
 
In 1976, Japanese filmmaker Nagisa Oshima released his French-Japanese co-production, 
In the Realm of the Senses, a film that has since become notorious for its sexually explicit 
content. Following battles with the Japanese censorship board over earlier films, Oshima’s 
decision to join forces with France for the post-production of his film meant a freedom he had 
not previously had access to. The film had successful runs at festivals in Berlin and Cannes 
(where it screened thirteen times to keep up with audience demand) during the first half of 
1976, and was then scheduled to screen at the 14th New York Film Festival in October of the 
same year. However, after an early press screening with government officials in attendance, 
US Customs declared that the film would be seized if any further attempts were made to 
show it. The film subsequently faced similar restrictions in other countries, including Canada, 
Germany, and the UK, where it was not screened until several years later, though an uncut 
version is now available in America and several European countries.   
While, in the 40 years since In the Realm of the Senses was banned in New York, 
more relaxed censorship in most countries has allowed for much more explicit films than 
Oshima’s to be screened at film festivals around the world, Japan has nevertheless 
maintained an international reputation for creating particularly excessive and extreme 
cinema. This example is an early instance of Asian filmmakers producing content that is 
considered too extreme for domestic audiences, yet is found to appeal to international festival 
audiences. This continues to occur today, as seen with the global reception of South Korean 
filmmaker Kim Ki-duk, which will be examined in more detail below.  
Furthermore, other experimental Japanese cinema from the same period, such as 
Funeral Parade of Roses (Toshio Matsumoto, 1969) and Emperor Tomato Ketchup (Shuji 
Terayama, 1971), also depicts explicit scenes of sex and perversity, even before the release 
of In the Realm of the Senses, however Oshima’s film has gained more notoriety in part due 
to its global reputation. As film critic Jasper Sharp points out in his opening for a Midnight Eye 
article published in 2006: “Looking back at it from the light of the twenty-first century, one of 
the most astonishing things about Funeral Parade of Roses is just how little it has been seen” 
(n.p.). Though Sharp notes that the film has been written on extensively by international film 
theorists including David Desser and Noel Burch, it was not released for international home 
viewing until 2006. In this light, Senses has long been viewed, at least amongst Western 
audiences, as the quintessential early Japanese Extreme film. Furthermore, it was not until 
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Tetsuo: the Iron Man (Shin’ya Tsukamoto, 1989) was released thirteen years later that a 
Japanese film successfully followed in Senses’ extreme footsteps.  
Temporarily branching out beyond the Japanese context, however, this chapter 
focuses on a wave of extreme cinema spread across several Asian countries, which has 
been distinguished by British distributor Tartan Films’ Asia Extreme brand, as discussed in 
Chapter One. While Tetsuo and its 1992 sequel Tetsuo II: Body Hammer (Tsukamoto) mark 
the beginning of the Asian Extreme wave as the earliest films distributed under the Asia 
Extreme label, Tartan’s founder, Hamish McAlpine, credits horror films from Japan – Ringu 
(Hideo Nakata, 1999) – and Thailand – Bangkok Dangerous (Pang Brothers, 2000) – as well 
as South Korean action film Nowhere to Hide (Lee Myung-se, 1999) as the films that inspired 
him to create this brand (Shin 85). Although a few of Tartan’s earlier Asia Extreme films such 
as Audition (Takashi Miike, 1999) and The Isle (Kim Ki-duk, 2000) followed their 1970s and 
1980s extreme precursors Senses and Tetsuo in their portrayals of moral and visceral 
excess, more often, Tartan’s brand of extreme was more distinctly influenced by non-
mainstream styles of horror and action cinema, following in the traditions of J-Horror and 
Hong Kong action films like Hard Boiled (John Woo, 1992). 
Furthermore, though the films examined in this thesis are not limited to Tartan 
releases, it was the start of their branding in 2002 that marks the deliberate positioning of this 
style of film as “extreme,” as evidenced by the Korean/Japanese/Hong Kong collection of 
short films, Three… Extremes (Park, Miike, Chan, 2004), and the subsequent renaming of 
the 2002 Korean/Hong Kong/Thai collaboration Three as Three Extremes 2 (Kim, Chan, 
Nimibutr). This chapter contextualises my study of Japanese Extreme as a transnational 
cinema by exploring these origins of Asian Extreme cinema, as well as Japanese horror, 
within a transnational framework. I also consider influences from America (“torture porn”) and 
Europe (New French Extremity) in order to offer more specific terms to describe the Asian 
Extreme style, highlighting how it functions as a progressive transnational cinema rather than 
just a Western label. Using Iain Robert Smith’s concept of “cult cosmopolitanism,” I argue 
that, despite Tartan’s Orientalist approach to selling these films as “weird,” “wonderful,” and 
“dangerous” (Needham 9), it is possible to read the Western attraction to Asian Extreme 
cinema as a form of genuine cultural engagement. As introduced in Chapter One, cult 
cosmopolitanism is a play on Henry Jenkins’ “pop cosmopolitanism,” which recognises the 
way transcultural popular culture encourages “global consciousness and cultural 
competency” (Jenkins 156).  
In addition to examining the global reception of Asian Extreme, which is analysed 
throughout this thesis, I also argue that the transnational filmmakers considered in this 
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chapter are creating extreme representations of their respective Asian countries, that draw on 
European extreme and Western body horror styles in combination with humour and stylistic 
excess. This is a cycle of global media flows that includes adaptations and remakes, 
appropriation and homage, which are all part of a process of cultural familiarisation, or cult 
cosmopolitanism. 
 
Critical Approaches to Asian Extreme Cinema  
As the foundation for my discussion of Western engagement with Asian culture through 
extreme cinema, this chapter refers to two divergent approaches: one looks at Western 
consumption of Asian Extreme as problematic, the other as progressive. In Hye Seung 
Chung’s writing on Kim Ki-duk, she boldly states:      
Constructed and sustained by Western distributors, critics, and fanboys, [Asian] 
extreme cinema is a geographically, culturally ambiguous concept that neglects 
intra-Asian differences and presupposes the morbid aesthetic essence of Eastern 
cultural productions from different national, ethnic, linguistic backgrounds. It is a 
Eurocentric classification, a marketing structure that indexes a variety of Asian 
films under the same category based on presumed Western tastes and standards 
as to what constitutes cinematic extremism. (12) 
Reading the labelling of Asian Extreme as problematic due to its failure to recognise 
individual countries and cultures within Asia, Chung is mostly concerned with Tartan’s use of 
the term, though she seems to agree that auteurs from varying Asian countries, such as 
Park, Miike, and the Pang Brothers, can all be recognised by the similarly “visceral nature of 
their disturbing yet engrossing films” (12). As examined in Chapter One, Daniel Martin’s 2015 
book Extreme Asia, also highlights and criticises Tartan’s arguably Orientalist assumptions 
and practices of labeling and marketing films with the implication of a single geographical 
origin and genre. Similarly, Gary Needham’s study of Japanese cinema and Orientalism 
observes how Tartan’s promotional material markets the films “according to their otherness 
from Hollywood” (9), arguing that defining Asian Extreme as exotic and dangerous feeds in to 
Orientalist discourses identified by Edward Said in his 1978 critical study, Orientalism. Chi-
Yun Shin also broaches the topic of Orientalism when she highlights the “reductive nature of 
Tartan’s marketing practices” (86) in her study of how the West consumes East Asian 
cinema.  
While I do not disagree with this common approach to Tartan’s problematic 
marketing strategies, in this chapter I aim to move away from this specific distribution 
example in order to look more broadly at the Asian Extreme filmmaking style and Western 
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consumption beyond the United Kingdom. Contrary to the frequent attacks on the Western 
fascination with East Asian culture as Orientalist, Ernest Mathijs and Jamie Sexton argue:  
The cross-cultural reception of Asian cult cinema appears to have moved away 
from the stigma of orientalism, and away from a singularly negative connotation of 
the term otaku, towards an understanding of transnational cult receptions as 
informed by instances of performativity – fandom across borders performed by 
fans from various cultures embracing their fandom as an international sign of 
solidarity. (124)  
Like Smith’s cult cosmopolitanism, Mathijs and Sexton’s approach suggests a more 
progressive way of reading Asian Extreme as a transnational cinema. Elizabeth Ezra and 
Terry Rowden explain transnational cinema as a concept that “enables us to better 
understand the changing ways in which the contemporary world is being imagined by an 
increasing number of filmmakers across genres as a global system rather than as a collection 
of more or less autonomous nations” (1). Their Transnational Cinema Reader explores the 
shift from reading films as part of a national cinema to a transnational one, highlighting the 
“impossibility of assigning a fixed national identity to much cinema [reflecting] the dissolution 
of any stable connection between a film’s place of production and/or setting and the 
nationality of its makers and performers” (1). David Martin-Jones expands on the scope of 
studying transnational cinemas with his analysis of transnational allegorical readings, offering 
the possibility that a transnational film is one that has diverse meanings for different 
audiences. This is a useful approach to J-Splatter cinema because, although this thesis 
argues that these films are predominantly targeted at Western audiences, they have 
nonetheless always had Japanese releases, and interviews with the filmmakers have offered 
insight into the way these films are anticipated to be received by both domestic and 
international audiences.  
Like studies of extreme cinema, most of the published work in the field of 
transnational cinemas has focused on European films and filmmakers, particularly in the bi-
annual journal Transnational Cinemas. Leon Hunt and Wing-Fai Leung’s 2008 edited 
collection East Asian Cinemas: Exploring Transnational Connections on Film, however, 
features fourteen contributions from international scholars of Asian cinema, looking at a 
range of remakes, co-productions, and influences from Japan, Korea, Hong Kong and 
Thailand. Most notably, Hunt’s chapter on Asiaphilia introduced in Chapter One highlights the 
way Western filmmakers Quentin Tarantino and Luc Besson have appropriated Asian styles 
of filmmaking into their own Hollywood and French productions, respectively. For Hunt, films 
like Kill Bill (Tarantino, 2003) and The Transporter (Louis Leterrier and Cory Yuen, 2002, 
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written by Besson) demonstrate Western directors’ territorial “desire to ‘walk with the giants’ 
of Martial Arts cinema,” “circumvent[ing] the desire to ‘go Orientalist’” (233). Alternatively, I 
use the term Asiaphilia in this thesis, to look not at the filmmakers, but the film spectators, 
who typically engage with J-Splatter films because of their Asian-ness. Other literature 
published specifically on transnational cinema, such as the work of Adam Knee, Nikki J.Y. 
Lee, and Vivian P.Y. Lee sets up a useful framework for reading the Western reception of 
Asian Extreme cinema.  
While much of my study centres around Japanese cinema and culture, Asian 
Extreme embodies a much larger group of Asian and Western influences, particularly when it 
comes to adaptations and remakes, which have been blurring national boundaries since the 
early days of this style of filmmaking, with J-horror films such as Ringu and Ju-on (Takashi 
Shimizu, 2002) being remade in Hollywood as The Ring (Gore Verbinski, 2002) and The 
Grudge (Shimizu, 2004). Similarly, Knee reflects on The Eye (Pang Brothers, 2002) as both a 
pan-Asian (written and directed by Hong Kong-born twins Danny and Oxide Pang, filmed in 
Thailand with a mixed cast) and transnational (remade in Hollywood in 2008 by David 
Moreau and Xavier Palud) film. Knee and Nikki Lee, who concentrates more on South 
Korean cinema through her analysis of Park Chan-wook, both consider how the domestic 
and international spheres of filmmaking can be viewed as equally transnational. Lee points 
out: “[b]oth local and international film cultures participate, in vitally important ways, in the 
formations of transnational [filmmaking]” (“Salute” 205). Smith’s chapter in Korean Horror 
Cinema on the transnational appropriation of Korean Extreme also analyses transnational 
filmmaking, using a unique example of the Bollywood remakes of South Korean films such as 
A Bittersweet Life (Kim Ji-woon, 2005) and The Chaser (Na Hong-jin, 2008).  
While there is no doubt about Asian Extreme’s transnational qualities when 
considering these influences and remakes, both South Korea and Japan have also 
established themselves as countries with distinct styles of extreme filmmaking: Korea with its 
infamous revenge narratives, and Japan with its over-the-top (often to the point of comedic) 
portrayals of violence and cultural iconography. My approach to studying the Western 
engagement with Asian culture through extreme cinema throughout this thesis focuses on the 
ability for cultures to learn from each other. While Robert L. Cagle’s study of violence and 
morality in South Korean Extreme highlights how, through extreme cinema, Western 
audiences are learning to perceive Asian cultures as perverse and immoral, he argues that 
“the allegation that South Korean films are any more violent, any more sadistic than 
American films is as ludicrous as it is unfounded, a fact that crowd-pleasers such as Hostel 
(Eli Roth, 2005) and Saw (James Wan, 2004) more than adequately illustrate” (125). Instead, 
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Cagle suggests that South Korean filmmakers’ refusal to conform to Hollywood narrative 
codes, particularly in their representation of characters whose moral positions are “clearly 
critical of the overwhelmingly dominant American model,” demonstrates their desire and 
ability to “subvert what are seen from a culturally defined perspective as problematic 
elements of the classical Hollywood text” (125). Following Cagle’s approach to reading Asian 
Extreme as a challenging of generic conventions and safe, mainstream production tactics, 
this thesis argues that these films have the ability to teach Western audiences about the 
cultural politics of oppositional taste, non-conformity, and the value of diversity.  
In addition to offering alternative approaches to Hollywood filmmaking conventions 
and mainstream value judgements, J-Splatter filmmakers Noboru Iguchi and Yoshihiro 
Nishimura broaden the cultural exchange between East and West by incorporating over-the-
top stereotypes of Japanese culture, which attract the attention of Western viewers who take 
pride in recognising representations of Japanese popular culture symbolised by their 
recurring sexy schoolgirl and kawaii Lolita girl characters. This pleasure is demonstrated by 
audible responses in public screenings and user comments on online forums and message 
boards, which is further discussed in subsequent chapters. My interpretation of this exchange 
follows Smith’s concept of cult cosmopolitanism, which reads this type of interaction between 
Eastern and Western culture in a positive light, focusing on the way one culture seeks to 
familiarise itself with another. This approach can also be used to make a rare positive 
argument about the value of transnational film remakes as a cultural studies resource, which 
is elaborated on below. 
Cagle’s understanding of how Western audiences respond to Asian Extreme 
cinema is indicative of a broader, more mainstream audience, one that is familiar with a more 
black and white view of the world through the Hollywood lens. However, cult cosmopolitans, 
or even spectators who are familiar with other international cinemas, are unlikely to target 
Korean cinema as their main source for “dangerously irresponsible” representations. Other 
literature on Korean horror and extreme cinema has considered aspects of Korean culture 
that can be understood as representative of their national cinema, such as anxieties 
surrounding death, war, communism, and family.3 While academic literature has tended to 
focus more on recurring themes than style, plenty of online film sites and blogs have devoted 
space to interpreting a particularly Korean approach to extreme filmmaking, outlining 
essential characteristics, such as stylised violence, vengeance and acts of cruelty.4 For 
                                                
3 See, for example, chapters by Hyangjin Lee and Hye Seung Chung in Korean Horror Cinema and Frances 
Gateward’s Seoul Searching.  
4 See, for example, TheAsianCinemaBlog.com, BrightLightsFilm.com, MonsterPictures.com, 
DeadandImmortal.tumblr.com 
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example, film blogger Mohamed Sultan looks at how Park has drawn an international 
audience through his blending of violence and art aesthetics, such as playing the classical 
orchestral music of Vivaldi in the background of a torture scene (n.p.). These latter sources 
almost exclusively target the films of South Korea’s two most recognised names in extreme 
filmmaking: Park Chan-wook (The Vengeance Trilogy: Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance [2002], 
Oldboy [2003], Sympathy for Lady Vengeance [2005]) and Kim Ki-duk (The Isle, Address 
Unknown [2001], Moebius [2013]).  
Describing what she refers to as “transnational auteurism,” Nikki Lee refers to the 
“transnational and multi-faceted trajectory of Park Chan-wook’s ‘becoming’ as an 
(international) star director” (“Salute” 205). The transnational auteur, Lee explains, referring 
to Timothy Corrigan’s term “the commerce of the auteurist,” engages in a system of 
commerce involved with “international institutions and networks of circulation” (“Salute” 204). 
Lee applies this concept to Park’s celebrity auteur status both in and outside Korea, 
observing that “Park’s status as an auteur director forges new instances of ‘identification and 
critical reception’ in different contexts” (“Salute” 211). Similarly, Chung’s book Kim Ki-duk 
follows Kim’s “transnational movements across literal and figurative borders” (7), though she 
argues that his “oeuvre is an anomaly in international cultural production, evincing the 
potential to blur or perhaps even eradicate the boundaries between Second (auteurist) and 
Third (subaltern) Cinemas” (10). Although this chapter also considers Park and Kim as two 
central Korean Extreme auteurs, Kim Ji-woon (The Quiet Family [1998], A Tale of Two 
Sisters [2003], I Saw the Devil [2010]) has risen on the extreme scene almost simultaneously 
with these other two directors, yet has received significantly less critical attention. This 
chapter expands on Korean Extreme scholarship by using the existing critical approaches to 
transnationalism and auteurism outlined by Lee and Chung to interpret how Kim Ji-woon’s 
oeuvre can be read against the distinguished styles of Park and Kim Ki-duk.     
Like Korean Extreme, Japanese Extreme is also often identified by a few prominent 
auteurs, such as Takashi Miike and Takeshi Kitano, though their styles tend to be quite 
diverse. Yet, Japanese Extreme has an arguably more complex history, as a film movement 
that has developed as a branch of the internationally recognized genre Japanese Horror (J-
Horror). In fact, in Japanese cinema scholarship, there has been a noticeable lack of clarity in 
the distinction between horror and extreme cinema. For example, several chapters in Jay 
McRoy’s anthology Japanese Horror Cinema mention Miike (and, usually, his notoriously 
extreme film Audition), yet not one refers to him as an Extreme filmmaker. Still, many of the 
contributions to McRoy’s collection have informed my study of Japanese Extreme, including 
Steffen Hantke’s examination of social class and global culture in Audition and Matt Hills’ look 
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at cult fandom in Japanese Horror cinema, both of which consider Western audiences’ 
responses to films typically categorised as Japanese Extreme (primarily Audition, but also 
Battle Royale [Fukasaku, 2000] and Suicide Club [Sono, 2002]). This signals an important 
difference between horror and extreme cinema in Japan: where J-Horror typically relies on 
the supernatural to incite fear in its viewers, Japanese Extreme more often uses over-the-top 
portrayals of violence and gore to provoke visceral responses, which sometimes goes as far 
as to elicit an instinct to run from the cinema in disgust, or even vomit. Martin elaborates on 
this distinction: “[in horror] terror is achieved by stimulating the imagination of the viewer, 
rather than presenting visually explicit scenes of violence [as in extreme cinema]” (“Between” 
146). Influential film theorist Rick Altman argues that genre is an ongoing process, with some 
genres gaining independence from more prominent genres as more films fit into a cycle, 
eventually branching off on their own. This accounts for the evolution from J-Horror into 
Japanese Extreme, as films began to take on newer generic qualities such as graphic 
violence and gore and leave behind some of the old ones, like the supernatural. However, 
generic evolution is not always this clear, which can be seen in Tartan’s problematic 
marketing of Asia Extreme as its own genre.  
 
Tartan Asia Extreme: Marketing a Film Genre 
Credited for giving a name to this style of filmmaking, McAlpine is said to have started the 
label after first “discovering” Japanese horror films Ringu and Audition (Martin Extreme 10). 
McAlpine believed these films, and other Asian horror, thriller and action films, had a mutual 
appeal for Western audiences seeking to branch out from Hollywood’s toned down 
approaches to these genres. By 2002, the brand had been established within Tartan’s 
catalogue of film titles. By 2004, when Three… Extremes was released, the label was at its 
peak, according to Martin, “in terms of both commercial success and mainstream critical 
attention” (Extreme 213). Nikki J.Y. Lee points out that “Three and Three…Extremes are the 
outcomes of the first substantial attempts by local agencies to package Asian horror as a 
bringing together of regional and generic imaginations” (“‘Asia’” 105). Fittingly, Lee argues 
that the two collections were created with different target audiences in mind: the first was 
directed at the domestic audiences from the countries involved with the collaboration, 
whereas the second film targeted a more international crowd (105). By the time Three… 
Extremes was released, Tartan had an Asia Extreme following, and it would have been more 
desirable for the producers involved in this project to try to attract a global audience drawn to 
new material from three of Asia’s most influential extreme filmmakers. Following this, Three 
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ended up garnering a re-release based on the success of Three… Extremes, thus ending up 
with the alternate title Three Extremes 2.   
This section focuses on the ways Tartan chose to market these films in the UK from 
a single region and as a single genre: Asia/Extreme. Needham observes of Tartan’s 
marketing strategy: “The promise of danger and of the unexpected […] feeds in to many of 
the typical fantasies of the ‘Orient’ characterized by exoticism, mystery and danger” (9). 
While, in fact, the films Tartan has distributed under this label have spanned across several 
different genres, and have come from a much less broad region than “Asia” (almost 
exclusively Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Thailand, thus leaving out a vast part of the 
Asian continent), they have since been grouped together under the same category by fans 
and scholars alike, who now tend to refer to Asia Extreme, or Asian Extreme, as its own 
genre as well.   
In addition to the exotic appeal of the “Orient,” Oliver Dew points out, “the extreme 
nature of the film texts is emphasized in order to authenticate them as ‘outlaw’ vis-à-vis 
mainstream taste, and literally dangerous in terms of their potential for inspiring copycat 
behaviour or inducing extreme physiological reactions such as vomiting or passing out” (60). 
In fact, these noteworthy selling points have even become associated with particular 
directors. For example, Kim Ki-duk has become famous for making audience members leave 
the cinema to vomit while watching The Isle’s two notorious fish hook scenes at Venice Film 
Festival (Hendrix n.p.). The first of the two scenes depicts a close-up shot of a fishing line 
with four hooks attached and then cuts to the male protagonist swallowing them in one big 
gulp. The second involves the female protagonist inserting a line of fishhooks into her vagina 
and falling into the water, followed by the male protagonist rescuing her by reeling in the line 
with the hooks still inside of her. Several years later at Venice, another of Kim’s films elicited 
a similar response, during a scene in Moebius in which the female protagonist cuts off her 
son’s penis and swallows it whole (Collin n.p.). However, this has led to great concern over 
the possibility that Western viewers may associate extreme violence with real-life Asian 
culture. Grady Hendrix points out how, in the same year, the highest grossing Korean film 
domestically was a war comedy, Welcome to Dongmakgol (Park Hwang-hyun, 2005), while 
the Korean film with the most international attention was Sympathy for Lady Vengeance, the 
third instalment in Park’s ultra-violent Vengeance Trilogy (n.p.). Furthermore, Andrew Sarris’ 
response to Oldboy in the New York Observer aligns the violence of the film with another 
Korean cultural symbol: “What else can you expect from a nation weaned on kimchi, a 
mixture of raw garlic and cabbage buried underground until it rots, dug up from the grave and 
then served in earthenware pots sold at the Seoul airport as souvenirs?” (qtd in Hendrix, 
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n.p.). Yet, Korea is not the only country that has experienced this kind of association with 
violence. Needham points out:  
The Japanese version of Kill Bill Vol. 1 has numerous extended scenes of violence 
and gore not found in any other version. This is made common knowledge when 
Tarantino, discussing the film, suggests that this decision to have two different 
versions is justified because Japanese audiences demand more ‘blood and guts,’ 
suggesting, thus, a kind of innate desire for cruelty and extreme violence as a 
typical trait of Japanese film audiences. (11)  
This suggests that, for Tartan, the appeal of connecting “Asia” and “Extreme” for Western 
audiences is in part due to a perception that Asia has a greater propensity for violence than 
the West.  
 
Transnational Asian Extreme Cinema  
Transnational cinema demonstrates how globalization has affected the film industry on an 
international level, through collaborations, adaptations, and marketing to global audiences 
through film festivals and distributors. Film festivals in particular have been a crucial 
component of transnational cinema: though many festivals overemphasise the significance of 
national cinemas by focusing on particular ethnic communities, their immense impact on 
global distribution circuits has made an essential contribution to the growing awareness of 
cinema as transnational (Ezra and Rowden 3). Film festivals have also drawn attention to the 
notion of global genres; Nikki Lee explains how “the genre of Asian horror is an intraregional 
and equally a transregional construction that functions as a mediator between national film 
industries and both regional and global markets” (“‘Asia’” 103-4). Martin refers to Korean 
horror filmmaker Ahn Byung-ki to illustrate the important presence of “local cultural signifiers, 
personal thematic preoccupations and the stylistic and narrative trademarks [within] the most 
successful pan-Asian horror of the current generation” (“Between” 145). He argues that Ahn’s 
films (Nightmare [2000]; Phone [2002]; Apartment [2006]) have the ideal balance for 
appealing to Eastern and Western sensibilities, including Asian ghostly horror and Hollywood 
slasher (146). The filmmaker admits to having been influenced by both Japanese and 
American horror films including Ringu, The Exorcist (Friedkin, 1973) and I Know What You 
Did Last Summer (Gillespie, 1997) (146).  
Similarly, Danny Pang and Oxide Pang Chun represent an important example of 
transnational cinema in Asian Extreme filmmaking because of their unique position being 
from Hong Kong and living in Thailand. Pang Chun’s first two films, Who is Running? (1998) 
and Bangkok Dangerous (co-directed with brother, Pang) were filmed in Thailand with all-
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Thai casts. While the earlier film is a more mainstream drama, and Thailand’s official 
selection for the 1998 Academy Awards, Bangkok Dangerous is a crime-action film picked up 
by Tartan for its Asia Extreme catalogue. The brothers went on to do an American remake of 
the film ten years later, starring American actor Nicolas Cage, Hong Kong actress Charlie 
Yeung and Thai actor Shahkrit Yamnarm. The Eye has a similarly mixed cast, starring 
Malaysian actress Angelica Lee, Thai actress Chutcha Rujunanon and Hong Kong actor 
Lawrence Chou, and features five spoken languages: Cantonese, Thai, Mandarin, English 
and Hakka (Chinese dialect). Knee observes: “This emphasis on multilinguality points to 
another distinctive and central theme in The Eye which links motifs of haunting and 
transnationalism, that of confusion over identity” (75). The 2008 remake, while still 
transnational, replicates very little of this exploration of cultural or national identity, nor does it 
retain its Asian influence; it is a US-Canada co-production, directed by French filmmakers 
David Moreau and Xavier Palud and starring American actors Jessica Alba, Alessandro 
Nivola and Parker Posey. Another transnational collaboration, 2001 film, Bangkok Haunted 
was co-directed by Oxide Pang and Thai director, Pisut Praesangeam. Although the Pang 
Brothers have not achieved the cult status of other Hong Kong filmmakers such as John Woo 
and Wong Kar-wai, their transnational approach to filmmaking has gained them international 
recognition and Tartan’s release of eight Pang films under the Asia Extreme label marks the 
brothers as significant contributors to Asian Extreme cinema. Other Asian Extreme films can 
be read as transnational because of their influences from other countries, such as Miike’s 
2003 film Gozu, which is based on the Chinese mythology of Ox-head and Horse-face, and 
Ryuhei Kitamura’s 2000 film Versus, which pays homage to The Evil Dead (Raimi, 1981) and 
Highlander (Mulcahy, 1986). In many cases these films have also been the source for 
Hollywood films and subsequently adapted for Western audiences, such as Kim Ji-woon’s 
film A Tale of Two Sisters which is based on South Korean mythology and was made into the 
American film The Uninvited (Guard Brothers, 2009).  
Adaptations, like multi-national collaborations like Three… Extremes, have also been 
a major contributor to transnational cinema. In Asian Extreme cinema, inspiration has often 
been taken from other Asian countries in the form of adaptations and remakes. For example, 
Oldboy was based on the Japanese manga of the same name and Happiness of the 
Katakuris (Miike, 2001) is a musical remake of Kim Ji-woon’s 1998 horror-comedy The Quiet 
Family. Bollywood has also, somewhat surprisingly, been influenced by Asian Extreme 
cinema, and Korean Extreme in particular. In addition to remakes of A Bittersweet Life and 
The Chaser, mentioned above, Bollywood film Zinda (Sanjay Gupta, 2006) is an uncredited 
remake of Oldboy. Smith points out that, while Park’s version of the Japanese manga 
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incorporates transgressive elements that were not present in the original, Gupta’s reworking 
“removes or alters each of these images of sexual or violent spectacle” (“Oldboy” 193). While 
the film is by no means as extreme as the original, Smith nevertheless regards the Bollywood 
version as an important “entry into the global noir cycle” (“Oldboy” 191). David Desser’s 
concept of “global noir” suggests that more recent crime films (or neo-noir) from around the 
world all have similar style, themes, and characters due to a shift from the traditional concern 
for national issues to a more contemporary concern for global issues (628). Smith also points 
out that this idea of global genres reaches beyond the scope of film noir, citing Steven J. 
Schneider and Tony Williams’ Horror International as an example of another genre that 
“transcends a national framework” (“Oldboy” 191). A Hollywood remake of Oldboy directed by 
Spike Lee in 2013, will be discussed below.  
Building on this transnational approach to genre, Smith argues that cult 
cosmopolitanism addresses the “sincere desire to discover and celebrate overlooked areas 
of global popular culture [while also relying] upon an exoticisation of cultural difference 
through a focus on elements that are perceived to be weird and/or bizarre” (“Bollywood” 3). 
Smith adds to Mathijs and Sexton’s claim that international cult fandom tends to be the result 
of Western audiences “discovering” new forms of cinema, arguing: “these films are framed as 
cult objects not because they have developed a substantial cult following in their country of 
origin, but primarily because of their relative obscurity and novelty for these Western fans” 
(“Bollywood” 2). While Japanese Extreme does attract a domestic audience at niche festivals 
such as Yubari International Fantastic Film Festival, where J-Splatter film The Machine Girl 
(Iguchi, 2008) had its theatrical premiere, most of these films have had wider exposure in 
Western countries, where they have screened at fantastic film festivals across Canada, the 
United States, and Europe, as well as niche festivals targeting Japanese/Asian cinema, 
horror cinema, or other cult tastes around the world. This widespread Western reception is a 
reflection of what Smith sees as the ability to “betray a tension between a desire to celebrate 
the cinema of other cultures and an exoticisation of the cultural difference that is manifest in 
these works” (2). Smith’s reading of cult cosmopolitanism stems from a much broader 
theorisation of cosmopolitanism, which focuses most of its attention on coming to terms with 
this tension between exoticisation and genuine intentions for engaging with another culture.  
Jenkins, for example, points out that pop cosmopolitans walk “a thin line between dilettantism 
and connoisseurship, between orientalistic fantasies and a desire to honestly connect and 
understand an alien culture, between assertion of mastery and surrender to cultural 
difference” (qtd in Smith 3). Similarly, Jane Mills and Bill Green observe: “Until relatively 
recently, discussion of cosmopolitanism was trapped in a binarism between an idealized, 
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borderless globalization and fixed, bounded notions of nationalism and parochialism” (114). 
For Mills and Green, much of the debate regarding cosmopolitanism has been caught up in 
extreme ideas of positive and negative approaches, without a real attempt to understand a 
realistic way of embracing cosmopolitan potential. Gerard Delanty’s essay on “World 
Varieties of Cosmopolitanism” problematises this even further when he highlights the need to 
reconsider the implications of cosmopolitanism as a global concept, arguing that not all 
countries and cultures even share the same idea of what cosmopolitanism is. Delanty 
distinguishes between two main forms of cosmopolitanism: “Post-Eurocentric,” which 
“attempts to address the cosmopolitan cultures of the non-western world” (5), and “Critical,” 
which “emphasizes the open nature between cultures and that cultures learn from each 
other, and not simply the fact that encounters take place” (8). This latter type of 
cosmopolitanism engages with the possibility of cultural transcendence, and is not defined by 
a European-non-European binary.  
This approach can also be applied to film adaptations that have helped to engage 
Eastern and Western filmmakers and audiences. Although there tend to be negative 
sentiments, particularly amongst film critics, toward Hollywood’s borrowing of Asian stories 
and adapting them as their own (as seen with Spike Lee’s 2013 remake of Oldboy, discussed 
below), cult fans in particular have a reputation for going back to the source, and Western 
adaptations of Asian films have proven a great inspiration for seeking out the originals. 
Quentin Tarantino has been especially criticised by cult film fans and mainstream moviegoers 
alike for stealing from lesser known films, particularly from Asian cinema, though he has 
always been open about this pilfering, stating: “Great artists steal; they don’t do homages” 
(Anderton n.p.). For Tarantino, his films, made up of hundreds of intertextual references, are 
the best way to prove his status as a well-informed film enthusiast, who has seen more 
obscure films than anyone you know. Hunt refers to Tarantino as a “connoisseur 
transnational gatekeeper” because of his tendency to incorporate “aesthetic influences from 
East Asian action cinema and [refer to] ‘cult classics’ from (mainly) Japan and Hong Kong” 
(220). Hunt argues that this status allows the director to embrace “his Asiaphile fanboy 
credentials, which have been evident throughout his career, culminating in Kill Bill’s full-scale 
pillaging of Hong Kong and Japanese genre cinema” (220). Kill Bill is a particularly useful 
example of how Tarantino has popularised Japanese Extreme cinema, partly by sharing his 
love of Asian Extreme film genres and introducing global audiences to the many films he 
references in this complex transcultural genre hybrid film.   
This exchange has worked successfully in both directions, as Asian filmmakers are 
also adopting Western narratives in the form of adaptations, remakes, or simply for basic 
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themes. As Knee points out: “given that [Ann] Hui, [Peter] Chan, and the Pang brothers are 
all cosmopolitan figures who have lived and worked abroad and who are naturally fully 
conversant in the international film scene,” 5 the wave of Hong Kong films featuring 
characters who can “see dead people” was not surprising in the years following successful 
Hollywood film The Sixth Sense (M. Night Shyamalan, 1999) (70-71). Asian Extreme films 
featuring Western-style vampires, such as Thirst (Park, 2009) and Vampire Girl vs. 
Frankenstein Girl (Nishimura, Naoyuki Tomomatsu, 2009) also suggest Western influences, 
particularly following a resurgence of art house vampire films in America between the late 
80s and early 2000s, including Near Dark (Kathryn Bigelow, 1987), The Addiction (Abel 
Ferrara, 1995) and Blade II (Guillermo del Toro, 2002). Thirst is also loosely based on the 
1867 French novel Therese Raquin by Emile Zola. As Khair and Hoglund point out in their 
anthology on transnational and postcolonial vampires, “the vampire is perhaps the creature 
that most frequently has been manifested as the Other in literature in film” (3). Yet, although 
there are other undead creatures similar to the vampire in Eastern cultures, such as the 
Chinese jiang shi or the Indian Pishachas, who more closely connected to cultural folklore 
than metaphors for societal fears, the vampires depicted in Thirst and Vampire Girl both 
represent a figure more familiar to Western tradition, with their blood-sucking desires and 
ageless beauty. This transnational approach allows these films to travel beyond domestic 
audiences, reaching global spectators with their familiar characters, while at the same time 
presenting narratives that are unique to their home countries (South Korea and Japan) 
through setting, music, and style.  
Similarly, Hollywood adaptations of Asian horror and extreme cinema have often 
adopted the characters and storyline from the original narrative and fit them into American 
cultural traditions. For example, in the Ringu remake, The Ring, the Japanese ghost Sadako 
becomes the American ghost Samara, who haunts the visitors of a cabin outside of Seattle, 
Washington, in place of Izu, two hours outside of Tokyo. Similarly, The Departed (Martin 
Scorcese, 2006), a remake with much of its visual style owing to Hong Kong action (and 
Tartan Asia Extreme) film Infernal Affairs (Andrew Lau and Alan Mak, 2002), relocates the 
story to Boston, though, in this case, the two main characters are loosely based on real 
American gangsters. Yet, critics have typically found Hollywood remakes to be more flawed 
than Asian ones: while Asian films that have been influenced by Western narratives have 
been praised by film reviewers for their ability to incorporate two (or more) diverse cultures, 
                                                
5 Ann Hui directed another film about seeing dead people, Visible Secret (2001), and Peter 
Chan was one of the producers for the 2002 version of The Eye. 
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Hollywood films inspired by Asian narratives tend to be criticised for simply replicating a 
narrative and relocating it into American society.  
Yuri Lotman’s cultural transfer framework described in Chapter One also provides a 
useful way to read remakes: often a film has passed from one culture to another, but often 
without retaining much, if any, reference to its culture of origin. Recalling the wave of Asian 
horror remakes, including Shutter (Masayuki Ochiai, 2008), One Missed Call (Eric Valette, 
2008), and The Eye, Lee claims: “the nightmarish destiny of Hollywood remakes appeared to 
many to have come true. Here were movies which not only failed to match the originals, but 
completely ruined their essence” (“‘Asia’” 103). No doubt, a significant contributor to the 
essence Lee refers to here is ultimately the Asianness of the original films. Responses to 
Spike Lee’s 2013 American remake of the Korean Extreme classic Oldboy were largely 
negative, with one reviewer explaining the box office failure: “Why pay 12 bucks to see a 
watered-down version when you can watch the groundbreaking original on Netflix?” (Enk 
n.p.). While Lee’s version was not entirely “watered-down” —some scenes are just as difficult 
to watch as the original—this sentiment that South Korean cinema offers something grittier 
and more exciting than Hollywood cinema carries over to other recent films such as The 
Uninvited, which, as mentioned above, is a remake of Kim Ji-woon’s 2003 film A Tale of Two 
Sisters.   
 
South Korea’s Extreme Auteurs: Kim, Park, and Kim  
Although Korean horror films date back to the early days of the country’s national cinema, 
they have only really been acknowledged as influential in the West since 2003, when both A 
Tale of Two Sisters and Oldboy were released. In “Digital Intermediary: Korean Transnational 
Cinema,” Brian Yecies, Ae-Gyung Shim and Brian Goldsmith point out that South Korean 
filmmaking really began to cross borders in 1996, after the national censorship was lifted. 
Shortly after that, Park Ki-hyeong’s 1998 film Whispering Corridors was nominated for Best 
International Fantasy Film at Portuguese film festival FantasPorto. Its sequel, Memento Mori 
(Kim Tae-yong, Min Kyu-dong, 1999) received the same nomination, and was also under 
consideration for the Grand Prix at the 2001 Paris Film Festival. More recent digital 
collaborations, as discussed by Yecies, Shim and Goldsmith, have often been made possible 
by advanced digital technology, and Korean filmmakers have also been venturing into new 
territory by filming in other countries and working for non-Korean studios, which has in turn 
provided them with international recognition, sometimes leading to Hollywood remakes. For 
example, Korean digital intermediate company LOLLOL Media are based in Beijing and have 
worked on dozens of Chinese films over the last five years, while the digital effects for The 
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Host (Bong Joon-ho, 2006) were mostly done in Australia and the United States (3). Korean 
Extreme has been particularly successful in the West, partly due to Tartan’s exposure of 
Asian Extreme cinema to British audiences, and partly due to a growing desire for the explicit 
material Korea has become known to offer. Three filmmakers have been particularly well 
received globally for their unique portrayals of sex, revenge, and excessive violence: Kim Ki-
duk, Park Chan-wook, and Kim Ji-woon. While they all emerged on the international scene 
within a few years of each other (1998–2001), Kim Ki-duk and Park Chan-wook have 
received significantly more critical acclaim than Kim Ji-woon, whose most recent feature film, 
The Last Stand (2013) was made in Hollywood and stars Arnold Schwarzenegger. This 
section offers a brief look at the work of each auteur, examining their use of global genres, 
and locating them within the Asian Extreme canon as transnational cult filmmakers. Through 
the perspective of cult cosmopolitanism, I consider the varying international responses to 
these films and filmmakers, focusing on the way audiences have accessed them as a 
gateway to both alternative cinema and South Korean culture.   
 
Kim Ki-duk 
Kim Ki-duk is known for making films that are not appreciated by Korean audiences, but 
deliberately appeal to the niche international cult film festival audience. Hyunmin Jin notes:  
“While most agrees [sic] that Director Kim Ki-duk is one of the most important 
directors currently working in South Korea, he is an outsider of Korean cinema. He 
does not belong to the current production/distribution system, nor share aesthetics 
with other past or present Korean directors. It is not an exaggeration when New 
York Post film critic V.A. Musetto writes in a review of Time (2006), ‘I do know that 
Kim is more popular in New York than in Seoul.’” (40)  
While I argue that Kim’s films do share aesthetics with other Korean Extreme filmmakers 
such as Kim Ji-woon and Park Chan-wook discussed below, I do agree that Kim Ki-duk 
represents the strongest example of a Korean filmmaker who maintains a larger and more 
devoted international fan base than domestic. Like Oshima, Kim is a transnational filmmaker, 
creating films intended to reach beyond a national context, though still decidedly connected 
to his home country through themes, characters and actors and, when used, language. 
Infamous for his films exhibiting what Tony Rayns refers to as “sexual terrorism,” 
Kim first arrived on the international film scene in 1999, when his third film, Birdcage Inn 
(1998), was nominated for the Grand Jury prize at the American Film Institute film festival 
(AFI Fest). The following year, The Isle was nominated for the top prize, the Golden Lion, at 
Venice International Film Festival. Since then, he has become a regular at major international 
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film festivals, including Berlin, Toronto, and Cannes, where he has been recognised as one 
of South Korea’s most notorious filmmakers. Yet, Rayns is not alone in his criticism of Kim 
being “gleefully malicious in his punishment of audiences” (50); Korean film scholar, Kyung 
Hyun Kim, has also chosen to decline Kim’s “invitation to repeatedly watch the intense 
scenes of mutilation, rape, animal violence, molestation, and cannibalism that are relentless 
in [his] films” (418). Nevertheless, these are the exact qualities that have at the same time 
granted him cult status as a Korean Extreme filmmaker. Though Chung acknowledges a 
steady stream of cult film fans, she positions them as the minority, in comparison to most of 
the public who have “ignored or denounced [Kim’s] films, primarily because of their disturbing 
images of violence” (15). Meanwhile, cult fans have embraced these transgressive images. 
As Dew points out:  
[t]he cult celebration of marginality has … meant that it is not enough for a film 
merely to be in a language other than English (in Anglophone territories), or to 
come from an Orient constructed as exotic; the film must also be marginal in terms 
of its placement within a disreputable genre such as horror or gangster-crime, and 
by virtue of its ‘excess’ in terms of sexual or violent content and the style in which 
the content is conveyed. (69) 
Dew’s interpretation of cult cinema described here also encapsulates the dual-purpose of the 
Asia Extreme label: it is not enough that these films are exotic; the appeal is in the otherness 
combined with excess.  
Although Kim is often read within a Korean context, particularly in terms of his work 
being semi-autobiographical, it is significant that his films have also been a prominent part of 
the Tartan Asia Extreme branding, which, in part, has led him to become one of South 
Korea’s most transnational filmmakers (Rawle 175). Still, it is not the international reception 
of his films alone that have made him transnational; the content of his films regularly points to 
global influences.  
Chung describes a scene from 3-Iron (Kim, 2004) where the image of a traditional 
Korean funeral is paired with “dissonant string music—reminiscent of the Austrian composer 
Arnold Schoenberg’s twelve-tone works of the 1920s” (63). Chung argues that it is in fact the 
“Koreanness” that is the rare feature of this scene, as Kim’s films rarely follow a “thematic 
quest for culture, tradition, and identity” (63). At the same time, Kim’s transnationalism is also 
defined by his genre films, which Chung classifies as part of the “body genre” (20).  
Body genres have been interpreted by Linda Williams as different categories of excess, 
which primarily include pornography, horror, and melodrama (3). Kim’s films have, in some 
way, fallen under each of these categories, though critics have most often allied him with 
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horror because his films tend to leave spectators haunted by their depictions of violence and 
terror. Body horror is a global genre that has been embraced by filmmakers world-wide: it is 
most frequently associated with Canada’s David Cronenberg, but also Britain’s Clive Barker, 
France’s Xavier Gens, and Japan’s Shinya Tsukamoto. Vivian Lee notes: “Internationally 
successful genre films from East Asia have reinvigorated cross-cultural analysis as prevailing 
norms in the West are revised and recast in innovative ways, not by complete opposition to 
but creative transformation or ‘fusion’ of elements from both Western and non-Western 
sources” (120). Kim’s transnationalism is indeed characterised by this fusion of East and 
West, which has, in turn, given him recognition at prestigious film festivals around the globe 
as one of today’s most prominent international filmmakers. Yet, while Kim’s status as an 
extreme filmmaker has been applied on very similar grounds to J-Splatter filmmakers like 
Iguchi, in that both have been applauded for their morally ambiguous stance, Iguchi’s more 
gleefully scatological style of filmmaking has limited the international exhibition of his films to 
niche festivals. This difference has ultimately positioned the two directors on opposite ends of 
the cult cinema spectrum, with Kim’s films deemed by many as “art,” while Iguchi’s are more 
often embraced as “trash.”  
 
Park Chan-wook 
Like Kim, a defining trait of Park as a transnational auteur is his use of familiar global genres 
(primarily horror, thriller, and dark comedy) in the context of Korean cinema. Writing on J-
Horror and the “kimchi Western,” Vivian Lee argues that “[t]he most internationally successful 
genre films from the [Asian] region nowadays exhibit traits of their local pedigree couched in 
an international(ised) film language that aptly reflects their hybrid heritage” (120). It is, 
therefore, significant to note that extreme cinema does not hail exclusively from the Asian 
cinemas being described in this thesis, but has instead been influenced by a variety of global 
approaches to horror cinema, including New French Extremity and American “torture porn.” 
These styles have been subsequently adapted into, in the case of Kim and Park, a Korean 
context.  
New French Extremity, a term coined by art critic James Quandt in 2004, refers to a 
series of transgressive films made in France at the turn of the 21st century, most of which 
take severe approaches to sex and violence. This is what Tim Palmer refers to as “a cinema 
of the body” in “Style and Sensation in the Contemporary French Cinema of the Body” and 
exemplary films from this category include Irreversible (Gaspar Noe, 2002) and Martyrs 
(Pascal Laugier, 2008). In his oft-cited essay interpreting this new trend in French cinema in 
2004, Quandt offers an exceptionally detailed description of this style of filmmaking: 
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Bava as much as Bataille, Sala no less than Sade seem the determinants of a 
cinema suddenly determined to break every taboo, to wade in rivers of viscera and 
spumes of sperm, to fill each frame with flesh, nubile or gnarled, and subject it to 
all manner of penetration, mutilation, and defilement. Images and subjects once 
the provenance of splatter films, exploitation flicks, and porn-gang rapes, bashings 
and slashings and blindings, hard-ons and vulvas, cannibalism, sadomasochism 
and incest, fucking and fisting, sluices of cum and gore-proliferate in the high-art 
environs of a national cinema whose provocations have historically been formal, 
political, or philosophical […] or, at their most immoderate […] at least assimilable 
as emanations of an artistic movement. (126) 
The excesses highlighted by Quandt here can be attributed to the blending of styles 
– simultaneously art house and (body) horror – and influences evident in New French 
Extremity films, with inspiration being drawn from American and European cinemas. Just as 
Asian Extreme has a give-and-take relationship with the horror cinema of Western nations, 
New French Extremity primarily credits American torture porn films as its influence, though 
extreme films, parallel in their portrayals of excess and taboos, were being made in America, 
Asia, and Europe concurrently throughout the early 2000s.  
Films such as Saw and Hostel, which are credited for having spawned the cycle of 
American torture porn films at the turn of the 21st century, have also been noted as direct 
influences by New French Extremity directors such as Pascal Laugier. However, Steve Jones 
argues that torture porn should not be regarded as an exclusively American sub-genre: 
“images of torture and humiliation have also flourished in horror cinema from France, the UK, 
Australia, Korea, Japan and Thailand (to name but a few countries) in the last decade” 
(Jones 196, writing in 2013). Jones’ argument that torture porn needs to be looked at as a 
global genre draws attention to Roth’s statement that he made Hostel as a response to the 
prisoner torturing in Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq, and Laugier’s subsequent response with his 
film Martyrs (196). Furthermore, Jones points out the global context of filmmaker Takashi 
Miike’s cameo in Hostel, which highlights the influence Japanese body horror films, like 
Audition and Ichi the Killer (Miike, 2001) have had on the American torture porn films that 
started flowing only after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the United States and 
the beginning of the War on Terrorism that followed (196).  
Returning then to Korean Extreme cinema, it becomes increasingly evident how the 
transnational origins of this style of filmmaking correspond to Park’s status as a global 
filmmaker. Joint Security Area (JSA, 2000), which first brought Park international fame 
through recognition at international film festivals in Berlin, Hong Kong, Montreal, and Seattle, 
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is a war drama that borders on thriller, depicting a mystery amongst soldiers on duty in the 
Demilitarised Zone (DMZ) separating North and South Korea. The first instalment of Park’s 
Vengeance Trilogy in 2002 with Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance introduced an even darker side 
of Park, with the revenge narrative depicting stylised torture and sadism to such an extreme 
that some critics began questioning his use of violence for its own sake, rather than to 
contribute to necessary plot development. Yet, it was his second instalment of the trilogy, 
Oldboy, more graphically violent than the first, which won Park Cannes fame with the Grand 
Jury Prize. Nikki Lee argues it was this award that granted him “the commerce of the 
auteurist,” marking him as part of a “small rank of celebrity auteur directors who project a 
brand image” (204). Though Lee disqualifies Park as cult due to the mainstream nature of his 
celebrity status, Mathijs and Sexton describe a particular circumstance when a mainstream 
actor can also be considered cult, and I argue this is the same for Park as a director. Mathijs 
and Sexton explain that this “can occur when a star with a rebellious or non-conformist 
persona moves into the mainstream but retains much of their cult fan base” (81). Despite 
Park’s fame following the international acclaim for Oldboy, his continued use of stylised 
violence to portray the turmoil of his captivating anti-heroes allows him to maintain, and even 
expand, his cult fan base.  
Over the years, Park has continued to be known for the onscreen displays of 
graphic violence that stemmed from his Vengeance Trilogy. Dark humour and irony are 
equally important in his use of violence because they highlight the fact that his films are 
ultimately about the failure of revenge; rather than depicting the satisfaction resulting from 
seeking vengeance, Park’s protagonists tend to end up suffering just as much as their 
victims. While the use of dark humour in all of Park’s films draws attention to the futility of the 
revenge and graphic violence being portrayed, he has, more recently, begun to move away 
from pure visual excess to more closely considering the psychological effects of violence and 
revenge. In his 2009 film Thirst, Park adapted the Western vampire narrative to portray a 
more globalized take on violence and a more concentrated form of revenge. Kyu Hyun Kim 
argues that, despite the Western feel of the film, Thirst should still be read as a Korean film, 
particularly in terms of Song Kang-ho’s role as Catholic priest Sang-hyun. However, while 
Catholicism has had a long tradition in Korea, it is still significant that his representation as a 
vampire stems from Euro-American culture (203). Furthermore, while the use of graphic 
violence in Park’s films may be read as a response to the nation’s tumultuous past, the 
barbaric vengeance of his earlier films is distinctly different from the primarily internal 
dilemma of Thirst. As I have argued elsewhere, Park’s undertaking of a vampire film allows 
for a complex balance between narrative and visuals through his focus on the Western myth 
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within Korean cinema and culture (Hughes 19). This diversion highlights Park’s increased 
transnational approach, following the global recognition of his earlier films, and marks Thirst 
as a conscious contribution to the wave of New Korean Cinema’s focus on globalisation. This 
film was followed by the release of Park’s first English-language film, Stoker, in 2013, which 
stars a mixed cast of Australian actresses Mia Wasikowska and Nicole Kidman and British 
actor Matthew Goode. Running at 99 minutes (Park’s shortest feature film yet), Stoker does 
have hints of Hollywood restrictions attached to it, but his dark humour is not lost in 
translation and themes of revenge carry over prominently from his earlier work. 2013 also 
marked the release of Spike Lee’s Oldboy, which was the first Hollywood remake of a Park 
Chan-wook film.  
Although Park returned to Korea for his most recent feature film, The Handmaiden 
(2016), its premiere at Cannes in May 2016, where it was also nominated for the prestigious 
Palme d’Or prize, indicates his continued international appeal. Furthermore, reviews of the 
film indicate that Park has maintained his transnational influence as well as his trademark 
extreme characteristics: in addition to noting that the film is a loose reworking of Welsh-writer 
Sarah Waters’ 2005 novel Fingersmith, Sight and Sound writer Catherine Bray notes: 
“Practically every surface in the film screams fetish, and, as in his underrated Stoker, Chan-
wook locates eroticism in some unusual places” (n.p.).   
Park’s ability to transcend both national and generic boundaries means he has 
found great success where others have failed. Writing in the context of European extreme 
cinema, Simon Hobbs points out: “artistic extremity is a result of the consistent flow of ideas, 
themes and reading protocols which readily breach, collapse and penetrate geographic 
borders” (3). This penetration of geographic borders has become increasingly significant to 
the success of Asian Extreme cinema in general, which has been exemplified by J-Splatter 
filmmakers who, as part of a more recent cycle of Asian Extreme than Park, have 
demonstrated an ongoing concern with global interests, especially in terms of representations 
of Japanese culture.  
Particularly with these most recent films, Park has joined the ranks of directors such 
as Akira Kurosawa, Wong Kar-wai, and Ang Lee who, as transnational filmmakers, are “most 
‘at home’ in the in-between spaces of culture, in other words, between the local and the 
global, [transnational cinema] decisively problematises the investment in cultural purity or 
separatism” (Ezra and Rowden 4). As Shin productively points out, like Kim Ki-duk’s The Isle, 
Park’s version of Oldboy was instrumental in the development of Tartan’s Asia Extreme label 
as transgressive and excessively violent. This has ultimately positioned both the director and 
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the film at the forefront of the Asian Extreme cycle as, without a doubt, two of the most 
referenced examples of this style of filmmaking. 
 
Kim Ji-woon 
Though not as well known by name as Kim Ki-duk and Park Chan-wook, Kim Ji-woon has 
also made his move into Hollywood, with his most recent film, The Last Stand. Furthermore, 
the inclusion of Kim Ji-woon films such as A Bittersweet Life, The Good, the Bad, the Weird 
(2008) and I Saw the Devil on major film festival programmes for Cannes, Toronto and 
Sundance over the years indicates his critical recognition as an international filmmaker. Like 
Kim and Park, much of his transnational appeal can be credited to his use of global genres, 
combined with his signature use of extreme style and content. Kim’s oeuvre, from comedy-
horror film The Quiet Family in 1998 to action film The Last Stand, represents the wide range 
of genres embodied within the Asian Extreme category, which also includes psychological-
horror, action-thriller, western, and revenge-horror. Vivian Lee places Kim alongside Park, 
Miike, and Woo on a list of East Asian celebrity auteurs, pointing out that these filmmakers 
“seem to have a great facility for crossovers between art and popular films” (121). She uses 
Kim’s “kimchi western” The Good, the Bad, the Weird as a case study for the “kind of inter-
generic and inter-textual borrowing” seen in transnational genre film (134). Likewise, James 
Brown describes A Bittersweet Life as a “spectacularly violent modernization of conventional 
gangster/noir” (151). Not only has Kim been successful at adapting Hollywood genres into 
uniquely Korean films, he has done so with a style that has attracted the attention of 
mainstream and cult audiences alike.  
In addition to the critical attention Kim has received at the influential festivals 
outlined above, the screening of I Saw the Devil in the Toronto International Film Festival 
(TIFF) Midnight Madness series, as well as recognition at global niche film festivals such as 
Fantasia, Fantasporto, and the Brussels International Festival of Fantasy Film suggest that 
the filmmaker has also achieved a cult following worldwide. This is mostly due to the extreme 
nature of most of his films, which manage to incorporate graphic violence into nearly every 
genre he has tackled. For example, the deaths of several guests at a family-run lodge in The 
Quiet Family, are comical but gruesome as the family races to cover them up to protect the 
business. The psychological horror story of A Tale of Two Sisters and action-thriller A 
Bittersweet Life are equally bloody, but cult audiences gave the greatest response to what 
might be considered the most horrific of them all: gory revenge film I Saw the Devil. At the 
2010 Midnight Madness screening of I Saw the Devil at TIFF (for which Kim was in 
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attendance), I was witness to audience members walking out during several confronting 
scenes of rape and torture, reminiscent of the Venice screening of The Isle described above.  
Mathijs and Sexton discuss the aesthetic approach to cult cinema, which seeks to 
understand cult films that “operate purely on an affective and visceral level… These films are 
defined through their representational and stylistic excess, which frequently motivates their 
subsequent critical interpretation” (7). While Kim’s films are arguably more than merely 
affective or visceral, it is his recurring use of stylistic excess that travels across the many 
genres he has undertaken, ultimately marking him as an important cult auteur.  
Kim, Park and Kim have all made essential contributions to the development of the horror, 
thriller, and action genres as global. As transnational filmmakers, they have succeeded in 
making Korean cinema more accessible and appealing to international audiences by 
integrating traditionally Western genres within Korean settings, narratives, and modes of 
storytelling. While Kim Ki-duk’s films have had the most mixed responses domestically and 
internationally, this has been an undeniable contributor to his cult status. Furthermore, his 
earlier films, such as The Isle and Address Unknown (2001) paved the way for the future of 
Korean Extreme cinema, especially later films coming from Park and Kim Ji-woon. As 
extreme filmmakers, all three directors have transcended the previously definitive Korean 
style–most notably in the form of drama and comedy–ultimately moving into the transgressive 
realm of cult cinema. Their ground-breaking portrayals of revenge and taboo subjects such 
as incest and sadomasochism have marked Korean Extreme as dark, edgy, and something 
quite distinct from both Western and other Asian cinemas.  
 
From J-Horror to J-Splatter: Japanese Transnational Cult Cinema 
Having now offered a brief overview of the wider Asian Extreme cycle of filmmaking within a 
transnational framework, the remainder of my thesis will focus more specifically on Japanese 
Extreme cinema, which, more consistently than other Asian cinemas, has provided a bridge 
between Eastern and Western cultures. Due to the nature of my research at niche film 
festivals, presented in the latter chapters of this thesis, it is has been necessary for me to 
target the most recent material, and Japan remains the prominent source for Asian Extreme 
cinema, at the very least in terms of quantity of films still being released today. This is 
perhaps partly a result of the broad and changing scope of what is considered extreme: the 
Japanese Extreme films of the late 1990s and early 2000s, dominated by the films of Takashi 
Miike (Audition; Ichi the Killer), which Mathijs and Sexton describe as “hard-hitting, 
flamboyant, nihilist, and above all, ‘cool’” (128), seem to have been replaced over the past 
five years by what I refer to as J-Splatter, an even more over-the-top style of extreme cinema 
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that emphasises the ridiculous over the realistic. Even Miike’s more recent film Lesson of the 
Evil (2012) adopts a J-Splatter style in its Battle Royale-like narrative following a school 
teacher-led bloodbath. To better understand this shift from Japanese Extreme to J-Splatter, it 
is necessary to trace these films back to their cult origins, with a focus on J-Horror. 
As Mathijs and Sexton explain: “The term J-horror entered cult parlance in the late 
1990s, when a new generation of Japanese horror films began to forefront a mix of traditional 
horror elements […] with themes borrowed from the techno-existentialism of the anime” 
(128). Much like the Hong Kong and South Korean cinemas discussed above, generic mixing 
has been a significant contributor to the cult status of J-Horror. The new wave of Japanese 
horror films, embedding concerns about technology and the future into their traditional ghost 
narratives, drew cult audiences to the unique portrayal of themes typically found in science 
fiction within the style of horror. From the late-1990s, J-Horror films began to prominently 
feature narratives depicting technology-gone-wrong, such as Ringu with the VHS tape, One 
Missed Call (Miike, 2003) with the telephone, and Pulse (Kurosawa, 2001) with the Internet. 
Technophobia has also been a recurring theme across Western cult films from Invasion of 
the Body Snatchers (Siegel, 1956) to Videodrome (Cronenberg, 1983). Yet, it is not only 
these films’ frightening depictions of technological fears that has warranted their cult status; 
J-Horror’s self-aware representation of media also draws cult audiences who are notorious 
for appreciating intertextual references and self-conscious reflections. William V. Costanzo 
lists several ways the content and style of J-Horror films are influenced by media: the 
narratives are about media and technology (telephones, televisions, etc.); their narrative and 
visual style reflects the representations of new media in the films (for example, the chapter 
format in Ju-On is like a television series, and the grainy images in Pulse make the Internet 
seem more eerie); and global audiences are able to cross the “same permeable boundaries” 
as the ghosts in the film (new blurred distinctions between cinema, video, television, 
computers) (266-7). While this new technology also means J-Horror has become more 
accessible globally, thus affecting the cult status via its obtainability, its cultural differences 
for Western audiences still mark it as “other,” which is what tends to appeal to cult audiences 
(Hills “Ringing” 162). 
Horror has always been marked as a genre that is transgressive by nature, again 
drawing attention to its cult appeal. As Costanzo points out: horror “deliberately crosses the 
boundaries of good taste and acceptable behaviour set by society” (208). This includes an 
acceptance of ghosts and other paranormal elements, which are a defining trait of Japanese 
horror cinema. Moreover, the shift from the supernatural J-Horror to the much gorier 
Japanese Extreme tends to be defined by transgression: while often referred to by critics as 
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horror, Audition earned its extreme status not only for its over-the-top portrayals of excess, 
but also its ability to mislead audiences to believe they are watching a very different kind of 
film. Up until the climax, Audition runs much like a romance drama, with the protagonist 
holding a fake audition in order to find a new wife. Thus, the graphic violence inflicted upon 
him at the end of the film by the girl he has selected from the audition is even more 
transgressive because spectators are almost as surprised about it as the main character is. 
Indeed, Miike is one of the most notorious Asian Extreme filmmakers due to unrelenting acts 
of transgression across his body of work. From the perverse family unity in Visitor Q (2001) to 
the sadistic anti-hero of Ichi the Killer, Miike’s films have drawn cult audiences internationally 
and have established his reputation as a “prolific provocateur” (Mathijs and Sexton 128).  
Yet, as cult cinema has become increasingly transnational, it has also been targeted for its 
Orientalist treatment of Asian cinema, with Japanese cult cinema typically the most 
exoticised as a result of the internationally recognised iconography of Japanese culture: 
samurai, geisha, schoolgirls, anime, cosplay, etc. Needham observes that “more than any 
other Asian cinema, Japan has consistently occupied a discursive position of otherness” (8). 
Needham, along with other critics of Asian cinema such as Shin, Dew and Martin, contends 
that it is Western branding and marketing, such as Tartan’s use of the Asia Extreme label, 
that is primarily responsible for this othering within Western perceptions of Asian cinema. As 
Needham productively observes:  
Many of the films, such as Ring/Ringu … or the Hong Kong film Infernal Affairs … 
could hardly be thought of as extreme in the terms that the distributors [i.e. Tartan] 
want us to imagine. The way in which these films are promoted for theatrical 
consumption and their continued popularity on DVD does demonstrate that there 
is a loving audience for popular Asian film. However, the discourses surrounding 
the packaging of these films continue a relationship to Japanese and Asian 
cinema, cemented in the early 1950s, in which otherness becomes a necessary 
element in their appreciation and contextualisation. (9) 
This suggests that, for distributors like Tartan, use of the term “extreme” has become less 
about the narratives and styles of the films being classified under this brand, and more about 
the perceptions that Western audiences are likely to have about the films’ origins. Rather 
than delving into the taboo subject matter like that of earlier Japanese extreme films, such as 
In the Realm of the Senses or Tetsuo: the Iron Man, Ringu is considered extreme both 
because it is widely considered by Western audiences to be much scarier than American 
horror films, and because it hails from the notoriously transgressive Japan.    
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Koichi Iwabuchi, however, argues that “Japanese national/cultural identity has been 
constructed in an essentialist manner through the country’s conscious self-Orientalising 
discourse, a narrative that at once testifies to a firm incorporation into, and a subtle 
exploitation of, Western Orientalist discourse” (18). As I have demonstrated in my analysis of 
various examples of Asian Extreme films and filmmakers throughout this chapter, it is not 
only the Western distributors who are taking advantage of Japan/Asia’s reputation for being 
“out there,” but also the Japanese/Asian filmmakers themselves. Iwabuchi’s description of the 
Japanese tendency to self-Orientalise based on the stereotypes that are introduced above 
goes against the grain of the approach followed by Needham, Shin, Dew, and Martin, which 
tends to sympathise with the East over the West’s patronising consumption of Asian culture. 
However, when we consider the appeal of J-Splatter films for Western audiences, Iwabuchi’s 
outlook rings true. These films are extreme in nature due to their over-the-top portrayals of 
excess, but they also rely on representations of otherness in their appeal to international cult 
audiences. While J-Splatter films such as Tokyo Gore Police (Nishimura, 2008) and The 
Machine Girl have proven popular amongst local audiences at niche festivals as well, these 
films thrive on Japanese cultural and sub-cultural stereotypes, including the sexy/cute 
(kawaii) schoolgirl and an obsession with technology, which would be recognisable to 
domestic and international audiences alike.    
Though I do not deny the importance of the criticism of the Orientalist discourse 
surrounding the cult reception of Japanese Extreme cinema, my reading of J-Splatter 
throughout this thesis takes into consideration Iwabuchi’s perspective on self-Orientalism, 
while also closely following Smith’s notion of “cult cosmopolitanism” as a more nuanced way 
of understanding how these films travel and are embraced outside of their culture of origin. 
My approach to J-Splatter then, while not disregarding critical discourses on Orientalism, will 
consider how the enthusiasm Western cult audiences have expressed for this style of 
filmmaking relates to a desire to reach out beyond familiar territory and embrace a culture 
that has, in some ways, been previously hidden from them. Smith elaborates on Mathijs and 
Sexton’s description of international cult cinema by explaining: “these films are framed as cult 
objects, not because they have developed a substantial cult following in their country of 
origin, but primarily because of their relative obscurity and novelty for these Western fans” 
(“Bollywood” n.p.). Rising from Western cult followings fascinated with all things Japanese, 
we see self-proclaimed otakus, typically obsessed with anime and manga, as well as cosplay 
enthusiasts, often dressed up as Lolitas or anime characters, transported from the streets of 
Tokyo to cities around the globe. Jenkins observes how the majority of otaku actually have 
no direct ties to Japan, and refers to Matt Hills’ use of the term “semiotic solidarity” to 
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describe how American fans embrace the notion of otaku as a way of bonding with Japanese 
culture and their Japanese counterparts (though they are a distinct minority) (“Pop” 127). 
Smith’s non-Japanese approach to cosmopolitanism contributes to this discussion from a 
broader perspective: “This desire to seek out and understand a foreign culture, even while 
focused on the exotic and the bizarre, still has the potential to produce a genuine cultural 
engagement upon which a deeper understanding can be built” (“Bollywood” n.p.). Much like 
Jenkins’ explanation of pop cosmopolitanism, then, the willingness for Western 
fans/audiences to take a step further and become an otaku is an essential part of the 
transnational cult fandom that will be under examination throughout this thesis. Hills’ reading 
of the “transcultural otaku,” which describes the non-Japanese otaku introduced by Jenkins 
above, also features in subsequent chapters, particularly within my study of fan/cult practices 
at niche film festivals.  
 
Conclusion 
Although the cult reception of J-Splatter films internationally can be credited to Japan’s 
reputation as both “cool” and “weird,” this thesis aims to highlight the idea that this 
engagement is in fact occurring by drawing attention to the ways these films are marketed to 
Western audiences and how, in return, audiences receive them. This chapter has 
contextualised Asian Extreme as both a transnational style of filmmaking, as well as a film 
cycle that is regularly changing and adapting according to international interests. Rather than 
being a genre in itself, the current cycle of Asian Extreme cinema’s early influences come 
from Japanese horror film Audition and South Korean thriller The Isle. As such, the style of 
Asian Extreme is in many ways a fusion of horror and thriller, though films of this style have 
also been classified under a variety of other subgenres of horror and action cinema. In 
addition to being recognised for their style, which is typically defined by portrayals of excess 
and otherness, I have shown how Asian Extreme films have been classified as cult, due to 
their transgressive nature. By applying a transnational approach to my readings of these 
films, this chapter has considered how Asian Extreme filmmakers put a national twist on 
global genres to attract the attention of audiences around the world. Approaching Asian 
Extreme cinema from the perspective of “cult cosmopolitanism,” the remainder of this thesis 
aims to show how the Western exoticisation of Japan as simultaneously cool and weird has 
the potential to be more progressive than problematic. While most readings of the Western 
consumption of Japanese Extreme have relied on discourses stemming from Said’s concept 
of Orientalism to critique the exoticisation of East Asian cultures, this thesis instead aims to 
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concentrate on the increased global consciousness and stylistic experimentation that is made 
possible through transnational cinema and the film festival circuit.  
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Chapter Three 
J-Splatter, Sushi Typhoon, and the Mutant Shōjo:  
Western Engagement with Japanese Popular Culture on Screen 
 
On July 26, 2010, the “Sushi Typhoon Preview Reel” was released on YouTube, 
announcing the impending arrival of six6 upcoming films hailing “from the land of the rising 
sun.” This two-minute video featured images of blood showers and decapitated heads, 
taglines such as “Bloody Girls Action!” and “You will be victimized!” and, finally, a 
testimonial from “head chef” Takashi Miike, introducing Sushi Typhoon as “a big 
sensation.” Miike never actually made any films under the Sushi Typhoon label during its 
short-lived existence. However, it was this testimonial, along with the extreme images of 
excess and otherness associated with earlier J-Splatter films such as The Machine Girl 
(Noboru Iguchi, 2008) and Tokyo Gore Police (Yoshihiro Nishimura, 2008) that won the 
Japanese production company international notoriety as the leaders of the J-Splatter style. 
Through this subgenre of Japanese Extreme cinema, Noboru Iguchi and Yoshihiro 
Nishimura gained recognition as top names, alongside more established cult filmmakers 
like Miike and Sion Sono (Suicide Club [2001], Love Exposure [2008]).  
This chapter presents a survey of the recurring tropes, signature styles, and 
thematic preoccupations of films produced as part of the current wave of J-Splatter, from 
2006 to present (which includes Sushi Typhoon from 2011-12), in an effort to understand 
their international cult status and increasingly mainstream critical attention. Using Iain 
Robert Smith’s concept of cult cosmopolitanism outlined in Chapters One and Two, the 
purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how these films invite Western audiences – from 
festival enthusiasts to cult fans, otaku to “weeaboo” (a concept introduced in Chapter One) 
– to playfully engage with them, based on an assumed knowledge of Japaneseness and 
Western perceptions of Japaneseness. By recognising the exploitative nature of J-Splatter 
content, particularly through over-the-top representations and stereotypes of sexy 
schoolgirls, kawaii Lolitas, geisha, ninjas, yakuza, and samurai, Western audiences are 
able to embrace the way J-Splatter filmmakers parody Japan’s sense of “yamato-damshii” 
(or, Japanese spirit) and ultimately develop a stronger relationship with Japanese history 
and culture. This is exemplified in depictions of what I refer to as the mutant shōjo, a 
character portrayed in several J-Splatter films, who embodies the Japanese cultural 
elements that are critiqued and parodied in these films, by representing a strong young girl 
                                                
6 In the end, seven films in total were released under the Sushi Typhoon label, including Deadball (Yudai 
Yamaguchi, 2011), which was not introduced in the initial preview reel. 
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(or, sometimes, young woman) who is, at the same time, an outcast of society. Being an 
outcast is usually the result of the shōjo’s liminal status, which often includes bodily 
mutations, typically developed through a transformation early in the film, or else shown 
through flashback, resulting in some kind of “special” power. The liminality of the traditional 
shōjo character, on the cusp of adulthood, is reflected in J-Splatter’s young female 
characters who are also often on the cusp of being human.  This type of “transformed” 
character has arguably appeared in recent non-J-Splatter films such as Air Doll (Koreeda, 
2009) – in which a blow-up doll turns into a young woman who reveals, through her first-
time experiences as a human, the harsh realities of the Tokyo lifestyle – and Sayonara 
(Fukada, 2015) – a recent Japanese film starring real-life android Geminoid F. However, 
as this chapter demonstrates, J-Splatter’s action parodies and depictions of over-the-top 
violence contribute essential social commentary that is lacking in the more dramatic 
romance narratives of Air Doll and Sayonara.    
 After outlining and detailing some of the key critical approaches that can be used to 
read the Western consumption of and engagement with Japanese popular culture, I will 
apply some of these concepts to the films of prevalent J-Splatter filmmakers Iguchi and 
Nishimura. The first section covers the first four years of the current wave of J-Splatter 
(2006-2010), while the second section will focus more closely on the year-long existence 
of J-Splatter production company Sushi Typhoon (2010–2011), which included the release 
of seven films from six Japanese filmmakers. Using film reviews and festival reports to 
engage with the varying responses to these films from Western viewers, I consider how 
Sushi Typhoon situates J-Splatter as a style of filmmaking in terms of cult status and 
Western consumption. My final section will consider the continuation of J-Splatter beyond 
Sushi Typhoon, from 2011 to 2016, using interviews with J-Splatter filmmakers published 
during this five-year period to speculate about the direction this wave is currently taking, 
and the future of J-Splatter.  
 
Critical Approaches to the Western Circulation of Japanese Pop Culture  
One of the most prevalent overarching characters of J-Splatter films, particularly in the 
films of frontrunners Iguchi and Nishimura is the mutant shōjo. A shōjo is a pre-teen or 
teenaged girl character on the cusp of adulthood, often portrayed in manga and anime, 
usually between the ages of 8 and 18. The shōjo typically finds a proactive sense of 
agency throughout the course of the story, whether through deploying her femininity, 
gaining knowledge or power, or discovering other ways to make choices and act 
independently in the world. This figure has been described by Susan Napier as having one 
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of two characterisations: the classic shōjo, representing “ultrafeminity that is often passive 
or dreamy”; and the shōjo typically depicted by Japanese animator Hayao Miyazaki 
(Princess Mononoke [1997]; Spirited Away [2001]), who is notably more “independent and 
active, courageously confronting the variety of obstacles before them in a manner that 
might be described as stereotypically masculine” (Napier 154). Alternatively, J-Splatter 
films portray what I call the “mutant shōjo”: a teenage schoolgirl who tends to be very 
feminine in appearance but not behaviour, representing distinctly different values from 
Miyazaki’s heroines. While Miyazaki’s films downplay violence in favour of representations 
of a powerful heroine who avoids killing, J-Splatter films, by contrast, exaggerate the killing 
by depicting mutilated forms of the human body through elements of body horror, which 
will be further discussed below. The mutant shōjo character is often a schoolgirl, though 
many J-Splatter films occur outside of a school setting, which highlights the schoolgirl 
uniform as somewhat out of place. In fact, many of the mutant shōjo characters are the 
only ones wearing their uniform in these films, despite the presence of other characters in 
the same age group, drawing attention to the connotations the schoolgirl uniform often 
carries with it.  
A common character within both manga and adult videos, the Japanese schoolgirl 
figure is an adolescent girl in middle school or high school, commonly expressing naivety 
and anxiety, which are qualities that have proven to be notoriously appealing to Japanese 
men. The schoolgirl is a titillating double signifier of innocence and licentiousness, with 
“image clubs” in Tokyo offering Japanese men the opportunity to “live out their fantasies 
about schoolgirls… [Choosing] from 11 rooms, including classrooms, a school gym 
changing room, and a couple of imitation railroad cars where to the recorded roar of a 
commuter train, men can molest straphangers [standing passengers] in school uniforms” 
(Kristof n.p.). In an April 1997 New York Times article on the aphrodisiac qualities of the 
schoolgirl uniform, Nicholas D. Kristof examines this major issue, which he describes as: 
“a disturbing national obsession with schoolgirls as sex objects” (Kristof n.p.). This has led 
teenaged girls to become involved in a practice called enjo kosai, which is explained by 
Michael Fitzpatrick in a July 1999 issue of The Guardian as a “transaction between clients 
and women who barter sexual favours for financial support in the shape of rent, dinner, 
and presents” (n.p.). While girls in high school are unlikely to be responsible for their own 
rent or meals, Japanese society has become increasingly obsessed with acquiring 
imported name-brand goods and, in order to support this passion, getting paid between 
$300 and $800 to have sex with older men is viewed as a small sacrifice for teenaged girls 
to fit in (Fitzpatrick n.p.).  
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Not only has this Japanese schoolgirl fetish been publicised through these major 
American and British newspapers, the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) has 
also capitalised on the innocence of the schoolgirl image by incorporating it into their 
“Ambassadors of Cute” tourism campaign (Miller; Hamm). Selected in February 2009, the 
Ambassadors, who, in addition to the schoolgirl, included girls representing Lolita and 
Harajuku fashions, are mostly 20-somethings playing the role of teenagers. This highlights 
the blurred line between reality and fiction that encompasses the schoolgirl fantasy, which 
can be seen in several of the films discussed below. As the schoolgirl fetish dates back to 
wartime,7 and has been marketed to foreigners as a part of Japan’s kawaii (cute) culture 
approval for much longer than the MOFA campaign, there is little wonder that J-Splatter 
films so frequently parody this character in their films which, as I argue throughout this 
thesis, target Western audiences who are drawn to Japanese popular culture.  
Sharon Kinsella adds that, in 1992, Japanese women’s lifestyle magazine, CREA, 
considered kawaii to be “the most widely used, widely loved, habitual word in modern 
living Japanese” (“Cuties” 221). Donald Richie describes Japanese cuteness as being, 
often manically, happy, particularly within the family setting (154). He uses an example 
from a noodle advertisement to illustrate this, with a family sitting around the dinner table, 
mum “triumphantly pour[ing] hot water into the Styrofoam cup,” and dad “smacking his lips 
and beaming” (154).  
However, Kinsella suggests that kawaii can also be a form of an anti-social 
behaviour: “By immersion in the pre-social world, otherwise known as childhood, cute 
fashion blithely ignores or outrightly contradicts values central to the organisation of 
Japanese society and maintenance of the work ethic” (“Cuties” 251). This can be read in 
relation to a relatively new trend called “gurokawaii” (grotesque-cute), which represents a 
particular type of fetish that connects kawaii and gore, juxtaposing cuteness and bloody 
violence to create a new character all together. Brian Ashcroft’s online essay, “This Isn’t 
Kawaii, It’s Disturbing,” describes gurokawaii as the world of grotesque and sadistic filtered 
through kawaii.” Much like J-Splatter films, with their vengeful mutant shōjos, gurokawaii is 
intent on taking kawaii to the next level.  
In her 2013 book Schoolgirls, Money and Rebellion in Japan, Kinsella also 
observes alternative schoolgirl trends beyond being kawaii. She describes “Kogyaru chic” 
as a style prominent amongst Japanese teenagers and young adults throughout the ’90s, 
                                                
7 Another significant empowered image of girl culture during this period was the “moga,” or “modern girl,” 
which was a name given to young Japanese women in the Taisho era (1912-1926), who adopted Western 
styles of fashion, hair and makeup, and challenged traditional social conventions by smoking, dancing, and 
kissing boys without their parents’ approval (Dunn n.p.). 
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combining schoolgirl fashions with more adult style and behaviour, such as plucked 
eyebrows and sexy attitudes, sometimes associated with prostitution and enjo kosai, or 
what she refers to as “compensated dating” (60-1). Even girls attending schools not 
requiring a uniform and those already finished school would sport the loose white socks 
and rolled up skirt, with mock school uniforms being sold by a number of local clothing 
brands (62). Kinsella attributes this practice to a form of mimicry, with young girls 
mimicking “aspects of the looks of desirable schoolgirl teasers created in male-oriented 
visual culture” (64). Despite the fact that many of these girls were actually schoolgirls, they 
made an effort to conform to a fabricated notion of how a schoolgirl acts and dresses 
according to media and the male imagination. Similarly, in J-Splatter films, we see girls 
performing different ideas of the schoolgirl, from cute to sexy to just plain weird. Kinsella 
argues that the materialistic ambition of these young girls actually seems to be “more 
signified than real” (65). Considering the “schoolgirl revolt” in a later chapter of her book, 
Kinsella uses Gogo Yubari (Chiaki Kuriyama) from Kill Bill (Tarantino, 2003) as an 
example of kogyaru in her representation of a “powerful but in the end stupid and 
damaged” schoolgirl, “characterised by her inclination toward savagery and her pristine 
school uniform” (167-8). Kinsella recalls a scene from the film when Gogo “penetrates” a 
perverted man with a dagger, ultimately delivering “the fantasy of the schoolgirl that turned 
bad” (168).  
Representations of Japanese schoolgirls like Gogo and J-Splatter’s mutant shōjos 
also create the potential for a post-feminist reading. According to Lisa Coulthard, who 
considers recent films that have “foregrounded the presence of violent women in genres 
usually associated with male characters, actors, and audiences,” Kill Bill highlights the use 
of young female characters as both victims and perpetrators of violence (163). Similarly, J-
Splatter films tend to present their female protagonists as simultaneously victims and 
perpetrators: spectators are often provided with a sympathetic view of the traumatic 
childhood experiences that have left these women in a position to seek revenge. While 
some consider post-feminism as a backlash against earlier waves of feminist discourse, 
favouring the term “third wave” to describe the “foregrounded presence” of women (see, 
for example, Genz and Brabon), Holmlund instead interprets the varying approaches as 
encompassing a wider variety of updated, yet “distinctly feminine faces” (116). Holmlund’s 
three-part definition of post-feminism includes  academic post-feminists, who focus on the 
theoretical discourses of feminism (queer theory, postcolonial theory, etc.); chick post-
feminists, who tend to demonstrate a “backlash against or a dismissal of the desirability for 
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equality between men and women”; and third wave feminists, also referred to as “riot 
grrrls,” who will be discussed in the context of The Machine Girl below (116).  
Rather than reading J-Splatter as specifically post-feminist, then, perhaps third 
wave feminism more accurately describes the way these films speak to “a generation of 
younger feminists […] who see their work founded on second wave principles, yet 
distinguished by a number of political and cultural differences” (Genz and Brabon 156). 
Stephanie Genz and Benjamin A. Brabon argue that post-feminism and third wave 
feminism should not be positioned as binary opposites because of frequent confusion 
between the two terms and the overly simplified view that post-feminism equals defeatism. 
Instead, third wave feminists “envision a new model of feminist thinking and practice that 
goes ‘beyond black or white’ and situates itself within popular culture in an effort to bridge 
the gap between consumption and critique” (156). While Coulthard may suggest that Kill 
Bill is post-feminist because of its “empty discourses of false liberation through the 
representation of violent, active women on screen” (155), it can also be read as a third 
wave feminist text along the same lines as J-Splatter films, with their playful and more 
accessible portrayals of empowered female characters. By exploiting schoolgirl characters, 
these films highlight the problematic nature of schoolgirl fetishisation and practices like 
enjo kosai.  
Pam Cook explains that exploitation films tend to be “made with specific markets in 
mind, hence the development of “sexploitation” and “Blaxploitation” categories referring to 
the capture of the soft-core pornography film audience and black youth audience 
respectively” (122). This chapter also briefly explores the concept of “gaijinsploitation,” 
which was the alternate label used by bloggers and online fans writing on forums to 
describe some of the J-Splatter films being examined. Much like Cook’s description of 
exploitation films, gaijinsploitation is designed to capture gaijin (foreign) audiences. 
Playing with Asiaphilia, which, as explained in Chapter One, functions as an alternative to 
the term “Orientalism,” these films target Western audiences who fetishise Asian culture. 
Just as Mathijs and Sexton suggest that Western audiences are drawn to Asian cinema 
because it is unfamiliar to them, this connection between J-Splatter and Asiaphilia invites a 
closer study of fan fetishes and specific Japanese character fetishes (i.e. schoolgirl, Lolita, 
geisha, etc.). This approach allows for a shift away from frameworks of Orientalism, which 
are directed more at socio-cultural discourses, typically imposing a negative outlook on the 
relationship between Eastern and Western cultures.  
Exploitation cinema has also been used to exploit the success of other films, as 
seen in such “spinoff” subgenres as the spaghetti western and, of course, splatter films. 
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Additionally, this chapter considers how J-Splatter films might be read as exploiting the 
traditionally British literary genre known as Gothic fiction or Gothic horror, with its neurotic 
heroines and enduring appeal to goth subculture. Andrew Smith’s discussion of 
“contemporary Gothic” recognises characters, particularly from 20th century television 
series, who “wrestle with their Gothic [uncanny] identities as they all work towards 
moments of self-realisation” (168). This also describes J-Splatter heroines who struggle 
with identity crises involving their physical and emotional deficiencies, which inevitably 
shine through as strengths in the end. Smith’s description of the “familiar Female Gothic 
narrative,” which is defined by “the theme of mothering” and “images of madness, 
incarceration, and male brutality” (173), can also be used to interpret the mutant shōjos of 
J-Splatter films, who often struggle to find surrogate mothers following the loss of their 
own, which is usually portrayed in the form of an overly sentimental flashback. Mutant 
shōjos also tend to be depicted as victims of violence from self-harm in the form of wrist-
cutting to sexual abuse in the form of fetish clubs, which is discussed by Nishimura in an 
interview with Annalee Newitz referenced below.   
 This mutilation of the body contributes to J-Splatter’s distinct style of horror, 
introduced in Chapter Two as “body horror,” and is reminiscent of the films of David 
Cronenberg and Shin’ya Tsukamoto, particularly in the exploitation of the J-Splatter 
protagonists’ mutations, which are analysed throughout this chapter. In The Horror 
Sensorium, Angela Ndalianis explores the different ways body horror can trigger our 
senses. Noting how, in what she calls “New Horror,” spectators are “ruthlessly confronted 
by violence, intense gore and, often, a social critique that refuses to hold back the 
punches” (15), she later adds that this would have little impact without the “sensory and 
emotional experiences that are at the core of these films” (28-9). Ndalianis identifies 
several ways we might be “touched” by these films, from “laughing at or recoiling from the 
over-the-top displays of gore and body desecration” to “recognising the social critique 
embedded in the narrative” (30). While she offers specific examples of this “ping pong” 
effect from The Hills Have Eyes (Wes Craven, 1997; Alexandre Aja, 2006), this can also 
be seen in J-Splatter films, which offer a constant sensory overload as the focus shifts 
back and forth between the gory action sequences and the implicit social commentary.  
In his 2005 book Pleasures of Horror, Matt Hills connects horror film audiences’ 
“monstrous fascination” to cult film viewing practices, looking specifically at how they 
embody this fascination as fanzine readers and film festival audiences. Hills argues that, 
rather than experiencing an overwhelming curiosity about the monstrous, as suggested by 
Noel Carroll in his philosophy on “art-horror” audiences, it is rather the omnipotence of 
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these characters that attracts horror fans. Likewise, J-Splatter viewers are drawn to the 
spectacle of the human body metamorphosing into something more powerful. In addition 
to the cultural appeal of the Japanese otherness in these films that makes Western 
audiences feel more cosmopolitan by watching them (as demonstrated in interviews with 
festival audiences in Chapter Four), viewers also respond to the highly visceral experience 
of watching the bodies of innocent schoolgirls transform into mutant shōjos – omnipotent 
fighters who are able to conquer the most ferocious of bullies. Though the subject of 
audience reception practices is touched on briefly in this chapter as a way of establishing 
the films in question as cult, Chapter Six will take a more focused approach, looking more 
specifically at niche film festival audiences and their often visceral responses to J-Splatter 
films.  
Another important contributor to the cult experience of these films is their elaborate 
portrayals of excess. Gaylyn Studlar explains: “Excess defines the midnight movie, a cult 
phenomenon that seems to catalogue perverse acts with the same enthusiasm as 
nineteenth-century sexologists” (139). Fetishism and transvestism are amongst Studlar’s 
list of sexual “abnormalities” sexologist Richard von Krafft-Ebing cited in his Psychopathia 
Sexualis, which, not coincidentally, have a recurring presence in J-Splatter films (139). 
Studlar goes on to describe how midnight movies “crystallise… the s/excess of perversity 
in a feminine though not always female figure,” citing such examples as Pink Flamingos 
(Waters, 1972) and Rocky Horror Picture Show (Sharman, 1975) (139). While my textual 
analysis below will leave no doubt about the “s/excess” of J-Splatter films, excess is even 
more explicitly presented in these films in the form of extreme violence and gore, though 
all of these forms can be classified as part of the films’ silly and often grotesque humour.  
 In an interview with B. Alan Orange from MovieWeb.com, Iguchi offers a useful 
example of this type of humour in his description of the connotations of farting in Japanese 
culture, with reference to his 2012 short film F is for Farts:  
[In Japan] farts are perceived as one of the origins of humour… For Japanese 
people, that’s the number one basis for humour, I think. Japan has a lot of 
particular fetishes, and there’s a huge amount of eroticism that doesn’t involve 
anything sexual. For instance, scatology has a firm popularity among some 
people, and there’s even a sub-genre in AV (Japanese pornography) that 
specialises in farts. (N.p.) 
Further questioned about his awareness of the current “Fart renaissance” happening in 
America, Iguchi responded: “I’m always interested in the subject!” (Orange n.p.). The 
Japanese attraction to silliness that Iguchi describes is not unlike that in America, which is 
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discussed by Michelle Ann Abate in her essay “Taking Silliness Seriously: Jim Henson’s 
The Muppet Show, the Anglo-American Tradition of Nonsense, and Cultural Critique.” 
Much like the silliness outlined by Abate with regard to The Muppet Show, J-Splatter films 
can also be seen as “containing innocuous comedic content [as well as encoding] sharp 
cultural critiques and, at times, even subversive social commentary” (601-2). For example, 
in both cases, the “general chaos, mayhem, and disorder” portrayed invokes the 
questioning of notions of power and control (602). This holds true in most J-Splatter films, 
which mix nonsense and social commentary, particularly through the representations of 
kawaii and figures of the schoolgirl and the mutant shōjo, which can be seen across the 
Iguchi and Nishimura films analysed in the following sections of this chapter.  
 
Noboru Iguchi and Yoshihiro Nishimura: Masters of Gore, Kings of J-Splatter 
The release of schoolgirl fetish parody Sukeban Boy in 2006 marked the beginning of 
Iguchi’s international recognition as a J-Splatter filmmaker. The film had a limited theatrical 
release through King Records in Japan in February 2006 and an international premiere at 
Fantasia Film Festival in July 2006. DVD releases followed in Germany and Hong Kong in 
2007 and the US (through Discotek’s Eastern Star label) in 2008. The major source for 
Iguchi’s breakthrough at this time, was the coverage that film website Twitch gave 
Sukeban Boy prior to its screening at Fantasia. Although he had already worked on more 
than two dozen other films, Iguchi’s prior work was mostly an extensive career in the 
Japanese Adult Video (JAV) industry, directing films such as The Neighbour’s Sister Has 
F-Cup (1999) and Real Beautiful Young Lady Stools – Lolita Lavatory (2001). Japan’s 
pinku eiga  (a range of films featuring adult content, mainly in the form of soft-core 
pornography) have been popular since the 1960s, drawing Japanese and foreign viewers 
alike, and have been made available on adult cinema screens, video, and DVD around the 
world (Sharp 9). In his 2008 book, Behind the Pink Curtain, Jasper Sharp notes that, in 
2003, “89 out of the 287 domestically-produced films that screened in Japanese cinemas 
fell into this category” (9). More recently, however, there have been ongoing rumours that 
the pink industry is on the decline in the age of online porn file sharing. In the conclusion of 
his 2015 PhD dissertation on Japanese pink film, Michael John Arnold observes: “New 
Pink Films continue to be produced and released – there were over 40 new releases in 
2014 alone – but the vast majority are from only one company (Okura) and those are all 
recorded and projected in video” (161). In many ways still appealing to pinku eiga fans, 
specifically with its sexually explicit material and adult video star Asami in the leading role, 
Sukeban Boy marked a successful shift for Iguchi from JAV to J-Splatter.  
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Based on the manga serial Oira Sukeban by Go Nagai (1974-1976), Sukeban Boy 
follows the title character (played by Asami): a teenaged boy who looks like a girl and, 
after endless bullying, is forced by his father to transfer to an all-girls high school. Through 
Sukeban’s complicated attempts to fit in amongst the wide range of foreign cliques 
associated with being a teenaged girl, the film introduces the recurring J-Splatter theme of 
schoolgirl fetishisation. When he first arrives at the girls’ school, Sukeban’s new friend 
explains to him that the most important part of being a girl is humiliation. She proceeds to 
show him to the “Humiliation Club,” where, believing he is a girl, he is introduced to a 
group of schoolgirls in a classroom, where they are forced by their leader to practice the 
art of humiliation by stripping down in front of each other. The film continues to mock 
ridiculous schoolgirl fantasies, as all the girls begin to idolise the new “girl” Sukeban, 
stripping down and throwing themselves all over him. The film’s first conflict arises from an 
incoherent disagreement between Sukeban and the “No-Bra League,” which is led by a 
topless girl wearing a sash of bullets, which she shoots from her teeth. Next, the “Hoichi 
League” arrives: three girls wearing only fundoshi (a traditional Japanese undergarment 
worn by sumo wrestlers), heads shaved and covered with writing, referencing the 
Japanese mythology of Hoichi the Earless, portrayed in 1964 J-horror film Kwaidan 
directed by Masaki Kobayashi.  
Sukeban Boy sets up J-Splatter’s portrayal of the shōjo with a comedic tone, 
ultimately conveying to Western audiences (the film was screened at Montreal’s Fantasia 
Film Festival in July 2006, five months after its limited release in Japan) an awareness of 
Japan’s international reputation for schoolgirl fetishisation. Though the film (and 
subsequent J-Splatter films) make light of a serious problem within Japanese society, it 
nevertheless opens up a dialogue to discuss the issue. Japanese gender politics are also 
put on display for an international audience, reflecting Tomoko Aoyama’s point that 
Japanese men and women “admire the beauty of androgynous boys and girls in the visual, 
performing and literary arts” (50). While Aoyama’s writing on the shōjo is mostly limited to 
a particular type of shōjo shōsetsu literature (fiction targeted at girls), it reflects on a 
broader Japanese acceptance of genderless and transgender characters within the arts. 
This permissiveness and cultural tolerance is transmitted to Western audiences watching 
J-Splatter films, in contrast to Western splatter films, which Carol Clover argues demonise 
and punish sexuality and sexual deviance: “In the slasher film, sexual transgressors of 
both sexes are scheduled for early destruction. The genre is studded with couples trying to 
find a place beyond purview of parents and employers where they can have sex, and 
immediately afterward (or during the act) being killed” (33). While Clover’s argument, 
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which mainly focuses on films from the slasher Golden era of the 1980s, may seem dated, 
Andrew Welsh has more recently conducted a survey that updates her work, along with 
other studies of gender in the slasher film from the early 1990s by scholars such as Gloria 
Cowan, Margaret O’Brien, and James B. Weaver. Welsh’s 2010 study confirms that earlier 
interpretations of gendered violence and punishment for sexual activity is still relevant by 
including more recent slasher films such as Hatchet (Adam Green, 2006) and All the Boys 
Love Mandy Lane (Jonathan Levine, 2006), as well as several remakes of Golden era 
slashers, such as Halloween (John Carpenter 1978; Rob Zombie, 2007) and Friday the 
13th (Sean S. Cunningham, 1980; Marcus Nispel, 2009). Conducting a “quantitative 
content analysis” to examine the way North American slasher films represent gender in 
relation to sexual activity and survival (762), Welsh’s findings demonstrated “a significant 
association between Involvement in Sexual Activity and Outcome of Physical Aggression 
for female characters” (767). On the contrary, J-Splatter takes an alternative approach to 
sexual deviance, with the final scene of Sukeban Boy depicting Sukeban slowly returning 
to being a boy, still with Asami’s feminine face but also a growing bulge in her/his 
underwear that had previously been “controlled” by hormones. Sukeban is shown happily 
hanging out in the bathroom with her/his new best friend Mochiko who, having taken a 
testosterone injection in the previous battle scene, has a matching contrast of bulge and 
feminine face. Sukeban narrates: “A super hybrid body doesn’t bother me, ’cause gender 
doesn’t matter.”  Although the schoolgirls being portrayed in Sukeban Boy are not mutants 
in the same way as subsequent J-Splatter films, the overt exploration of gender issues 
presents a segue into the identity crises faced by the mutant shōjos that followed.  
 Two years after finding international recognition with Sukeban Boy, Iguchi returned 
with another representation of the fetishized Japanese schoolgirl: The Machine Girl 
(2008). With her skirt rolled high and socks extra-baggy (a technique used by schoolgirls 
who believed this made their legs look longer and more slender, to match the appearance 
of Western models), schoolgirl protagonist Ami (Minase Yashiro) would look much like the 
girls of Iguchi’s prior film, if not for a machine gun in place of her left arm, which is cut off 
during a graphic yakuza torture scene. Seeking to avenge the death of her brother Yu, as 
well as the loss of her arm, Ami sets about hunting down various members of a yakuza 
clan who she connects to Yu’s death through scribbles about bullying in his diary. The 
Machine Girl hints at Gothic influences in its portrayal of Ami’s surrogate mother and 
partner in crime, Miki (Asami), whose son was murdered alongside Yu. Miki and her 
husband help Ami work through her changed identity, helping her overcome her physical 
deficiency by designing a machine gun to replace Ami’s missing arm. Wearing her school 
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uniform through all her ferocious acts of revenge, Ami’s white top is constantly saturated in 
blood, contrasting noticeably with the stereotype of young and innocent, prim and proper 
girls typically donning this outfit. Unlike Sukeban, however, Ami is one of just two 
schoolgirls in the film, and they are set up in contrast to each other, with Ami more of a 
tomboy, playing basketball and wearing sporty attire, than her friend Yoshie (Noriko 
Kijima), who is a perfect example of kawaii, with her high-pitched, child-like voice, and a 
constantly dreamy look on her face. This early juxtaposition foreshadows the strength Ami 
will display later on in the film.  
 Throughout The Machine Girl, Ami exemplifies the character of the mutant shōjo. In 
all three senses of the term laid out in the section above, the shōjo is a liminal figure that 
seems to have a strong appeal to Western audiences through the “grrrl power” discourse 
of postfeminist empowerment, which is known for criticising patriarchy and raising 
awareness of the contradictions women face (Feigenbaum 132). Holmlund defines “riot 
grrrls” as predominantly American third-wave feminists who are “politically engaged, yet 
playful. They are happy to acknowledge the diversity among women that ‘chick’ 
postfeminism ignores, and they are eager to carry on first- and second-wave feminist 
struggles” (116). Stemming from this, the mutant shōjo plays an important role for J-
Splatter filmmakers, acting as a strategic device for simultaneously critiquing Japanese 
culture and Western perceptions of it. The mutant shōjo character combines stereotypes of 
internationally recognised Japanese female figures (schoolgirl, geisha) and personality 
traits (naïve but sexy; sensitive but bold). It is not surprising, then, that The Machine Girl 
was co-produced by New York-based production company Fever Dreams, a division of 
Media Blasters. After its initial release to the European film market in February 2008, The 
Machine Girl toured fantastic film festivals and other genre festivals around the world, 
beginning at Yubari International Fantastic Film Festival in Japan for its theatrical premiere 
in March 2008 and finishing at the Munich Asia Filmfest in November 2008, with 
screenings throughout Europe, North America and South America in between.  
 Fever Dreams also produced Tokyo Gore Police in 2008, which was directed by 
The Machine Girl’s special effects and make-up artist, Yoshihiro Nishimura, and stars 
Audition’s Eihi Shiina as Ruka. Tokyo Gore Police was Nishimura’s first commercial film as 
a director, having previously worked predominantly in special effects and makeup. 
According to Nishimura in an interview with Todd Brown, Tokyo Gore Police is based on 
his earlier film Anatomia Extinction (1995), which had won the Special Jury Award at the 
Yubari Film Festival, but received little attention otherwise, particularly outside of Japan. It 
is also likely that the Western attraction to the shōjo character in these films was 
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influenced by Kill Bill, which had been released five years prior. Much like Kill Bill’s young 
and vengeful schoolgirl, O’Ren Ishii (Lucy Lui), who grows up to be a powerful fighter, 
seeking vengeance for the gruesome death of her family, Tokyo Gore Police’s Ruka is 
also a young girl avenging the death of her father. Although Ruka is older than earlier J-
Splatter protagonists, Sukeban and Ami, Nishimura explains in his interview with Twitch 
that he had imagined a younger actor than Shiina, and casting her was actually Fever 
Dream’s idea. Instead, Ruka is only portrayed as a schoolgirl during flashback sequences; 
however, she is still very much a mutant shōjo in her role as a young police officer 
pursuing retribution. Her physical mutations are developed in the latter half of the film 
when her left arm develops into a bloody head with claw-like teeth in response to the key-
shaped tumour that has been inserted into her by the equally vengeful Key Man. 
Nevertheless, Ruka’s vengeance mission provokes her to physically reverse Tokyo’s 
corrupt privatised police force. Like The Machine Girl’s Miki, who plays the role of the 
Gothic mothering figure, Ruka also reflects a traditionally Gothic character, as the neurotic 
heroine who struggles with male brutality and her own self-harm. Ruka’s position is 
established through a series of flashbacks, as well as her self-destructive acts of wrist-
cutting. Her challenging of the Tokyo Police Corporation for which she works is ultimately a 
fight to defeat practices like enjo kosai and fetish sex clubs, which are portrayed explicitly 
throughout the film, with both women and young girls being depicted as tremendously 
mistreated.  
 Ruka’s role as a mutant shōjo is also exemplified in contrast with various portrayals 
of kawaii throughout the film. In spite of her drastic forms of crime prevention – typically in 
the form of explicitly violent methods of exterminating criminals – Ruka is depicted as quiet 
and down-to-earth. By contrast, the only other woman seen in a police uniform is 
portrayed as excessively kawaii. Tokyo Gore Police presents this character as some sort 
of dispatcher, who provides the male officers and Ruka with excessively cheerful support 
and encouragement while assigning their next tasks. Furthermore, much like Richie’s 
description of the kawaii noodle ad described above, flashbacks of Ruka’s childhood 
initially suggest a fairy tale family setting. In one, Ruka is at home with her mother, who is 
preparing dinner in the kitchen, when Ruka’s father returns from work with a cake for her 
birthday. Ruka’s excitement at seeing her father, together with the joy he takes in 
presenting his daughter with a candle-lit birthday cake, feel just as kawaii as Richie’s 
description of the overly happy family in the noodle ad. However, the plot takes a violent 
turn when suddenly Ruka’s mother turns around with a bloody knife in her hand, revealing 
a number of cuts along her left arm where she has been evidently slicing herself rather 
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than the vegetables, though her motive for doing so is unclear. This juxtaposition between 
kawaii and carnage is used throughout the film as viewers’ perspectives of the characters 
rapidly change. For example, in the television advertisements intercut throughout the 
narrative of the film, we are introduced to Tokyo Gore Police’s futuristic Japan as it hastily 
shifts between utopic and dystopic. Some of these ads promote the Tokyo Police 
Corporation as incredibly idyllic, until the officers are shown gruesomely murdering any 
wrongdoers they catch. Another ad promotes the latest craze, the “Wrist Cutter G,” with 
kawaii schoolgirls gleefully cutting their wrists using this hot new product.  
Sound also sets up the mutant shōjo character as an essential contributor to J-
Splatter’s excess; her visceral actions, especially as she transforms, are emphasised by 
the sounds they produce. For example, when Ruka begins to mutate in Tokyo Gore 
Police, a close-up is shown of her newly formed arm, the camera tilting down in extreme 
close-up to reveal a snake-like head with piranha teeth, now in place of her hand. The 
ghastliness of this creature that has become an extension of her body is emphasised by a 
juicy dripping sound as slime slides off its head. Soon after, a bullet is shot through her 
eye and, with an extreme close-up of the bloody open wound, a new eyeball worms its 
way out of the hole in her face, once again accompanied by juicy slithering sounds.  
 In their 2016 book Extreme Cinema (introduced in Chapter One), Aaron 
Kerner and Jonathan Knapp point out that “[e]xtreme cinema often calls upon sound to 
articulate what might simply be too explicit to render visually,” adding that American torture 
porn films like Hostel and Saw use sounds such as the snapping of broken bones and 
ripping of flesh to “amplify the images that the films do show, and they provide evidence 
for the violent imagery that the film withholds” (33). Although J-Splatter films such as 
Tokyo Gore Police very rarely hold back on visual depictions of violence, they 
simultaneously rely on visceral sound effects to complement what can also be seen.  
Following the success of Tokyo Gore Police, which was awarded Best Asian Film at 
Montreal’s Fantasia Film Festival, Nishimura collaborated with Naoyuki Tomomatsu 
(Zombie Self-Defence Force [2006], Rape Zombie: Lust of the Dead [2012]) to create 
Vampire Girl vs. Frankenstein Girl (2009). Yet another gore fest, Vampire Girl depicts the 
conflict of two schoolgirls – one is already a vampire at the start of the film and the other 
turns into a Frankenstein monster during the narrative – fighting for the same boy. In 
contrast to Iguchi and Nishimura’s earlier films, which more explicitly dealt with family 
values and gender issues, such as Ami’s vengeance for her brother’s murder in The 
Machine Girl and Ruka’s fight against the patriarchal exploitation of girls and women in 
Tokyo Gore Police, Vampire Girl spends more time basking in the glory of its over-the-top 
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fight scenes and schoolgirl romance fantasy narrative. It does, however, raise ethical 
questions with regards to its depictions of self-harm and racism with a school wrist-cutting 
competition, and a social clique that wears black face and Afro hairstyles and carries 
around tribal drums and stakes. Studies of ethics in extreme cinema by scholars such as 
William Brown and Matthias Frey (introduced in Chapter One) have highlighted the way 
audiences of extreme cinema position themselves as immune to moral corruption, arguing 
for an “ability to ‘appreciate’ sex and violence on an aesthetic, rather than exploitative or 
physiological level” (Frey 151). While Frey goes on to say that this tends to lead to such 
audience members classifying themselves as “part of a discerning, highbrow taste culture” 
(151), I contend that J-Splatter films like Vampire Girl instead draw together an audience 
that embraces their lowbrow depictions of self-harm and racism as exploitative, while still 
being extreme in their representations of excess and otherness.  
The film also maintains the J-Splatter appeal to Western audiences by adopting the 
two internationally popular horror figures in its title. It is also significant that the film is the 
third part in the four-part “Gaijinsploitation” series mentioned above. In his 2011 post on 
IMDb entitled “New Japanese Gore films,” Mighty_Emperor asks: “there are no foreigners 
in the films being exploited, so are the films themselves exploiting us, the foreign viewer, 
giving us what we think we want to see in a crazy Japanese film?” The other three films in 
the series are Geisha Assassin (Ohara, 2008), Samurai Princess (Kaji, 2009), and 
RoboGeisha (Iguchi, 2009), all of which depict stereotypically Japanese figures, 
contrasting with the more traditionally Western characters of the vampire and 
Frankenstein’s monster in Nishimura and Tomomatsu’s film. What they all do have in 
common, however, is a shōjo protagonist (sometimes two) who is characterised to exploit 
the figures that are often viewed in the West as defining Japanese culture: schoolgirls (in 
Vampire Girl), geisha, samurai, and ninjas (in the other three films). At the same time, 
these films draw gaijin attention to the problematic nature of practices such as enjo kosai 
and schoolgirl fetishism.  
 In an interview with Twitch writer Ard Vijn, Iguchi offers a reason for J-Splatter’s 
significantly larger international following than domestic: “Things like ninja and geisha are 
actually not that popular in Japan. It’s mostly foreigners who really go for that” (Vijn n.p.). 
While Vampire Girl does not focus on these stereotypically Japanese figures like other J-
Splatter films do – instead the protagonists are more the typically Western figures of the 
vampire and Frankenstein’s monster – Monami/Vampire Girl (Yukie Kawamura) still wears 
a schoolgirl outfit, and Keiko/Frankenstein Girl (Eri Otoguro) dresses as a Gothic Lolita. 
Furthermore, the film’s desire to appeal to and be understood by Western audiences is 
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evident in the opening of the film, when the Japanese tradition for Valentine’s Day is 
written out in English, separate from the subtitles which would have been added to the 
DVD for overseas release. Unique to the Western tradition, it is the girls who give boys 
chocolate on February 14th, whereas White Day, on March 14th, is when the boys give the 
girls Valentines. Because this tradition is already known by all Japanese people, the use of 
English here explicitly marks the intended audience as non-Japanese. English writing also 
features elsewhere throughout the film, such as on a poster for “The 13th Nationwide High 
School Student Wrist Cut Rally” and in a dream sequence where Monami/Vampire Girl 
walks in front of a backdrop of traditional Japanese images overlapped with an English 
newspaper, The Brainerd Daily Dish, featuring the headline “Atom Bomb Hits Japs.” The 
film also features the song “Man Hunt,” sung in English with a thick Japanese accent.  
Iguchi’s contribution to the Gaijinsploitation series, RoboGeisha, also indicates an 
awareness of non-Japanese audiences. For example, the film introduces one of its villains 
early in the film: “Don’t you know what a Tengu is? Tengu are traditional Japanese goblins 
whom are a phallic symbol.” Although Japanese audiences would likely be familiar with the 
Tengu folklore, this explanation reflects the anticipation of foreign viewers, much like 
Vampire Girl’s brief note on the Japanese Valentine tradition. RoboGeisha’s portrayal of 
these Tengu goblin figures, with their phallic noses and nipples, and the protagonist 
Yoshie (Aya Kiguchi), as a geisha-turned-robot, mark an explicit connection between 
these women’s mutations and violence. While at first Yoshie is surprised and unsure about 
her newfound strength, once she discovers that Hikari (Takumi Saito) and his father, 
wealthy owners of Kageno Steel company, are trying to use her in their evil plan to destroy 
Japan, she quickly comes to terms with her superhuman power and puts it to good use. 
Yoshie spends the remainder of the film focused on defeating these egotistical, perverted 
businessmen, which works toward highlighting the connection between her sexuality and 
violence. The Kagenos have trained the Tengu goblins to work for them, implanting 
weapons as extensions of their bodies and essentially turning them into cyborgs. Thus, the 
battles between Yoshie and the Tengus are highly sexualised, as they fight with swords 
ejected from their bottoms and “hell milk” that squirts from their breasts to burn their 
victims. Similarly, Yoshie’s status as a geisha (portrayed as a particularly erotic figure) 
increases simultaneously with her superhuman powers throughout the film, beginning as a 
servant to her sister (a geisha-in-training), and ultimately becoming a full-fledged geisha 
as she strums the shamisen while turning into a tank to defeat the Kagenos and their 
Tengu goblins.  
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This alignment between sexuality and violence acts as a common thread running 
through each of the mutant shōjo films outlined in this section. While some of the 
characters described are a bit older than the typical shōjo age, and are no longer 
schoolgirls, the use of their femininity to gain knowledge, power, and independence in the 
world represents a defining trait of Iguchi and Nishimura’s J-Splatter films. In mutating the 
established representations and connotations of the shōjo, these filmmakers not only use 
gore to appeal to a global audience, they also use this attention from Western viewers to 
transform transcultural perceptions of Japanese stereotypes. From Sukeban Boy to 
RoboGeisha, the first three years of their J-Splatter careers were arguably the most fresh 
and exciting, offering a rather unique mockery of Japanese stereotypes with highly 
sexualised, over-the-top portrayals of schoolgirls, geisha, and kawaii female protagonists 
who are prepared to use their sexuality to destroy evil. The next section explores stage 
two of Iguchi and Nishimura’s J-Splatter career. Though only lasting one year, their Sushi 
Typhoon days were full of prospect, with goals of taking Nikkatsu’s “century-old extremes 
to the next level,” and heading “to America’s shores, ready to fill your belly with the raw 
entertainment you’ve been craving!” (“The Sushi Typhoon” n.p.).  
 
Sushi Typhoon: Small Label with a Big Reputation  
In 2010, shortly after the release of RoboGeisha, Sushi Typhoon was born. A subsidiary of 
Japan’s oldest film studio, Nikkatsu Corporation, Sushi Typhoon was a short-lived side-
project for Japanese Extreme directors including Iguchi, Nishimura, Sono and Miike 
(though, as mentioned above, he did not actually produce any films under this label). In 
the single year of its existence, however, Sushi Typhoon released seven films, including: 
Mutant Girls Squad (Iguchi, Nishimura, Sakaguchi, 2010), Alien vs Ninja (Chiba, 2010), 
Cold Fish (Sono, 2011), Helldriver (Nishimura, 2010), Karate-Robo Zaborgar (Iguchi, 
2011), Yakuza Weapon (Sakaguchi, Yamaguchi, 2011), and Deadball. With Nikkatsu’s 
reputation for the extreme, having a history of producing violent gangster films and 
Japan’s 1970s “Roman Porno” line, it is no surprise that producer Yoshinori Chiba teamed 
up with them to create Sushi Typhoon, which sought to “satisfy audiences who crave the 
good taste of bad taste, and for whom too much is never enough” (Chiba, qtd in Gay). 
Chiba has an equally extreme history as a producer, working with influential Japanese 
Extreme filmmaker Miike on Fudoh: The New Generation (1996), and Iguchi and 
Nishimura on The Machine Girl and Tokyo Gore Police. Chiba’s main goal in creating 
Sushi Typhoon was to be able to continue creating a platform for this type of film by 
making and distributing them “on a level for the fans abroad,” even if they have a limited 
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audience in Japan (Gay n.p.). While these films rarely get multiplex screenings, they have 
proven popular at festivals, selling out at Montreal’s Fantasia and San Francisco’s Comic-
Con. As one online Fantasia reviewer notes: “Mutant Girls Squad is exactly the movie 
you’d expect three ‘extreme cinema’ guys from Japan to make after seeing Americans eat 
the likes of Tokyo Gore Police, Be a Man! Samurai School [Sakaguchi, 2008] and Vampire 
Girl vs. Frankenstein Girl up” (Seaver n.p.).  
 Opening first in Japan in May 2010, followed by its International Premiere at the 
New York Asian Film Festival (NYAFF) two months later, Mutant Girls Squad was Sushi 
Typhoon’s first release. The film depicts a war between two distinct types of Japanese 
people: the “new race,” defended by the Japanese army, and the Hiruku clan, a “mutant 
race.” The film’s protagonist, Rin (Yumi Sugimoto) learns early on in the narrative that she 
is a half-breed. While the mutants, or rather a select group of teenaged mutant girls 
including Rin, are the focus of the film, the climactic battle sequence is a cry for peace, for 
both races to live as one. Rather than a championing of the underdog, the film is more 
interested in going over the top to play with stereotypes of women as benign or 
submissive. It is not necessarily about the mutants winning, but the girls taking control of a 
dire situation.  
One early scene in the film emphasises the difference between the two races by 
juxtaposing a television news reporter’s overly kawaii characteristics against Rin’s mutant 
shōjo traits. The reporter, dressed in a short pink lacy dress with a white hat and pearl 
necklace, and speaking in a cheerful, high-pitched voice, innocently interviews two scruffy-
looking bumpkins who claim to deserve the status of “nice guys” because of their hunt for 
the town’s legendary “barbarian.” When Rin stumbles onto the street in the background of 
the interview, the “nice guys’” awkward laughter is drowned out by eerie, high-pitched 
sound effects. The camera then zooms in on Rin’s newly developed, over-sized metal 
hand, which she holds up in front of her face to protect herself from the shotguns the “nice 
guys” raise and point at her. As the bullet bounces off her claw-like hand, fast-paced 
action music begins to play, and a close up on Rin’s face as she angrily cries “Why?” is 
followed by a long shot of her attacking the “nice guys” in defence, with the reporter 
looking on in horror. While both kawaii and shōjo figures are common across Japanese 
media, Mutant Girls Squad depicts Rin as the “other” to highlight the prevalent “normal vs. 
outcast” binary within Japanese society. Much like Ndalianis’ description of The Hills Have 
Eyes as body horror outlined above, Mutant Girls Squad uses these two divergent 
characters to rapidly shift between gore and social commentary: as soon as the kawaii 
reporter introduces the “nice guys,” who are presented as a dopey, ignorant duo seeking 
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to exterminate anyone not viewed as normal, Rin enters, using her claw hand to slice up 
their faces, leaving heads exploding in a burst of blood. This portrayal of the social outcast 
taking control is reminiscent of Katsuhiro Otomo’s 1988 anime film Akira. Otomo’s film, 
depicting protagonist Tetsuo as an isolated and alienated loner, has become notorious for 
its devoted fan base, an essential part of the otaku community. While the film portrays 
bosozoku culture (gangs associated with motorcycle clubs) as its subculture, the otaku 
community was likely in part drawn to the film for its representation of a broader set of 
“outcast” personality traits and youth culture of resistance.  
As explained in Chapter One, though the otaku label is used with pride within the 
Western community, it has always been a derogatory term in Japanese culture, where this 
type of “nerd” is looked down on. Mutant Girls Squad also addresses social outcasts, more 
specifically commenting on Japanese society’s ostracism of women who fall outside of the 
boundaries of the ultra-feminine kawaii lifestyle. Patrick W. Galbraith, Thiam Huat Kam, 
Bjorn-Ole Kamm, and Christopher Gerteis’ edited collection, Debating Otaku in 
Contemporary Japan, offers several examples of the ways otaku has taken on different 
meanings in varying contexts. For example, in Galbraith’s chapter, “‘“Otaku” Research’ 
and Anxiety About Failed Men,” he places the otaku within the context of the “lolicon 
boom,” when, during the 1970s, men began to express increased interest in shōjo manga 
and anime. At this time, kawaii ero (cute eroticism) began to flourish, drawing strong ties 
between kawaii and otaku culture. The resulting association between otaku and child 
pornography and paedophilia is discussed in Mark McLelland’s edited collection, The End 
of Cool Japan, where several scholars offer indicate different hypotheses about why, how, 
and if Japanese popular culture has stopped being “cool.” Kirsten Cather’s chapter on 
eromanga (erotic manga), for example, discusses how Western laws banning animated 
pornographic content resulted in a shifting view of Japan’s cultural values. While the 
country’s pop culture exports were once viewed by Western audiences as innovative and 
exotically appealing (even if only because of the country’s perceived weirdness), 
increasing restrictions on Japanese content that is considered to be inappropriate by 
Western lawmakers is leading less devoted fans to reconsider the “value” of Japanese 
material.  
Sushi Typhoon’s next two releases were much different from the J-Splatter 
popularised by Iguchi and Nishimura. Alien vs. Ninja skipped a domestic opening and went 
straight to premiering alongside Mutant Girls Squad at NYAFF in July 2010. Coming from 
one of the group’s less established filmmakers, Seiji Chiba, Alien vs. Ninja focuses much 
less on the sensory overload of guts and gore in the style of earlier J-Splatter films. Still, 
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the decision to have the world premiere in New York is telling, as the film demonstrates a 
distinct awareness of its Western audiences. This said, NYAFF reviews of the film from 
American viewers demonstrate mixed responses. Some critics, such as Simon Abrams on 
MovieFone.com argued that Alien vs. Ninja was only worth seeing on the big screen 
amongst an enthusiastic festival audience. Others, like “Nomad” on DreadCentral.com, 
animatedly described the film as “a damn good time that will make you want to invite over 
friends and crack some beers as you laugh at all the awesome before you” (n.p.). Though 
both reviewers mentioned here agree that Alien vs. Ninja is a film best watched in 
company with others, for Abrams, it is the festival crowd that makes the film worth 
watching, whereas for “Nomad” the film itself has value that is enhanced with friends.  
The title alone exposes the film’s battle between old and new, or East and West: 
the ninjas (good guys) fight with swords and value Japanese traditions, while the aliens 
(bad guys) use guns and turn their victims into zombies who, in a trance-like state, chant in 
English (“Fuck you! Fuck you!”) at their former ninja allies. The film’s hero Yamata (Shuji 
Kashiwabara) attacks them, retorting “Shut the fuck up!” in Japanese. Yamata represents 
the film’s most significant difference from the work of Iguchi and Nishimura that I have 
focused on until this point: Alien vs. Ninja does not have a mutant shōjo character. The 
only prominent female character, Rin (notably, the same name as Mutant Girl’s Squad’s 
protagonist, but not the same mutant character), demonstrates an honourable amount of 
courage and strength, but any success she has in the battles comes at the cost of 
sarcastic comments from her male counterparts, who joke about her “women’s intuition” 
and her attractive body. On one hand, these jokes ultimately emphasise the stupidity of 
the male members of the group, particularly the one who makes the most jokes about Rin, 
though he is always failing at his ninja duties and evidently feels inferior to her. On the 
other hand, it is significant that for every heroic move Rin makes, Yamata ultimately 
appears to “rescue” her. Unlike Mutant Girls Squad, which uses Rin as a female 
protagonist that challenges social norms of femininity, Alien vs Ninja more subtly questions 
traditional representations of masculine heroism, using Rin’s character to highlight the 
male characters’ over-the-top roles as dopes or unwanted “saviours.” 
The next Sushi Typhoon release, Sion Sono’s Cold Fish experienced a far more 
mainstream premiere two months later at the 2010 Venice International Film Festival, and 
then went on to feature on the Vanguard programme at the 2010 Toronto International 
Film Festival (TIFF) (in contrast to two of his films released shortly after, Why Don’t You 
Play in Hell and Tokyo Tribe, which were marketed to a different sort of audience by way 
of the TIFF midnight madness programme). While Alien vs. Ninja maintained traces of J-
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Splatter style in its silly concept and over-the-top battle sequences, Cold Fish has a very 
different feel from its Sushi Typhoon precursors. In one of the initial Sushi Typhoon blog 
posts in November 2010, Nishimura writes:  
There tends to be a presumption that ‘They’re just a bunch of movies with blood 
spurting everywhere!’, but actually that’s totally wrong. Cold Fish is a shocking 
‘family’ film with a heavy physical and emotional impact, Zaborgar is a good old-
fashioned tokusatsu [special effects] film for kids; and Yakuza Weapon is a full-on 
action film that takes a different approach to most manga adaptations.” (Translated 
from Japanese by Don Brown, n.p.) 
Cold Fish evidently served two purposes for Nishimura and the Sushi Typhoon crew in 
promoting the new label: first, as a demonstration that Sushi Typhoon is not only about 
over-the-top guts and gore (though most of it is) and second, to use Sion Sono’s name to 
broaden recognition of the other, lesser known, filmmakers in the group. Nevertheless, 
Cold Fish is more than just a “family” film, as Nishimura suggests; it is also a black comedy 
about serial killers and, while it feels more realistic (in part based on a true story) than 
Iguchi and Nishimura’s films tend to be, it still has a few gory scenes of bodily 
dismemberment that remain in keeping with the Sushi Typhoon reputation. Furthermore, 
despite its presence at mainstream film festivals, it was most highly regarded at Fantasia, 
where it won the Best Screenplay award in the Fantastic Features section.  
J-Splatter returned in full force with Nishimura’s Helldriver premiering at Austin’s 
FantasicFest (just missing the Summer 2010 NYAFF and Fantasia run) mere weeks after 
the release of Cold Fish at Venice, and then making its international genre festival rounds 
in Europe, North America and Asia through most of 2011 before its DVD release. With Eihi 
Shiina once again working with Nishimura (though this time as the villain), the film drew 
fans of earlier J-Splatter films like Tokyo Gore Police, which also featured Shiina. 
Furthermore, as the fourth Sushi Typhoon release, Helldriver was almost immediately 
recognised as part of a cult film series. WeLoveCult.com refers to the film as “ultra-violent” 
and “ultra-cheesy,” claiming: “if [the synopsis] doesn’t make you add the film to your 
queue, then I don’t know what will” (Lammle n.p.). Furthermore, the DVD Verdict review for 
Helldriver notes: “With Vampire Girl vs. Frankenstein Girl, Mutant Girls Squad, and the 
unforgettable Tokyo Gore Police already under his belt, Nishimura has built up a cult 
following, with his effects work gaining him a reputation as the Japanese answer to Tom 
Savini (Dawn of the Dead)” (Pritchard n.p.). These reviews suggest that the label “cult” is 
being explicitly used to market this genre of film and to address the audience as fanatical 
aficionados with distinguished taste. This distinguishes J-Splatter audiences from the 
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mainstream by highlighting their attraction to distinctively transcultural and transgressive 
filmmaking styles.  
Helldriver also marks the return of a female protagonist, ultimately suggesting that 
the mutant shōjo theme is a signature characteristic of Iguchi and Nishimura’s films, rather 
than a characteristic of the Sushi Typhoon or J-Splatter range of films. Helldriver’s 
protagonist, Kika (Yumiko Hara), is a schoolgirl who wakes up from a cocoon-state after a 
mysterious toxic ash from space has covered Japan, leaving half the population as 
zombies. Although Kika has been protected from the ash while in her cocoon, she awakes 
to find she is missing her heart, which has been stolen by her mother, Rikka (Eihi Shiina), 
who is now the zombie queen. Once Kika is given an artificial heart, though, she is set to 
save Japan from the zombie apocalypse in true mutant shōjo form.  
According to Twitch associate editor Ard Vijn, for Iguchi’s next film, Karate-Robo 
Zaborgar, Nikkatsu “ordered him to skip his trademark gore and/ or erotic content,” though 
it is evident from the moment his “Miss Borg” character is introduced that Iguchi was not 
overly preoccupied with this demand (n.p.). Although the sexy Miss Borg is more of a 
sidekick than an obvious main character like Sukeban or Ami, she is both a strong, non-
human female character, and is used throughout Karate-Robo Zaborgar to comment on 
gender roles and stereotypes. For example, early in the film, the cyborg villain who 
kidnaps important leaders to harvest their DNA decides to replace Miss Borg, exclaims: 
“Miss Borg, however masculine you seem, you’re still erratic. Since ceasing to be human, 
we’ve hated women.” The villain’s exaggerated delivery of this statement positions him as 
preposterous and highlights the idiocy of his claim that femininity is associated with 
erraticism. Furthermore, after hunting down the hero of the film, Yutaka Daimon, who 
behaves quite smugly, he states: “I hate men who think of themselves more than others. I 
no longer want your DNA.” Despite Nishimura’s argument that Zaborgar is in great 
contrast to their earlier films featuring “blood spurting everywhere” because it is a 
television adaptation for kids,8 the film nevertheless features a resilient female 
mutant/cyborg (though not as the lead character, and perhaps too old to be a shōjo) and is 
not as far removed from Iguchi’s signature style as Nishimura suggests. Though the 
original Denjin Zaborger (different spelling) television series had a mainstream reputation 
in Japan, Iguchi uses the over-the-top dialogue and mutant shōjo representations (there is 
also a giant mechanical schoolgirl featured later in the film) described here to put his 
signature stamp on the film. As a result, it was extremely well received at its world 
                                                
8 This is relative to Sukeban Boy and The Machine Girl, which were given 18+ ratings in several countries for 
their violence and erotic content, reflective of Iguchi’s history as an AV filmmaker. 
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premiere at International Film Festival Rotterdam, an event known for its alternative 
content.   
The next Sushi Typhoon contribution, much like Chiba and Sono’s films described 
above, strays from Iguchi and Nishimura’s reputable style, with Sakaguchi and 
Yamaguchi’s Yakuza Weapon portraying a male protagonist over a mutant shōjo 
character. Shozo, played by co-director Tak Sakaguchi, is the son of a yakuza boss, who 
returns to Japan after several years of fighting in South America to get his father’s yakuza 
clan in order following his death. But when his arm and leg are blown off in battle, he takes 
on a rocket launcher leg and a gun in place of his arm, an unmistakable reference to The 
Machine Girl (“mutant Shozo”?). Shozo’s ex-girlfriend Nayoko (Mei Kurokawa) is the 
closest the film gets to a strong female character: also affiliated with the yakuza, she 
proves tough enough to fight Shozo when she gets angry at him for disappearing, but in 
the end he still winds up rescuing her, much like the male-female relationship in Alien vs. 
Ninja. The film had a good response at the usual festivals (Japan’s Yubari Fantastic Film 
Festival, Fantasia, and FantasticFest), but did not receive any special attention over other 
Sushi Typhoon productions.     
The final Sushi Typhoon release, Deadball, had its international premiere alongside 
Yazuka Weapon at Fantasia in July 2011, though Yakuza Weapon had been released 
earlier that year in Japan. Besides sharing a director (Yamaguchi) and lead actor 
(Sakaguchi), the two films also both received much less hype than earlier Sushi Typhoon 
releases. Todd Brown’s Fantasia 2011 review of the film for Twitch admits: “Deadball is 
not for everyone. That is certain. But that’s fine. Its creators didn’t mean it for everyone. 
They meant it for themselves. And if you want to tag along and enjoy the ride, more power 
to you” (n.p.). Despite accusing the filmmakers of being self-indulgent, it is likely Brown 
includes the already established Sushi Typhoon cult following as part of the intended 
audience, one that he is evidently a part of as well. In contrast to Brown’s reading of the 
filmmaker’s intentions, in the more mainstream Hollywood Reporter review of the film, 
Maggie Lee calls Deadball: “Another cheap, cheerful production from Nikkatsu’s Sushi 
Typhoon, with much the same schlocky parodies of Yamato spirit, Deadball will probably 
hit a home run in [the] overseas Asia-extreme genre circle at which the series is 
specifically targeted” (n.p.). These two reviews, one from a film website known for 
favouring alternative cinema and one from a multiplatform media brand explicitly dedicated 
to Hollywood cinema, articulate the expanded viewership of J-Splatter cinema developed 
via the Sushi Typhoon label, as well as the different perspectives across the independent-
mainstream spectrum.  
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After pounding out seven films in just over a year, Sushi Typhoon faded from the 
fantastic film festival spotlight almost as quickly as it appeared, and by 2012 the 
production label had vanished without an explanation or even a farewell. Nonetheless, 
Fantasia’s 2013 festival program marketed Bushido Man (Takanori Tsujimoto, 2013) to 
those with a taste for “out-there Asian action film,” referring to the “Sushi Typhoon wave” to 
attract viewers looking for a type of film containing “over-the-top absurdities” (Bottenberg). 
While Bushido Man was not actually released under the Sushi Typhoon label, coming out 
a full year after the final film bearing the production company’s logo, it is significant that the 
name is now being used to define a specific ‘wave’ of films, rather than simply as a 
production and marketing label. This is reflective of the evolution of Tartan’s “Asia 
Extreme” label, which is now distinctive as a style of Asian filmmaking, and suggests that 
Sushi Typhoon may still live on, not as a production label, but rather as a recognizable 
style of film offering over-the-top violence and irreverent, nonsensical humour. This 
recognition allows for the cult fandom that is becoming a part of J-Splatter’s reputation 
through screenings at festivals like Fantasia, where audiences are more likely to interact 
with the absurdities of these films. As I have highlighted in this section, the second stage 
of Iguchi and Nishimura’s J-Splatter career held great potential for increased exposure, 
especially in their teaming up with cult directors and noteworthy gore hounds Takashi 
Miike and Sion Sono. However, despite the wider release of their films as part of the Sushi 
Typhoon brand, true J-Splatter fans still evidently characterised themselves as having a 
unique taste for excess, happily distinguishing themselves from mainstream audiences 
who are less likely to appreciate J-Splatter’s combination of gore and social commentary 
through an alternative style of sick humour.  
 
J-Splatter, Ten Years and Counting 
In his 2011 review of Robo-Karate Zarborgar, Vijn writes: “I always wonder when the 
splattergore joke stops. How long can Iguchi and Nishimura come up with new ways to 
make their one big gimmick interesting?” (n.p.). Yet, despite the breakdown of Sushi 
Typhoon, Iguchi and Nishimura have still managed to maintain their international 
reputations for graphic portrayals of sexualised and violent excess for the past decade. 
This final section on the J-Splatter duo will use recent interviews with Iguchi and Nishimura 
to consider how they have maintained their cult status despite aiming to appeal to a 
broader audience, and speculate about what direction they are likely to head in the coming 
years.   
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At the height of Sushi Typhoon’s popularity at film festivals worldwide, both 
directors were invited to take part in the horror anthology ABCs of Death (2012), which 
featured 26 filmmakers from around the world presenting a short film themed around a 
different letter of the alphabet. Both Iguchi’s “F is for Fart” and Nishimura’s “Z is for 
Zetsumetsu” (the Japanese word for “extinction”) effectively reflected their respective 
signature J-Splatter styles. “F” depicts a kawaii schoolgirl and a sexy teacher sharing a 
mutual fart fetish that helps them avoid a deadly gas attack on Japan, while “Z” tells a 
barely decipherable yet explicitly uncomfortable tale of extinction involving a blonde 
woman wearing a swastika hat, tattoos depicting the twin towers and an airplane, as well 
as a silhouette of Japan with “3/11” written above it,9 and men dressed up in suits 
resembling bombs labelled “Little Boy.”10  
The silliness of Iguchi’s narrative comes as no surprise, considering the title, as well 
as his reputation and history with JAV, fitting well with his description of Japanese farting 
culture outlined above. The schoolgirl protagonist of the film, Yoshie (Arisa Nakamura), 
faces two problems: she is too embarrassed to fart in public, and she is in love with her 
teacher, Yumi sensei (Yui Murata). However, the arrival of a grey cloud of smoke that 
appears to be taking over Tokyo allows her to overcome both of these dilemmas as she is 
faced with the life-or-death situation of seeking refuge. In a dream sequence that spans 
the remainder of the 5-minute short, Yoshie winds up alone with her teacher in an empty 
corridor of their school, where Yumi sensei agrees to fart on her as protection from the 
other gases threatening to kill them. The fart scene climaxes as we see images of teacher 
and student sharing the sensual experience of passing and inhaling Yumi sensei’s gas 
(further sexualised with moaning and, later on, kissing), juxtaposed with students in other 
parts of the school inhaling the black cloud and crumbling to ash. While the short film does 
not have enough time to develop Iguchi’s signature mutant shōjo character, one can only 
imagine how this young schoolgirl character might surface from the Tokyo Gas Attack, 
having been protected by her teacher’s fart.  
In the interview with Orange introduced above, Iguchi also explains that his films 
“bring various problems in modern society to bear upon the plot of what, at first glance, 
seems to be a totally different subject within a genre movie” (n.p.). For example, The 
Machine Girl draws attention to a problem with bullying in Japan, while Karate-Robo 
Zaborgar underscores unemployment issues. Likewise, ABCs of Death had a timely 
release date for responding to the 2011 earthquake and subsequent gas leak in Japan. 
                                                
9 March 11, 2011 was the date of the “Great Eastern Japan Earthquake,” when the most powerful 
earthquake ever recorded to hit Japan struck off the coast of Tohoku, north of Tokyo.  
10 “Little Boy” was the name given to the atomic bomb dropped over Hiroshima on August 6, 1945.  
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Nishimura’s film also draws parallels between death and sexuality as well as speaking to 
both historical and contemporary political issues in Japan and worldwide, with several 
different figures in his film representing destruction. “Z is for Zetsumetsu,” both in its 
visuals and use of sound, is most similar to Tokyo Gore Police, with highly sexualised 
depictions of naked women fighting and a giant penis ejaculating pieces of rice, which are 
eventually eaten by other characters in the short film. It also uses a very similar soundtrack 
to Tokyo Gore Police, which serves to heighten the intense action throughout both films. 
Furthermore, “Z” ends with its characters, represented by the swastika, twin towers, 3/11 
symbols, and “Little Boy” bombs, exploding when a madman who is assumed to be at the 
root of all this evil points to his erection and shouts: “It is standing!”  
The anthology premiered as part of the 2012 TIFF Midnight Madness series and, 
with later releases through iTunes and Video On Demand (VOD) as well as a short US 
theatrical release following the festival rounds, it was set up to be far more mainstream 
than Iguchi and Nishimura’s prior project, Sushi Typhoon. Furthermore, aligning their 
names with 24 other genre filmmakers from around the world, including Nacho Vigalondo 
(Timecrimes [2007]) and Ben Wheatley (Kill List [2011]), The ABCs of Death brought 
positive attention to Iguchi and Nishimura and demonstrated their ability to appeal to 
audiences outside of Sushi Typhoon’s established cult fan base. Despite some negative 
response from viewers who were there to see the more serious pieces from Vigalando (“A 
is for Apocalypse”), and thought “F” and “Z” were too silly, other reviewers offered fan 
appreciation, such as Jason Gorber from Twitch, who found the Japanese contributions to 
be exactly what he had expected, referring to “F is for Fart” as “one of the more charming 
of the lot, silly and stupid in a way that these J-pop, school girls-in-uniform fetish pieces 
often are, but without any pretense of seriousness” (Gorber n.p.).  
While Iguchi and Nishimura continued to make films in the background of the Sushi 
Typhoon and ABCs of Death hype, few were as successful or excessive as earlier films 
like The Machine Girl and Tokyo Gore Police. Iguchi’s 2011 Tomie: Unlimited was the 
eighth and final film in an extensive series of prequels and sequels to Ataru Oikawa’s 1999 
film Tomie, which was based on the manga of the same name. While Oikawa and Iguchi’s 
films take a similar focus on strong female protagonists (Fight Girls [Oikawa, 2003], for 
example, features an all-female cast of Japanese women boxing), the Tomie films 
(Unlimited included) feature a ghost named Tomie whose history dates back to the 1860s 
when Japan was modernised. As such, these films ultimately take their influence from the 
supernatural-inspired J-Horror, rather than Iguchi’s typical J-Splatter style. Although 
Iguchi’s was the only film in the series to receive international film festival attention, 
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screening at both Fantasia (where he had already secured an avid fan base) and Sydney 
Underground Film Festival, his move to broaden spectatorship by combining J-Splatter 
with J-Horror highlights the division of fan bases more than anything. Most reviews of the 
film underscore that viewers who were looking for a more traditional J-Horror film were 
disappointed to find Iguchi’s contribution to the Tomie series was different. For example, a 
Horrornews.net review resolves: “I’m calling this a creatively stunning… but poor inclusion 
into the Asian horror film genre fit for those who don’t mind wasting time while being 
entertained with eye candy treats” (n.p.). As suggested above, this highlights the contrast 
between the cult fan base Iguchi has developed and other viewers who have come across 
Iguchi’s films because he has crossed over into broader film genres such as J-Horror.  
When Iguchi returned with more typical J-Splatter fare in his next two films, his 
notoriety was warranting attention from more mainstream media sources such as Variety 
magazine. Reviewing Zombie Ass: Toilet of the Dead, which had its international premiere 
at FantasticFest in late-2011, Maggie Lee was evidently more familiar with Iguchi’s name 
than his signature J-Splatter style, as she discounted the film as being a “cheap parasitic 
offshoot of Nikkatsu’s Sushi Typhoon” and a “narrative and visual mess of repetitive fart 
and turd gags” (“n.p.). Foreshadowing the ABCs criticism of Iguchi’s silly humour that 
came the following year, Zombie Ass attracted critics like Lee who were conscious of the 
hype of Sushi Typhoon, but nevertheless failed to understand what it was all about. While 
the fart and diarrhoea theme of Zombie Ass is perhaps a bit sillier than earlier films like 
The Machine Girl and RoboGeisha, the overall style of the film is very much in Iguchi form 
and features a very powerful shōjo character. Protagonist Megumi (Arisa Nakamura) 
wears a schoolgirl outfit throughout the entire film and very quickly moves up in ranking as 
the leader of a group of very incapable acquaintances who have, against all odds, set out 
on a camping trip together. Upon arriving at their destination, they discover that parasitic 
worms have come to inhabit the villagers by way of the fish they eat, ultimately taking over 
their brains and turning them into zombies. As she and her friends begin to experience the 
side-effects (explosive diarrhoea) of coming into contact with these parasites, Megumi, 
now in transition to being a mutant shōjo as the zombie traits set in, fights to get to the 
bottom of this fatal problem. She uses her still-functional brain to work out that a mad 
scientist in the village is actually farming the parasites for his own purposes, and uses her 
impressive karate skills to fight off the rapidly increasing number of zombies.  
In an interview with Twitch editor James March, Iguchi explains that he wanted to 
make this film as a critique of gender issues in Japanese society: “Normally, Japanese 
guys have this kind of image of Japanese girls, that they should be modest and pretty, 
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kind of like a princess, who don’t [sic] fart, or poo or pee at all. It’s a really twisted, 
idealised concept about what Japanese girls should be like” (n.p.). He goes on to suggest 
that, while other Japanese films only portray girls realistically through anime so real 
actresses are not shown as immodest, with Zombie Ass, he wanted to “show that it can be 
done in a live action feature film too” (n.p.). The film’s concentration on diarrhoea 
undercuts the schoolgirl fetishism that is at the heart of Iguchi’s earlier films, in a way that 
suggests Zombie Ass is intended to reach both Japanese and international audiences. 
While Iguchi’s explanation above of the way Japanese men perceive women suggests that 
the intended audience for this film is domestic, he also explains that, by making a zombie 
movie, he was able to attract international attention to his actors. For example, Iguchi 
claims that he cast Demo Tanaka as “Shit Zombie” because it is often the zombie 
characters that gain global fame through zombie conventions and he knew Tanaka could 
use the money (n.p.). This suggests that by the release of Zombie Ass in 2011, Iguchi was 
becoming more aware of the power of his cult status as J-Splatter filmmaker 
extraordinaire, using it to influence international views of Japanese society, as well as its 
lesser-known actors.  
Iguchi’s next film, which skipped a domestic premiere and went straight to opening 
at Fantasia in July 2012, also appealed to international sensibilities by focusing on the 
Japanese culinary delicacy that has become a worldwide obsession. Dead Sushi once 
again takes a unique approach to violence by depicting “killer sushi” that comes alive and 
attacks anyone who tries to eat it. The film follows Keiko (Rina Takeda), whose father 
wants to her to be a master sushi chef like himself. He trains her to be more masculine by 
practicing martial arts everyday, and constantly punishes her for her feminine traits that 
make her, in his eyes, unable to master the art of sushi-making. Keiko runs away, taking a 
position as a hostess at an inn, yet still struggles to fit in, until a conflict arises that allows 
her to shine above her hopeless employers and co-workers (much like Megumi in Zombie 
Ass). Dead Sushi maintains Iguchi’s standard narrative by depicting an incredibly skilled 
shōjo character, who, like many of Iguchi’s protagonists before her, uses her martial arts 
skills to fight against both the weirdo who has released the killer fish and the pretentious 
guests at the inn who claim to be sushi experts, but really know nothing about it. Yet, 
Iguchi has argued that his intentions with Dead Sushi were actually quite different from 
Zombie Ass, claiming it was intended to be for a much broader audience: “When I made 
Zombie Ass, I thought a great deal about my own image of what eroticism is. It was a film 
made for real fanatics, like myself. But in the case of Dead Sushi I made it for family 
viewing! It’s actually very different” (Dickson, n.p.). While the idea of killer food may be less 
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terrifying than zombies for younger audiences, Iguchi’s idea of “family viewing” (as 
indicated in comments about both Karate-Robo Zaborgar and Dead Sushi) is still 
questionable, as all of his films nevertheless bear some trademark carrying over from his 
days as an AV filmmaker. This includes the continued presence of Asami, playing the role 
of the head hostess in Dead Sushi, and featuring a graphic scene involving what is known 
as the Japanese egg kiss, where partners pass an egg between their mouths while 
kissing.  
Following the release of Dead Sushi in 2012, former Sushi Typhoon collaborators Miike 
and Sono finally joined Iguchi and Nishimura with their own J-Splatter films, Lesson of the 
Evil (Miike, 2012) and Why Don’t You Play in Hell? (Sono, 2013). Miike’s film, though not 
immediately reflective of Iguchi and Nishimura’s style due to its suspenseful backstory, 
depicts sociopathic killer Hasumi (Hideaki Ito) who also happens to be a handsome and 
charming schoolteacher. However, the bloodbath that ensues in the massacre climax 
marks Lesson of the Evil as a notable contribution to the current J-Splatter wave in its 
over-the-top depiction of the students fighting for their lives as they realise they have been 
set up by the sensei they most admired and trusted. Reminiscent of one of Tartan’s 
earliest Asia Extreme “discoveries,” Lesson of the Evil takes Kinji Fukasaku’s 2000 film 
Battle Royale to the next level: in place of Battle Royale’s “Millennium Educational Reform 
Act,” which Patrick Galloway explains is “all about scaring the shit out of the youth of 
Japan” (117), Hasumi sensei attempts to deal with bullying and sexual harassment 
through mind games and torture. Hasumi’s method of addressing youth rebellion marks 
him early on as a sociopath which, much like Iguchi and Nishimura’s mutant shōjo films, 
sets the scene for the “splatteriest” of battle sequences. However, in contrast to earlier 
films like Tokyo Gore Police and RoboGeisha, Miike’s film spends more time suspensefully 
developing the context of the story before turning the school into a bloodbath when the 
students team up to fight back.   
Play in Hell, on the other hand, is a splatter film through and through, glorifying in 
violence from the opening scene when the “Fuck Bombers,” an amateur student 
filmmaking team, try to record a real-life street fight, followed by a scene depicting a 
yakuza wife’s bloody attack on the rival clan. In recent interviews, Miike has reinforced his 
desire to continue making films in Japan, rather than moving up in the cinematic food 
chain into Hollywood (Fragoso n.p.). Sono, however, claims that it has always been his 
goal to shoot a film overseas (Elphick n.p.). Miike explains that he avoids making movies 
in Hollywood because the effort to make one film there is what it takes to make ten in 
Japan. Presumably, part of this effort is getting a big enough budget, but he also explains 
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that every decision requires lawyers in Hollywood, whereas in Japan, shaking hands has 
always been enough (Fragoso n.p.). By contrast, Sono expresses his satisfaction at the 
way his recent films (Play in Hell and Tokyo Tribe [2014]) have been received overseas 
because he is becoming “less interested in shooting films in Japan” (Elphick n.p.).  
This subject has also been prevalent in recent interviews with Iguchi, who similarly 
focuses on the potential for increasingly mainstream audiences. For example, describing 
his two latest films that have been released internationally, Gothic Lolita Battle Bear (2013) 
and Live (2014), Iguchi tells Jason Gorber at Twitch: “each is a little bit different, the touch 
is different. These two films were projected in major film festivals, not just genre film 
festivals. There [sic] were meant to be accepted by the wider audience, not just the 
maniac one” (n.p.). Gothic Lolita and Live arguably mark the start of a new era for the 
filmmaker, with screenings at more mainstream festivals like Hawaii International Film 
Festival and Stockholm International Film Festival, in addition to the regular Yubari and 
Fantasia releases. They nevertheless maintain Iguchi’s signature style: Gothic Lolita is 
about a mutant shōjo (though, once again older than the norm) who is part superhero, part 
teddy bear, while Live continues to thrive on Iguchi’s token “boobs and butts” shots. 
Furthermore, Ndalianis’ theory about the ping pong effect in body horror films, bouncing 
back and forth between comedy/gore and social critique, holds true in both films, which still 
rely on a similar mixture of nonsense and social commentary. Gothic Lolita marks the 
return of the kawaii character, as seen in earlier J-Splatter films such as Tokyo Gore 
Police, Vampire Girl and Mutant Girls Squad, but this time she is also the mutant shōjo 
character, rather than working in opposition to it. Yet, Gothic Lolita’s representation of 
cuteness reflects Kinsella’s suggestion that cute is a form of anti-social behaviour: “By 
immersion in the pre-social world, otherwise known as childhood, cute fashion blithely 
ignores or outrightly contradicts values central to the organization of Japanese society and 
the maintenance of the work ethic” (251). With this in mind, it is no surprise that Iguchi has 
combined his two prevailing female characters to offer yet another critique of a Japanese 
society that is too hung up on feigning normality. Live, on the other hand, comments on 
Japan’s overly competitive nature, with a narrative, also reminiscent of Battle Royale, 
involving a “death race” to be the winner/sole survivor in a competition that holds the 
participants’ loved ones hostage.  
Similarly, Nishimura’s 2013 film Zombie TV, co-directed with Naoya Tashino and 
Maelie Makuno, offers the standard commentary on societal norms through the zombie 
metaphor by returning to the recurring J-Splatter theme of normal vs. outcast. However, in 
a unique twist, the film’s zombie cliques, such as the “Pink Zombies,” (the quintessential 
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kawaii characters), and “Zombie God,” present a new sort of zombie hierarchy without 
necessarily placing the uninfected at the top. J-Splatter has consistently depicted this 
binary between opposing groups: in most cases these films demonstrate the opposition 
between authority and the underdog, but in other films, like Sukeban Boy and Zombie TV, 
we often experience “other” battling “other,” with conflicts between two (or more) outcast or 
abnormal groups.  
Ryan Turek from ShockTillYouDrop.com describes Zombie TV as: “A Monty Python-
esque collection of shorts, animation, sketch comedy, instructional videos and more,” 
explaining that the film “showcases the natural evolution of zombies in the 21st century.” 
The Monty Python comparison here is an apt one, particularly considering the way both 
types of films approach comedy through the grotesque. In Janis Udris’ writing on Monty 
Python’s use of “grotesque and excremental humour,” she quotes Terry Gilliam on his use 
of shocking material: “We’ve got to maintain a certain level of offense; otherwise we’re just 
entertainers. It’s one way of proving to ourselves that we’re not just in it for the money” 
(168). Similarly, Nishimura has commented on the importance of working on a low budget 
to maintain the freedom to make unique films with the goal of turning shocking images that 
would normally only been seen in manga and anime into live action (for example, J-
Splatter films with geisha shooting bullets from their breasts, schoolgirls farting yellow gas, 
and mutant girls with butt saws) (Brown n.p.). Elsewhere he has pointed out: “My movies 
are straight-to-DVD in Japan, except for Mutant Girls Squad … My fans in Japan are 
quieter than the ones in the United States, but they’re basically the same kinds of people. 
It’s just that in Japan, they don’t have a way to express their feelings – they’re too shy” 
(Newitz n.p.). Newitz observes how Nishimura is “especially interested in depicting the 
grotesque extremes of the human body, and the ways that humans and machines can 
merge into each other” (n.p.). According to Nishimura, his depictions of wrist-cutters in 
films like Tokyo Gore Police and Vampire Girl vs. Frankenstein Girl function to 
simultaneously “mak[e] fun of teen girl culture and girls who want to be gangsters,” and 
also show his appreciation for wrist-cutters who “don’t want to die. They are the people 
who want to live more than the others, and these cuts become a performance, a kind of 
theatre” (Newitz n.p.). While Iguchi has expressed awareness of his growing reputation in 
a positive light by suggesting that he has begun to adapt his traditionally over-the-top 
depictions of gore and violence for a broader audience, Nishimura’s contribution to Zombie 
TV demonstrated an eagerness to maintain his unconventional attitude by emphasising his 
alternative perspective on Japanese subcultures and obsession with technology.  
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 Nishimura’s most recent release, The Ninja War of Torakage (2015), maintains his 
interest in Japanese subcultures with its ninja narrative, but the Sengoku period (1467–
1603) setting replaces technology with superhuman powers as the source of action. While 
plenty of intertextual references set the tone for Nishimura’s trademark goofy humour 
(such as a Takashi Shimizu cameo mocking the Ju-On films), his signature gore is notably 
absent. With plenty of over-the-top ninja fight sequences and a “Portuguese” expert on 
ninjas called Francesco (played by a Japanese actor and narrated in Japanese) narrating 
the film with interludes of shadow puppetry, however, the film nonetheless unquestionably 
conveys Nishimura’s sense of the weird. Eihi Shiina plays one of the two lead female 
roles, though her part as the nasty and greedy boss Gensai is far more like her Zombie 
Queen character in Helldriver than Tokyo Gore Police’s leading mutant shōjo. Still, 
although the film’s protagonist, Torakage (Takumi Saito) is a male ninja, his wife is 
depicted as his equally skilled ninja accomplice. While Ninja War undeniably hints at a less 
extreme future in Nishimura’s career, the international appeal of a ninja narrative suggests 
a continued desire to reach Western audiences. Furthermore, though he will not be 
making the 2016 festival rounds with any new J-Splatter contributions, a February 2016 
announcement on Facebook for Nishimura’s upcoming film, The Embalmer, states that the 
“motion picture will be filmed in Japan in June with US and Japanese stars.” It is unclear at 
this stage whether the film will contain any “extreme” content, though the IMDb page 
categorises it as both horror and thriller, suggesting that this upcoming work may be more 
violent than funny.  
 
Conclusion 
With Iguchi and Nishimura’s names now so closely associated with J-Splatter and Sushi 
Typhoon, they signify a very distinct style of over-the-top, gruesomely violent filmmaking. 
Their names set up audience expectations of particular kinds of cinematic experiences, 
and ultimately draw a particular kind of (predominantly Western) audience to their 
screenings. At the same time, a Fantasia review of Dead Sushi, observes that it: “serves 
up a particular brand of silliness that [is] hard to resist, especially when sitting among the 
sold-out enthusiastic throng that is the Fantasia audience as they chanted ‘SUSHI’ again 
and again” (Peter K.). This combination of excessive violence and silliness has garnered J-
Splatter filmmakers a cult reputation for being too extreme for the mainstream, yet recent 
years have nevertheless seen their names popping up at less niche film festivals such as 
Hawaii and Stockholm and in more widely-read media reports such as Variety and The 
Hollywood Reporter. At the same time, as interviews with these filmmakers have indicated, 
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there is a strong intention to address socio-cultural concerns within Japanese society 
through parodies that speak to international audiences’ existing understanding of 
Japanese culture. In addition to shocking audiences with representations of taboo 
subjects, J-Splatter films are also appealing to audiences who have a desire to genuinely 
understand something of Japanese culture. Furthermore, film reviews and festival reports 
suggest that the cult status of these films and filmmakers is attributable to the way fans 
have engaged with this material, from cheering and calling out, to dressing up and 
becoming a part of the films’ narratives, a subject which will be discussed in more detail in 
subsequent chapters.  
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Chapter Four 
“For the Filmmaker’s Cult Only”:  
Niche Film Festivals and their Audiences 
 
At Montreal’s Fantasia International Film Festival 2014, Gothic Lolita Battle Bear (Iguchi, 
2013), a film described by a festival reviewer as a “bubblegum-colored car wreck … for the 
filmmaker’s cult only” (deFore n.p.), screened to a cinema packed with enthusiastic 
audience members who cheered and called out with approval for the entire 100 minute 
runtime. Gothic Lolita follows two protagonists: a middle-aged Japanese woman, Yumeko 
(Shoko Nakagawa), who embraces the cosplay lifestyle, dressing as a Lolita and both 
looking and behaving like a young girl; and a pink teddy bear named Buusuke, who comes 
to life with a male voice (Sadao Abe) about twenty minutes into the film. Once Buusuke 
comes alive, Yumeko also begins to display superhuman powers as she transforms into a 
superhero resembling a bear crossed with a Power Ranger and works together with her 
teddy to fight evil. The audience loved every minute of it.  
 What is the nature of the audience appeal expressed in the love for this film? 
Clearly the enthusiasm in this situation was for the film’s weirdness, but is this the 
dominant mode of appreciation for Japanese Extreme cinema in various festival 
encounters? This chapter uses three niche film festivals – Fantasia, New York Asian Film 
Festival (NYAFF) and Australia’s Japanese Film Festival (JFF) – as case studies to 
analyse the audience-film relationship within a cult context. Expanding on my earlier 
interpretation of Western J-Splatter fans as cult cosmopolitans, I consider the way festival 
programmers market films to certain audiences based on the perceived desire for 
transcultural experiences. More specifically, I focus on engagement with Japanese culture 
and cult engagement, analysing the way audiences embrace the opportunity to 
demonstrate particular taste preferences associated with social and cultural capital. The 
festivals under consideration target Western audiences through programme descriptions 
and social media posts that imagine Japan as simultaneously “weird” and “cool.”  
 In this chapter’s first case study, I present an analysis of Fantasia as a festival 
whose programmers and audiences are both concerned with taste and cultural capital. 
Exploring Pierre Bourdieu’s theories from Distinction introduced in Chapter One and 
elaborated below, this section uses personal interviews with festival programmer Nicholas 
Archembault, as well as information collected from Fantasia programmes and website, to 
consider how festival programmers use particular vocabulary reflecting taste to market J-
Splatter films to spectators. Furthermore, interviews with audience members indicate a 
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similar attraction to the cultural capital accrued by J-Splatter films when they screen at 
festivals like Fantasia. The second case study considers how social media is used to draw 
audiences to NYAFF, and how audiences use social media to respond to both the cult and 
cultural experience of the festival, demonstrating an active role as cult cosmopolitans 
amongst festival attendees. In the third section, I interpret how JFF programmers market 
J-Splatter films as cult in order to draw a particular type of Western audience to weird and 
cool Japan. This section also examines the mainstream desires of JFF audiences, as 
determined by data collected from surveys distributed by the festival organisers11 to 
speculate on the Eastern versus Western appeal of the JFF line up. A final section before 
concluding ties together all three case studies to consider the significance of these niche 
film festivals as transcultural experiences for Western audiences.  
 
Critical Approaches to Studying Film Festivals  
This chapter uses Bourdieu’s theory of taste and value judgements to consider what draws 
audiences to film festivals and, more specifically, Western audiences to Japanese 
Extreme films screening at niche film festivals. While I maintain Bourdieu's argument that 
taste preferences and value judgements are culturally and historically constructed, this 
chapter also uses the idea of paracinema to account for J-Splatter fans’ level of 
engagement as distinct forms of investment in high culture or popular culture. Analysing 
the way  “cinematic trash” has been embraced, with films gaining cultural value simply 
because they have been excluded from mainstream film culture, Jeffrey Sconce describes 
paracinema as: “less a distinct group of films than a particular reading protocol, a counter-
aesthetic turned subcultural sensibility devoted to all manner of cultural detritus” (372). I 
argue that J-Splatter audiences valorise bad taste associated with low culture, but do so 
within a festival environment, and with world cinema, two factors that have been 
traditionally associated with high culture.  
Herbert Gans, like Bourdieu, also considers taste to be directly related to class and 
social status. However, while Gans' 2008 book is titled Popular Culture and High Culture, 
he argues that it is more fruitful to consider multiple types of popular cultures, and he 
groups each of them together with high culture as “taste cultures” (16). For Gans, each of 
these cultures “contains shared or common aesthetic values and standards of taste,” and 
he proposes that “users” (or audiences) can be described as “taste publics” when they 
                                                
11 Data collected from JFF are more detailed, including festival attendee preferences, compared to 
Fantasia’s published audience demographics data that are used in my first case study. According to NYAFF 
programmer Rufus de Rham, neither types of audience data have been collected due to financial and time 
constraints. Involvement with NYAFF is mostly on a volunteer basis.  
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“make similar choices among and within taste cultures” (16-7).  I use this work, as well as 
Bourdieu's and Sconce's outlined above, in this chapter to argue that J-Splatter audience 
members at niche film festivals are concerned with creating an impression of holding 
alternative values. The taste cultures associated with watching J-Splatter films and 
attending these niche festivals are not directly connected to either high or popular culture, 
but audience members do participate in a shared taste public where they communicate 
their shared desire for an alternative culture offering exclusivity and cult experiences.  
Barbara Wilinsky uses art cinema to demonstrate this same desire for exclusivity, 
though the taste public she examines is one that associates itself with high culture. In the 
introduction to her 2001 book Sure Seaters: The Emergence of Art House Cinema, 
Wilinsky looks back to the early 1940s, when art film theatres were nicknamed “sure 
seaters” because they were so unpopular that audience members were always sure to find 
a seat (1). However, she explains, by the end of the decade, “[p]eople referred to art film 
theatres as exhibition sites that were sure to fill all their seats” (1). Wilinsky’s work helps 
explain the growing appeal of art film theatres, which she places in opposition to 
mainstream film theatres, arguing that they offered “specialised and ‘intelligent’ films to a 
discriminating audience that paid high admission prices for such distinctions” (2). This 
distinction is reflected in art house audiences’ desire for exclusivity. Wilinsky’s 
observations about this search for distinction were reflected amongst some niche festival 
audiences in the interviews I conducted; however, findings in this chapter also suggest 
that Wilinsky’s argument can be problematised by film festivals, which simultaneously 
occupy a high and low space within taste culture, as described in terms of paracinema 
above. Though festivals tend to be associated with high cinema because of their 
international content and exclusive status, niche festival programmes like Fantasia’s 
challenge this in their inclusion of films that are considered to be “low culture” or in bad 
taste.  
The presence of J-Splatter films at Fantasia, NYAFF, and JFF, over the past 
decade contests Wilinsky’s argument by suggesting there is an in-between space where a 
film experience that is neither high-art nor mainstream is sought after by audience 
members that seek the film festivals’ distinguished environment and alternative content. 
This can be, in part, explained by David Andrews’ description of “cult-art,” which happens 
“in the subcultural spaces where cult cinema and art cinema overlap” (95). Arguing that 
this overlapping cult-art cinema is especially curious because “it exemplifies the cult 
phenomenon even as its aspiration to high-art distinction threatens to erase its cult 
identity,” Andrews’ work analyses the two different types of distinction represented by cult-
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art films: “cult value and high-art value” (102). This is the same crossroad where J-Splatter 
films meet film festival audiences, seeking non-mainstream content in what is perceived to 
be a respectable setting. Joan Hawkins uses the example of Andy Warhol’s Frankenstein 
(aka Flesh for Frankenstein [Paul Morrisey, Antonio Margheriti, 1973]) to argue that “cross-
over films” (films which blur the boundaries of genres and audience types) appeal to 
different tastes, ultimately drawing together unexpected combinations of spectators (196-
201). Like the festival crossroads that draw together J-Splatter films, the cross-over films 
Hawkins describes mark cult cinema as a middle ground between mainstream and high-
art. Thus, while Fantasia and JFF are both contemporary film festivals, showing many of 
the same films, Wilinsky’s changing meaning of “sure seaters” is complicated by the fact 
that audiences are almost always sure to find a seat at JFF, while audiences are almost 
always sure to have trouble finding seats at Fantasia. Findings in this chapter suggest 
various reasons for this disparity, including festival reputation and marketing devices.  
 In their Cult Cinema text, Ernest Mathijs and Jamie Sexton highlight the way cult 
event and niche festival audiences are “curious for new experiences” and “champion films 
excluded from the regular festival circuit” (41). They posit that one of the earliest examples 
of this was Knokke-Le-Zoute, a festival in Belgium that began in 1949, though it is the 
1960s editions that Mathijs and Sexton consider most important. Knokke-Le-Zoute 
screened underground and experimental films that were also on the New York midnight 
movie circuit, and became notorious in the ’60s for “the pushing of alternative agendas” 
that were made possible by its lack of “set protocols of the regular festival circuit” (41). 
Mathijs and Sexton also consider other genre festivals that have developed from the 
midnight movie phenomenon, including horror, science fiction and fantasy festivals such 
as Fantasporto in Portugal and Brussels International Festival of Fantastic Film. However, 
while their focus is exclusive to European festivals, this chapter will highlight two niche 
festivals from North America and one in Australia that all attract a particular type of 
audience to various cult elements of their programmes. Unlike European “high culture” 
festivals such as Cannes and Venice that have received much critical attention for their 
focus on (mostly European) art cinema, there has been no published writing on Fantasia, 
NYAFF or JFF. Though these festivals are similar to the European cult festivals listed by 
Mathijs and Sexton, particularly in their mutual inclusion of alternative or “bad” content, this 
chapter moves beyond the European context and contributes to transnational studies of 
film festivals by looking at the way they promote one culture engaging with another.  
These festivals are also unique in the festival circuit as they all, in part, use 
Japanese culture to attract a predominantly Western audience. This is in contrast to 
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festivals that have been highlighted in case studies done by researchers including Michael 
Guillen and Jerome Segal, which instead take a “for us by us” approach. According to 
these case studies, festivals like the San Francisco Asian film festivals or the Vienna 
Jewish Film Festival target audience members who are part of these communities. By 
contrast, the festivals being examined in this chapter are designed for a much broader 
Western audience that shares an interest in the other community being represented. As 
will be elaborated throughout the chapter, Fantasia and NYAFF were initially created as a 
way to bring Asian cinema to North American audiences, while the Japanese Film Festival 
takes a similar approach to sharing Japanese culture with Australian audiences. 
Nevertheless, Guillen’s case study on two different Asian film festivals in San Francisco 
helps highlight the varying goals of Asian festivals outside of Asia, which will be elaborated 
on later in this chapter, with reference to an interview with Australia’s Japanese Film 
Festival founder, Masafumi Konomi.   
 The transcultural experience on offer by the festivals being examined has been 
described by Bill Nichols in his early work on film festivals. His 1994 article “Global Image 
Consumption” interprets how festival-goers engage with national cinemas and traditions 
that are otherwise unknown to them, while in “Discovering Form, Inferring Meaning” he 
looks at how international audiences respond to Iranian films screened at festivals. Nichols 
explains the title of this latter article as the two ways of “recovering the strange as familiar” 
when watching international cinema. On the one hand, to discover form is to acknowledge 
“an international film style” (Nichols, “Discovering” 18), such as recognising the way certain 
national cinemas tend to use unconventional narrative techniques to distinguish 
themselves from classical Hollywood style. On the other hand, to infer meaning is to 
understand how allegories are used to represent a more complex social issue, often 
teaching something about another culture. This chapter uses Nichols’ approach to read 
the way Western audiences understand J-Splatter as a form of international cinema which 
uses gore and stereotypes of Japanese culture to infer meaning about the ridiculous and 
potentially harmful nature of schoolgirl fetishism and cultural expectations of assimilation, 
as examined in Chapter Three.  
 Nichols also focuses on Iranian Cinema to analyse the transcultural experience of 
international film festivals in “Global Image Consumption,” which was re-printed more 
recently in Dina Iordanova's 2013 collection, The Film Festival Reader. In this article, he 
poses an important question about the international festival experience: “How do we as 
festival-goers engage with cinemas from elsewhere, with cinemas whose traditions are 
unknown and whose local mode of production/consumption lies beyond our purview?” 
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(29). Explaining that the “we” he refers to is the category of “white, middle class, Western 
festival-goers and commentators” which he is a part of, Nichols argues that, for this group 
in particular, the global form and context of international films “can induce fresh insight and 
genuine respect or appreciation, but it can also obscure or distort the culture it ostensibly 
reveals” (“Global Image” 29). This chapter applies Nichols' argument to niche film festivals 
by focusing on the way the festival programmes both appreciate and sometimes obscure 
or distort the culture being described by highlighting stereotypes that are not necessarily 
representative of the culture in question. Narrowing down Nichols' question of how 
audiences “engage with cinemas from elsewhere,” I look specifically at the relationship 
between Western audiences and Japanese cinema.  
 For this analysis, I also refer to a chapter from Julian Stringer's PhD dissertation 
“Regarding Festivals,” which focuses on “Festival Nations,” using Japan as a case study to 
examine how Japanese cinema was received at international film festivals from 1951 to 
1970. During this period, he observes: “the signifier 'Japanese cinema' became 
appropriated as a form of cultural capital by festival organisers and other related cultural 
institutions” (10). Stringer's chapter offers an overview of the history of Japanese cinema 
studies in the US, acknowledging the way the differences between Japanese and 
Hollywood cinema began to be “identified and valorised” in the 1960s and 1970s (69). He 
adds: “as a result of its overseas circulation, Japanese cinema has been subject to 
different cultural fantasies and meanings within different national reception contexts” (71). I 
use Stringer's reading of Japanese cinema within an international framework in my 
evaluation of the way Western audiences engage with Japanese culture in a more 
contemporary context, through J-Splatter. In doing so, this chapter updates and expands 
Stringer's evaluation that was limited to a twenty year period, half a century ago, also 
taking into account the influence of the internet on the changing status of the (cult) 
cosmopolitan.  
 More general works on film festivals have also contributed to the theoretical 
grounding of the case studies and analyses in this chapter, particularly the Film Festival 
Yearbook series, and its volume on “Imagined Communities,” which includes Guillen and 
Segal's contributions outlined above. While there is also a Yearbook volume focusing on 
“East Asia,” the articles look more specifically at East Asian film festivals. My research 
looks instead at the way Japanese films are consumed outside of Asia. Complementing 
several published works on long-running mainstream festivals like Cannes, Sundance, 
Rotterdam, and Busan, the Yearbook series frequently targets smaller, niche film festivals 
as case studies, such as the Annecy International Animated Film Festival and gay and 
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lesbian film festivals in China. “Imagined communities” is a term coined by Benedict 
Anderson, referring to socially constructed communities that Anderson considers to be 
imagined by those who perceive themselves to be part of that group. Dina Iordanova and 
Ruby Cheung adopt this theory in their Yearbook volume exploring “festivals that serve the 
causes of various minority groups and showcase international cinema which does not find 
its way into mainstream circulation or boutique art houses” (1). “Film Festivals and 
Imagined Communities” uses Anderson’s ideas to “study festivals that help diasporic 
communities clustered into a new culture to re-connect with their original homeland 
through film” (Iordanova and Cheung 1). Although many of the festivals under examination 
in this volume, such as the Sahara International Film Festival and the Vienna Jewish Film 
Festival, are quite different from Fantasia, NYAFF and JFF, it is useful to look at the 
function of other festivals that can be considered niche due to their interest in a specific 
type of film that remains outside the mainstream. For example, Lindiwe Dovey’s study of 
African Film Festivals outside Africa has some similarities to my investigation of the 
Japanese Film Festival in Australia, however Dovey, like Guillen with San Francisco’s 
Asian Film Festivals mentioned above, is interested in the African diasporas attending 
these festivals, while I look at how the Japanese Film Festival is marketed to Western 
audiences.  
 Iordanova's 2013 edited collection mentioned above, The Film Festival Reader 
focuses less on specific case studies and more on the structure and politics of film 
festivals. This anthology presents a number of useful concepts, which I have adapted for 
my study, such as Stringer’s binary opposition of festival insider vs. festival outsider 
(reprinted from his PhD dissertation), which is elaborated on in my methodology below. In 
Iordanova's own chapter, “The Film Festival Circuit,” she analyses the relationship 
between film festivals and film distribution. She considers how festivals have become 
increasingly important, not just as cultural events, but as ways for new or independent 
filmmakers to secure distribution following festival screenings. She also poses an 
important question: “Which function of film festivals proves more important: the marketing 
of new and alternative cinema (be it via an officially attached market or by providing 
opportunity for industry contacts)? Or the festivals' increasingly important role in the 
fostering of tourism?” (Iordanova 109). I use this question to drive my analysis of the goals 
of each of the niche festivals being examined. While film festivals are an unquestionably 
productive way for filmmakers to gain critical attention, the festivals being analysed in this 
chapter each have slightly different goals relating to the functions laid out here by 
Iordanova.  
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 Other insightful publications on film festival studies, including Marijke de Valck’s 
Film Festivals: From European Geopolitics to Global Cinephilia and Cindy H. Wong’s Film 
Festivals, offer valuable accounts of major European film festivals such as Cannes. This 
chapter moves away from de Valck’s European context and Wong’s focus on “A-level” 
festivals such as Cannes to instead concentrate on the transnational significance of 
Fantasia, NYAFF and JFF as niche festivals aiming to draw Western audiences to Asian 
cinema. Following Nichols’ approach outlined above, this chapter demonstrates how non-
mainstream film festivals stimulate transcultural experiences by encouraging audiences to 
“infer meaning” to the way they engage with Japanese culture through cinema.  
 
Methodology: Interviewing Festival Directors and Audiences 
Before moving into my own analysis of particular niche film festivals, it is necessary to 
establish my approach as a festival outsider/observer. The distinction between festival 
insiders and outsiders was first proposed by Stringer in his PhD dissertation mentioned 
above, and later used by Iordanova to structure the two parts of her anthology, The Film 
Festival Reader, though she chooses to use the term observer rather than outsider. The 
difference between festival insiders and outsiders is significant: while insiders have the 
advantage of access to direct experiences of running or working for festivals, writing “from 
the place where everything feels immediate and is up for grabs,” Stringer argues that a 
festival outsider’s neutral relationship with film festivals allows for a reading of a broader 
range of events, rather than relying on the behind-the-scenes areas they might already be 
familiar with (61). Similarly, for Iordanova, the festival observer benefits from not being 
directly involved in film festival politics; instead, the observer attends festivals to take it all 
in and observe.  
Following Stringer and Iordanova’s approaches, I establish myself as an outsider by 
avoiding institutional affiliations with any film festivals12 and, rather than limit my study to 
festivals I have visited, I have also collected data through correspondence with 
programmers at festivals I have not attended. Furthermore, although I draw insight from 
insiders at Fantasia, NYAFF and JFF, the information given to me is used to test and 
expand on my own observations and interpretations as a festival observer. 
My empirical film festival research is based on visits to two festivals: Montreal's 
Fantasia International Film Festival in July 2014 and Sydney's Japanese Film Festival (a 
travelling film festival) in November 2014 and November 2015. This data is organised into 
                                                
12  Though I spent two weeks volunteering for the Toronto International Film Festival in 2012 prior to 
commencing doctoral research, my role as a volunteer was limited to taking tickets, and directing festival 
attendees to ticket booths, queues, and their seats in the theatres. 
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three parts throughout this chapter: face-to-face interviews with Fantasia audience 
members and an email interview with programmer Nicolas Archembault in December 
2015; an email interview with New York Asian Film Festival director of operations, Rufus 
de Rham, also in December 2015; and a face-to-face interview with Japanese Film 
Festival founder and director Masafumi Konomi in November 2014, with follow-up email 
correspondence with JFF 2015 programmer Margarett Cortez throughout 2015 and 2016.  
The personal interview with Konomi was semi-structured, with a list of ten set 
questions focusing first on the background of the festival and the director and 
programmers, followed by questions regarding the target audience and choice of genres 
and categories for the festival programme. My interviewing techniques were structured 
around the qualitative research interviewing methods of Tom Wengraf published in 2001 
and Bruce L. Berg and Howard Lune published in 2012, with both sources recognising the 
benefits of a “semi-structured” (Wengraf) or “semi-standardised” (Berg and Lune) 
approach to interviewing when it is effectively prepared for. This style of interviewing 
allows for the preparation of a list of pre-determined questions and special topics, 
including the history of the festival and programming decisions, but it also offers the 
“freedom to digress” (Berg and Lune 112). It was necessary to improvise about 50 per 
cent of my questions, following Konomi's responses to the initial prepared questions 
(Wengraf 5). In preparation for the interview, I closely followed Berg and Lune's method of 
verifying “question order, content and style” to ensure that the interviews opened with 
“easy, non-threatening questions” before moving on to anything that may turn out to be 
more sensitive, such as enquiring about the director's choice of films and program 
categories (119). Noting Berg and Lune's suggestions for different types of questions, my 
list of “essential questions” focused primarily on goals and methods for targeting particular 
audiences (120). This was centred on the distinction made between Japanese audiences 
living in or visiting Sydney and Australian citizens attending the festival.  
 Prior to interviewing Konomi, I also consulted Jon Gann's book, Behind the 
Screens: Programmers Reveal How Film Festivals Really Work, for examples of effective 
questions that might lead to the type of information I was in search of. For example, 
Gann's interviews typically enquired about the submission process and screening fees for 
each festival under examination. This inspired me to further investigate the decisions 
involved in Konomi's role as festival director, ultimately discovering that his selection of 
films is much more complicated than simply targeting specific audiences. I used similar 
questions in follow-up email correspondence with Margarett Cortez to get an idea about 
the process in 2015 when Konomi returned to Japan to expand the festival, and was 
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replaced at the Japan Foundation office by Cortez. Similarly, email interviews conducted 
with Archembault and de Rham were based on the same list of questions inspired by 
Gann's publication and used in the interview with Konomi. This kind of preliminary 
research was necessary to get the most out of these interview opportunities.  
 By contrast, my interviews with Fantasia attendees were conducted as exploratory 
qualitative audience surveys, and were therefore much less structured. While I had a 
general idea of what I wanted to learn from them, this time I did not bring along a list of 
questions, instead starting with a few basic queries about their attraction to and familiarity 
with the festival, and then expanding based on their responses. In total, I conducted ten 
vox populi13 interviews with 16 audience members (some small groups of 2-3 were 
interviewed together) attending Japanese Extreme screenings at the festival. After 
randomly selecting participants, I enquired about how they knew about the festival and 
why they chose the film they were queuing for. I also tried to understand their desire to see 
the film: would they have sought out the film online or on DVD, or had they chosen it 
based on the opportunity to attend a film festival? Finally, I talked to festival attendees 
about their specific interests in the films: were they, for example, drawn to the Japanese 
content or the cult experience of midnight screenings and the cult status of J-Splatter 
directors Iguchi and Nishimura? In Chapter Six, I present additional findings from my 
festival experiences, where I analyse audience responses to the films as they are being 
screened in the cinema.  
 While much of the existing writing on film festivals reveals authors' personal 
experiences at specific film festivals, my study presents unique data based on the goals 
and expectations of festival directors, programmers, and audiences. Because the purpose 
of my research is to gain insight on what attracts Western audiences to Japanese Extreme 
screenings at film festivals, it is imperative that I not only focus on how particular 
audiences are targeted by festival co-ordinators, but also what the audience members 
themselves believe is the main draw.  
 
Niche Festivals and Cultural Capital: Montreal’s Fantasia International Film Festival  
Fantasia Film Festival began in 1996 when three Montreal locals decided to start a festival 
dedicated to Asian genre cinema. According to Archembault, festival co-founder  
“Pierre Corbeil and his friends were huge fans of Jackie Chan, Jet Li, Chow Yun-
Fat, John Woo, Ultraman, Godzilla and animés [sic] and they couldn't understand 
                                                
13 Vox populi or “vox pop” means “voice of the public” and indicates that my interviews were done informally, 
by approaching audience members in public as they queued to enter the cinema for the festival. 
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why these films didn't have presence on our screens, so they decided to make 
Fantasia as a one year event in 1996. When they saw the crowds they could 
gather with these films, they decided to continue and they started including non-
Asian films in 1997.”  
Fantasia started out by showcasing 40 films from Hong Kong and 20 films from Japan. The 
festival highlighted many faces that were still relatively unknown to Western audiences at 
the time, such as Hong Kong actors Chow and Li, as well as directors Woo and Tsui Hark. 
Fantasia established itself as a cult film festival from the start, with midnight screenings of 
Hong Kong films Story of Ricky (Nam, 1991), Untold Story (Yang, 1987) and Sex and Zen 
(Mak, 1991), “each of which unspooled in front of rabid and bedazzled packed houses” 
(“History” n.p.). Despite screening in a large, 940-seat theatre at Concordia University, 
each year many of the screenings sell out.  
 Since 1996, the festival has run for three to four weeks every year, from mid-July to 
mid-August. An early Fantasia highlight was the 1997 screening of Takashi Miike's Fudoh: 
The New Generation (1996), “which marked the first time a film from the now-iconic 
arthouse enfant terrible had ever been shown to an audience in this part of the world” 
(“History” n.p.). By the second year, however, the focus was no longer solely on Asian 
cinema, as films from Jess Franco and Alex de la Iglesia were screened, along with a 
special tribute to Italian horror cinema, thus marking Fantasia as an international film 
festival. Hong Kong and Japanese cinema continued to be a major draw, though, with the 
1998 programme tagline boasting “Les Meilleurs Film de Hong Kong du Japon et les 
Monde Entier (“The Best Films of Hong Kong, Japan, and the Whole World”). Takashi 
Miike was still a big hit amongst Fantasia audiences, with Audition (1999) and Dead or 
Alive (1999) screening in 2000 and Visitor Q (2001) screening in 2001, leading up to a 
Miike tribute in 2003, with a showcase of new and older features. By 2006, the shared 
focus on Hong Kong seemed to have shifted almost entirely to Japanese cinema, with the 
festival highlights noting: “There is always an excellent selection of Asian films at Fantasia, 
with the Japanese offerings typically being the most voluminous” (“History” n.p.). The 
programme for that year included Japanese films The Great Yokai (Miike, 2005), Strange 
Circus (Sono, 2005), and early J-Splatter film, Meatball Machine (Yamaguchi, 2005).  
 Yet, while the annual festival reports highlight the global aspect of Fantasia’s 
diverse lineups, early festival programme film descriptions tend to familiarise the narratives 
and filmmaking characteristics of Japanese filmmakers back to the more accessible 
Hollywood style. This is what Masao Miyoshi calls domesticating the text: “The strategy for 
domestication is to exaggerate the familiar aspects of the texts and thereby disperse its 
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discreteness in the hegemonic sphere of first world literature” (144). For example, the 
2005 Fantasia programme description of Tetsuya Nakashima's Kamikaze Girls (2004), 
written up by Montreal artist and filmmaker Rupert Bottenberg, described the film as being 
“dolled up with the rapid-fire, whiplash stylistic flourishes of Guy Ritchie and David Fincher” 
and “the smart-ass pop culture cool of Quentin Tarantino” (“Kamikaze” n.p.). Bottenberg 
also uses the term “Rococo” rather than “Lolita” to describe the signature Japanese style 
of the protagonist14, Momoko (Kyoko Fukada). The programme also quotes Andrew Sun of 
the Hollywood Reporter, who argues that the film “outdoes Tarantino at his own 
flamboyant game” (“Kamikaze” n.p.). Still, both descriptions of the film do also refer to its 
Japanese-ness, with Bottenberg noting that Momoko “should be the princess of Tokyo's 
fashion-frenzied Harajuku district” and Sun describing the film as “less a comedy than a 
full-on live-action manga” (“Kamikaze” n.p.). Similarly, a quote from BC Magazine calls 
Kamikaze Girls “kawaii kitsch–an almost perfect cinematic shojo manga” (“Kamikaze” 
n.p.). This example from Fantasia's programme suggests that the festival programmers 
are attempting to draw a broader audience by appealing to audiences interested in 
Japanese pop culture and, at the same time, those who are less enthusiastic about trying 
something new.  
 When The Machine Girl (Iguchi, 2008) and Tokyo Gore Police (Nishimura, 2008) 
screened at the 2008 festival, most of the attention in the programme description was paid 
to the cult style of these films, though they had not been out long enough to have 
developed a cult following. In the festival programme, Twitch Film founder Todd Brown 
responds to The Machine Girl by exclaiming: “Bring on the cult excess!” and “Ninjas! 
Yakuza! Torture! Dismemberment! A flying guillotine! The devastating drill bra!” (“Machine” 
n.p.) Similarly, the programme description for Tokyo Gore Police includes a quote from 
Jovanka Vuckovic of Rue Morgue magazine, praising the film as being “destined for cult 
status... a body horror freakshow... quite possibly the weirdest, wildest splatterfest ever to 
come out of Japan” (“Tokyo” n.p.). Both Vuckovic and Brown's descriptions highlight the 
cult appeal of the films' excess and otherness, this time targeting audiences in search of 
something less familiar than Tarantino, Ritchie or Fincher. Fantasia's J-Splatter feature the 
following year, Vampire Girl vs Frankenstein Girl, was also marketed to cult audiences, 
with the description taken from the NYAFF programme predicting that the film is “destined 
to become the best kind of cult classic,” and urging audiences to “come down, buy a ticket, 
sit very quietly and let it touch you in a freaky way” (“Vampire” n.p.). This suggests that, by 
                                                
14 While Rococo more broadly refers to the 18th century style influenced by Victorian and Edwardian dress, 
Lolita is a specifically Japanese style adapting Rococo fashion, which was popularised in the Tokyo suburb 
of Harajuku in the 1990s.  
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2009, Fantasia was more confident in its audience's desire for different material, no longer 
relying on domestication. Yet, despite their emphasis on the cult experience of these films, 
this description also suggests that perhaps Fantasia programmers had not yet fully 
embraced the participatory relationship between these films and their audiences, instead 
suggesting that spectators should quietly absorb the films’ spectacle. 
 In 2010, the festival highlights opened with a J-Splatter update: “On the verge of 
turning 15, Fantasia had the usual Japanese freaks from Nikkatsu and Sushi Typhoon 
entertaining crowds with blood and latex-soaked extravaganzas such as Alien vs. Ninja 
and Mutant Girls Squad (both Canadian Premieres, with co-Director Yoshihiro Nishimura 
once again running around half-naked)” (“History” n.p.). This suggests not only the growing 
prominence of this style of Japanese cinema at the festival, but also the way the festival 
associated Japan with weirdness and gore. Mitch Davis' programme description for Mutant 
Girls Squad encourages spectators to get involved: “Bring a rubber raincoat and celebrate 
your inner freak with us!” (“Mutant” n.p.). Similarly, Bottenberg's programme description for 
Karate-Robo Zaborgar calls the film “a joy for both tokusatsu [special effects movies] 
stalwarts and fans of clever, maniacal Japanese freakiness” (“Karate” n.p.). The festival's 
association between Japanese cinema and being freaky suggests they are trying to sell 
“weird Japan” as a highlight of the festival. However, Archembault points out that this is an 
essential part of marketing for a genre film festival. He explains: “[O]f course we use 
extreme violence and bizarre Japanese-ness as selling points for [J-Splatter films…] 
because these films mostly rely on these aspects themselves.” However, he adds that 
there is also another purpose for highlighting these features for audiences in the festival 
programme:  
for more serious or controversial films like Takashi Miike’s Lesson of the Evil 
[2012] or Yoshinori Chiba produced Japanese/Indonesian co-production Killers 
[Mo Brothers, 2014], we strongly mention the extreme violence and shocking 
elements as a warning because we don’t want people to think they will have a 
good time laughing at silly entertainment when a film depicts a school shooting or 
vicious serial killers showing their murders on social medias [sic]. It’s really 
different from [one] film to another and we have to be really careful when we write 
programme notes. Yes, we need to sell the film and violence and weirdness are 
huge selling points for our audience. However, we need to put these elements in 
the right context […] I think we market Sushi Typhoon films like regular Japanese 
weird comedies like Funky Forest [Ishii, Ishimine, Miki, 2005), Milocrorze 
(Yoshimasa Ishibasa, 2011) or Calamari Wrestler” (Minoru Kawasaki, 2004)  
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In 2014, I visited Fantasia to witness the “freakiness” of the experience firsthand. I 
conducted casual vox pop interviews with audience members in the long queues outside 
the venue before screenings for Japanese Extreme and J-Splatter films, hoping to find out 
what specifically attracted them to Fantasia and the films they were seeing. According to 
Iordanova's two main festival functions outlined above, Fantasia is arguably more about 
marketing and distribution opportunities than tourism. A 2015 audience demographics 
survey of Fantasia festival attendees revealed that 77% of participants were from 
Montreal, and 12% had come from other parts of Quebec. 3% of the festival attendees 
surveyed were from other parts of Canada, and only 4% were international. The average 
age of participants was 27, with 56% male and 44% female. I interviewed 16 audience 
members at random, all of whom were Francophone, living in or near Montreal, with the 
exception of one Anglophone who had travelled from Western Canada. Many had been 
attending the festival for several years. When I asked the sole Anglo participant how he 
had heard of Fantasia, he said it was “pretty big” and, with the excuse of visiting an aunty 
in Montreal for his summer holiday, he had been planning to attend the festival for a while. 
Most of the locals, however, said they had heard about Fantasia from friends over the 
years, as well as on the radio and television.  
 My main focus during these interviews was on why participants had chosen to 
purchase tickets for the particular screening they were at. Across the 16 participants, three 
main reasons were given for attending J-Splatter screenings at the festival (some offered 
more than one): 11 said they were interested in Japanese or Asian cinema; 7 said they 
were interested in the genre/content (J-Splatter, J-Horror, zombies, violence, etc.); and 2 
said they were simply interested in seeing as many films as possible at the festival. These 
two latter participants said their main draw was watching the films as part of a collective 
audience at a festival known for attracting and encouraging participatory behaviour. One 
Francophone participant explained how he selects which films to see, asking himself: 
“What will be movies that will benefit from being seen here, on the big screen with an 
audience that’s open and ready to take it in, versus going to just a regular theatre where 
nobody’s into it?” Another said he goes through the programme each year, asking himself: 
“Will I have the opportunity of seeing that movie anywhere else?” This kind of exclusive 
opportunity is a common draw for audience members to both niche and mainstream film 
festivals. Analysing the key components for film festival attendance, de Valck and Skadi 
Loist point out: “The opportunity to see something first, or something that cannot be seen 
elsewhere, something unexpected – and maybe even the added possibility of seeing a film 
star – brings people to the festival” (185). Fantasia falls on the bigger end of niche film 
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festivals, with 125,000 attendees at the 2013 festival, compared to much smaller niche 
festivals, like NYAFF and JFF examined below. Furthermore, Fantasia had nearly 150 
feature films in its 2015 programme, while JFF screened just over 30.  
One highlight in attending bigger niche festivals is a greater opportunity to 
participate in bonus events and Q&A sessions, which are not usually announced in the 
Fantasia programme and often come unexpected. Regular festival attendees, however, 
come to anticipate particular directors who attend the festival nearly every year, including 
J-Splatter king Noboru Iguchi. Several participants I interviewed expected Iguchi at the 
screenings for Live and Gothic Lolita Battle Bear simply because he had been presenting 
his films at Fantasia since his early days as a J-Splatter filmmaker. Audience members 
were not let down; Iguchi was in attendance to introduce both of his films and do a Q&A 
session afterward, and even stopped by the Gothic Lolita queue while I was talking to 
spectators to shake hands and say hello. Two fans attending this screening together were 
eager to demonstrate their appreciation for Iguchi’s films. One told me: “I’m a big fan since 
his beginning, since Meatball Machine. Just giving you an idea, I was there for the world 
premiere of Dead Sushi, and a brought back my DVD of Dead Sushi with my ticket signed 
and I want him to sign it [today].” His friend added: “We’re in the special features! Bowing 
down ‘cause it’s the world premiere.”  
 Another major draw to film festivals is the experience of being part of a collective 
festival audience, and often niche festivals offer a greater sense of this because 
spectators typically have more in common than the exclusivity provided by premieres and 
red carpet events provides. One participant, waiting in line for J-Splatter film Zombie TV 
said he was there because it was a midnight screening and he wanted to be part of that 
experience: “Of course, it’s the Saturday night movie, so usually it’s great or not so great, 
[but] a lot of fun.” De Valck and Loist point out that this is the case for more specialised film 
festivals, where “the general feeling of belonging to a group, a cinephile community, is 
heightened by identity cues” (186). At Fantasia, in addition to the draw of late night 
screenings, one identity cue can be found in audience members dressing up in cosplay 
attire such as Lolita outfits, signalling their interest in Japanese culture. De Valck and Loist 
go on to suggest that audiences for horror or queer festivals, for example, “share a 
common interest that goes beyond film (or even a genre of film) in general. They meet with 
like-minded viewers, sometimes the subcultural community, when congregating at a 
festival screening” (186). Niche film festivals like Fantasia, more than regular multiplex 
screenings, provide an opportunity to mingle with spectators who share the same taste 
due to their offering of films that might not otherwise have theatrical release. Perhaps 
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because of this attraction to the festival setting, in very few cases did participants say they 
would have watched the film online or on DVD if not at the festival. The exception to this 
was with audience members for Ju-On: The Beginning of the End; many were horror fans 
and had seen the earlier films in the series, or at least the American version, The Grudge 
(Shimizu, 2004), and were primarily interested in seeing the latest addition to the 
franchise.  
One particularly enthusiastic audience member, queuing for Gothic Lolita, justified 
her festival screening choices, which also included Iguchi's other new release, Live, to me, 
describing them as: “Movies you select because they're at Fantasia, versus watching at 
home where they have no value. You don't watch something like Live at home, because 
it's boring.” While this is a subjective opinion about an action film most would be unlikely to 
deem “boring,” regardless of where it is watched, it does offer first-hand insight into both 
the reason people are attending Fantasia, and how they choose what films to watch there.  
For one, this draws attention to the emotional contagion of being among other 
people yelling and screaming, which would make the film more exciting to watch. In his 
book on Cinematic Emotion, Julian Hanich uses “emotional contagion” to describe two 
experiences in the cinema: “potentially contagious emotional expressions” passed on 
subconsciously through other audience members (198), and “affective mimicry,” which is 
usually experienced when close up shots of characters’ faces are subsequently mimicked 
by the viewer (183). For this Fantasia audience member, Hanich’s former scenario is a 
defining characteristic of the festival experience. Fittingly, Hanich notes that this is more 
often experienced during comedic situations in a film, rather than scary scenes, because 
“expressions of hilarity” are often “conspicuous three-dimensional displays” such as loud 
laughter, while dread often rouses an instinct to hide, which is easily done individually in a 
dark and quiet cinema (198). While Live’s splatter content may incite disgust in viewers, 
unlike J-Horror, it does not set out to provoke fear or dread.  
This particular participant's judgements of taste and cult exclusivity are also evident 
here, as she indicates that film divorced from its cultural context and social practice is 
diminished in value. Furthermore, she is accruing some form of social and cultural capital 
from participating in the festival herself. This is reflective of Bourdieu’s theories of taste 
judgements introduced in earlier chapters. De Valck observes: “Theoretically, Bourdieu's 
theory of 'cultural capital' remains the most important canonical vantage point through 
which to conceptualise the value addition accomplished at festivals...” (43). Although the 
exclusivity of many film festivals tends to draw a particular (privileged) type of spectator 
(an obvious example is Cannes, but other, more public, film festivals like Toronto and 
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Venice also prioritise elite spectators through their offering of exclusive events), niche 
festivals instead attract audience members that thrive on what they consider to be 
alternative, or non-mainstream, taste.  
 For the spectator described above, in the queue for Gothic Lolita, the festival adds 
considerable value to the films she is seeing, because they become boring when viewed 
alone at home. This sentiment suggests that, for one, the festival experience is essential 
to the viewing of J-Splatter films because they are more affective when other spectators 
are also visibly or audibly responding to them. Furthermore, the social and cultural capital 
attributed to Fantasia is enough to make a film that some may consider to be in bad taste, 
like Live, become celebrated and valuable. Bourdieu observes that it is much more natural 
to offer negative judgements than positive ones: “it is no accident that, when they 
[judgements] have to be justified, they are asserted purely negatively, by the refusal of 
other tastes. In matters of taste, more than anything else, all determination is negation, 
and tastes are perhaps first and foremost distastes” (56). In order to emphasise Fantasia's 
prominence, the participant found it necessary to make a negative claim about what the 
status of the film would be, were it not showing at this seemingly important festival. 
 In Hills’ work on fandom and fan pleasures, he focuses on how performativity 
affects the way we engage with films. In this sense, it is not only the language spectators 
choose to use to explain their reasons for being drawn to the films that is important to my 
research, but also the way they choose to position themselves in relation to the festival 
and these particular films. Hills uses the term “performative consumption” to describe the 
“complex form of fan display and expression,” which fans adopt to simultaneously 
dramatise their relationship with the text and their self-absence from it (133). For Hills, this 
self-absence accounts for fans’ inability to rationally describe their experiences; he 
presents examples of fans having great difficulty explaining how they first came to be 
devoted to a particular text or group of texts. Knowing that the spectators I interviewed 
were likely to be performing their fan identity provided additional insight as I was able to 
better understand the way audiences engage with particular texts, in this case justifying or 
reaffirming their personal taste for non-mainstream content.  
 In addition to learning about festival attendees’ reasons for selecting J-Splatter films 
at Fantasia, I also enquired about how the festival itself chooses these films in my 
interview with Archembault. He explained that the programmers often need to sell the films 
to the press themselves, so  
the programming team must love the film […] When we watch a Vimeo link on our 
computer, we have to imagine how the audience will react. There’s a huge 
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difference between Dead Sushi on a computer alone in your living room and Dead 
Sushi with the Fantasia audience. But if the humour doesn’t work with our crowd, 
we’re in deep trouble because it’s not the kind of film [that] will provoke strong 
emotions or keep the audience on the edge of their seats with their storytelling. 
(Archembault)  
In spite of Iguchi’s claim in an interview with Bloody-Disgusting.com that Dead Sushi is 
intended for “family viewing” (see Chapter Three), Archembault’s concern about audiences 
missing the film’s humour is warranted, as it is too silly to be viewed as a horror or action 
film alone. Still, he admits that names are also important to the selection process: “A film 
by Yoshihiro Nishimura or Noboru Iguchi will always be special because of the audience’s 
attachment to them. However, we never select on auto-pilot. Yudai Yamaguchi [Yakuza 
Weapon; Dead Ball] is a friend of the festival, but we [have] refused some of his films.”  
 Archembault also explains how economics play a part in their choice of films for the 
Fantasia programme. Because the festival receives little financial support from the 
Quebecois or Canadian government, it is essential to maintain a  
balance between discoveries like Uzumasa Jacopetti [Moriro Morimoto, 2013] 
or Gun Woman [Kurando Mitsutake, 2014], programmers coups de coeur 
[instant favourite] like Daigo Matsui’s Sweet Poolside [2014] and sure bets like 
Attack on Titan [Shinji Higuchi, 2015] or Gatchaman [Toya Sato, 2013].  
Although Fantasia’s programme is highly influenced by what its creators want to see, they 
still need to consider what will keep the festival funded. Still, he adds:  
[W]e will always be looking for good J-Splatter films. These films were so 
important to Fantasia’s development and are still loved by our audience and 
programming team. I think the ‘death’ of the J-Splatter wave has more to do with 
the Japanese companies’ interest in producing new high quality extreme horror 
films than the festival’s willingness to select them. […] If Yoshihiro Nishimura or 
Noboru Iguchi get[s] a budget worthy of their genius one day, every festival will 
want their films. But in that case, we won’t be able to screen them because 
Toronto [International Film Festival] will want these films, but that’s another story… 
(Archembault) 
Though the death of J-Splatter will be discussed further in Chapter Five, what is also 
important here is Archembault’s connection between quality and budget. While he argues 
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that J-Splatter is being increasingly replaced by higher quality extreme cinema,15 he 
maintains that Iguchi and Nishimura would join the ranks of Miike and Sono’s more recent 
extreme films, which have screened on the Toronto International Film Festival’s midnight 
madness programme, if they had the budget to do so. Archembault’s reading of the 
festival circuit as a hierarchy suggests the way the scale of the festival is also aligned with 
its cult status. J-Splatter as a style of filmmaking is pushed into the margins not just 
because of its extreme content, but also because of its low production values, which is 
also an important defining element of cult cinema.  
Archembault’s understanding of J-Splatter, then, echoes Sconce’s reading of 
paracinema and counter-cinemas as “exclusive cinematic canons that do not easily admit 
the textual pleasures of more ‘commonplace’ audiences” in that they are made more 
exclusive by their lower budgets that make the films less appealing to a wider audience 
(380). Furthermore, this alternative cinematic space examined by Sconce can also be 
occupied by niche film festivals like Fantasia, where taste is not so clearly distinguished as 
high or low culture. Much like Gans' concept of taste cultures introduced above, which 
allow for various types of popular culture, Sconce also provides a fruitful approach to 
reading cult fans, whose celebration of “bad” films places them outside the high-low 
binary. Paracinema offers an approach that is distinct from the art house/mainstream 
binary opposition, which is frequently read as equal to world cinema/Hollywood cinema. 
Yet, cult cinema cannot be classified as exclusively world cinema or exclusively Hollywood 
cinema, just as J-Splatter cannot be read as high or low: while the “international” context 
and stylistic innovativeness of these films separate them from low or popular culture, the 
gratuitous violence and over-the-top narratives distinguish them from both art house 
cinema and mainstream conventions. 
 Besides selling “weird Japan” using words like “freak,” the Fantasia programme also 
appeals to spectators' tastes, specifically those that are non-mainstream, paracinematic 
texts. For example, in the 2011 programme, Todd Brown’s description of Dead Ball refers 
to the film as:  
A no-holds barred splatter comedy with no sense of good taste or decorum 
whatsoever, Deadball fully embraces its own insanity […] No gag is too extreme, 
no joke too tasteless for Deadball. This is a comedy by and for fans of the extreme 
Japanese splatter movement and it makes no excuses for that. 
                                                
15 Archembault did not provide any examples, but this may include films mentioned earlier in the interview, 
such as Lessons of the Evil and Killers, which have higher production values than Iguchi and Nishimura’s 
films, while still presenting some very extreme content. 
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 Similarly, in the 2012 programme, Kristof G tells potential audiences that Zombie Ass has 
“enough turds, diarrhea and projectile vomit to please even the most rabid Bad Taste 
[Jackson, 1987] aficionados,” while, in the 2014 programme, Rupert Bottenberg claims 
that Live director Iguchi “works his lowbrow, garishly tasteless, yet somehow genuinely 
sweet magic on the death-race genre.” This emphasis on bad taste has the dual effect of 
highlighting the cult appeal of Fantasia as a festival, as well as J-Splatter films and their 
directors.  
The combined emphasis Fantasia places on Japanese stereotypes and alternative 
taste in marketing J-Splatter to Western audiences implies that these films might be 
received quite differently if they were made in English in a Western setting. Not only do J-
Splatter films acquire (sub)cultural capital because they are screening at film festivals, they 
accumulate additional value because they are Japanese. Wilinsky points out: “The 
'foreignness' of foreign art films and their status as European culture also helped to make 
them culturally viable” (95). While art cinema has been much more closely aligned with 
high culture than horror or splatter films, the “foreignness” of European, and, I argue, 
Japanese, films also helps to establish them as something more “significant” than popular 
culture. This suggests there is something about engaging with films from a different culture 
that destabilises customary Western judgements of taste and conceptions of cultural 
capital. That these films rarely have theatrical releases following their rounds on the 
festival circuit is an added indicator of the importance of the festival setting as a cultural 
event, ultimately bringing value to these films.  
Just as films achieve a certain status by screening at particular festivals, fans also 
acquire capital by declaring their appreciation for this cultural experience or, better yet, 
their understanding of it. As noted in Chapter One, Thornton argues that subcultural 
capital is obtained by those who demonstrate a position of “being ‘in the know’” (11). The 
most avid fans in the Fantasia vox pop interviews were the ones who openly expressed 
their passion for Asian culture, indicating that they were drawn to the festival because they 
were “never really into American films,” and elaborating on their personal experiences from 
travelling in Asia. John Fiske addresses some of the similarities and differences between 
fan cultural (or subcultural) capital and actual (Bourdieuian) cultural capital: “at times fans 
wish to distance themselves from the official culture, at other times, to align themselves 
with it” (42). For the most part, Fantasia fans distance themselves from “official culture” by 
emphasising the value of festivals like Fantasia, which offer non-mainstream content. 
However, participants also emphasised a fondness for Japanese or Asian culture without 
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mention of the “weird” or “extreme” aspect of these particular films, instead suggesting 
more of a cosmopolitan appeal.  
 
Niche Film Festivals and Social Media: New York Asian Film Festival  
The New York Asian Film Festival is an event organised by Subway Cinema, a New York-
based “nonprofit organisation dedicated to the exhibition and appreciation of Asian popular 
film culture in all its forms, with year-round festivals and programs, and a view to building 
bridges between Asia and the West” (“Subway”). In addition to smaller festivals such as 
the Old School Kung Fu Fest and the New York Korean Film Festival, NYAFF was the first 
of Subway's festivals, beginning in 2002. It also remains the largest of Subway Cinema's 
festivals, though still significantly smaller than Fantasia, typically drawing between 7500 
and 8500 attendees each year (de Rham). Like Fantasia, NYAFF is also about marketing 
Asian films to Western audiences, rather than drawing people to New York for the festival. 
Furthermore, because NYAFF, like Fantasia, showcases films from so many diverse 
countries, the festivals do not function as tourism campaigns for a specific country, unlike 
JFF, discussed below.  
In a December 2015 interview with NYAFF director of operations and programmer 
Rufus de Rham, he explained that, because New York is one of the most culturally diverse 
cities in the world, they usually try to market the festival to a broad general audience rather 
than exclusively to the many Asian diasporas in New York. However, he adds that they 
also target Chinese, Japanese and Korean diasporas with print advertising and other 
marketing materials like postcards with “descriptions of country specific sidebars” of the 
festival in native languages. De Rham explains: “Sidebars are specifically focused sets of 
films that work together from a curatorial standpoint. For example we focused on Myung 
Films last year to shed some light on female directors and producers in the Korean 
industry, which was very well received.” Other recent sidebars at NYAFF have included 
the “Well Go USA Spotlight”16 in 2013, and a special focus on “New Cinema from Japan” 
and “The Last Men of Japanese Film,”17 both in 2015.  
De Rham is careful to point out that the festival avoids using the terms “Asian 
Extreme” and “Japanese Extreme” to advertise films because “it smacks of Western 
                                                
16 Well Go USA is a film distributor responsible for distributing several Sushi Typhoon films. They are 
featured in one of my case studies in Chapter Five.  
17 Honouring the deaths of Ken Takakura (“the Clint Eastwood of Japan”) and Bunta Sugawara in late-2014, 
according to the NYAFF website: “The Last Men of Japanese Film” highlighted the way these two Japanese 
legends “set the blueprint for what it meant to be a man in defeated postwar Japan. Their performances 
invented Japanese cool, decades before the government figured ‘cool’ was a marketable concept for its soft 
power ambitions” (“The Last Men”).  
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marketing companies othering the cinema.” Reflective of Chi-Yun Shin, Oliver Dew, and 
Daniel Martin’s work discussed in other chapters of this thesis, which highlights the way 
UK distributor Tartan Films aligns the violent and transgressive nature of Asian Extreme 
cinema with Asian culture in general, NYAFF programmers avoid relying on exotic 
representations of these films with an Orientalist view. Instead, De Rham explains that for 
NYAFF programmers, “the main appeal of early Sushi Typhoon work […] was slick 
production values and a playfulness with the material that was fresh and exciting.” While 
other case studies in this chapter demonstrate that it is common to rely on the “cool” or 
“weird” appeal of J-Splatter films to draw Western audiences, de Rham says they try to 
ensure that the programme descriptions for all of their films are “written in a way that 
prioritises fun for the audience, which is [their] focus for the festival.”  
 De Rham suggests that their priority for fun can also explain the decline of J-
Splatter films being featured at the festival: “We want our movies to feel new and fresh in 
some way to the audience and not retreads of what has come before.” He adds: “Horror is 
a great genre, but unfortunately it is also prone to cookie cutter, low budget film work and 
this is what we are seeing across Asia in recent years.” This sentiment, which is shared by 
Archembault (above) and JFF programmers Konomi and Cortez (below), is further 
explored in subsequent chapters, which consider why production of the current wave of 
extreme and splatter styles has significantly decreased across Asia. Another reason de 
Rham gives for having fewer J-splatter films on the programme in recent years is the 
festival's separation from former NYAFF co-director and Sushi Typhoon American division 
head, Marc Walkow. De Rham explains that NYAFF “is largely volunteer, so it gets very 
time consuming and stressful and people leave when they’ve had enough.” Though he 
maintains there was no direct connection between Sushi Typhoon and NYAFF, he admits 
that, because the programmers' personal tastes influence the films they choose for the 
festival, when Walkow was doing the selections, there were more horror and splatter films 
on the programme.  
 While the current lack of horror and splatter at the festival has also meant fewer cult 
programmes and events, social media has played an active part in the festival's 
maintenance of a community of avid fans who are interested in both the cult and 
transcultural experience of participating in an Asian film festival in New York. The Big 
Apple's cult cosmopolitans thrive on festivals like this and other Subway festivals such as 
the Old School Kung Fu Fest, where they can meet other like-minded audience members 
who have a taste for both international and non-mainstream culture. This is also evident 
on social media platforms such as Twitter, where users arrange meet-ups with other 
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festival attendees. A July 2011 tweet signals @planetchocko as a J-Splatter fan looking for 
other fans to bond over a love for Japanese cinema and food with: “Fellow #NYAFF, 
#JapanCuts, & #SushiTyphoon fiends in the NYC, DONBURIYA on 47th st. is open until 
4am! Lets [sic] get some Japanese grub on!” De Rham says the festival targets groups 
from meetup.com, such as NYC Non-Profit and Awesome Volunteers, as well as 
Facebook groups like Annyeong Korea with special group prices on tickets.   
NYAFF also uses Facebook to invite audience members to special events, such as 
the “Helldriver Director's Cut New York premiere with guests and after-party,” which was 
held as part of the 2011 festival to help support the Japan Society's Earthquake Relief 
Fund. Tickets to the event included admission to an after-party and a charity auction of film 
memorabilia. De Rham asserts:  
Social media is huge for our festival and we’ve seen the benefits of promoting our 
festival via Facebook, Twitter and our Newsletter. We have several very vocal fans 
that communicate to us via Facebook messaging and in the comments on our 
posts, but most of the interaction comes from people sharing [our posts] on their 
pages and getting people excited about the films.  
Social media is an essential part of NYAFF’s communication with audiences, and helps to 
emphasise festival spotlights and draw particular types of spectators, such as cult fans 
eager to get a hold of Sushi Typhoon memorabilia. As de Rham demonstrates, social 
media not only allows the festival to market itself, but also audiences to advertise for them. 
He reiterates: “Social media is our primary form of communication year round with our 
audience and without it we wouldn’t have such a dedicated and passionate fanbase.”  
 
Niche Film Festivals and Cult Cinema: Australia’s Japanese Film Festivals 
Australia’s travelling Japanese Film Festival (JFF) had approximately 25,000 attendees 
collectively across their various events around Australia in 2013. Though their cumulative 
attendance is only a tenth of Fantasia's in the same year, it remains the largest film festival 
dedicated solely to Japanese cinema in the world. Its main program tours between six 
major Australian cities, and 2014 marked the arrival of a main program in Auckland, as 
well. Other smaller, often free, events showing a select few of the films from the main 
program also take place in several other cities across Australia and New Zealand.  
The idea behind JFF began developing over 20 years ago, when founder and 
director Masafumi Konomi, a Japanese national who had moved to Sydney to study, was 
hired to work at the Japan Foundation’s Cultural Centre, which had just opened in Sydney. 
In a personal interview with Konomi in November 2014, he explained that he had always 
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been a film enthusiast, watching up to 150 films per year while he was studying, and was 
thrilled to discover that Sydney’s Japan Foundation had a film library offering around 200 
Japanese Films. However, this excitement quickly turned to disappointment when he 
learned that, for legal reasons, the films were not permitted to be shown outside of the 
Cultural Centre. Further limitations from the films’ distributors also meant they were not 
allowed to charge a fee for watching any of the films in their library, which meant they 
could not build a fund for expanding their collection. Konomi explained that, when he first 
arrived in Australia, everyone he met said their favourite Japanese film was 
Weatherwoman (1996), simply because it was what they knew from Australian public 
broadcasting network, SBS. While this “pink film”18 is far from mainstream, Konomi had 
earnestly hoped to hear that Australians were familiar with films he considered to have 
more artistic merit, such as those directed by Kurosawa or Ozu. It was then he decided 
that Australian audiences needed some Japanese film education and Konomi set out to 
find a way to bring Japanese cinema to the Sydney general public, even if at first it had to 
be for free.  
 For the first few years, the Japan Foundation head office agreed to send him a few 
new films that could be shown outside their Cultural Centre but, still, he could not charge 
anything for the screenings, which limited the future of the festival. Screening fees in 
Japan are quite high, and a large budget would be required to have the opportunity to 
make his own selections. However, in 2003, about six years after he started showcasing 
three films a year to Sydney audiences, laws changed, and Konomi was finally permitted 
to begin selling tickets for his little festival. From there, his budget for three films turned to 
six, and six to eight, and finally, in 2006, with an increased allowance due to the 30th 
anniversary of the Basic Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation between Australia and 
Japan, Konomi was able to visit a couple dozen distributors in Japan and managed to 
secure contracts to exhibit fifteen films for Sydney’s 9th annual Japanese Film Festival. 
Though Konomi knew it was likely he would have to go back to showing six films the 
following year, without the additional budget, 5000 people ended up attending the 2006 
festival and it continued to grow from there, with another 15 films and 6500 attendees in 
2007. In 2015, Konomi returned to Japan to focus on sourcing films and expanding JFF to 
become a global festival.  
 Offering a range of classic, contemporary and new release Japanese films, from 
drama to horror to anime, JFF now boasts opening and closing night events that often sell 
out, and special events like panel discussions and school screenings. In 2012, with over 
                                                
18  This type of Japanese cinema is introduced in Chapter Three. 
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40 films on the programme, JFF began to use a tag list to help audiences choose the films 
they wanted to see. The 25 categories on offer in the 2013 programme transcended 
traditional generic boundaries – from “Box Office Hits” to “Internationally Acclaimed” to 
“Only in Japan.” By using these labels that signalled their inclusion of mainstream/popular 
cinema, arthouse values, and cult, respectively, JFF could effectively demonstrate that 
they now had something for everyone. For 2014, the “Genres/Tags” list was cut down to 
nine, limiting the options to more familiar genres, such as comedy and drama, though the 
inclusion of non-generic categories like “Food” and “Cult,” suggest some popular themes 
that Western audiences are likely to associate with Japanese cinema and culture. The 
new cult category has been limited to five films in its first two years, with repeat 
contributions from notorious Japanese Extreme filmmaker Sion Sono and the final two 
films in the J-Horror franchise Ju-On, both directed by Masayuki Ochiai in 2014 and 2015 
respectively.  
Notably, the festival shied away from horror from the beginning, despite being a 
genre long associated with Japanese cinema, though with the introduction of the cult 
programme in 2014, some J-Horror films such as Ju-on began to be grouped into this 
category. In a 2015 interview with JFF programme co-ordinator Margarett Cortez, she 
explained that they tend to receive very few screeners for J-Horror films (only two for the 
2015 festival), so there are never enough on the programme to warrant its own category. 
Furthermore, Konomi explained that, in his opinion, J-Horror reached its peak with Ringu 
(Nakata, 1998) and the first couple of Ju-on films (Shimizu, 2002, 2003). However, he 
decided in 2014, since most of the films on the programme were mainstream in order to 
attract a broader Australian audience that was not necessarily familiar with Japanese 
cinema, he would group together the more independent films to try to target smaller, cult 
audiences that might be less likely to attend the festival for the mainstream content. 
Although there had already been a small number of anime included on the programme in 
the years prior, Konomi said he wanted to “educate the audience, as well as make the 
audience satisfied,” meaning that he expected the more mainstream films to be more 
appealing, but also wanted to give audiences a broader experience of Japanese cinema. 
While association with J-Horror anchored contemporary Japanese cinema to a “lowbrow” 
pop culture genre of film, JFF's inclusion of Japanese cult cinema allows the festival to 
instead embrace a style of filmmaking more distinctly aligned with Western stereotypes of 
cool and/or weird Japan. 
 While cool Japan is implied by the cult label that suggests a “so bad it's good” 
reading of the films, weird Japan is signified in the JFF programme descriptions, which 
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read much like the J-Splatter blurbs in the Fantasia programmes. For example, Tokyo 
Tribe (Sono, 2014) is described as “outrageous, crude, weirdly comic and never 
predictable” and anime After School Midnighters (Hitoshi, 2012) a “wacky CG-animation 
musical.” The JFF tagline for Why Don't You Play in Hell (Sono, 2013) paints a similar 
picture: “In a bizarre showcase of gangster violence taken to comic extremes, who will be 
the last one standing?” The 2015 festival programme cult category uses the same 
vocabulary based on Western notions of weird Japan, including Takashi Miike's 2014 film 
As the Gods Will, which is described as “wild and truly bizarre,” while one of Sion Sono's 
five films released in 2015, Tag, is called a “gore-fest” with “no shortage of blood and 
violence.” Each of these descriptions appeals to the reputation Japan has achieved in the 
West for their depictions of strange and often extreme narratives and imagery within their 
cinema.  
 Yet, in spite of attempting to appeal to these sentiments, a 2015 online marketing 
survey distributed amongst JFF’s e-newsletter subscribers is telling: amongst 252 
respondents, the majority wanted to see comedies and romances, while horror and cult 
proved to be the least popular categories. Though respondents were permitted to select 
more than one genre, 169 selected drama (67.1%) and 158 comedy (62.7%), while only 
52 chose cult (20.6%) and 40 horror (15.9%). It seems even films about Japanese cuisine 
was a more desirable option for Sydney JFF audiences, with 66 (26.2%) responding that 
they would like to see films in the “food” category. Interestingly, anime was the third most 
popular category, with 128 (50.8%), suggesting that many respondents do not consider 
anime to also be cult. Although respondents' cultural background was not included on this 
survey, Cortez confirms that 80% of respondents were non-Japanese. Similarly, on the 
2014 voting cards distributed to audiences at every screening across the country, 19% 
indicated they were Japanese and 80% indicated they were non-Japanese, with a 1% 
margin for those who did not select either. While 15% of the respondents selecting non-
Japanese did not fill in their cultural background in the space provided, amongst those 
who did, 24% said they were from Australia and New Zealand, 20% said they were from 
other Western countries in North America and Europe, 5% from South America and Africa 
and the rest (36%) were from other Asian countries besides Japan. Although Cortez 
admits “cultural background” can be difficult to interpret because many Australian citizens 
associate with other cultural backgrounds, particularly those of Asian descent, this data 
reveals that the festival appeals to a much broader audience than just the Japanese 
diasporic communities across Australia. Furthermore, 31.3% of the respondents to the 
2015 survey conducted in Sydney were between the ages of 25 and 34, suggesting that 
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the vast majority of the festival attendees were unlikely to be visiting Sydney on study 
abroad programs, and 46.8% of respondents indicated they had been to JFF in three or 
more previous years, which indicates a long-term stay in Australia.  
 At the 2015 festival in Sydney, JFF hosted a cosplay contest prior to the screening 
of As the Gods Will. In the spirit of the film's high school-based, gory elimination theme, 
attendees were asked to dress up in their best Battle Royale-inspired costumes. While 
very few were non-Asian in appearance, each participant enthusiastically embraced the 
opportunity to dress up in a Japanese school uniform and demonstrate their knowledge of 
notorious Japanese Extreme film Battle Royale, where a bus-load of students are taken 
out to an island and forced to participate in a gruesome game designed by their crazed 
teacher (Takeshi Kitano) that permits only one survivor to return home at the end. This 
cult-inspired event drew festival attendees splattered in fake blood and wearing torn up 
shirts, with the Western participants most actively soliciting votes through audience 
cheering.  
 Nichols uses Dean MacCannell's idea of “back region knowledge” to describe the 
tourist experience of visiting film festivals, hoping “to go behind appearances to grasp the 
meaning of things as those who present them would, to step outside our (inescapable) 
status as outsiders and diagnosticians to attain a more intimate, more authentic form of 
experience” (19). The 2015 JFF offered this kind of transcultural experience through 
events like the cosplay competition described above, and by marketing itself to Australian 
audiences as “A Bite of Japan.” Furthermore, adopting MasterChef Australia winner Adam 
Liaw as the 2015 Cultural Ambassador, the festival focused on Japanese cinema as 
“another one of Japan's awesome exports, along with food, that we just can't live without” 
(“About”). Cortez explains that the festival marketing team chooses their ambassadors 
based on a connection to Japan and the media buzz they will potentially create for JFF. 
The participation of Japanese soccer player Shinji Ono as the JFF 2013 Cultural 
Ambassador also demonstrates a stronger focus on drawing cultural connections between 
Japan and Australia (Ono is a star player for the Western Sydney Wanderers in Australia's 
A-League), rather than limiting the festival to an exclusively film context.  
According to Iordanova's functions of film festivals, then, JFF's main purpose is to 
strengthen Australia's ties with Japan, ultimately promoting Japanese tourism. Despite 
currently being the largest festival dedicated solely to Japanese cinema, JFF is still 
relatively small at just over 30,000 attendees Australia-wide (across six festivals), so most 
of the films are solicited by Konomi, rather than submitted by filmmakers and producers for 
the exposure to marketing and distribution opportunities typically offered by festivals. 
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Furthermore, the transcultural Japanese experience on offer at JFF is a broad one 
because the festival exclusively showcases Japanese cinema, in comparison to 
international film festivals offering a range of films from different countries. Thus, while the 
cult programme presents a back region taste of “cool Japan” and “weird Japan,” other 
categories at the festival highlight diverse aspects of Japanese culture, ranging from 
technological anime to “Soldiers and Samurai.” 
 
Niche Film Festivals and the Transcultural Experience: Beyond “Imagined 
Communities” 
Catering to audiences who are in search of something unavailable at the local multiplex or 
even larger art film festivals, niche film festivals are essential in the exhibition of films that 
are not for everyone. While some niche festivals draw much wider audiences or show 
more mainstream films than others, all offer an alternative to large international festivals 
like Cannes, Toronto, and Venice, while also avoiding Hollywood cinema that can be 
accessed at the local multiplex. The distinction can be marked by the elite status that 
festivals like Cannes maintain by holding a limited number of public events during the ten-
day festival, or by the programming of large festivals which focus predominantly on red 
carpet events featuring Hollywood celebrities, alongside a selection of art house films from 
around the globe. Meanwhile, niche festivals are designed to target a niche market, a 
much more defined group of festival attendees who share an interest in a specific genre of 
films or those from a particular country or region of the world. For example, Fantasia is a 
niche festival because of its original focus on Asian cinema and its emphasis on fantastic 
or imaginative genre cinema. While it draws much larger crowds than a more focused 
festival like NYAFF or JFF, it distinguishes itself by showing films that are unlikely to be 
screened in the multiplex, or even at larger festivals. Similarly, NYAFF caters to a niche 
audience in New York with an interest in Asian cinema and culture, while JFF targets an 
even more defined community (though more widely spread throughout the country) of 
Australian residents with a desire to engage with Japanese cinema and culture.  
 In her historical overview of film festivals, Wong notes that, since the 1980s, “many 
smaller festivals... have taken shape with more limited goals in mind” (52). Because of 
these limited goals, it has become essential to really understand the audience being 
targeted; in comparison to the big international festivals, which target a much broader 
group of people, including those willing to travel to attend the festival, the key to a 
successful niche festival is locating a community that is likely to engage with this particular 
content and find the best films to help them do so. Fantasia, for example, takes place in 
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Montreal, known for being Canada's cultural capital, though it is not as highly populated 
with Asian communities as other major Canadian cities like Toronto and Vancouver. With 
this in mind, Fantasia targets a predominantly Anglo- and Francophone community that is 
drawn to the alternative culture represented by the festival.  
 As explained earlier in this chapter, unlike the festivals designed for the “imagined 
communities” examined in the second volume of the Film Festival Yearbook series, 
Fantasia, NYAFF and JFF have distinctly different goals in mind. While the film festivals for 
imagined communities target the diasporic communities being represented on screen, 
each of the festivals examined here is created as a transcultural experience for local 
communities to learn about other cultures through cinema, while still taking slightly 
different views about what is of value in those cultures. Unlike other niche festivals like 
Sydney's new Women Media Arts and Film Festival or the Queer Screen Festival (also in 
Sydney), both of which have a “for us, by us” mentality where the filmmakers are part of 
the same anticipated community as the spectators, Fantasia, NYAFF, and JFF all set out 
to share Asian/Japanese culture with Western audiences. Likewise, Wong accurately 
points out: “A Chinese film festival is not the same as a Chinese American film festival” 
(52). Though she does not elaborate, presumably the major difference Wong is getting at 
is the goal of the festival: my interpretation is that a Chinese film festival, much like JFF 
with Japanese cinema or NYAFF with Asian cinema more generally, is aimed at providing 
predominantly non-Chinese audiences with a taste of Chinese cinema, while a Chinese 
American festival is meant to draw this particular community together to celebrate their 
shared culture. Still, both festivals would share the same status as niche festivals, 
targeting a specific group of people with shared interests.  
 Yet, this celebration of Japanese culture and extreme cinema that is shared by 
Fantasia, NYAFF and JFF audiences is something that would have been much less likely 
during the 20 year period of the 1950s and 1960s that is the focus of Stringer's study of 
Japanese cinema, outlined above. For Stringer, the international “discovery” of films such 
as Rashomon (Kurosawa, 1950) is attributable to “[t]he rarefied, highbrow or exclusive 
atmosphere of these particular international film festivals” as well as “the perceived 
exoticism and relatively unknown and unseen quality of Japanese cinema at this time” 
(77). However, in the 21st century, the enthusiasm for more specialised film festivals is 
increasingly motivated by the internet, which, in addition to the social media platforms 
analysed above, offers online databases and forums, video clips and trailers, to increase 
awareness of the broad range of Japanese material available. The relationship between 
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Japanese cult cinema and digital media will be further explored in Chapter Five, where I 
analyse the marketing and distribution of Japanese Extreme to Western audiences. 
 Nichols describes the transcultural experience of watching films from other 
countries at film festivals as “going native” (17). He uses Iranian films as a case study, 
describing how it is possible to experience a “world of wind, sand and dust, of veiled 
women and stoic men, of unusual tempos and foreign rhythms” all within “the confines of 
the movie theatre” (17). This festival experience, according to Nichols, “affords an ideal 
opportunity to enjoy the pleasures of film's imaginary signifiers” (17). Both Nichols' theory 
about “going native” and Christian Metz's concept of the imaginary signifier, which posits 
that spectators apply their own context and understanding of the world to the films they 
view, effectively describe the experience of watching J-Splatter films at festivals, 
overflowing as they are with representations of Japanese popular culture. Furthermore, 
festival events, such as JFF’s cosplay competition held before a Sydney screening of 
Takashi Miike film As the Gods Will (2014), allow audiences to actively engage with the 
film outside of the actual screening. While most of the twelve participants had an Asian 
cultural background, there were two Caucasian participants who enthusiastically dressed 
for the occasion, embracing the opportunity to dress as this infamous Japanese cultural 
symbol.  
 In addition to sharing this transcultural experience, the shared interests of these 
niche festival audiences are also dependent on taste and cultural capital, as elaborated 
above in the context of Fantasia. Similarly, JFF's decision to use a “cult” category and host 
cult events helps to draw audiences who are not only interested in Japanese culture, but 
also seek an opportunity to demonstrate their alternative tastes. Like the portrait Wilinsky 
paints of art houses being “firmly associated with a sense of exclusivity,” these festivals 
appeal to spectators eager to avoid the Hollywood blockbusters that the middlebrow 
audiences are flocking to the cinemas to passively enjoy (80). Akin to the arthouses she 
describes, festivals offer an environment that encourages audiences to engage more with 
the films. This is done in a number of ways, such as by providing Q&A sessions with the 
directors or actors of the films screening at the festival, as Fantasia does, or by organising 
special events, like the cosplay party described above for audiences at JFF. NYAFF also 
holds midnight screenings, traditionally associated with cult cinema, drawing a particular 
type of participatory audience to J-Splatter films like Alien vs. Ninja and Mutant Girls 
Squad. Further analysis of the participatory nature of niche film festivals and cult cinema 
will be considered in Chapter Six, where I present data from my phenomenological 
analysis of audiences at three festivals and exhibitions screening J-Splatter films.  
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Conclusion  
With examples from niche film festivals in Canada, the United States, and Australia, this 
chapter has demonstrated how festival programmers market J-Splatter films to Western 
audiences. All three festivals appeal to cult fans in different ways, with Fantasia 
highlighting the value of alternative culture and preferences for bad taste while JFF draws 
more on the fascination with the weird and cool aspects of Japanese culture. Furthermore, 
in addition to midnight screenings at NYAFF, engagement through social media platforms 
also demonstrates the cult appeal of the festival, with Facebook events inviting users to 
opening night parties which encourage attendees to get involved by dressing up or bidding 
for film memorabilia at an after-party auction. Online correspondence between festival 
programmers and attendees also reveals a shared passion for Asian cinema and culture 
through special events and organised meet-ups. The transcultural experience created by 
each of these events allows spectators to “go native” by engaging with Japanese culture 
through screenings and additional events organised by the festivals, such as cosplay 
competitions, Q&A sessions at screenings, and festival parties. As Nichols observes, film 
festivals provide an invaluable opportunity to “discover form and infer meaning” from 
different cultures by showcasing international cinema which Western audiences are 
otherwise unlikely to see.  
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Chapter Five 
“Somebody’s Got A Bloody Job To Do”: 
Marketing and Distributing Japanese Extreme in the Age of Digital Media 
 
A March 2009 post on Madman Entertainment’s online “Madboard” forum announced that 
eight Madman films made it into the top ten on Japanese cinema website Midnight Eye’s 
reader poll for favourite Japanese films of 2009. They included J-Splatter film Vampire Girl 
vs. Frankenstein Girl, as well as two films by Japanese Extreme filmmakers Takashi Miike 
and Sion Sono: Yatterman (Miike, 2009) and Love Exposure (Sono, 2009). The Madboard 
allows Madman representatives and film enthusiasts of the general public to login and post 
their thoughts and opinions about cinema in general, and Madman films in particular. The 
distribution company’s effort to interact with fans online creates the opportunity not only to 
promote particular films, but also to collect statistics on their customers’ preferences. This 
is but one of many examples explored in this chapter of how film distribution and digital 
media have come together over the past decade to move the cinematic experience online. 
Whereas we once heard about new films through the local cinema, newspaper, or word of 
mouth, today the Internet is a key source of information for almost anything we need to 
know regarding releases of new entertainment media.  
 This chapter investigates how distribution companies in Australia (Madman 
Entertainment, also distributing to New Zealand) and America (Well Go USA, also 
distributing to Canada) market J-Splatter films to Western audiences through online DVD 
sales and social media to attract a particular international fan base. Following their 
theatrical releases at international film festivals, the distribution of these films for home 
viewing indicates particular trends in the relationship between the films’ content and their 
audiences, with marketing strategies targeting viewers drawn to over-the-top violence 
and/or an interest in Japanese culture. Once again using Iain Robert Smith's concept of 
“cult cosmopolitanism,” introduced in earlier chapters, for a constructive reading of the 
Western consumption of Japanese popular culture, I focus on specific portrayals of excess 
(i.e., extreme violence) and otherness (i.e., stereotypical “Japaneseness”) that are 
highlighted to draw the attention of foreign audiences through tag lines and images 
depicted on the DVD covers of J-Splatter films such as Tokyo Gore Police, Vampire Girl 
vs. Frankenstein Girl, and Mutant Girls Squad.  
This chapter also uses empirical data collected from personal interviews with 
representatives at Madman and Well Go USA to overcome a lack of research in the field of 
Japanese Extreme distribution. These interviews offer insight into a range of distribution 
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strategies and sales patterns for J-Splatter films, as well as indications of the recent 
decline of this style of filmmaking. The use of Australian and American case studies allows 
for a broadening of scholarship on Japanese and Asian Extreme distribution, which 
formerly focused on the British context of Tartan Films.  
The final sections of this chapter look more broadly at how Japanese content has 
been marketed to Western audiences, and how the relationship between cult cinema and 
digital media has affected global distribution, using examples from a range of J-Splatter 
films. Finally, this chapter addresses what appears to be the winding down of J-Splatter 
production and discusses the potential for this style to continue to flourish through digital 
media.  
 
Critical Approaches to Film Marketing and Distribution  
Earlier chapters of this thesis discussed Oliver Dew, Chi-yun Shin and Daniel Martin's 
analysis of UK-distributor Tartan Films' methods for marketing Asian Extreme cinema to 
Western audiences. Writing on Orientalism and Japanese Cinema, Gary Needham has 
observed that “more than any other Asian cinema, Japan has consistently occupied a 
discursive position of otherness” (8). Like Needham, Dew, Shin and Martin all contend that 
it is Western branding and marketing, such as Tartan’s use of the “Asia Extreme” 
distribution label, that is primarily responsible for this othering within Western perceptions 
of Asian cinema and culture more generally. Shin's reading of the Tartan Asia Extreme 
brand as a label suggests that the company's success is based more on “Western 
perceptions and obsessions about East Asian countries than what people or societies are 
like in these countries” (97). Similarly, Martin's book Extreme Asia focuses on “[t]he 
strategies and marketing campaigns used by Tartan Films to promote these films to a wide 
British audience,” including techniques of domestication (introduced in Chapter Four) and 
Orientalising to make the films appeal to a wide range of audiences interested in material 
that is similar to Hollywood cinema as well as something more exotic (1). 
Virginia Crisp has also examined British distribution methods for East Asian films 
(including, but not exclusive to, Tartan). In addition to Tartan, Crisp’s 2015 book Film 
Distribution in the Digital Age considers the distribution methods of another UK-based 
company, Third Window Films, which specialises in distributing Japanese cinema to British 
audiences. Crisp interprets how these two independent players have contributed widely to 
the British market for East Asian cinema, using interviews with representatives from both 
companies as evidence. She notes that Adam Torel from Third Window “suggested that 
informal networks of information were also utilised […] to ascertain the domestic success 
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of possible releases in their countries of origin. These might be friends, relatives, or 
informal industry contacts in various East Asian countries” (48). Crisp argues, then, that 
independent distributors like Tartan and Third Window, while formal distribution 
companies, nevertheless rely on the intersection of formal and informal networks and 
methods. Crisp’s interpretation of this formal and informal crossroad indicates the 
emphasis placed on catering to target audiences and the cult appeal of choosing films 
based on word of mouth rather than screenings at big name film festivals or big budget 
campaigns (49). Though the focus of her book is not on Western audiences’ relationship 
with Asian culture, she does highlight the way Tartan capitalised on the appeal of the 
exotic and bizarre films coming out of East Asia, consistently positioning them in 
opposition to the mainstream (53). This is evidence of the importance of social and cultural 
capital to distributors when marketing East Asian cinema, with an emphasis on the value 
of Asian cinema and culture as a unique and exotic experience for Western audiences. 
Similarly, my study demonstrates how distribution companies outside the UK 
highlight particular elements of J-Splatter films they imagine would appeal to Western 
audiences. These include Japanese iconography and stereotypes of Japanese culture, 
such as Mt. Fuji, geisha and cute/sexy schoolgirls, which will be discussed in more detail 
throughout the chapter. Shin also observes the major influence distribution companies can 
have over consumers' understanding of genres and national cinemas. She points out: 
“because the Asia Extreme label became the most prominent and dominant mode of East 
Asian film canons at least in the UK and the US, it became an essential indicator for East 
Asian cinema and came to 'represent' the Asian cinema as a whole” (97). With Western 
audiences increasingly trusting these cinematic depictions as true representations of 
Japanese culture, distributors are able to draw the attention of consumers by using images 
that are easily recognisable to audiences who have minimal pre-existing awareness of the 
culture.   
 Oliver Dew also writes on the way Tartan has marketed the Asia Extreme label, 
using the concept of “hype” to analyse how “films can be constructed as 'dispersible texts': 
Products that can be sold to multiple audience niches” (53). Dew defines hype for the 
purpose of his article as the ability transnational media conglomerates have “to multiply 
satellite texts, merchandising and numerous other 'invitations-to-view' around their core 
cinematic product,” and he cites Thomas Austin's 2001 work Hollywood, Hype and 
Audiences as influential research in this field (53). Barbara Klinger and Mark Jancovich 
have also used the term “hype” to understand film distribution in terms of a commercialised 
process of marketing and sales. While Dew notes that this “basic business imperative” was 
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previously limited to Hollywood distributors, he argues that digital media now allows for 
even small independent distributors to build a brand incorporating “those titles with less 
potential for stand-alone, cross-over appeal” (53), as Asia Extreme and other labels like 
Eastern Eye, discussed throughout this chapter, have succeeded in doing. More recently, 
Jonathan Gray has focused on the “paratext” in his 2010 book Show Sold Separately. 
Gray explains that a paratext, built from the word para, which means “beside, adjacent to,” 
is simultaneously separate from and similar to the text (6). Paratexts are often responsible 
for hype, and Gray points out that, while we tend to view these things negatively as 
marketing schemes, paratexts “establish frames and filters through which we look at, listen 
to, and interpret the texts that they hype” (3).  
 Ramon Lobato and Mark David Ryan also suggest that audience familiarity with a 
particular genre, based on conventions and iconography, is relied upon to sell films. 
Lobato and Ryan highlight the important relationship between genre and film distribution, 
focusing specifically on the horror genre. For example, recognisable horror subgenres 
such as vampire, zombie, or other monster films offer well-known iconography as a 
valuable marketing tool; this iconography is used on movie posters and in trailers to attract 
viewers interested in a specific type of film. In addition to my interpretation of the way 
distributors use Japanese stereotypes to target Western audiences, this chapter also 
considers iconography associated with splatter and extreme cinema in its marketing 
materials. By comparing the spatters of blood across the majority of J-Splatter films to the 
imagery used to promote American torture porn films, which more subtly incorporates 
potential weapons without revealing their use, I contend that genre is used to market films 
to particular audiences. Ryan and Lobato add that this relationship works both ways: not 
only does genre influence film distribution, but distribution also affects genre “through its 
capacity to circulate or withhold individual texts and groups of texts” (192). Indeed, 
extreme cinema has become popularised as a filmmaking style due to its reputation 
amongst audiences drawn to the excess and ultra-violence its name suggests.  
 Dew's writing on Asia Extreme also considers the way certain films which originated 
from Japan, such as Spirited Away and Pokemon have been so Americanised that “they 
are excluded from the category of 'Japanese film' within marketing discourses,” and 
echoes Shin’s observation above, adding that “'Japanese cinema' in the UK is largely 
marketed within the 'extreme' paradigm” (55). In a broader cultural studies context, Anne 
Allison and Koichi Iwabuchi have made similar observations about the Western 
consumption of Japanese products, noting the way certain Japanese exports come across 
as more Japanese than others. Allison writes about the US importing of Japanese goods 
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such Sony's Walkman and Pokemon (the television series and films, as well as 
merchandise like trading cards), looking at how these products have a non-Japanese 
appeal as globalised commodities. Iwabuchi also considers how Japanese exports are 
received internationally, using his own concept of “cultural odour” to explain the different 
levels of Japaneseness attached to goods exported to Western countries. While 
Iwabuchi's terminology may come across as offensive, he uses it to Iwabuchi uses this 
term in an attempt to understand the relationship between Japan and the West, focusing 
on how  
cultural features of a country of origin and images or ideas of its national, in most 
cases stereotyped, way of life are associated positively with a particular product in 
the consumption process […] Such images are often related to exoticism, such as 
the image of the Japanese samurai or the geisha girl. (Iwabuchi 27, italics in 
original)   
Iwabuchi argues that, while imported products are rarely “culturally neutral,” always 
bearing the “cultural imprint of the producing country,” Japanese exports tend to have 
more distinct levels of cultural odour, determining the different ways they are received by 
Western consumers. This chapter uses Iwabuchi's theory to determine how heavily 
Western film distributors rely on Japanese cultural odour in their marketing of J-Splatter 
films.  
 As demonstrated in Chapter Four, in addition to focusing on Japanese stereotypes 
and extreme elements of these films, festival programmes have also highlighted the cult 
appeal of J-Splatter films to attract Western audiences. Ernest Mathijs and Jamie Sexton 
argue that cult cinema “has an audience that resists being told what to like and that is 
inventive in circumventing prescribed consumption” (29). Film distributors and marketers 
work around this by appealing to cult audiences by highlighting the “bad” elements of the 
films. Dead Ball, for example, is presented on the Well Go website as “[a] hilariously 
offensive, politically incorrect sports splatter comedy” and “a riotous, over-the-top epic of 
excess.” Mathijs and Sexton add that films are also aligned “with certain causes or social 
issues – a favourite technique of exploitation cinema” to increase their cult value (30). 
While most distribution companies do not take this extra step in their marketing 
campaigns, Iguchi and Nishimura both do this themselves in interviews, where they draw 
attention to Japanese social issues like police privatisation and schoolgirl fetishism. 
Finally, Mathijs and Sexton also highlight a significant point made by Matthew Ragas in 
The Power of Cult Branding, regarding the importance of concentrating on marketing films 
to existing cult fans rather than trying to find new ones: “a film that wants to be cult needs 
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to look for cultists” (31). Much like the festival programmers described in Chapter Four, 
distributors take advantage of cult fans’ desire to be cult fans by using cult categories and 
tags to organise their films. Helldriver, for example, is listed on the Monster Pictures 
website in both the “Japanese Horror Movies” category and the “Cult Horror Movies” 
category.  
 Addressing more topical concerns in cult cinema, Sexton and Matt Hills' special 
issue of the New Review of Film and Television from January 2015 draws together a 
series of papers under the title “Cult Cinema and Technological Change.” Exploring “the 
increased networking opportunities afforded by the Internet” (Hills and Sexton 1), this 
issue approaches the digital distribution of cult cinema through both positive and negative 
lenses. Hills' concept of “excessive accessibility” describes “a feared loss of the rare” (4), 
highlighting one of the traditional defining attributes of cult cinema: obscure material that is 
not easily accessible to the masses. Hills uses midnight movies and the UK phenomenon 
of video nasties as examples of cult movie experiences that thrived on exclusivity and 
separation from the mainstream. I add that J-Splatter has taken part in a similar cult 
process due to its exhibition being predominantly limited to niche festivals and special 
events. While these films are often formally and informally distributed online as well, 
awareness about them is still mostly spread through word of mouth, allowing their 
exclusivity to continue despite their digital presence. In comparison to the earlier days of 
cult cinema when audiences had to accumulate knowledge about alternative cinema by 
actually “being there,” Hills contemplates the accessibility of online media platforms like 
YouTube, which allow viewers to “build up their textual awareness” through excerpts of 
cult films (14).  
 Though Hills and Sexton's issue of New Review is the most recent collection of 
work devoted to the rapidly changing relationship between cult cinema and digital media, 
older literature on this subject includes a pair of Cineaste symposia published in 2008, one 
in print form titled “Cult Cinema: A Critical Symposium,” and the other web-based, titled 
“Cult Film: A Critical Symposium.” These symposia feature the same introduction and pose 
the same questions, but offer responses from different cult cinema experts. Much like Hills' 
concern for “excessive accessibility” outlined above, the questions in the symposia relate 
to the “mainstreaming” of cult cinema, including its changing social functions and venues, 
and how this affects the overall cult experience.  
 In Dina Iordanova's introduction to her 2012 edited collection, Digital Disruption, she 
offers several examples of how digital disruption has occurred, including email dominating 
traditional mail delivery services, and electronic books and online booksellers like Amazon 
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sending major bookstores into bankruptcy. However, the core focus of Iordanova's text is 
on how online streaming and downloading have all but wiped out conventional video sales 
and rental services. Stuart Cunningham and Jon Silver contribute to this collection with an 
analysis of formal (legal) online distribution, considering how various global territories have 
taken part in this “dynamically changing landscape of screen culture” (33). With North 
America and Australia at the centre of my research, it is significant to note that, according 
to Cunningham and Silver, while North America dominates the commercial market, 
controlling 95% of online film distribution, the Australian market is underdeveloped for two 
reasons: a lack of online movie services (33), and strict limits on broadband usage and 
downloading (45). In the four years since Digital Disruption was published, Australia has 
introduced a number of online streaming platforms, such as Netflix Australia and StanTV, 
and most Internet providers are now offering packaged deals to allow for unlimited 
streaming/downloading in an effort to remain competitive with American services. 
Nevertheless, Australia still struggles to keep up, with only a fraction of the content 
available on domestic streaming and video on demand (VOD) services compared to the 
United States. Furthermore, in both regions, these services continue to be dominated by 
Hollywood films and American television series. In this chapter, I analyse these services in 
order to evaluate the varying access Western audiences now have to Japanese Extreme 
titles through emerging online portals. Though the last section of this chapter briefly 
considers the way online audiences access and engage with these texts, most of my 
analysis here focuses on industrial distribution practices, while Chapter Four and Six both 
look more closely at audience reception in terms of J-Splatter spectators.  
 
Methodology: Interviews, Cover Art, Online Forums  
In this chapter, I consider how film distribution in Australia and North America has 
established notoriety for the J-Splatter style of filmmaking across global cult audiences, 
and the ways it could potentially continue to do so through the adoption of new distribution 
methods, predominantly by engaging with digital media. I have chosen to focus on 
Australian and North American distributors for this thesis in order to broaden scholarship 
on Japanese and Asian Extreme distribution, moving beyond the existing focus that has 
been exclusively on UK-based Tartan Films since its conception of the Asia Extreme label 
in 2002. Furthermore, J-Splatter distribution in the UK, which was not affiliated with Tartan, 
has been less consistent than North America and Australia, with several of the Sushi 
Typhoon films being released in the UK via Melbourne's Monster Pictures.  
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This chapter presents interviews with representatives for Madman Entertainment 
and Well Go USA, offering insight into a range of distribution strategies and sales patterns 
for J-Splatter films, with indications across the board of the decline of this style of 
filmmaking. Much like the interviewing methodology outlined in Chapter Four, my 
correspondence with representatives from the distribution companies listed above took a 
semi-structured approach, by working a list of core questions into a more open-ended 
discussion about J-Splatter distribution and company strategies for and experiences with 
marketing and selling these films. This allowed me to address specific research questions 
relating to my own study, while also learning more about the distribution process in 
general. While my interview with Madman was conducted in person, correspondence with 
the other distributors, as well as Twitch founder Todd Brown, was done through email. 
While the face-to-face interviews were certainly more personal, asynchronous interviewing 
through email did allow for more detailed, and sometimes researched, answers. For 
example, Archembault and de Rham would follow up with further information regarding 
names and dates later on in our ongoing dialogues. This also provided more time for me to 
strategise responses and ask more pointed questions. Nevertheless, I was able to obtain 
the information I sought in each situation, with the exception of a definitive answer about 
the fate of Sushi Typhoon, which I suspect only a few people have been privy to, including 
Marc Walkow whom I was unsuccessful in tracking down.  
 Other primary research for this chapter involved examining different distributors' 
copies of J-Splatter DVDs to compare how these films are marketed in various countries, 
including translations from Japanese releases. I also compare them to more mainstream 
American horror films to consider how diverse marketing and distribution strategies are 
used to distribute these films to distinctive audiences. By accessing different versions of 
these films through international online sales agents like YesAsia.com, I was able to 
analyse cover imagery and tag lines in order to pinpoint which aspects of the films are 
most frequently used by distributors around the world for marketing purposes. This 
included emphasis on both Japanese culture and extreme violence, as represented by 
images of schoolgirls, geisha and ninja, and tag lines such as “Somebody's Got a Bloody 
Job to Do.”  I also gained insight on the preferences of J-Splatter audiences through 
various online forums and message boards, where friends and foes alike are able to post 
comments recommending other similar films of the same style and/or origin and 
suggesting different viewing methods, such as where to stream online and how to order 
DVDs to a particular country.  
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North American J-Splatter Distribution: Well Go USA and Funimation 
While the theatrical releases of many J-Splatter films have been brought to North 
American screens directly through Tokyo-based production company Nikkatsu, screening 
at niche film festivals and then never formally released on DVD, those that have had the 
widest distribution across the United States and Canada have predominantly come from 
Texas-based Well Go USA. Most notably, between October 2011 and April 2013, Well Go 
coordinated a five-picture release deal to distribute Sushi Typhoon films Helldriver, Mutant 
Girls Squad, Yakuza Weapon, Karate-Robo Zaborgar and Dead Ball to American 
audiences. With all five of the DVD cases featuring the Sushi Typhoon logo in the top 
corner, these films target a particular market of J-Splatter fans familiar with this production 
company and their niche style. Furthermore, comparisons below of the artwork and tag 
lines for Japanese releases and Western releases of these films have proven telling. 
Although the Sushi Typhoon artwork is typically the same for all releases, there are added 
spatters of blood across the North American and Australian DVD covers. This, along with 
the tag lines highlighting the films' excess and otherness, is used to draw Western 
audiences in a distinct way from techniques used to market the films to Japanese 
audiences. Following an overview of the distributors being analysed in this chapter, the 
sections below closely examine the relationship between Japan, the West, and cult 
cinema, using comparisons of the different releases to draw conclusions about J-Splatter 
marketing and distribution in various countries.  
 The Well Go USA website indicates that the company's goal is to bring “top content, 
including the best in Action, Genre and Independent films from the US and around the 
world.” However, despite the company's intention to keep up with the latest trends in 
action cinema, by the time these films reached the American home-viewing audience in 
2011-2012, audience demand for this subset of the J-Horror genre seemed to be 
decreasing, which Well Go’s Emerging Media and Film Exhibition Manager, Crystal 
Decker Orren, suggests was perhaps “due to an over-proliferation of those types of titles.” 
She observes that:  
While Asian Extreme titles continue to engage with audiences as part of Well Go’s 
extended catalogue, rabid fan demand hit the peak of its movement around the 
time of Machine Girl, Vampire Girl vs Frankenstein Girl, and Helldriver – at least 
that’s what we were hearing from fans in the US. (Orren) 
This has been reflected in the lack of J-Splatter distribution across North America in 
general between 2013-2016. While films such as Gothic Lolita Battle Bear and Ninja War 
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of Torakage have been screened at niche festivals in Montreal and New York, as outlined 
in Chapter Four, they are yet to secure DVD distribution by mid-2016.  
 Orren insists, however, that Asian Extreme still receives attention at Well Go. 
Japanese-Indonesian co-production Killers (Mo Brothers, 2015), for example, received a 
limited theatrical release in January 2015 and is now available to order on Blu-Ray, DVD, 
or digital HD through Well Go’s catalogue. Orren explains that one of the reasons the 
theatrical release for the film was so limited was because the “prime real estate” of 
booking availability at cinemas from November through January is taken up by “holiday 
movies and awards season contenders,” but perhaps another reason is because some 
exhibitors felt the film’s content might have been too extreme to screen. Produced by 
Sushi Typhoon creator Yoshinori Chiba, Killers follows Japanese psychopath Nomura 
(Kazuki Kitamura) and his Indonesian counterpart Bayu (Oka Antara) in a battle to be the 
most infamous killer in their respective countries, connecting online to challenge each 
other. The film did have a one-off screening at Royal Cinema in Toronto, but Orren 
explains that the theatre’s programmer only booked a one-night special event for Asian 
Extreme enthusiasts rather than a more traditional week-long run, which Orren says is 
“becoming far more the norm for these sorts of movies.” Despite being well received at 
Sundance Film Festival in 2014, Killers quickly progressed from a limited theatrical release 
in January 2015 to a home media release in April, with Blu-Ray and DVD available for 
purchase through the Well Go website, and for download through Cable VOD and Digital 
HD platforms like iTunes, where Orren says she expects to “see higher purchasing from 
fans who view the film as a new cult classic.”  
 Well Go's other theatrical releases have mostly been Asian thrillers, horror and 
action films, and other non-Hollywood genre films such as Dead Snow 2 (Wirkola, 2014). 
The company actively uses social media for advertising; all of their new releases include a 
“social connect” feature, which links users to relevant Facebook and YouTube pages for 
more information about the films. Social media links usually connect to a general Well Go 
page, where users can navigate around for details about the films they are interested in, 
but the distribution company has also created individual pages for some of the films 
warranting more attention. For example, Well Go's Facebook page for Korean action film 
New World (Park Hoon-jung, 2013), starring Oldboy anti-hero Choi Min-sik, posts about 
upcoming screenings of the film, film reviews, and even an event offering free tickets to a 
lucky Facebook user who tags friends in a post announcing where and when they can see 
New World in their area. Participants in this event were almost exclusively Korean, posting 
about screenings of the film across Canada and the United States, with a high 
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concentration in New York, Los Angeles, and Fairfax, Virginia. Well Go's home 
entertainment catalogue has similar features with links to trailers, Facebook and YouTube, 
but there is also a “Buy Now” option, where customers are connected to online retailers 
such as Amazon and Best Buy to purchase Well Go-distributed DVDs (region 1). The 
website also features a “Watch Now” option for several films, including three from Sushi 
Typhoon, which redirects customers to Hulu, a monthly subscription VOD service available 
exclusively to American users.  
 Funimation, another Texas-based J-Splatter distributor, offers a similar function to 
watch their films on demand, however they have set up their own subscription service, 
allowing users to choose a plan with or without ads, and including subtitled and/or dubbed 
options for anime. In addition to distributing three J-Splatter films and other live action 
Asian cinema under their “Giant Ape Media” division, Funimation is best known for their 
vast collection of anime, offering members of their subscription service access to “over 
8,500 episodes and movies commercial-free in HD!” (“About”). Furthermore, member 
profiles allow users to “create and share video playlists, and catch up on forum threads,” 
connecting them to other fans of anime and Japanese culture. While live action films like 
Vampire Girl vs Frankenstein Girl, RoboGeisha, and Alien vs Ninja are also available for 
purchase on DVD and Blu-Ray directly through the Funimation website, the streaming 
service is featured first, allowing users to “start watching,” before giving the option to 
purchase the “feature product” on DVD. According to the Funimation website: “Giant Ape 
Media represents highly original entertainment and acts as the main source for 
tastemakers to find media that is off their radar” (“Giant”). The language used to market 
this distribution division suggests an aim to target cult audiences who are drawn to the 
alternative experience of watching “off the radar” material. A close analysis of the way 
distributors market this cult experience will be given throughout this chapter, using 
Funimation's film descriptions and also interpreting how their customers engage in cult 
activities online through digital media such as streaming features and social media 
platforms.  
 Funimation also targets fans of Japanese culture and anime through the DVD 
artwork for their J-Splatter films. For example, the cover art for RoboGeishais not unlike 
the art for anime series Fullmetal Alchemist (2003-4); both feature a mutant shōjo with a 
robotic arm on the front centre, and blood spurting around the sides of the image (figure 
1). Other anime DVDs, such as Noir (2001-present) features two young girls in schoolgirl 
uniforms pointing guns, much like Vampire Girl, which also uses comparable imagery to 
the first season of the anime series Freezing (2011-present) DVD, with both covers 
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depicting busty girls in torn dresses, appearing straight out of a battle. These examples 
suggest that Funimation is tapping into its existing anime fan base by setting up live action 
films to have a similar pretext and style.  
 
 
Figure 1: Funimation’s J-Splatter DVD covers have similar characteristics to their anime DVD covers, 
suggesting overlapping target audiences.  
 
 Much like Funimation, New York-based MediaBlasters, also predominantly known 
for dubbing and selling anime to American audiences, distributed three J-Splatter films in 
North America: The Machine Girl, Tokyo Gore Police, and Zombie Ass: Toilet of the Dead. 
Perhaps because anime is so prominent at Funimation, the two earlier J-Splatter films are 
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only available through MediaBlasters as a link to Hulu and Zombie Ass is now only 
available for purchase through external sales agents like Amazon.com. More recent Iguchi 
and Nishimura films like Gothic Lolita and Zombie TV, both released in 2013 were still not 
picked up by North American distributors at the start of 2016, making it unlikely that they 
will be. In addition to demonstrating the way J-Splatter has been categorised alongside 
anime for marketing and sales purposes, this examination of J-Splatter distribution for 
North American audiences suggests that this wave of Japanese filmmaking is in decline 
due to the distributors' perception that Western audiences are tiring of the cookie-cutter 
narratives and jokes. This has resulted in companies like Well Go, Funimation, and 
MediaBlasters cutting their losses by limiting the sale of these films to online-viewing 
platforms like Hulu and personal streaming memberships.  
 
Australian J-Splatter Distribution: Madman Entertainment and Monster Pictures 
While the Australian market for J-Splatter films has always been relatively small compared 
to North America, two Melbourne-based distribution companies, Madman Entertainment 
and Monster Pictures have been responsible for the distribution of all the Sushi Typhoon 
and other Iguchi and Nishimura films that have made it “down under” over the past ten 
years. Though Madman's Eastern Eye label is attached to the majority, including early J-
Splatter films Tokyo Gore Police and The Machine Girl, as well as the more recent Mutant 
Girls Squad and Dead Sushi, Monster Pictures has also released several films within this 
canon, such as Sushi Typhoon films Helldriver and Dead Ball. Compared to Madman's 
twenty years as one of Australia's leading film distributors, specialising in both theatrical 
and home entertainment distribution, Monster Pictures was only established six years ago, 
in August 2010, and continues to partner up regularly with other Melbourne-based 
independent distribution companies like Beyond Home and Bounty Films. 
 Madman's Eastern Eye label is amongst a dozen similar distribution labels used to 
target various markets, with this particular category providing Australian audiences with a 
range of classic and contemporary Asian cinema. In an interview with Eastern Eye product 
manager, Christian Were, he explained that the idea for creating the label came from 
enthusiastic audience responses to screenings of Japanese horror film Ju-on (Shimizu, 
2002) and Korean fantasy-action film Volcano High (Kim, 2001) at the 2003 Melbourne 
International Film Festival (MIFF). Since then, Eastern Eye has offered a wide range of 
genre films from a number of Asian countries, including Japan, South Korea, China, Hong 
Kong, and Taiwan. Although they do target diasporic markets through theatrical releases 
of Asian (mostly Chinese) films, their main focus is on Australian audiences for DVD 
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releases. Were explains that, because of the prestige attached to the cinema in China, 
many members of the Chinese diaspora in Australia are interested in attending theatrical 
releases of Chinese films. Eastern Eye typically uses day-and-date releases for these 
films, where they are released in cinemas, on DVD, and sometimes VOD all at the same 
time, everywhere. But he adds that, though they do theatrical releases for Asian films 
whenever they can, local cinemas tend to be a bit shy about showing foreign films, so it is 
often difficult to secure screenings outside of film festivals. Somewhat surprisingly, it tends 
to be the bigger Australian theatre chains that are more keen to get involved: Were says 
Hoyts has been a good supporter of Asian cinema, and Event Cinemas on George Street 
in Sydney is “historically the best performing cinema in Australia for Asian films.” With this 
latter venue being located on the edge of Sydney’s Chinatown, however, it makes sense 
that the multiplex would want to exploit the market in an area where the majority of the 
residents are Asian migrants. Event Cinemas also hosts the annual Japanese Film 
Festival in various major cities around Australia (see Chapter Four).  
Were explains that Australians, however, have proven more likely to watch foreign 
films on DVD, so Eastern Eye spends most of their efforts marketing these films to 
domestic audiences through social media and local rental and home entertainment 
retailers. Australian retailer JB Hi-Fi, for example, has often partnered up with Madman for 
advertising purposes and Were explains how they work together to promote Eastern Eye 
films through the store magazine and dedicated store space. In fact, JB Hi-Fi has branded 
their Asian film section “Eastern Eye,” which Were says has been very productive for 
Madman marketing. Moreover, when the 2010 film Space Battleship Yamato (Yamazaki), 
based on the popular Japanese anime series, was released, JB Hi-Fi and Eastern Eye 
teamed up to create a special in-store display to increase sales. While J-Splatter films 
have never earned this special treatment, Were explains: “sometimes just getting front of 
shelf – not a spine, but the front” makes all the difference. Though Eastern Eye has trialled 
other approaches, such as covering prominent film website Twitch with their logo, Were 
says they have typically found the return from this kind of advertising quite small.  
In terms of marketing designs, Madman has some control over the DVD cases, but usually 
the production company sends a few options and the distributor chooses what they feel 
will work best. For example, Were admits that for Tokyo Gore Police, they went with the 
“skirty lingerie image” as their selling point (figure 2), demonstrating the anticipated appeal 
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of uniform fetishes, much like the sexy schoolgirl icon, for Australian audiences. 
 
Figure 2: Madman chose the “skirty lingerie image” to represent Tokyo Gore Police’s protagonist Ruka as a 
sexy Japanese fighter. 
 
Like Funimation, Eastern Eye is always trying to tap into anime fandom and he finds this 
kind of Japanese iconography helps to attract a wider audience than for anime alone. On 
one hand, this is reflected in Madman's tag lines for J-Splatter films, such as Dead Sushi's 
(Iguchi, 2012) “Hot Wasabi Action,” referencing the famously pungent Japanese paste 
(figure 3). Yet, on the other hand, several other Eastern Eye tag lines highlight the films' 
violence. The DVD case for Tokyo Gore Police, for example, first aligns the film with 
another well-known J-Splatter film from the same year, introducing the film as being “[f]rom 
the creators of The Machine Girl,” and then boldly announces: “Somebody's Got A Bloody 
Job To Do,” drawing attention to the blood and gore of the film in a distinctly Australian 
manner (see figure 2). Other Eastern Eye tag lines drawing attention to the “splatter” effect 
of these films include “A Gore Fest of Gigantic Proportions” (Vampire Girl vs. Frankenstein 
Girl) (figure 3) and “If It Bleeds... Ninjas Can Kill It!” (Alien vs. Ninja) (figure 3). Further 
analysis of the cover images used for Australian and American DVD releases of J-Splatter 
films will be presented later on in this chapter, where I interpret them in comparison to the 
Japanese theatrical release posters in the context of Western readings. Moreover, 
attention will also be given to these films' tag lines in relation to the cult appeal of these 
films' excessive otherness.  
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Figure 3: Madman’s DVD taglines highlight both J-Splatter’s Japaneseness and extreme violence.  
 
 While it is more common to find Japanese theatrical release posters being 
circulated online than Japanese DVD releases for J-Splatter films, Were explains that 
theatrical release posters rarely need to be designed for Australian distribution, as they are 
not used very often. As mentioned above, few Eastern Eye films are shown in cinemas, 
and Madman has very little involvement in film festival marketing. According to Were, film 
festival attendance for cult and horror films has been very low in Australia. When we 
discussed this topic in the interview, Were said he is unsure if a niche film festival like 
Montreal’s Fantasia or Austin’s FantasticFest would succeed in Australia, noting that there 
would likely be some real obstacles: “There’s a bit of a shyness to horror and cult … 
Maybe it’s because attendance figures […] could be a legitimate concern.” This 
speculation is supported in a recent article by Mark David Ryan on trends in the theatrical 
horror movie market in Australia:  
The limited appeal of horror among Australian audiences ultimately ensures that 
films of this type find themselves competing for a thin slice of an already small pie. 
From the limited data available, no horror film appears among the 50 top grossing 
pictures in the history of the Australian market (Screen Australia 2013a) […] Even 
high-profile non-Australian horror films that perform well in other theatrical markets 
have a tendency to underperform in Australia due in no small part to the genre’s 
small fan base in that country. (80) 
For example, the Australian theatrical gross for 2012 horror film The Devil Inside (Bell) was 
a mere AU$1.6m, only 1.5% of its worldwide gross (Ryan 2014b, 81). This evidence 
suggests that the low number of niche horror film festivals and mainstream festivals 
showing horror films in Australia is at least in part due to a general lack of interest in the 
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genre throughout the country. Ryan has also gathered evidence elsewhere which reveals 
that “gross-out” films (“shocking and graphic portrayals of gore and violence,” much like J-
Splatter) have been significantly less popular than “creep-out” films (those which create 
“fear through mood and suspense,” more like J-Horror) amongst Australian audiences over 
the last fifty years (30). Ryan’s study helps to explain Were’s speculation about the 
obstacles for exhibiting J-Splatter in Australia. These films have proven more successful in 
the North American market, however, as they have featured heavily on niche film festival 
lineups, such as Fantasia, FantasticFest, and the New York Asian Film Festival. Although 
there is no evidence available to demonstrate why appreciation for the horror genre may 
be so diverse across these two Western regions, it is significant to note that the appeal of 
otherness may be dependant on this, with Australian audiences being more drawn to the 
cultural aspect, while North American audiences are attracted to the genre or style of 
these films.    
 Like Madman, Monster Pictures markets their J-Splatter films to Australian 
audiences by appealing to a cult attraction to violence and Japanese culture. However, 
unlike Madman’s J-Splatter releases, the marketing of the films’ excess and otherness is 
more evident in the Monster Pictures’ film descriptions in their online store than on the 
actual DVD cases. For example, while the cover imagery is the same for both the Well Go 
and Monster Pictures releases of Sushi Typhoon film Dead Ball, different tag lines suggest 
a broader target audience for Australian distribution. Where Well Go’s cover uses a quote 
from The Hollywood Reporter describing the film as “Hilariously Psychotic!,” Monster 
Pictures’ DVD cover calls out to potential viewers: “Grab Your Bat, It’s Time to Play Ball!” 
Furthermore, without the Sushi Typhoon logo on the latter cover (which is replaced by the 
Monster Pictures logo), the Australian Dead Ball DVD offers very little indication that this is 
in fact a J-Splatter film. Nevertheless, the description for Dead Ball in their online store 
uses vocabulary more similar to the Well Go release, highlighting its sheer weirdness and 
calling it a “fantastically demented film” and a “bizarre comedy/horror crammed full of 
deranged splat-schtick, mind-boggling strangeness and Loony [sic] Tunes-style cartoon 
violence” (“Dead Ball”). Similarly, the description for Yakuza Weapon refers to the 
directors, Tak Sakaguchi and Yudai Yamaguchi, as “twisted genius’s” [sic], highlighting the 
film’s violence and sexual references: “a hard-edged battle royale featuring tough 
gangsters, deadly women, and cybernetic penis implants” (“Yakuza Weapon”).  This 
variance between DVD covers and online store descriptions indicates a discrepancy 
between the types of audiences being targeted online compared to those who might buy 
the DVD in-store. While Monster Pictures covers, which are typically the first indicator of a 
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film’s content and style when being sold in a store, target a broader audience who might 
be interested in Japanese action films, the descriptions in the online store are more likely 
to attract cult fans drawn to the obscure J-Splatter content.  
Monster Pictures also hosts an annual horror film festival, MonsterFest, which has 
in the past included Nishimura film Helldriver and Iguchi films Dead Sushi and Gothic 
Lolita Battle Bear, though unlike JFF, J-Splatter films are not consistently featured on their 
programme, and the festival has not had any since Gothic Lolita in 2013. Much like 
Monster Pictures’ online shop descriptions, as well as the festival programmes described 
in Chapter Four, MonsterFest follows a similar approach to market these films based on 
both their “weirdness” and “Japaneseness.” For example, the 2012 MonsterFest 
programme, like Eastern Eye, highlights the famous Japanese cuisine, as well as the 
violence of Dead Sushi, introducing the film as “Sushi Action! Sushi Erotica! Sushi 
Violence!” The festival also relies on Iguchi’s cult status, adding: “Iguchi is back! Splatter 
horror-comedy’s maestro […] returns to serve up an entrée of raw disgusting delights in 
his most tongue-in-cheek film yet!” Like the online shop, the festival is marketed to cult 
audiences who are attracted to the alternative content of an event devoted to horror 
cinema.  
 
Japan and the West: Pop Culture and Cult Cosmopolitanism 
A major contributing factor to the successful distribution of J-Splatter films and, more 
broadly, Japanese cinema in the West is the Western interest in Japanese culture. 
Focusing mainly on what he refers to as the “three Cs” – consumer technologies, 
comic/cartoons, and computer/video games – Iwabuchi considers these to be the most 
culturally odourless Japanese exports, describing them as “cultural artefacts in which a 
country's bodily, racial, and ethnic characteristics are erased or softened” (27-8). For 
example, anime characters' lack of Japanese appearance can be attributed to the desire 
of animators to make their work more internationally appealing, ultimately making anime 
culturally odourless. Iwabuchi explains that this is referred to in Japanese as mukokuseki – 
“something or someone lacking any nationality”; American consumers may still recognise 
the product as Japanese, but Iwabuchi argues that these “texts barely feature 'Japanese 
bodily odour' identified as such” (28). Despite their distinct Japanese anime style, many of 
the DVD covers featured on the Funimation website depict characters and scenarios that 
could just as likely be in the West as Japan. For example, anime series Lord Marksman 
and Vanadis (2014-present) features a group of young characters with the wide eyes and 
colourful hair typical of this style of animation and distinctly non- Japanese names. 
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Furthermore, while there is an option on the Funimation streaming site to watch anime with 
subtitles, the company also offers dubbed versions, essentially allowing viewers to 
imagine these films and series are American.  
 
Figure 4: Despite belonging to a distinct style of Japanese animation, DVD cover images such as Lord 
Marksman’s lack any other distinctly Japanese characteristics, including the title and character appearances.  
 
 In her essay on the reception of Japanese characters and goods in the US, Allison 
expands on Iwabuchi's theory about cultural odour, noting: “If culture is a way of life, then 
culturally deodorising a product is to delete any images or ideas that would directly conjure 
up this place in the minds of consumers: a strategic policy when exporting goods to 
countries whose memory of Japanese imperialism is still acute” (70). Allison's study looks 
at how the marketing strategies for exported Japanese goods such as Sony’s Walkman, 
Pokemon, and Sailor Moon tend to avoid reference to the products’ origins. She points 
out:  
When researching the factors behind Sailor Moon’s failure in the US, the reason I 
was given (by viewers, executives in the toy and television business, and other 
commentators) far more than any other was that it was too ‘different,’ too 
‘Japanese,’ and not sufficiently ‘American’ to appeal to audiences there. (72) 
Allison’s research echoes Masao Miyoshi’s concept of domestication introduced in 
Chapter Four, which evaluates the degree to which a product is made to seem “domestic” 
or “foreign.” Martin makes similar observations about the British reception of Japanese 
Tartan releases, noting that, while Ring was “familiarised,” by relating it to similar 
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Hollywood horror films and ultimately ignoring its identity as a Japanese film, Battle Royale 
was Orientalised as a reflection of the gruesomely violent Japanese society that 
dominates the Western imagination. Responding to Sight and Sound critic Tony Rayn's 
claim that “censorship controversies are all but unknown in Japan” (“Killer”), Martin 
observes that, for several British critics of Japanese Extreme cinema, “Japan is explicitly 
presented as cinematically permissive and excessive, and unimpeded by Western morals” 
(74). For Martin, the Western attraction to Japanese Extreme cinema is in part due to the 
perception that Japanese culture actually condones the type of excessively violent 
behaviour being portrayed in these films.  
 The fact that J-Splatter films notoriously emphasise their Japaneseness, rather than 
attempting to become another global commodity, suggests an awareness by filmmakers 
like Iguchi and Nishimura of the lack of mainstream interest in overtly Japanese content, 
instead choosing to target a niche audience interested in the rather pungent portrayals of 
Japanese culture they intend to produce. However, it is noteworthy that these films do not 
depict “real” Japan. They are not about typical Japanese people going about their daily 
life, but rather hyperbolic stereotypes of Japanese characters that the West has become 
increasingly familiar with, such as the schoolgirl and the Lolita. Likewise, Allison’s study of 
American anime viewers suggests that, “[d]rawn to a certain ‘otherness’ in the stories and 
images they find in anime, these fans don’t necessarily identify this with either a longing 
for or association with ‘real’ Japan” (84). Instead, Allison concludes that Western viewers 
are more drawn to the imaginative narrative and complex characters than a portrayal of 
actual life in Japan. Sandra Annett broadens this perspective in her writing on anime fan 
communities, by “compar[ing] the histories of animation audiences in different locations 
and time periods in order to understand how today’s anime fan communities work to build 
global connection” (2). This perspective allows Annett to observe the ways local 
(Japanese) audiences are connected to transnational contexts through media (5). While 
Annett’s interpretation does not deem Allison’s observations about the separation between 
Western audiences and Japanese content invalid, it does suggest an alternative way of 
reading this relationship, one that better incorporates the characteristics of otaku, 
weeaboo, and many J-Splatter fans, who express an acute interest in Japanese culture, 
from learning the language (though often only a limited few words that are consistent with 
otaku/weeaboo vocabulary) to travelling to Japan for a more authentic experience.   
As Iwabuchi argues: the emergence of obsessive American fans of Japanese 
popular culture has, at the same time, conferred “a specific Japanese 'fragrance' on these 
cultural products” (31). Henry Jenkins elaborates on Iwabuchi's concept of culturally 
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fragrant products, pointing out: “mostly where these goods are targeting niche or cult 
audiences, [they] are strongly marked as coming from some exotic elsewhere” (121). 
Describing American otaku as proud to be signalling “their distance from American taste 
culture and their mastery over foreign content,” Jenkins notes that the majority “have no 
direct ties to Japan” (127). From the beginning, J-Splatter films have relied on these 
“cultural competencies” described by Jenkins, which he says “could only originate in the 
context of global convergence, requiring not simply knowledge of Asian popular culture but 
an understanding of its similarities and differences with parallel traditions in the West” 
(132). As described in earlier chapters, Jenkins refers to these people as “pop 
cosmopolitans,” a term that Iain Robert Smith branched from to develop his concept of cult 
cosmopolitanism. He describes this concept as “the cosmopolitan embrace of cultural 
difference through cultists' consumption of international popular culture” (n.p.). Both 
Jenkins and Smith read the Western attraction to Asian culture as a form of genuine 
cultural engagement, which has developed my optimistic reading of J-Splatter audiences 
as cult cosmopolitans, eager to engage with Japanese culture through the cinematic 
medium. Indeed, message boards on film forums such as IMDb reveal an unspoken 
interest amongst (English-speaking) users in Japanese cinema. For example, when 
PHcrashcam asked for “Movies like this?” on the The Machine Girl message board, more 
than half of the responses were suggestions for other Japanese films, rather than 
assuming s/he would want to find movies like The Machine Girl in her/his own language. 
These cult cosmopolitans evidently seek media representations outside of what they were 
previously familiar with, breaking beyond the boundaries of national media and culture.  
Returning to my reading of the Japanese and the cult appeal of J-Splatter films to 
Western viewers through analysis of the distributors' choice of artwork to represent the 
films, a comparison between the Japanese and Western releases of Mutant Girls Squad 
demonstrates some significant differences. The covers for both the Well Go USA and 
Madman DVD releases prominently depict the protagonist Rin in a schoolgirl outfit, with 
two of her mutant side kicks also in uniform (one a schoolgirl, the other a nurse) behind 
her; all three girls are displaying their mutations and looking serious but more sweet than 
evil (figure 5). The tag line on the Well Go release focuses on the stylistic merits of the 
film, quoting Twitch: “Visually this film beats all its predecessors hands down.” On the 
contrary, the theatrical poster for the Japanese release shows all three girls in white one-
piece suits, with Rin looking much more intimidating, holding up her claw hand menacingly 
(figure 5). The Japanese title is “Sentô shôjo,” which translates to “Battle Girl,” and the 
Japanese tag line can be translated to “Declare a war on the world!,” suggesting that 
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domestic audiences might be more interested in the action component of the film than the 
fantasy, comedy, or gore that is often emphasised for American audiences. Most 
importantly, however, the Western portrayal of these characters highlights Japanese 
schoolgirl and uniform fetishism, and the Well Go tag line, along with the Sushi Typhoon 
logo on both the Well Go and Easter Eye releases, positions Mutant Girls Squad as one in 
a series of similar films. 
 
Figure 5: The American (left) and Australian (centre) DVD covers for Mutant Girls Squad have more 
similarities than the Japanese poster (right), indicating different target audiences.  
 
 Another significant difference between Western and Japanese releases can be 
seen in the cover images for popular J-Splatter film Tokyo Gore Police. The Eastern Eye 
artwork for the film emphasises the land of the rising sun, with the background filled with a 
sunrise over Mt. Fuji. The American MediaBlasters/Tokyo Shock release, though, uses the 
same image for the foreground, but instead minimises the background image of Mt. Fuji in 
favour of a large mask, representing the villains of the film, looming behind the heroine 
Ruka (Eihi Shiina). Alternatively, a Japanese theatrical poster simply depicts Shiina in full 
uniform (though, not the sexy version mentioned by Were, which is depicted on both the 
Australian and American DVD cases), sword in hand, with Japanese writing (title and tag 
line) on a plain white background. The Japanese title, Tokyo zankoku keisatsu translates 
to “Tokyo Cruel Police” and the tag line, translated into English, reads: “The police have 
been privatised.” The slightly different title indicates that “gore” is an English term that 
Western audiences have begun to associate with this style of Japanese filmmaking. 
Likewise, in comparison to the Australian tag line examined earlier, “Somebody's Got A 
Bloody Job To Do,” the Japanese version again focuses less on the gory style of the film 
and more on the narrative. As the diverse artwork examined here suggests, the target 
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audiences for this film in Western countries such as Australia and America are spectators 
interested in Japanese culture, possibly otaku drawn to the association with anime and 
manga, as well as cult fans seeking extreme portrayals of violence. By contrast, in Japan 
distributors target audiences with an interest in action cinema, strong female characters, or 
those who are familiar with Shiina’s other work as an actress (such as in Takashi Miike’s 
1999 film Audition) (figure 6).  
 
Figure 6: The Australian DVD cover and the Japanese poster for Tokyo Gore Police once again mark 
significant differences in target audiences.  
 
 A comparison between these images and those chosen for American horror films 
provides further evidence of the focus on both Japanese appeal and gore. For example, 
while American films like Saw (Wan, 2004) and Hostel (Roth, 2005) do sometimes use 
graphically violent imagery such as a drill in the mouth or blood splattering, more often 
they rely on suggestive images like tools that could be used as weapons, and there is no 
indication on their DVD cases of where these films might take place or what their country 
of production is (figure 7). American VOD service Amazon Video (formerly Amazon Instant 
Video, a streaming option available through Amazon.com) uses Funimation’s description 
of Vampire Girl vs Frankenstein Girl as “the terrifying story of two classic monsters re-
imagined as super hot – and super lethal – Japanese schoolgirls. Gore rules supreme in 
this blood-cake cavalcade of carnage!” (“Vampire”). However, Zombeavers, an American 
film of the same genre as Vampire Girl, is much more subtly described as: “an action 
packed horror-comedy about three college girls who go on a care-free vacation of drinking 
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games, topless sunbathing and sexual exploration. Their carefree fun comes to an abrupt 
end when toxic zombie beavers try to eat them” (“Zombeavers”). Despite both films relying 
on a silly pretext, Amazon (and other sources using the same description) focuses more 
on gore and sexy Japanese schoolgirls in Vampire Girl, compared to the toned down 
description of the Zombeavers plot, without commenting on the film’s origins or setting. 
Moreoever, Australia's Big Pond Movies VOD service highlights the Japanese style of 
filmmaking in their synopsis of Iguchi's Tomie Unlimited: “In the tradition of old school J-
horror comes TOMIE: UNLIMITED, a surreal, nightmarish film dripping with darkness, fear 
and a tinge of madness,” while they describe American supernatural horror film Ouiji 
without any mention of style or origin, focusing solely on the plot for their brief synopsis: “A 
group of friends must confront their most terrifying fears when they awaken the dark 
powers of an ancient spirit board.” 
 
Figure 7: DVD covers for American gore films Saw and Hostel are much more suggestive than the blood 
splattered images used for Japanese gore.  
 
In spite of the decline of DVD sales, the images and film descriptions analysed 
above are now also used for online streaming and VOD services, giving viewers more 
immediate access to cover art, brief synopses and reviews from fellow spectators. This 
means viewers are more likely to read short blurbs about the films, which rely heavily on 
the gore and cultural factors for J-Splatter films, while pointing to the more suspenseful 
appeal of American horror films.  
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The next section of this chapter considers how the increased availability of 
Japanese Extreme through online platforms calls into question the core values of “cult,” 
when anyone subscribing to a VOD service has the opportunity to switch on the TV and 
choose to watch something like Tokyo Gore Police, which was previously limited to special 
screenings at niche festivals and exhibitions, or ordered on DVD often through obscure or 
minor distributors. 
 
Digital Media and Cult Cinema 
Although the marketing of these films indicates a heavy reliance on cultural 
differences, the shift to digital media also offers wider access to Japanese films for cult 
cosmopolitans who want something beyond the Hollywood blockbusters being screened at 
the local multiplex. However, this draws attention to another dilemma regarding Japanese 
Extreme and digital media, more specifically concerning these films’ cult status. With the 
growing popularity of various home-viewing options, including DVDs and online streaming 
services, many theorists have begun to reconsider their definitions of cult cinema. Several 
critics in the Cineaste symposia outlined above demonstrate skepticism about the 
relationship between cult cinema and digital media. For example, Jeffrey Sconce fruitfully 
points out: “Between Netflix, bit torrent, TCM, and international Amazon, any reasonably 
motivated person can probably track down almost any extant title in the world in less than 
a few weeks” (“Cult Cinema Symposium” 48). Hills and Mark Jancovich have both written 
extensively about this concept of “excessive accessibility,” and Hills responds to Sconce in 
the “Cult Cinema Symposium,” explaining that “[t]he problem, as far as Sconce is 
concerned, is that cult movies are no longer exclusive enough, hence destroying any 
subcultural capital they may have once objectified” (4). For the past ten years, J-Splatter 
has thrived on its status of being too extreme for the mainstream, and, initially, difficult to 
access outside of niche film festivals and other special events – two aspects that have 
defined these films as cult. However, since entering the increasingly popular worlds of 
Netflix and Amazon Video, amongst other online viewing platforms, the previously 
exclusive awareness of many Japanese Extreme films (most commonly spread by word of 
mouth and fanzines and, later, through online forums) has become much less elite and, 
thus, less appealing to the core of its cult fan base. 
It is in this way that I suggest the current cycle of J-Splatter films is approaching its 
end. While thrillers and comedy horrors are continuing to be made in Japan, the cult label 
being attached to these films has become arguably less powerful now that the films have 
begun to be more readily accessible. Furthermore, J-Splatter appears to be losing its 
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appeal to audiences who, outside of niche festivals like Fantasia, have been less 
enthusiastic about new films from J-Splatter frontrunners Iguchi and Nishimura. This is 
illustrated by John Fore in his Hollywood Reporter review of Gothic Lolita at Fantasia 
2014, where he suggests: “While fans here responded with enthusiastic cheers, one 
guesses they comprised a large fraction of the number of English-speaking moviegoers 
capable of tolerating this tediously wacky, drawn-out affair, which will have a hard time 
even on video…” 
Nonetheless, this does not change the content of existing J-Splatter films, so, even 
though production of these films might be decreasing due to fading interest, it is not 
unlikely that Japanese Extreme as a film cycle will be continue to be respected by cult fans 
long after new films are being made. This is evidenced in my Chapter Six analysis of 
Brisbane's Gallery of Modern Art's 2015 film exhibition titled “Cult Japan,” which 
showcased several of the earlier J-Splatter films such as Tokyo Gore Police and 
RoboGeisha. Furthermore, Sexton points out in the Cineaste symposium: “DVD and online 
film content also expand the opportunities for potential audiences to gain access to films 
which already have a cult reputation” (“Cult Film” n.p.). In this sense, even though some 
cult fans may be deterred by the increasing accessibility of the films they once valued as 
obscure, they are likely to be replaced by new fans. Sexton adds: “This may make it 
increasingly likely [compared to the late 1970s/early 1980s, for example] that cult 
reputations are forged outside of a theatrical release: seeking out ‘obscure gems’ is now a 
pursuit in which many people can partake” (“Cult Film” n.p.). Sexton encourages us to 
think less about what happens to a film when “mainstream” audiences gain access to it, 
and more about the potential for that film to gain wider cult recognition. It is important to 
remember that blockbusters like Star Wars (Lucas, 1977) and The Godfather (Coppola, 
1972) have been labelled as cult not because of their obscurity, but because of a particular 
devotion their fans express to the re-viewing of these films. Yet this view represents only 
one approach to the ongoing debate amongst cult theorists on how to define cult cinema, 
which forms the foundation for the cult symposia. While scholars like Sexton and Hills 
consider cult cinema to be contextual and avoid limiting it to one definition, IQ Hunter 
argues that cult cinema has “a pretty standard definition,” and these films need to be 
transgressive/marginal or else come from the specific genres of horror, sci-fi, or 
“exploitation” (“Cult Film” n.p.). Meanwhile, Mathijs and Danny Peary follow the school of 
thought that a film is never born cult and must achieve this status through a special 
devotion, or at least a certain regard, from fans (“Cult Film” n.p.; “Cult Cinema” 47). While 
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the first J-Splatter films had to draw a fan base before acquiring their cult status, these 
films are now arguably cult “from birth” due to the existing fan base for this style of film.  
Unofficial Facebook pages for J-Splatter films demonstrate one way digital media 
has made cult fan bases more accessible, incorporating a broad range of members within 
Japanese Extreme circles. According to Facebook, these pages are “created based on 
what Facebook users are interested in. [They are] not affiliated with or endorsed by 
anyone associated with [these films].” In other words, Facebook uses information that is 
posted by more than one user to create a page based on this common interest. For 
example, when I posted photos to my own Facebook page from the Fantasia Q&A session 
for Gothic Lolita Battle Bear in July 2014, they were added to the unofficial page despite 
not being a member of the Gothic Lolita page. Facebook users can “like” these pages in 
order to have other users' posts about particular film come up in their newsfeed. The 
Tokyo Gore Police unofficial Facebook page, with 17, 773 likes, has collected a wide 
range of posts from film companies such as Funimation and Magnet Releasing, and online 
film groups such as “Wonderful World of Horror” and “Asian Cinema Appreciation,” usually 
sharing trailers or clips from the film or other J-Splatter films. Funimation's December 2010 
post with the trailer for RoboGeisha provoked a particularly enthusiastic response from 
users, such as: “Wtf was that?? Omfg!! Lmfao!! That is wrong on soooooo many 
levels.....lol!!!!” and “tht seems messed up, but i really watch it. I wonder if I'll find it on 
youtube?” [sic]. Similarly, the Dead Sushi unofficial page, despite having far fewer 
members than Tokyo Gore Police, with 414 likes, presents several Facebook users who 
have checked in while watching the film, allowing other users to comment with thoughts or 
questions about it, beginning dialogues on where to get it and recommendations for other 
similar films. These pages draw together Facebook users with similar interests, using 
social media to develop cult audiences for films that are unlikely to have midnight 
screenings like their cult predecessors would have.  
David Church takes a positive approach to the relationship between digital media 
and cult cinema in the “Cult Film” symposium: “As technologies have evolved and cult 
viewing has moved behind closed doors, fans have reconnected with each other in the 
quasipublic virtual spaces created by web sites, blogs, and discussion fora – which 
arguably allow for more dialogic, communal interaction than the cult film fanzines and 
newsletters they have partially replaced (n.p.). Because the J-Splatter cycle I examine in 
this thesis has always existed alongside the Internet, it is difficult to compare today's cult to 
what it may have been like prior to film websites and blogs. Nevertheless, examples from 
social media and message boards above make it evident that fans are actively engaging 
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with each other and finding ways to track down obscure films that would have previously 
only been available through midnight screenings and mail order catalogues from cult 
distributors. Peter Broderick's “Comparison of Changing Distribution Patterns” charts the 
differences between “old world distribution,” when the distributor was predominantly in 
control, and “new world distribution,” with the filmmakers now often taking the reigns (cited 
in Iordanova 6). In addition to the resulting power shift, an important change is the 
opportunity to focus more on global distribution than territory-to-territory distribution 
(Iordanova 6). Iordanova adds that “[in] a world where substantial populations live in 
diasporic conditions or in a migratory mode, more and more audiences are turning to the 
Internet for cultural consumption that transcends borders” (7). In addition to releasing 
studio-produced films online for streaming or downloading, alternative international films 
and independent niche offerings have also become increasingly accessible; this is the first 
step in erasing national borders for film distribution purposes. Having a much broader 
audience using these updated transnational methods means that not only are there 
increasing channels for Western-made entertainment to reach a global audience; 
additionally, “transborder collaborations [...] have greatly facilitated the increased reverse 
flow of Asian goods into Western markets” (Iordanova 12). itAs indicated above in my 
discussion of cult cosmopolitanism and transcultural otaku, the opportunity to escape the 
local film market and instead experience media from sometimes entirely foreign nations 
has been provided by new possibilities for accessing previously hard-to-get material.  
 Iordanova also presents another important benefit to the expansion of online film 
distribution, as she highlights how wider access to more diverse filmmaking styles also 
means the introduction of “a multiplicity of various critical voices.” With an increase in 
online forums dedicated to bringing together the critical opinions of a range of cinephiles, 
there is greater opportunity for people to share ideas and opinions with others of similar 
interests and knowledge. Iordanova points out: “Critics no longer need to be affiliated with 
established media outlets in order to have their voices heard; they can and do participate 
in discussions at dedicated sites…” (22). Asian Extreme audiences have proven their 
enthusiasm through posts on IMDb forums, as well as other websites catering to 
horror/Asian film enthusiasts such as Twitch. For example, an announcement by Twitch 
writer Dave Canfield in 2006 with the heading “Tartan Asian Extreme TV!” was followed by 
a series of comments by website users, making various judgements about the value of the 
Sundance Channel picking up eight of Tartan’s Asian films to air as part of a late-night 
Sunday showcase called “Asia Extreme.” One user points out that all the titles are Korean, 
wondering, “How’s that ‘Asia’ Extreme?,” while other users respond by naming a Japanese 
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title in the list, but, at the same time, call attention to the lack of Hong Kong or Taiwanese 
films in the line up. Some users are pleased that these films are getting any airtime at all, 
while other conversations debate just how “extreme” these titles are, suggesting other 
films they feel would be more appropriate for the program.  
 Still, despite the widening distribution of Asian extreme films evidenced above, 
other studies show just how dominated by Hollywood films major online VOD services 
continue to be. With North America and Australia being the two key regions in my study, it 
is significant to note that, while Cunningham and Silver point out that North America 
dominates the commercial market (95% of the market) (33), they consider the Australian 
market to be underdeveloped for two reasons: a lack of online movie services and strict 
limits on broadband usage/downloading (45). It is not surprising, then, given the strength 
of the North American market, that Hollywood cinema still overpowers independent and 
national cinemas. Even in America, both Amazon Instant Video and Hulu only offer a 
handful of J-Splatter titles, including The Machine Girl and Dead Sushi for streaming, while 
the others are only available for DVD purchase through Amazon.com or directly through 
their distributors. The numbers are even lower for Australia’s VOD services, with BigPond 
Movies only streaming two J-Splatter films – Tomie Unlimited and Helldriver – and 
QuickFlix only offering the newer films, Dead Sushi and Play in Hell (Sono, 2013). The 
broader category of Japanese Extreme opens up the range slightly, with most of the 
services offering at least a few Miike films and other, less extreme, Sono films, but the 
options remain limited.   
 
Conclusion 
Though the future of both cult cinema and Japanese Extreme may be uncertain, one thing 
is clear: digital media has made traditional film distribution nearly unrecognisable. In this 
chapter, I have shown how J-Splatter films and their fan bases have been influenced by 
new forms of distribution and web-based cult practices. While these films rarely get 
theatrical screenings, online blogs and forums demonstrate alternative cult behaviours, 
such as message boards devoted to specific films, which allow audiences to show off their 
devotion and knowledge through discussions with other viewers. Furthermore, access to 
information about DVD sales patterns at American and Australian distribution companies 
confirms the decrease in J-Splatter consumption, at least in the traditional way, and has 
led me to also consider the influence of VOD subscription streaming services. I have also 
analysed marketing techniques to consider the different characteristics of Japanese 
Extreme that Western audiences are drawn to. Julian Stringer argues that it is “natural for 
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viewers to want to draw conclusions regarding what the films they consume may have to 
tell them about the society that produced them” (96). While scholars of Japanese culture 
such as Allison and Iwabuchi suggest that consumers prefer to disregard the source of the 
anime or technology they consume, Smith’s concept of cult cosmopolitanism suggests that 
making assumptions about the cultural origins of J-Splatter is a step in the right direction 
for understanding and appreciating cultural difference. This demonstrates that rather than 
ignoring or being deterred by these films’ differences from Western culture and Hollywood 
cinema, global audiences are instead searching for new ways to try to understand 
Japanese culture through film.  
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Chapter Six 
The Festival Collective:  
Cult Audiences and Japanese Extreme Cinema 
 
Young film enthusiasts file into Montreal’s Concordia Hall to find seats before the lights go 
down. Excited chatter continues as a festival programmer introduces the director of the 
film, Noboru Iguchi. Iguchi enters from the back of the theatre, decked out in a yellow 
jogging suit, a costume immediately recognisable to any viewer who had watched the 
trailer for the film they are anxiously waiting to see. The crowd cheers, applauds, and then 
quietens down to listen to Iguchi (and his translator) introduce his latest film, Live (2014). A 
few minutes later, as he exits the stage and the room goes dark, the audible excitement 
returns. One audience member meows like a cat, and several other members join in. Soon 
the meowing turns into a range of animal sounds, and the whole room is in stitches before 
the film even begins. Though the noises fade as the advertisements end and the movie 
starts, active participation continues as spectators join together to cheer on lead 
characters or applaud scenes of excessive violence. This is the experience of being a 
member of the audience at Fantasia International Film Festival. 
This chapter uses a phenomenological approach to interpret this kind of viewing 
experience by concentrating not on how individual spectators react to the films in question, 
but how the audience as a collective does. Julian Hanich pioneered this approach to film 
reception studies, arguing: “Phenomenology does not want to explain how specific viewers 
respond to specific scenes. The question is rather: if a viewer is affected by a horror, 
shock, dread or terror scene, how does he or she experience it?” (Cinematic 40, italics in 
original). Following this interpretation, the purpose of this chapter is to show how 
phenomenological research can be used to understand how film viewers respond to a film 
text when part of a collective audience. This chapter also interprets how Japanese 
Extreme films and their filmmakers have achieved cult status through the participatory 
actions of audiences at Fantasia, the Japanese Film Festival, and the Queensland Gallery 
of Modern Art’s special cinema exhibition, “Cult Japan.” Through this interpretation, I add 
to the field of audience studies by providing an analysis of how particular groups of cult 
audience members react as a collective to on-screen portrayals of excess and otherness. 
 
Critical approaches to Audience Reception Studies  
Two existing empirical studies consider Asian horror/extreme viewing practices, and both 
have focused on British audiences. Emma Pett’s article on British audiences and Asian 
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Extreme films analyses the results of a survey she distributed predominantly online, to 
collect data on the “potential viewer” (n.p.). Whereas Pett focuses on the reception of 
extreme content among British audiences, Aimee Richmond’s dissertation on the 
transnational UK reception of J-horror concentrates more on the cultural appeal of 
Japanese cinema. Both Pett and Richmond’s studies address issues similar to my 
research, posing questions such as: What kinds of people watch Asian Extreme films? 
How do Asian Extreme audiences define themselves as fans? How do viewers respond to 
representations of Japanese culture on screen? 
Yet, Pett’s focus on a large-scale qualitative survey and Richmond’s individual 
participant interviews take a limited approach to answer the very specific questions being 
asked. Although Pett also conducts interviews and analyses forums, the emphasis in her 
research is placed on this survey. My phenomenological approach not only opens up 
empirical research on Japanese Extreme audiences to Western countries beyond Britain, 
including Canada and Australia, it also relocates the data collection to the cinema, where 
first-hand observations of the viewing experience provide a context beyond the audience-
text relations described in these two existing studies. 
This unique approach to empirical data collection also expands existing literature on 
audience reception studies more broadly. The more traditional historical approach used by 
Janet Staiger and Barbara Klinger uses film reviews, fan magazines, and mass media to 
look at reception contexts of the past. On the contrary, I concentrate on developing the 
more ethnographically-oriented area of reception studies that has been referred to as “new 
audience research” by theorists including John Corner and is used to describe work done 
by researchers such as David Morley. New audience researchers value qualitative data 
collection over quantitative, preferring to rely on fieldwork rather than wide-spread 
questionnaires that tend to take a less personal approach and do not provide room to tailor 
research questions to suit the viewing context. Ethnographic work has been criticised for 
its use of participant observation, which allows researchers to communicate directly with 
participants and can therefore influence their actions, thus taking away from the intended 
natural setting (Kirk and Miller; Marchetti). However, my use of participant observation, in 
the traditional sense of studying people and cultures, is done without the knowledge of the 
audience members involved. Studying viewers’ reactions in a defined film festival setting, 
my research originates from the point of view of the subjects, but at the same time allows 
me to make observations about cultural phenomena anonymously and unannounced. 
By designing this study specifically around festival audiences at Japanese Extreme 
screenings, I offer a distinctive perspective on film audiences. Klinger describes the 
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cinephile as a “film devotee [who] enters the theatre not just to encounter a particular film 
but to take ardent, fetishistic pleasure in the viewing condition themselves” (Beyond 54). 
The festival audiences I examine fit this definition of cinephiles, given the nature of the 
films they see. Japanese Extreme cinema would appeal more to cinephiles than 
mainstream viewers, which allows me to develop empirical data evidencing the ways this 
fetishistic pleasure might be displayed. Hanich’s phenomenological studies of different 
types of viewing contexts (e.g., horror films, thrillers, comedies, multiplex theatres, adult-
only theatres) demonstrate a useful method for examining audiences by observing the way 
they respond not only to the film, but also to those around them. Unlike Hanich, however, 
my consideration of the horror genre does not involve only terror, as the Japanese 
Extreme films in question use excessively gory scenes to evoke a range of emotions. This 
chapter therefore broadens existing work on the cinephilic viewer by considering a wider 
scope of audience responses rather than focusing on a single type of reaction. 
In doing so, it is necessary to look not only at how viewers react, but also the setting 
in which they react. The principal interest for cult cinema scholars is spectatorship and 
how audience members identify themselves and other fans (see, for example, the work of 
Bruce Kawin). This identification often occurs in special circumstances: not simply a new 
release at a multiplex theatre, but a film screening as part of a distinct event, such as a film 
festival or midnight movie.2 Analysis of cult cinema tends to concentrate on the ways these 
films are considered separate from “mainstream” film culture, whether through online self-
representation and other fan activities, as seen in the work of Matt Hills, or by focusing 
more closely on subcultures and political implications, as Mark Jancovich does. This 
chapter considers both approaches in its analysis of the audience members attending 
screenings of Japanese Extreme films at the festivals in question. Not only have these 
spectators chosen to watch films often thought to be too extreme for the mainstream, but 
they do so in a public viewing space, where there are likely to be other “alternative” 
audience members to share the experience with. 
Finally, by concentrating on film festival audiences in particular, I demonstrate how 
our awareness of the film experience is affected by not only what happens on-screen, but 
also by those around us in the theatre. Film festivals offer a different viewing experience 
than multiplex theatres due to their more exclusive reputation; while we tend to feel like 
part of the general public during multiplex screenings, film festivals provide us with a 
sense of being among the elite, or at least a particularly passionate community brought 
together around a shared cultural object and set of tastes. While film festivals are still a 
relatively new area within film theory, Marijke de Valck offers a useful example with her 
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analysis of International Film Festival Rotterdam’s different types of attendees. Her 
skeptical feelings about Rotterdam’s exponential growth seem to be shared by Mark 
Peranson in his report on his Rotterdam experiences over the five years leading up to 
2004, where he observes: “the films at the bottom of the audience polls are generally the 
best” (qtd in de Valck 99). This also reflects the opinion of film critic Dana Linssen, who is 
concerned with the declining number of festival attendees who share any interest in the 
Tiger Awards Competition, which is given for a first or second feature films (de Valck 99). 
These critics’ opinions are not just judgments of taste regarding distinctions between their 
preferred films and the audience’s preferences; de Valck and Peranson’s disparagement 
is also indicative of what kinds of film experiences may be important to different sectors of 
the festival audience. By observing the experience of festival audiences, the 
phenomenological approach may help festival organisers understand their audiences and 
their preferred movie-going experiences. 
 
Methodology: Phenomenology as Empirical Approach 
Gina Marchetti’s analysis of subcultures argues for the value of the urban-anthropologist, 
who “not only observes and records the behavior of the group under study, but also 
participates in the community” (417). Likewise, as a researcher and a Japanese Extreme 
fan, my own position in the audience is something that must be acknowledged in my 
study. While there is no way of avoiding my preconceived notions about Western 
audiences of Japanese Extreme cinema based on my personal experiences, it would have 
been difficult for me to collect this data without becoming a part of the audience I was 
examining. In this sense, the “reduction” step of the phenomenological method described 
below is reframed. That is, though it is necessary to recognise any awareness or 
assumptions I may have about film theory, symbolism or conventions with regard to 
extreme cinema, my approach to phenomenology accepts this preconceived knowledge 
and instead focuses on refraining from judging spectator’s actions as good or bad 
reactions to the extreme content on screen. Rather, I concentrate on interpreting and 
analysing the audience’s visceral and bodily reactions.  
Phenomenology is a philosophical methodology pioneered in the early 1900s by 
Edmund Husserl, who analysed phenomena as they present themselves to human 
experience and consciousness. Husserl’s method of transcendental phenomenology was 
further developed by French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty in the 1940s as 
existential phenomenology. Reduction, which I have introduced above, is part of a four-
step approach to phenomenological research: description, reduction, thematisation, and 
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interpretation. This methodology has been taken up in film studies by influential theorists, 
such as Vivian Sobchack, who have used it to analyse film texts and how they produce an 
affective response in film spectators.  
Rather than using phenomenology to examine individual audience members, as 
has been done in other recent studies, my research reads the audience as a collective. 
Richmond’s research uses phenomenology to focus on “what contemporary Japanese 
horror film means and represents to [each participant] rather [than] treating it as an object 
with a firm definition” (52, italics in original). Not only does my research concentrate on a 
group’s experience rather than that of individuals, it is also significant that the subjects 
under examination are typically unaware of my presence as a researcher. The only other 
phenomenological work to take this approach to film studies is that of Hanich, which also 
situates the researcher (himself) among audience members who, in a more natural setting, 
are unlikely to know they are being studied. While there is potential for less data to be 
collected without asking direct questions in interview form, this approach offers types of 
data that are less likely to be provided in a situation where a participant self-consciously 
tries to describe their film-viewing experience. 
Working through the four steps of phenomenology, then, this study begins by 
describing the viewing context of each of the four films and their audiences being 
examined. Rather than trying to define what exactly Japanese Extreme or cult cinema is, 
my study describes audience behaviour, which I interpret as evidence of experience and 
meaning-making. As such, the viewing situation (i.e. where the film is screened, and who 
is watching it) is just as important as the film being screened. While the empirical object of 
this study is the festival audience’s reactions to extreme cinema, my description takes into 
account moments of the text that cause these reactions, namely moments involving shock 
and disgust, as well as intertextual references. 
The process of reduction in this study, as described above, is more about refraining 
from judgement of good and bad reactions than bracketing my existing knowledge about 
Japanese Extreme and cult audiences. Pierre Bourdieu’s interpretation of taste 
judgements is significant to this aspect of my research because it describes how easily we 
project our own views and opinions on others, which he argues is related to social position 
rather than simply individualistic choices. According to Bourdieu, a symbolic hierarchy is 
socially conditioned in order to reinforce distinction from other classes. By identifying my 
own preferences, the reduction stage of my research requires me to set aside my own 
ideas about extreme and cult cinema, and open my perspective to different types of 
viewers and experiences. 
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Next, this study thematises by contemplating the different ways audiences 
experience what Hanich calls affective interrelations in the cinema in his 2010 article 
“Collective Viewing.” My analysis goes beyond simply identifying the emotions evoked by 
the films being examined to consider how these emotions connect us to the collective 
audience of which we are a part. Sobchack describes how thematization follows an 
“undoing of hierarchies” (436), much like those suggested by Bourdieu above. She 
describes the exercising of thought experiments “to test the ‘horizons’ of the phenomenon 
and its modes of appearance so as to reveal the object’s possibilities beyond its initial (or 
‘naïve’) appearance” (436). My phenomenological approach to collective audiences 
analyses situations where spectators have an increased awareness of their surroundings 
in the cinema (i.e., when spectators call out or applaud), how they express this awareness 
(i.e., joining in with the audiences’ response), and address why this interrelation between 
audience members has occurred (i.e. something intentional within the film, like shock or 
disgust, or something unrelated, such as a viewer disrupting the film by talking on their 
phone). This process involves interpretation, which I account for as my own and, while 
these insights are not intersubjectively checkable, I offer them as first-hand observations of 
how audience members respond to particular phenomena. My role as interpreter therefore 
requires me to focus on affect, offering connections regarding how collective reaction are 
dependent on the emotional atmosphere within the cinema, which audience members 
gauge and respond to while they are watching a film with other people. Going beyond 
observing reactions to the film text, my method of thematising described here follows the 
framework Hanich has set up to emphasise the importance of emotions and affects within 
the collective viewing experience. 
Finally, my discussion unravels the significance of the empirical object (i.e., 
audience reactions) by interpreting the relationship between the key points of my study set 
up in my analysis: cult fandom, extreme content, and collective audiences. Unlike media 
effects research that uses scientific measures to quantify the audience’s physiological 
reactions to screen texts in a laboratory environment, or quantitative studies that use 
survey instruments to directly ask audience members to describe their experience, my 
approach studies the audience in its natural setting: the theatre. While there is an 
inevitable element of performativity (see Hills in Fan Cultures and The Pleasures of 
Horror), whether the spectator is crafting responses to an interviewer, or consciously 
engaging with a film based on the presence of other spectators, this study focuses on how 
audiences are perceived by outsiders to respond to extreme content, rather than how they 
perceive themselves to respond, which can be found in most participant interviews.  
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Case Studies: Japanese Extreme Screenings at Film Festivals and Exhibitions  
For each of the following three case studies, I present analyses of Canadian and 
Australian audiences at niche film festivals and exhibitions screening Japanese Extreme 
films in 2014 and 2015. In this section, I provide a brief synopsis of the four or five cult 
films that were screened, as well as a description of the viewing context, including the 
venue and the audience demographic, all contributing to the cult experience of these 
screenings. These descriptions are followed by an analysis of audience responses to 
these films in the next section, working through the phenomenological process of 
reduction by concentrating on audience reactions and acknowledging that their 
experiences with cult and extreme cinema may be distinct from my own.  
 
Case Study 1: Montreal Audiences at Fantasia International Film Festival 
As introduced in Chapter Four, Fantasia is an annual film festival held in Montreal every 
July and August. In 2013, the festival had a record attendance of over 125,000 festival-
goers, and it presented over 100 feature films from over 30 countries. When I attended in 
2014, the audience demographic reflected Montreal's mix of predominantly Anglophone 
and Francophones, but there was also a mix of international spectators in attendance – as 
suggested by the range of diverse languages spoken when I conducted audience 
interviews in the queues for Japanese Extreme films (see Chapter Four). Four Japanese 
Extreme films were screened at the 2014 festival, which will be described and analysed 
below: Live (Iguchi, 2014), Zombie TV (Nishimura, Maelie Makuno, Naoya Tashiro, 2013), 
Gothic Lolita Battle Bear (Iguchi 2013), and Ju-On: The Beginning of the End (Masayuki 
Ochiai, 2014).  
As described in Chapter Three, Live presents a narrative that almost entirely 
revolves around scenes of gratuitous violence, following protagonist Naoto (Yuki Yamada) 
through a “death triathlon,” which he must win in order to save his mother. However, 
audience members familiar with Iguchi’s previous work (Machine Girl, 2008; RoboGeisha, 
2009) would not have been surprised to find that the serious tone was short-lived. In true 
Iguchi fashion, Live goes heavy on the filmmaker's token boob and butt shots, as the 
triathlon participants compete in a comically gory race to the finish. 
Live screened in Concordia Hall, the larger of the two main Fantasia cinemas at 
Concordia University in Montreal. Despite its substantial 692 seats, the room overflowed 
with predominantly French-speaking Caucasians, and only slightly more males than 
females. Though there was an evident mix in ethnic representations, the film seemed to 
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draw a relatively small Asian demographic. It should be taken into consideration that, 
according to the 2011 census, Montreal recognises just over 30% of its population as 
visible minorities, with only 0.1% Japanese.19 Still, it is no secret that Fantasia was not 
established to attract Asian audiences, but rather to introduce Western viewers to Asian 
genre cinema (Fantasia International Film Festival, n.d.). During my vox pop interviews 
introduced in Chapter Four, I found that several audience members had been attending 
the festival since its beginnings, originally hearing about it from local comic book shops 
and on the television. These audience members had been originally interested in anime, 
but found the festival introduced them to different styles of Asian cinema.  
For Zombie TV, a group of three Japanese filmmakers, including Tokyo Gore 
Police’s Yoshihiro Nishimura, created a collection of zombie narratives arranged to create 
the feeling of flipping through television channels. While most of the segments are fairly 
far-fetched, they deserve credit for being bizarre (and short) enough to prevent the viewer 
from getting bored. Taking a “they’re just like us” approach, Zombie TV offers zombie 
instructional and workout videos, zombie romances, and even zombie pornography to give 
audiences a sense of watching TV in a zombie-dominated world. The result is gory and 
offensive, but also good for a laugh – or perhaps just an uncomfortable cringe. Despite 
showing in the same theatre, the Saturday midnight screening of Zombie TV drew a much 
smaller crowd than Live at 9pm the night before. Speculation from one vox pop interview 
suggested that this anthology style, interpreted by this participant as more of a collection 
of short films, was not conducive to late night screenings, while another thought audiences 
simply do not want to stay up so late. Still, the large venue drew over 200 spectators, 
though there appeared to be less balance in the male to female ratio: I counted 
approximately 150 males, while there only appeared to be around 60 females.  
The screening for Gothic Lolita Battle Bear also had Iguchi in attendance to 
introduce the film and answer questions at the end. As described in earlier chapters, 
Gothic Lolita’s protagonist is a middle-aged Japanese woman named Yumeko (Shoko 
Nakagawa), who dresses as a Lolita and teams up with her teddy bear Buusuke as they 
transform into superheroes and fight evil.  
Like Live, this screening was packed. Its Sunday afternoon time slot did not appear 
to inhibit audience enthusiasm and involvement: a couple of Caucasian girls even 
celebrated the film’s portrayal of Japanese cosplay culture by arriving decked out in Lolita 
dresses and accessories. Other audience members (introduced in Chapter Four) 
                                                
19 This can be compared to Canada’s other two largest cities, where 49% of Toronto’s population and 52% 
of Vancouver’s population are recognized as visible minorities, marking Montreal as the most 
white/European of the three cities.  
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expressed their fandom by bringing DVD cases of other Iguchi films, with hopes asking the 
director for an autograph. Despite Iguchi’s description of the film as being more feminine 
than Live, this did not deter male audiences; much like Live, the audience was a relatively 
equal split between male and female, mostly in small, mixed, groups of predominantly 
white Canadians.  
Finally, The Beginning of the End is the tenth film in the Ju-On series, and a reboot 
of 2002 cult J-Horror film Ju-On: The Grudge (Takashi Shimizu). Though it changes quite 
a bit of the narrative, the supernatural premise of the haunted house remains the same. 
The series' token characters Toshio and Kayako also remain the same, though other 
visitors to their haunted house either build on characters from earlier instalments or are 
entirely new. The story remains consistent, however, with a school teacher visiting the 
house in search of Toshio, as do the side stories of other schoolgirls hearing about the 
house and wanting to explore, and new residents of the house discovering its past in 
unpleasant ways. Still, despite few surprises for anyone already familiar with the series, 
the eerie feel that characterises the franchise remained and there was nothing old or 
boring about Kayako's frightening noises and appearances.  
The Beginning of the End drew a distinctly different audience demographic than 
Fantasia's J-Splatter screenings. Showing at 8pm on a Wednesday night, the cinema was 
still about 70% full, but with a lot more Asian spectators. This reflected the fact that the Ju-
On series has been more popular amongst Japanese and other Asian audiences than J-
Splatter films, which have consistently targeted Western audiences. Still, there was a solid 
mix of Caucasians, Asians and other ethnicities, with slightly more females than males, 
mostly in their 20s. When asked about the appeal of this film, vox pop participants 
consistently said they had seen earlier films in the Ju-On franchise and were interested in 
seeing the latest addition. These participants also admitted they would likely watch the film 
online if they had not come to the festival, suggesting they were less likely to be attending 
for the collective experience than the J-Splatter fans.  
Overall, Fantasia's audiences for Japanese Extreme films were predominantly 
Caucasian, with the exception of The Beginning of the End, which also appealed to an 
Asian crowd. Most of the screenings had an even spread of young males and females, 
ranging from late-teens to seniors, but concentrated most noticeably in the 20-30 range.  
 
Case Study 2: Sydney Audiences at the Japanese Film Festival  
Like my study of JFF described in Chapter Four, my phenomenological investigation at 
this festival took place over two years, at events running for about ten days each, in 
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November 2014 and November 2015. The 2014 audience descriptions presented below 
are from screenings of two Sion Sono films, Why Don't You Play in Hell? (2013) and 
Tokyo Tribe (2014), and Ju-on: The Beginning of the End (introduced above). From the 
2015 festival, I describe the viewing contexts of Ju-On: The Final Curse (Ochiai, 2015), 
Tag (Sono, 2015) and the latest Nishimura film, a characteristically silly, but notably less 
“splattery” film called The Ninja War of Torakage (2015). All of the films screened at the 
Sydney JFF were at the Event Cinema on George Street, which is described by Christian 
Were in Chapter Five as one of the best cinemas in Australia for Asian cinema. Audience 
numbers in this section are based on data from JFF’s ticket sale records, except for the 
2014 Brisbane screening of Why Don’t You Play in Hell, which was based on my own 
head count. With this in mind, audience numbers may have been slightly lower to account 
for tickets purchased but not used, or slightly higher to account for audience members who 
may not have purchased tickets.  
Why Don’t You Play in Hell follows a group of aspiring filmmakers, who call 
themselves the Fuck Bombers. The Bombers are depicted at the start of Play in Hell as 
young students fantasizing about making a yakuza film, and then the rest of the film 
depicts them as adults stumbling upon the opportunity to fulfill their dream. Parallel 
storylines follow the antics of two yakuza gangs and Mitsuko (Fumi Nikaido), the daughter 
of yakuza boss, Muto (Jun Kunimura). The storylines collide when Muto’s attempt to shoot 
a film starring his daughter ends up in the hands of the Fuck Bombers. The rest of the film 
is a self-aware gorefest, critiquing the naïve desire to make the perfect film, while at the 
same containing more than a few glorified bloodbaths. 
The Sydney JFF screening of Play in Hell was my third of four festival screenings of 
this film over two years. Compared to the two earlier festivals – Brisbane International Film 
Festival (BIFF) 2013 and Brisbane's JFF 2014, held two weeks earlier – this particular 
Sydney screening was much larger and more culturally diverse. I will compare and discuss 
the Brisbane and Sydney JFF screenings of Play in Hell here, while the BIFF and GOMA 
screenings of the film will be described as part of my third case study. In general, the 2014 
Brisbane JFF was significantly smaller than the Sydney festival, with only this one J-
Splatter screening. The audience in Brisbane was comprised of only 12 spectators, 8 male 
and 4 female, all appearing between 25-40 years of age. Sydney, on the other hand, drew 
99 spectators, with about 60 males and 40 females. There was also a broader age range, 
with about 20 audience members appearing between 40 and 60 years. Furthermore, while 
the Brisbane audience was predominantly Caucasian, Sydney’s was much more mixed, 
with at least 30 viewers of non-Caucasian appearance. Most audience members were 
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actively engaged throughout the film, demonstrating an understanding and appreciation of 
the cult elements of excessive violence and intertextuality.  
Sono’s second film of the festival, Tokyo Tribe, drew an even bigger crowd than 
Play in Hell, likely due in part to its 7pm Friday screening, whereas the former film 
screened at 9pm the night before. With 145 spectators, the male to female ratio was 
similar to Play in Hell, though I only counted about 30 visible minorities. However, despite 
the larger audience, the audible response paled in comparison to the previous night, which 
was perhaps the outcome of a more internal awe resulting from the overwhelming 
flashiness and sheer stupidity portrayed within the film. Alternatively, audience members 
at the 9pm screening may have been more vocal because they had had a chance to have 
a couple drinks beforehand and had lost their inhibitions. 
Tokyo Tribe is similar to Play in Hell in its over-the-top depictions of Tokyo gangs, 
gratuitous violence and so-ridiculous-you-have-to-laugh mentality. However, where Play in 
Hell is two hours of fun, light, self-aware filmmaking, Tokyo Tribe is two hours of 
overwhelming excess of colour, character and cringe-worthy moments (a penis-measuring 
contest to determine the “better” gang, for example). Although the crowd was larger for 
Tokyo Tribe, the response was not quite as enthusiastic: once the novelty of a Japanese 
Extreme hip hop musical had worn off, it seemed spectators’ expectations for the same 
kind of excessive violence found in Play in Hell led to disappointment as the narrative 
became increasingly outrageous without much “splatter.” 
 The JFF audience for Ju-On: The Beginning of the End  (described in Case Study 
1), like the Fantasia audience, was different from those at the J-Splatter films. J-Horror 
typically has a wider appeal across both Asian and Western audiences than J-Splatter 
(perhaps because it follows a unique tradition of Japanese supernatural folklore) and this 
was reflected by an audience that was more evenly Caucasian and non-Causasian in 
appearance. As indicated in Chapter Four, festival founder Masafumi Konomi had always 
shied away from including any recent J-Horror on the programme because he felt the 
wave had reached its peak with Ringu and the first two Ju-On films. So, rather than putting 
The Beginning of the End in a horror category, it was grouped in with films like Play in Hell 
and Tokyo Tribe in the festival’s cult category. Nonetheless, this screening of Beginning of 
the End sold 183 tickets, more than any of the J-Splatter films that year. In addition to 
having a broader spread of Asian or Asian-Australian spectators (approximately 50 out of 
80 spectators appeared to be Asian), the age range was also wider, with about 16 
audience members appearing over 40.   
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 While The Beginning of the End is a reboot of the original Ju-On film, The Final 
Curse, which screened at JFF the following year, is the last instalment in the Ju-On series 
and carries on where The Beginning of the End left off. This time the film introduces 
Toshio as an orphaned adoptive brother of one of the film's protagonists, Reo (Nonoka 
Ono), and Toshio's mother's ghost, Kayako (Misaki Saisho), follows him, haunting his new 
family. Like the earlier instalments, The Final Curse is told through eight different 
encounters with Toshio and Kayako, in anachronistic order.  
 Much like the Ju-On screening the year before, The Final Curse drew far more 
Asian and Asian-Australian audience members than the J-Splatter films at the festival, with 
188 tickets sold. Data collected by the festival shows that while 92.68% of spectators 
surveyed for this screening were non-Japanese, the majority of participants identified as 
coming from a Chinese cultural background. Festival programmer Margarett Cortez 
speculates that Ju-On “may be a popular franchise in China,” though they have their own 
traditions and superstitions about ghosts. Despite being categorised as a cult film, the 
spectators for both Ju-On screenings were evidently drawn to the horror tradition of the 
series and their responses were very similar to Hanich’s descriptions of horror audiences 
in his phenomenological analyses introduced above. Unlike the affective contagion of 
laughing aloud at outrageously gory scenes in Iguchi and Nishimura films (or sometimes 
doing so simply to establish oneself as immune to the disgust that might be invoked in 
other viewers), Hanich finds that, with horror audiences, the “fearful pleasurable collectivity 
is connected precisely to the active doing of the collective scream” (Cinematic 248). In 
other words, audiences watching horror in the cinema find pleasure in sharing the act of 
screaming in response to Ju-On’s recurring ghost Kayako, for example, with those around 
them. This was evident in the collective silence throughout the cinema during the build up 
scenes, the cries with fear when the ghost appears, and the resulting sighs and awkward 
giggling when realising that everyone has had the same fright. This distinct experience, 
compared to the one invoked by the J-Splatter screenings analysed below is likely related 
to the diverse audience demographic, with Ju-On drawing (Asian) spectators who are 
perhaps more drawn to a collective horror experience than the more vocal cult interaction 
with depictions of excessive violence and gore.  
 On the other hand, Tag, Sion Sono’s most “splattery” feature since Play in Hell, 
attracted a small but animated audience that was evidently attracted to the opportunity to 
engage with Sono’s famous portrayals of excess. While the Brisbane screening only sold 
18 tickets, the Sydney screening I attended (there were two in total) sold 61 tickets, while 
the second screening, two nights later, sold 60. The audience at the first Sydney screening 
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had approximately 40 males and 20 females, with at least 50 spectators appearing to be 
between 20 and 40 years of age, and around 45 appearing to be Caucasian. Though the 
crowd, at around 70 people, was smaller than the audiences for Play in Hell and Tokyo 
Tribe the year before, those who did attend this Thursday night screening evidently knew 
exactly what to expect.  
The opening scene of the film depicts a violent wind slicing a bus in half length-
wise, leaving Mitsuko (Reina Triendl), by some miracle, the only passenger not 
decapitated. A film with almost exclusively female characters/actors, Tag's protagonist 
mysteriously changes throughout the film, from Mitsuko to Keiko (Mariko Shinoda) to Izumi 
(Erina Mano), though she is just as confused as the audience is by her constantly 
morphing identity. While the film is less the contemplation on the future of filmmaking that 
Play in Hell is, and more a contemplation on the existence of alternative universes, each 
section of Tag nevertheless manages to incorporate at least one scene of glorified 
violence, much like its precursor.    
 Although, like Tag, The Ninja War of Torakage opens with a characteristic scene of 
excessive violence and blood splattering, the rest of Nishimura's latest film is more about 
action-packed ninja battle scenes and silly self-aware humour than his earlier J-Splatter 
films. Narrated by a Japanese man (actor's name unknown) who claims to be a 
Portuguese expert on the history of ninja culture, Ninja War depicts retired ninja Torakage 
(Takumi Saito) as the protagonist trying to protect his ex-ninja wife and young son from the 
evil Gensai (Nishimura regular, Eihi Shiina), his former boss who forces him to steal some 
valuable ninja scrolls for her, threatening him with his family's safety. While the film offers 
a highly entertaining 94 minutes, even without his signature splatter, Nishimura's obvious 
effort to pave the way for Ninja War sequels suggests his J-Splatter days are behind him.  
 In spite (or perhaps because) of the Saturday afternoon screening time, the 
audience for Ninja War was much smaller than other J-Splatter films at Sydney’s JFF, with 
37 tickets sold, though the Monday evening screening five days prior sold 38. It was, 
nevertheless, collectively much larger than the single Brisbane JFF screening of the same 
film, where there were only 28 spectators. Both screenings had similar demographics 
amongst audience members, with approximately 25 males and 12 females, though the 
majority of the viewers at the Brisbane screening appeared between 20-30, while Sydney 
had around 7-8 (20%) appearing over 40.  
 Overall, the J-Splatter films screening at JFF drew a fairly consistent ratio of men 
and women (around 70:30 or 75:25) and averaged around 75 spectators, with around 60 
appearing to be in the 20-40 age range. J-Splatter films generally drew more Causasian 
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audiences than visible minorities, while the J-Horror films tended to attract more Asian and 
Asian-Australian spectators.  
 
Case Study 3: Brisbane Audiences at GOMA's Cult Japan Film Exhibition  
During the winter of 2015, Brisbane's Gallery of Modern Art  (GOMA) cinema curated an 
exhibition of films under the provocative title “Cult Japan.” Showing most Wednesday, 
Friday and Saturday evenings and Saturday and Sunday afternoons from July to 
September, the series screened a range of Japanese films dating as far back as 1954 with 
Ishiro Honda's Gojira [Godzilla], and as recently as 2013 with Miyazaki's final film, The 
Wind Rises (2013), and Play in Hell. Cult Japan attendees were a mixture of regular 
GOMA cinema audiences and enthusiastic Japanese cinema fans. The presence of the 
former group was evident due to the overwhelming attendance for films showing on Friday 
nights, an already popular time for GOMA regulars. Meanwhile, the latter group was 
identified in several ways, including dressing up for screenings of animated films like My 
Neighbour Totoro (Miyazaki, 1988), cheering and applauding for scenes that are now 
notoriously “cult,” and attending multiple screenings. After attending nine screenings 
myself, many faces became familiar. While the audience responses to all nine of these 
screenings are worth sharing in different ways, due to space limitations, I have chosen to 
describe the experience of watching five of these films that are most relevant to this thesis' 
focus on Japanese Extreme and J-Splatter: Tetsuo: the Iron Man, Tokyo Gore Police, Ichi 
the Killer (Miike, 2001), RoboGeisha, and Play in Hell. Each of these screenings took 
place in the same theatre, GOMA's Cinema A, which seats 220 people.   
 Tetsuo is about a businessman's encounter with a “metal fetishist,” who he hits with 
his car and subsequently begins to turn into metal himself. The 1988 cyberpunk film 
presents 67 minutes of chaos synced to an intense score and exaggerated sound effects. 
Tetsuo's depiction of the fusion of metal and flesh is not unlike Canadian filmmaker David 
Cronenberg's 1983 film Videodrome, though Tsukamoto's film is much less narrative-
oriented, more a series of powerful images that quickly become engrained into the 
spectator's memory, representing the transformation of the film's lead character into the 
title's “iron man.”   
 The film screened at 6.30pm on a Friday night to over 50 spectators, predominantly 
in their 20s and 30s. The majority of attendees were in groups of two and three, almost all 
Caucasian, with about half a dozen of Asian descent. One larger group of five appeared to 
be quiet young – late teens or early 20s – and another group of five a bit older – perhaps 
over 40. Just less than half of the audience were females, mostly in small groups, though 
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two were alone, and about half a dozen males attended solo. A young Asian couple in 
their 20s attended and the male partner slept through the film while the female partner 
appeared quite engaged, frequently smiling about the films' over-the-top content. 
Screening as the first film on a double bill with Tokyo Gore Police, Tetsuo likely drew fans 
intending to stay for both films, a taste of two very different eras of Japanese Extreme.  
 As described in Chapter Three, Tokyo Gore Police depicts a futuristic Tokyo, where 
the city is run by a privatised and corrupt police force. While the film's protagonist, Ruka, 
has followed in her deceased father's footsteps, working as a police officer, she also uses 
her distinguished position for her own purpose of bringing down male perverts and those 
involved in violence against women. Though it was released twenty years after Tetsuo, 
both films follow similar themes regarding the relationship between sex and violence and a 
fascination with human mutations, with characters in TGP called engineers, who mutate 
into monstrous creatures by growing weapons from their wounds. Revelling in over-the-top 
gore, TGP was a groundbreaking addition to the early days of J-Splatter, marking a 
significant shift noted by film website Midnight Eye from cyberpunk to splatterpunk in the 
post-human world of Japanese cinema (“Post-Human” n.p.).  
 While the audience for Tokyo Gore Police likely overlapped quite a bit with Tetsuo's 
audience, many more came just for the latter screening. In total, the film drew 150 
spectators and, like Tetsuo, they were predominantly in their 20s and 30s, though this time 
there were only around 45 females, making up approximately 30% of the total audience. 
This large audience's laughter filled the room through the entire screening, finishing with a 
wide round of applause through the film's end credits.  
 The following Friday, Takashi Miike's Ichi the Killer screened as the second feature 
in a double-bill with Takeshi Kitano's 2010 gangster film Outrage. While both films follow 
yakuza members in their violence-heavy narratives, Kitano's film is less extreme than 
Miike's with its reliance on scenes of excess and gore. Ichi is a prime example of a 
Japanese Extreme film released during the first wave, three years after Miike's highly 
successful Audition, though not distributed by Tartan. Though the title may be misleading, 
the film's protagonist is not Ichi (Nao Omori), but Kakihara (Tadanobu Asano), a sadistic 
yakuza member on a vicious hunt for his boss. His encounter with Ichi, however, marks 
the culmination of the film's reputation, with creative torture reaching a high point in 
extreme cinema of the time.  
 The audience was comprised of about 50 people, with a large portion of males in 
their twenties. A few were there on their own, but most were in twos, as well as some 
small groups of mixed males and females.  
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 The Cult Japan series presented two screenings of RoboGeisha: the first was on a 
Friday night at 6.30pm (followed by The Glamorous Life of Sachiko Hanai [Mitsuru Meike, 
2003), and the second screening was the following Wednesday at 6pm (followed by 
another Miike film from 2001, Happiness of the Katakuris). Released only a year after 
Iguchi's influential J-Splatter film The Machine Girl, RoboGeisha follows the same mutant 
shōjo path of a young girl finding power through mutations to her body to allow her to fight 
for what she believes in. However, in contrast to The Machine Girl's Ami, who is the only 
character in the film to wield a built-in weapon until the drill bra is introduced near the end 
of the film, Iguchi takes RoboGeisha to the next level by morphing a whole group of girls, 
recruited by the evil Kageno father and son team early in the film, into mutant robot 
fighters. Bringing back the drill bra from The Machine Girl and introducing additional 
mutations like butt swords and poisonous breast milk, RoboGeisha is a J-Splatter 
extraordinaire and proved to be a hit with audiences at both screenings, despite drawing a 
much smaller crowd than the more well-known J-Splatter film Tokyo Gore Police.  
 The Friday screening of RoboGeisha only drew around 40 spectators, mostly 
Caucasian and arriving in small groups of two to four, with around 30 audience members 
appearing to be under 35. One larger group of 6 sat in the middle, a mix of males and 
females in their 20s. There was a similar number of males and females across the 
audience. The second screening had surprisingly more attendees, at around 60, though 
they were still predominantly Caucasian. The Wednesday night screening had a broader 
range of ages, from 20 to 60, and the vast majority arrived in male-female couples.  
 Finally, Play in Hell, described above in the JFF case study, screened on its own at 
8pm on the final Friday night of the Cult Japan exhibition. Compared to the BIFF 2013 
screening, a Saturday midnight session drawing a mere two dozen attendees, GOMA's 
event had about 100 spectators. Taking into consideration the possibility that BIFF 
audiences may have simply been deterred by the late night screening, the venue is also 
likely to have been a significant contributing factor: BIFF tends to draw a more mainstream 
audience, whereas GOMA typically attracts audiences drawn to events quite like Cult 
Japan, which offer the cultural capital of being in a less publicised, more art-oriented 
environment. No doubt use of the word “cult” alone attracted many spectators who 
associate themselves with this kind of alternative community. Though not as exclusive as 
a film festival like BIFF, where films would frequently sell out, GOMA Cinema appeals to 
spectators who desire to be part of a more underground, less advertised event.  
 BIFF's Play in Hell audience was comprised of an even mix of Asian and Caucasian 
spectators, predominantly between the ages of 20 and 40, with half of the audience 
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members sitting by themselves, while the rest were in small groups of two to four. GOMA's 
audience for the same film had a surprisingly similar demographic, despite the vast 
different in numbers. There appeared to be more Asian spectators attending the GOMA 
screening of Play in Hell than other Japanese Extreme films on the Cult Japan 
programme, though there was still a higher percentage of Caucasians than Asians. Both 
BIFF and GOMA's screenings had more males than female, many of whom were young 
(20-30) and bearded.  
Having presented the description phase of my research through these three case 
studies, the following section reflects the reduction phase of my research. For this step, I 
refrained from looking at any experiences as good or bad, and instead focused on the 
visceral and bodily reactions of this particular audience for my analysis. This section will 
also demonstrate how I have thematised my interpretations by elaborating on my 
descriptions of these narratives and screening environments to interpret the different ways 
Western audiences react to the Japanese Extreme films in question. Key to this stage is 
watching for shared reactions from the collective audience, rather than observing 
individual viewing experiences. Three important characteristics tie together each of the 
viewing experiences described above: cult status, reactions to portrayals of excess, and 
connection with ideas of otherness. 
 
Cult Audience Interrelations and the Collective Viewing Experience 
In a YesAsia.com article describing the “New Wave of Japanese Splatter Films,” James 
Mudge explains how “[b]oth The Machine Girl and Tokyo Gore Police met with an 
extremely enthusiastic response from exploitation fans at home and overseas, wowing 
audiences at genre festivals and finding instant cult status and pop culture success” (n.p.). 
My phenomenological approach offers a glimpse of how audiences perform their roles as 
cult fans and, in turn, how these films and filmmakers have achieved the cult status 
described by Mudge. Whereas some cult films, such as Night of the Living Dead (George 
A. Romero, 1968) and El Topo (Alejandro Jodorowsky, 1970) achieved their status after 
their release due to an often-unexpected following, others like Pink Flamingos (John 
Waters, 1972) and The Rocky Horror Picture Show (Jim Sharman, 1976) were self-
consciously made to be cult films (Jancovich 2002: 159). 
In the case of Japanese Extreme, it tends to be the films’ content that encourages 
participation, and often audiences are able to determine the status of the films as cult 
while watching. Hills explains: “Texts can be designed as cult, and targeted at a cult 
audience, given that the term now has a cultural history of its own, but movies, whether 
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blockbusters or sleepers, can also still be articulated with discourses of cult by niche 
audiences” (n.p.). Hills emphasises the multiple ways of defining cult, adding that different 
fans may consider a film as cult for different reasons. Prominent cult website, 
Cultographies.com, lists the key cult film techniques as “intertextual references, gore, 
loose ends in storylines, or the creation of a sense of nostalgia” (n.p.). In this section, I 
refer to these techniques and work through the four-steps outlined in my methodology to 
elaborate on the three main factors that have contributed to these films’ cult status: 
intertextuality and recognition of symbols of Japanese popular culture, and over-the-top 
portrayals of violence. 
One aspect that distinguishes the audiences described above as cult is their 
recognition of intertextual references, particularly from other (cult) films. According to 
Mathijs and Sexton, rather than being genre films, cult films are “meta-generic, or 
intertextual” (188). Throughout Play in Hell, for example, Sasaki (Tak Sakaguchi) is 
referred to as “Japan’s Bruce Lee” and wears a yellow jumpsuit reminiscent of the Bruce 
Lee film, Game of Death (Robert Clouse, 1978) and, more recently, the replica yellow 
tracksuit worn by Uma Thurman in Tarantino’s Kill Bill films. Throughout the film, this 
Bruce Lee homage, complete with exaggerated sound effects, 1970s music, slow motion 
and freeze frames whenever he is shown in action, delighted the audience, generating 
appreciation for Bruce Lee’s inimitable brand of cool. The knowing laughter in response to 
these scenes indicates not only the appeal of a tribute to this respected Hong Kong icon, 
but also of recognizing the reference. 
Live audiences also reacted positively to intertextual references, particularly 
following the director’s introduction, which referred to the film as a new version of Battle 
Royale (Kinji Fukasaku, 2000). Features of his film that recalled this precursor, such as 
typing out the details of each death on the screen, triggered chuckles from the audience 
and, rather than take these gruesome killings seriously, the majority of the audience 
cheered in unison as each participant was brutally eliminated from the “game.” One 
particular character, Akari, with chainsaw arms as her chosen weapon, received more 
cheers than the rest; the audience evidently recognised this explicit reference to Iguchi’s 
earlier film, The Machine Girl. Likewise, the loudest expression of disgust was conveyed 
when Iguchi’s recurring star Asami (The Machine Girl, Dead Sushi [2012]) has her face 
shaved off. For Live and all four screenings of Play in Hell, audible expressions of 
recognition among a collective audience allowed viewers to assert their membership as 
part of the cult fan base watching the film.  
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The far less offensive Gothic Lolita relies on the appeal of Japanese culture and 
recognisable symbols such as the Lolita, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, and even a 
touch of anime for audience response. A society famously obsessed with all things cute, 
Japan’s pop culture embraces the cosplay lifestyle and it is not unusual to find girls 
walking the streets of Tokyo dressed like they have just stepped out of the Victorian era. 
While this fashion is no longer limited to Japan, with girls in Western countries also taking 
part in the cosplay trend now, it remains a uniquely Japanese trait and audience members 
are likely to consider a film based on a Lolita as very “Japanese-y.” Furthermore, when 
Yumeko transforms into a fighter, her costume is not unlike 90s Japanese superhero team 
Super Sentai, who were adapted as the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers in the United 
States. The film attempts to appeal to Western audiences by combining American and 
Japanese popular culture. For example, the character Kill Billy (Rina Takeda) references 
Quentin Tarantino’s Kill Bill: Vol. 1 (2003) and Kill Bill: Vol. 2 (2004). Yet, while the 
responses to these symbols of Japanese culture at Fantasia screenings were animated 
and passionate, self-conscious portrayals of recognisable Japanese figures such as 
yakuza and samurai in Play in Hell received less audible appreciation from its audience.  
Ninja War also thrived on references to Japanese popular culture and even other 
Japanese Extreme films, with a cameo from the original Ju-On director, Takashi Shimizu, 
who appears as a rugged homeless man, muttering something about film franchise (a 
reference to the many Ju-On sequels, most of which were not directed by Shimizu, 
perhaps suggesting this is why he is “homeless”). Though the audiences were relatively 
small for both Ninja War screenings, recognition of these intertextual references was met 
with outward laughter and even the odd clap.  
Another defining feature of these films as cult is their screening times. Both Play in 
Hell and Zombie TV were shown as midnight movies at BIFF and Fantasia, respectively, 
and Play in Hell also won the 2013 People’s Choice Midnight Madness Award at the 
Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF). The reactions described above indicate an 
audience appreciation for the films being shown at midnight, as the after-hours screening 
time suggests a welcoming of alternative behaviours. Because midnight movies have a 
history of eliciting collective audience participation through dressing up and calling out, 
spectators attending Zombie TV in particular followed this tradition with particularly loud, 
exaggerated responses to the film’s extreme content. The cult status of these films was 
recognised by the festival programmers, who designated these time slots, likely due to the 
films’ content, which could be considered too extreme for daytime or evening audiences. 
Furthermore, filmmakers Sono and Nishimura have both previously released extreme films 
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that gained cult followings, such as Sono’s Suicide Club (2001) and Nishimura’s Tokyo 
Gore Police. Both filmmakers have become associated with the midnight movie scene due 
to their excessively violent films, with Sono’s most recent film, Tokyo Tribe (2014), also 
featuring on TIFF’s Midnight Madness program.  
Morally and viscerally shocking scenes have come to be identified as defining 
features of Japanese Extreme cinema. A particularly graphic scene in Play in Hell depicts 
the lead female character Mitsuko putting broken glass in her mouth and kissing her ex-
boyfriend as a form a revenge for sleeping with another woman. Other excessive scenes 
include extended yakuza fight scenes, which come across as comical in their over-the-top 
depictions of clumsy men, as well as a projectile vomiting scene. Yet, the shock value 
seemed lost on a small audience like BIFF’s. Few audience members even flinched for 
most of these gory scenes, and chuckles were usually muffled rather than embraced.  
By contrast, Fantasia audiences revelled in the gore of Live and Zombie TV. The 
first participant to be killed off in Live died from an open pair of scissors accidentally falling 
out of a tree and landing on his head like a pair of bunny ears; the audience responded 
with applause and cheers as he hobbled away with blood spraying everywhere. Likewise, 
the violent death of the film’s token “hot chick” was met with an uproar of booing, followed 
by a collective “aww” in disappointment. Whenever an audience member expressed the 
slightest reaction to a moment of shock during Zombie TV, this would only provoke the 
rest of the audience and they joined in with clapping, cheering or even cursing loudly, as if 
to remind the other viewers they are not alone in their shocked responses. For example, 
when one spectator exclaimed “Fuck!” in response to a particularly gory scene with 
zombies and a bloody carcass, the rest of the audience laughed and applauded, knowing 
their response to this over-the-top sequence was being shared. Although spectators 
familiar with Japanese Extreme films are likely to expect such outrageous depictions, 
rather than hide their shock, Fantasia audiences exaggerated it by joining together to call 
out with approval. 
Marketed at a different kind of cult audience, the final two instalments in the long-
running Ju-On series caused plenty of shrieks and giggles from J-Horror fans who were 
there for a genuine fright. Unlike Iguchi and Nishimura fans who are more often keen to 
get involved by calling out and adding their own humour to the already silly tone of the 
films, Ju-On audiences sat quietly for the most part, anxiously awaiting the next shock. 
Audiences in all three Ju-On screenings I attended appeared a lot more tense than 
spectators at other Japanese Extreme screenings, as if they could feel the ghostly 
presence of Toshio and Kayako right within the cinema. While the appeal of this style of 
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horror is quite different from the comical style characteristic of Iguchi and Nishimura, the 
experience of being part of a large audience while watching it has a great impact on the 
overall feel of the film. Like the affective contagion resulting from a J-Splatter scene that is 
so ridiculous it is funny, when a simple chuckle from your neighbour forces you to laugh as 
well, watching a horror film as a collective has the ability to make you more tense as you 
sense the fear and dread spreading through the room.  
While the Cult Japan audience was not quite as animated as Fantasia, though 
certainly more so than the majority of JFF audiences for Japanese Extreme films, the 
excess of the films was well-received by spectators who made a point of laughing very 
loudly in particularly gory or potentially uncomfortable scenes. Tetsuo's provocative 
portrayal of a young man's metal fetish and a businessman's metamorphosis into iron 
provoked seemingly endless chuckles from male and female spectators alike though, 
often, audible smirks seemed to be in response to gasps of shock from other audience 
members. Much like the spreading of reactions through the cinema in Zombie TV, the 
Tetsuo audience members were always conscious of their neighbours. This was likely in 
part due to the perverse nature of the laughter that travelled around the room from the first 
sign of metal shooting out of Tetsuo's face, with audience members quietly chuckling at his 
attempt to pop it like a pimple, resulting in an exaggerated spurt of blood.   
Similar responses were given by Cult Japan audiences for other scenes of excess 
in the films described above. Tokyo Gore Police in particular was met with howls from its 
large audience at GOMA, right from the beginning of the film when Ruka's kawaii 
childhood explanation of how she wants to be just like her father when she grows up is 
followed by a shot of her father's head exploding, ultimately meeting his death.  
However, shock effects are not always a result of terror or violence. Rather, Gothic 
Lolita uses over-the-top cuteness for its shock effects. Instead of being horrified, Fantasia 
audience members seemed to be in greater shock over the ridiculous character portrayals: 
from the excessively kawaii (cute) Lolita protagonist Yumeko, to the talking teddy bear-
turned battle hero Buusuke, the Fantasia audience never seemed to stop clapping and 
cheering as yet another surprising character was introduced. It seems, in this case, it was 
the excessive silliness that awed spectators, simultaneously shocking and delighting them: 
just when they thought it could not get any more ridiculous, out comes Kill Billy, the 
androgynous evil side-kick. Scenes that seemed entirely random and unnecessary to the 
plot development, like when the anime “lazybones” skeletons start to break dance, 
provoked even more clapping and cheering; it seems the audience could not help but 
applaud Iguchi for his ability to shock through appalling creativity. Perhaps the most 
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shocking aspect of the film, however, was its lack of gore. With audiences most likely 
expecting an Iguchi film with excessive splattering of blood and guts the likes of 
RoboGeisha, it was no doubt more of a surprise to see CGI love hearts and flowers flying 
around during the fight scenes in place of the regular ketchup-like blood fountains. 
Though it was not always as obvious as audience reactions to excess, there was 
often a noticeable response to portrayals of otherness in these screenings, when 
Japanese culture was evidently regarded by spectators as different from the West. For 
example, in Tokyo Gore Police, viewers laughed loudly at the film's platinum blonde 
announcer girl with her high-pitched voice, perfectly fitting the Western image of Japanese 
kawaii. Furthermore, an uneasy chuckle spread through the room in response to the more 
taboo scenes in the film, such as the advertisement for the latest wrist-cutting tool, poking 
fun at Japan's high suicide rates. In RoboGeisha, the explanation given for the mythical 
creature “Tengu” (which I argue in Chapter Three is solely for the benefit of Western 
audiences who are unfamiliar with this legend), was met with smiles from many of the 
spectators I could see from the side, and even some quiet chuckles, perhaps as they 
mentally added this to their collection of strange Japanese traditions. This type of 
response occurred less amongst JFF audience members, which I attribute in part to the 
larger number of Asian attendees compared to the predominantly Caucasian spectators at 
the Cult Japan exhibition. One possibility is that the larger number of Asian attendees had 
an impact on how the Caucasian spectators displayed their responses, perhaps becoming 
more conscious about appropriateness or laughing at the wrong thing. This draws 
attention to Hills’ argument outlined above that that the pleasures we experience while 
watching a movie are “performed and constructed,” rather than “realities” (Pleasures ix). 
Likewise, my study of collective audiences indicates that responses to film festival 
screenings of J-Splatter films are tailored to the emotional atmosphere that audiences 
sense while they are watching the film.    
The contrast between the more toned-down chuckles of the JFF audience and the 
exaggerated responses of Fantasia audiences (with Cult Japan audiences somewhere in 
the middle) to similar scenes of excess can also be explained through the function of the 
collective audience. Distinguishing between an antagonistic “I-you-relationship” and a 
mutual “we-connection” at the two ends of the audience interrelations spectrum, Hanich 
suggests that we connect with other viewers based on shared emotions (“Collective”). For 
example, if other spectators laugh when you do, it draws you closer in a collective bond, 
strengthening the audience’s we-connection. If another spectator laughs during a moment 
you find particularly sentimental in the film, however, audience members may become 
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distanced, increasing the I-you separation (“Collective” 11). While this is certainly a 
significant factor in the phenomenological research of collective audiences, I propose a 
second variable: audience numbers. The active participation of Fantasia audiences can be 
attributed in large part to the unique setting drawing vast numbers of cult cinema fans. 
BIFF’s two dozen spectators were no doubt quiet and generally unresponsive because 
there was a smaller chance someone would join in with their responses. Meanwhile, 
Fantasia audiences were excited and rowdy from the time they entered the theatre, thus 
increasing the chances of a “we-connection” through sheer number of people to bond with. 
Thus, BIFF attendees were unlikely to get past the I-you-relationship from the start 
because of the lesser opportunity to create a bond.  
 
Collective audiences, extreme content, and transnational reception 
The findings of the research presented in this chapter contribute to this emerging field of 
Japanese Extreme cinema by using phenomenology to study the collective audiences of 
cult cinema by introducing unique conditions: a diverse festival setting and a more specific 
kind of film audience. First, using the phenomenological approach, I have presented data 
showing how audiences respond more enthusiastically when watching Japanese Extreme 
films in a large group than when the theatre is nearly empty. Furthermore, by anonymously 
observing spectators firsthand within the theatre rather than using interviews and film 
reviews to determine how audiences engage with each other during a film screening, I 
have been able to emphasise the significance of collective experiences rather than 
focusing on individual interactions with film texts. 
Branching out from Hanich’s method, I have introduced a more specific viewing 
context, interpreting the film festival audience as unique due to the elite status provided to 
special event ticket holders. Audience members for Live and Gothic Lolita were particularly 
vocal and enthusiastic, likely due to the presence of the director at the screening, and 
larger crowds as a result. Director Iguchi’s request for audiences to call out certain 
phrases (Danger! Oshiri! Kawaii!) throughout his two films encouraged participation, 
suggesting that festival audiences are more interactive due to an earlier established we-
connection among spectators. This specific viewing context allowed for analysis of a type 
of spectator that was potentially more aware of the audience around them because of their 
shared exclusive festival experience. 
Inspired by Pett’s evidence that British audiences are more likely to watch Asian 
Extreme films via store purchase, online purchase or downloading than at the movie 
theatre, I framed my research around actual Japanese Extreme film festival audiences, as 
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it occurred to me that a possible reason for a much lower percentage of participants 
watching Asian Extreme films on the big screen would be due to the lack of theatres 
showing them. Indeed, two of the screenings I attended at Fantasia had over 600 
attendees. Because Pett’s survey method does not allow the researcher to follow up on 
questions, it is possible participants considered film festivals to be separate from the 
cinema, or did not think to include them as a means of consuming Asian Extreme because 
they are not available year round. Although some female participants in Pett’s study 
commented that they would rather watch extreme films privately, most of the Japanese 
Extreme screenings I attended had a significant number of women, making up between 30 
to 50% of the audience demographic. While anonymous surveys offer a useful method of 
collecting data from a wide-range of individual participants, I have found audience 
observation to be a more valuable way to test audience responses to extreme content 
within a realistic setting and within the context of my study of collectivity. 
Finally, Richmond’s study takes a more qualitative approach to the British reception 
of Japanese horror in order to concentrate on audience perceptions of these films. Her 
research analyses British consumption of Japanese culture by interviewing participants to 
learn more about their impressions of Japan after watching J-horror films. Interviewing 
participants tends to be a lot more personal than online questionnaires, allowing the 
researcher to adjust follow-up questions to suit the participant’s responses. However, this 
method has still been criticised for using leading questions to persuade participants to 
respond in a certain way. While I have also indicated limitations to the phenomenological 
approach in my methodology above, including the inability to intersubjectively confirm my 
interpretations, close observation of audience reactions to on-screen portrayals of 
Japanese culture has provided useful evidence, including spectators smiling or even 
knowingly laughing when a familiar reference is made, as with the Lolita protagonist in 
Gothic Lolita or the yakuza/samurai battle in Play in Hell. Revelations of such reactions 
may not have been willingly given in an interview for fear of how they would have been 
received by the researcher. 
 
Conclusion 
Hanich’s phenomenological approach to audience studies has proven a valuable addition 
to the field. Whereas earlier phenomenological approaches have been limited to audience-
text studies and individual interviews, Hanich’s method of firsthand observations of the 
audience as a collective within the actual movie theatre provides information on 
spectatorship to which film studies researchers have not previously had access. This 
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approach helped my analysis of Japanese Extreme audiences in their natural setting by 
branching out from previous empirical research done on this type of cinema, which 
surveyed or interviewed individuals in a domestic or facilitated environment. Unlike these 
previous empirical approaches, my observations were made without the awareness of the 
participants. This approach allowed for less restricted and more candid data collection as 
the spectators being studied interacted with their fellow audience members through active 
participation. 
Naturally, this type of research relies on meticulous observation and carefully 
written recording skills, as video recording devices are not permitted within the cinema. As 
a result, the impossibility of observing all spectators at the same time represents the major 
challenge of this approach. Nonetheless, as Hanich highlights in his writing, this approach 
is not about interpreting how individual audiences respond to the film-going experience, 
but how the audience interacts as a collective. My observations of the collective 
experience were made possible by being a part of the experience myself, while 
temporarily disengaging with the film to concentrate on audience responses. This was a 
second challenge to my data collection, as it is necessary to find a balance between 
engaging with the film’s content to provide evidence for what the audience was reacting to, 
and concentrating on describing exactly how the audience was reacting. 
As the field of film reception studies expands, it is imperative for researchers to 
begin opening up to new methods. This phenomenological approach to empirical data 
collection requires accurate and detailed observation, and one way of refining this 
approach is to conduct group research, with researchers occupying several areas of the 
theatre in order to present more specific examples of audience interrelations. Beyond the 
festival experience, studying collective audiences is a practical method of collecting more 
natural data in the fields of reception studies and cultural studies by using evidence from 
spectators who are unlikely to suspect they are being observed. This approach allows the 
film studies researcher to become a part of the viewing context, to directly comprehend the 
unique experience of audience participation, and ultimately make audience reception 
scholarship more accessible to anyone who has ever visited a movie theatre. 
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Chapter Seven  
Conclusion 
 
This thesis has demonstrated that the cult appeal of Asian Extreme cinema for Western 
audiences is based largely on the films' portrayals of excess and otherness. Drawing upon 
current work on cult cinema, reception studies, and transnationalism, I have argued that 
this attraction to Asian and, more specifically, Japanese Extreme cinema, is based less on 
Orientalist views of exoticisation and romanticisation than an attempt to engage with 
another culture through cinema. This project has sought to not only shed a more positive 
light on the way cult cosmopolitan audiences consume Japanese culture, but also to 
demonstrate how festival programmers and film distributors continue to highlight the 
particularly foreign aspects of “cool” and “weird” Japan to attract Western spectators to J-
Splatter films. By summarising my findings from personal interviews with festival directors 
and programmers and representatives for distribution companies in Australia, Canada and 
the United States, this thesis has analysed how Japanese Extreme is marketed to 
Western viewers by capitalising on the desires of spectators and fans associated with cult 
films and filmmakers.  
 More specifically, this thesis has analysed five key areas. First, in an attempt to 
understand the broader context of Japanese Extreme as a transnational cinema, I began 
with an overview of what I consider to be the “Tartan wave” or first wave of 
Asian/Japanese Extreme cinema. I offered some background on the work that has already 
been written about Tartan and their marketing of Asia Extreme as a film genre, before 
moving into a closer reading of how these films and their filmmakers can be understood as 
transnational. This included Hong Kong-Thai filmmaking duo Danny Pang and Oxide Pang 
Chun, and South Korean extreme auteurs, Kim Ki-duk, Park Chan-wook, and Kim Ji-woon, 
with analyses of how their films have crossed international borders both in terms of 
production and reception. Finally, I used this transnational framework to mark the shift 
from J-Horror to J-Splatter, with a discussion of the increasing global following of 
Japanese cult cinema.   
 Second, I analysed the recurring characterisation of the mutant shōjo in J-Splatter 
films, which typically portray schoolgirl figures or young female protagonists who are 
initially frail and insecure, but develop throughout the film into powerful fighters, despite 
their outcast status. I used this reading to work through the films of J-Splatter frontrunners 
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Noboru Iguchi and Yoshihiro Nishimura from 2006 to 2016, analysing the way they have 
garnered a cult reputation amongst Western audiences who have embraced their 
portrayals of excess and otherness through extreme violence and gore and over-the-top 
stereotypes of Japanese popular culture. My study of the mutant shōjo also helped to 
develop a framework for understanding cult followings and the significance of audience 
expectations. While cult status is often thought to be applied to films in retrospect, after 
they have continued to receive repeat screenings several years after release, J-Splatter 
films are now advertised as cult before release, based on the expected content from 
filmmakers like Iguchi and Nishimura.  
 Third, I proposed that film festival programmers focus on the “weird” and “cool” 
stereotypes of Japanese popular culture, including schoolgirl fetishisation, geishas and 
ninjas, in order to market J-Splatter films to Western audiences. While interviews with 
audience members have demonstrated that they are more interested in the cult 
experience of midnight movies, or the cultural capital gained by attending film festivals 
screening obscure/non-mainstream films or offering Q&A sessions with filmmakers, 
programme descriptions more often highlight the way these films portray Japan as a 
country rife with violence, perversion, and sexy schoolgirls. Each festival seeks to help 
audiences understand another culture better, yet frames the intercultural communication in 
slightly different ways. For example, Fantasia values extreme exotic weirdness, 
emphasising cult values, while for New York Asian Film Festival, the foreignness of the 
films is valued for its stylistic innovation and arthouse qualities. At JFF, however, Japanese 
cinema in particular is valued for its cultural expression as part of world cinema. 
The films' use of gore and taboo subject matter associated with bad taste are also 
at the forefront of J-Splatter marketing campaigns at niche festivals in the West, and I 
have used examples demonstrating that cult fans have embraced these aspects as well, 
which is particularly evident in their posts on social media responding to festival 
advertising. Furthermore, J-Splatter has offered a new way of understanding Japanese 
culture through their particular cultural approach to silliness using over-the-top portrayals 
of violence, popular culture, and even scatology. As a result, on the one hand, audiences 
gain insight into the playful nature of Japanese cultural values in a self-reflexive manner. 
On the other hand, filmmakers like Iguchi and Nishimura are able to demonstrate Japan’s 
mastery of dark humour and irony to represent their awareness of Western perspectives of 
Japanese culture. Naturally, this understanding is dependent on audiences’ perceptions 
being cued toward otherness and genre, but by targeting cult audiences, these films have 
successfully created a shared intercultural terrain that locates a mutual transnational cult 
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play space between audiences and producers. This space allows for jokes that are only 
understood by members of the target cult audience, based on shared knowledge about 
Japanese iconography and an acknowledgement that fart jokes are baseline universal 
humour. This shared joy in the recognition of playful silliness also involves a cult-like 
enthusiasm for laughing at depictions of death and gore.   
 Fourth, I suggested that film distributors emphasise the “Japaneseness” of J-
Splatter's location, characters, and representations of violence for their DVD cover art and 
film descriptions on their websites and other streaming platforms in order to attract the 
attention of Western audiences. Interviews with representatives from distribution 
companies demonstrated that the existing anime fan base played a major part in the 
marketing of these films, with characteristics of Japanese pop culture emphasised to target 
spectators who are already familiar with depictions of shōjo characters and the Japanese 
fascination with technology and mutations of the human body. By examining both 
Australian (also distributing to New Zealand) and American (also distributing to Canada) 
Japanese Extreme distributors, I have broadened the scope of existing studies, which 
almost exclusively limit the Western reception of Asian Extreme cinema to the context of 
Tartan Asia Extreme and UK audiences.  
 Finally, I explored J-Splatter reception more closely by conducting 
phenomenological research within a festival setting, attending Japanese Extreme 
screenings at niche film festivals and exhibitions and observing the way audiences 
participated as a cult collective. This research demonstrated the way J-Splatter audiences 
exhibit cult behaviour by calling out and applauding throughout screenings, often 
responding positively to transgressive behaviours that would be considered in bad taste by 
mainstream audiences. Emotional contagion was also displayed by audience members, 
who laughed louder when their neighbours were laughing, demonstrating a collective 
response dependant on a cult sense of community. Similarly, gasps, groans and gags 
were all exaggerated by spectators, expressing awareness that they were surrounded by 
like-minded viewers with a desire to share this cult experience. Most significantly, it was 
the intertextual references that viewers responded most actively to, signalling their 
recognition of other cult texts. This was seen less consistently, however, with references to 
yakuza or samurai – more commonly recognised Japanese iconography – suggesting that 
cultural knowledge engagement is most explicit when laughter is thought to distinguish the 
viewer as unique or part of a more elite group of fans of Japanese popular culture and cult 
cinema. In this case, cult audiences were often seen to identify more mainstream 
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elements of Japanese culture, including yakuza and samurai, as generic and unworthy of 
cult attention.  
  Matt Hills’ writing on cult cinema, Japanese horror, and Western audience 
engagement significantly influenced my approach to reading J-Splatter fandom throughout 
this thesis, and I have attempted to build on his work using specific examples from Asian 
Extreme cinema. In particular, Hills’ conference paper on the transcultural otaku was 
prominent in the development of my analysis of the appeal of J-Splatter cinema to 
Western audiences. The “transcultural identification” achieved through Western otaku 
fandom highlights the way J-Splatter films incite an engagement that reaches beyond 
mere Orientalist labelling, instead attempting to become one with Japanese fans. While 
Hills’ reading is more directed at global anime reception, his approach has been influential 
to my research because it presents an alternative to the perspective of other scholars of 
Japanese popular culture discussed in this thesis including Koichi Iwabuchi, Annalee 
Newitz, Anne Allison, and Susan Napier. Where these writers have discussed anime’s 
global appeal as evidence that international fans are more concerned with “the pleasures 
of popular culture and the construction of fan identities” than national ones (8), Hills argues 
that, rather, “fans may be attracted to anime because of its cultural difference” (10). This 
work has been essential to the development of my approach to Western audiences’ 
attraction to not only the excess of J-Splatter, but also its otherness.   
 In addition to his work on Western audiences’ engagement with Japanese culture, 
Hills’ writing on cult and horror cinema has also been a valuable resource for expanding 
on existing connections between fan activities and transgression. Although censorship is 
not as much of an issue with J-Splatter as the horror films Hills discusses,20 I have 
demonstrated throughout this thesis that audience members are nevertheless drawn to the 
obscurity of these films. This includes their relative inaccessibility compared to more 
popular Hollywood horror films and even J-Horror. Iguchi’s 2013 film Gothic Lolita Battle 
Bear, for example, has still not secured mainstream distribution as of mid-2016. Hills 
defines cult cinema, in part, according to its inaccessibility, using midnight movies as 
examples of films that became cult because of their exclusivity and distinction from 
mainstream cinema. Hills argues that the more recent “excessive accessibility” of non-
mainstream films due to developments in technology and online access to movies through 
streaming services and illegal downloading has threatened this defining cult characteristic. 
I have applied this theory to J-Splatter throughout this thesis, considering how these films 
                                                
20 As discussed throughout this thesis, J-Splatter films are almost exclusively screened at niche film festivals, 
where taboo material, which would typically be censored in more mainstream viewing contexts, is rather 
embraced. 
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have been included in cult activities due to their exhibition being predominantly limited to 
niche festivals and special events. While these films are distributed online as well, 
awareness about them is still mostly spread through word of mouth, allowing their 
exclusivity to continue despite their digital presence.  
Jay McRoy’s work on Japanese horror cinema has also been a major influence for 
this thesis, and more specifically addresses key issues in the J-Splatter films I have 
analysed, including the rising presence of strong female women in Japanese society. In 
“Recent Trends in Japanese Horror Cinema,” McRoy observes: “As women are 
increasingly instrumental in influencing the country’s social and political economy, it seems 
appropriate that this crucial shift in sex and, by extension, gender relations likewise finds 
expression in works of cinematic horror” (410). Using examples from Battle Royale (Kinji 
Fukasaku, 2000) and The Machine Girl (Iguchi, 2008), McRoy’s descriptions of instances 
when Japanese horror films’ female characters fight as well as or better than their male 
counterparts contributed to my own analysis of the mutant shōjo. Though McRoy 
considers these films as part of the Japanese horror genre, rather than their own wave of 
Japanese Extreme cinema, his identification of the significantly different role of the female 
character in “postmodern body horror films” like Tokyo Gore Police and The Machine Girl 
highlights a prevalent issue throughout this thesis. McRoy’s “Recent Trends” (2014) and 
Kayleigh Murphy’s 2015 article on Japanese zombie films are the only two scholarly 
articles published to date that directly analyse the Iguchi and Nishimura J-Splatter films 
discussed in this thesis, though neither author refers to the films specifically as part of the 
broader “J-Splatter” wave that I have defined here.  
It is also necessary to reiterate the major influence distribution companies can have 
over consumers’ understanding of genres and national cinemas. This thesis has offered a 
range of examples to demonstrate the way J-Splatter audiences are drawn to the imagery 
and film descriptions distributors use to appeal to this understanding of what makes a film 
extreme and/or Japanese. Yet, the nature of the cultural exchange that these films 
represent for Western cult audiences is more complicated than this, and cannot be 
reduced to a simple charge of Asiaphila or Orientalism. Rather, this thesis has shown that 
Asian Extreme as a transnational cinema allows Japanese filmmakers like Iguchi and 
Nishimura to share a part of their culture with Western fans who enthusiastically embrace 
the over-the-top representations of Japanese iconography and violence too outrageous to 
be taken seriously. The cult cosmopolitan approach elaborated on throughout this thesis 
allows for a unique alternative to Orientalist behaviours, which I have demonstrated in my 
examination of Western audience responses to J-Splatter films, both in the cinema at 
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niche festivals and online in response to distributors’ marketing techniques.  
 The conclusion I have reached in this thesis is that while J-Splatter's signature use 
of gore and taboo subject matter is an indisputable highlight for Western audiences 
seeking something more over-the-top than Hollywood splatter films and torture porn, the 
way that cult fans have embraced Japanese culture as represented in these films calls for 
a renewed approach to Asian Extreme reception compared to what earlier Orientalist 
readings have previously offered. Existing research on Asian Extreme cinema contributed 
by film scholars Daniel Martin, Chi-yun Shin, Oliver Dew, and Virginia Crisp has almost 
exclusively focused on UK distributor Tartan Films to demonstrate how Orientalist 
discourse has been used to market Asian Extreme films to Western/British audiences. 
Disentangling the various signifiers of Orientalism and cosmopolitanism is a major 
challenge and necessity for film studies. While it is only recently that film studies has 
begun the task of distinguishing between these two approaches to East-West relations, 
much more targeted primary research is now needed to further determine the precise 
ways Western audiences are consuming Asian culture through cinema. The extent of the 
work that needs to be done before a truly global picture of cult film reception can be 
reached presents a daunting yet exciting challenge to scholars of film and cultural studies 
alike.   
 I would like to conclude, however, not just by gesturing toward existing gaps in our 
knowledge, but also by reiterating the sheer importance of this particular research topic. In 
Extreme Asia, the only book devoted solely to the subject of the Western reception of 
Asian Extreme cinema, Martin argues that, with the Asia Extreme label, Tartan Films' 
focus was always on the UK market – and later, its USA division – but the 
company's efforts in expanding the market for Asian cinema have had 
consequences back in the Far East. New canons are being established, and 
there is a growing awareness of the transnational potential of any Asian film 
production. Indeed, transcultural distribution results in stereotypes and genre-
specific markets emerging between different countries all over the world. (166) 
While my study has focused primarily on the impact Asian Extreme has had on the West, 
some of the consequences Martin is referring to here can be seen as a result of this. Most 
significantly, J-Splatter filmmakers have capitalised on the hype Tartan created in the UK, 
and later other Western countries, surrounding Asian culture and extreme cinema. Though 
Iguchi and Nishimura have an undeniable passion for gore and over-the-top 
representations of Japanese culture, and take pride in what they do, without Tartan's 
establishment and exuberant marketing of the first wave of Japanese Extreme, it is 
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unlikely J-Splatter filmmakers would have been received by such a devout cult following 
amongst Western audiences. I close with one final example of such divine J-Splatter 
fandom. 
 In June 2013, Kat Ellinger, co-founder of film blog “The Gore Splattered Corner” 
(GSC, formerly “Stigmatophilia Blog”), created an online “Beginner's Guide to the New 
Wave of J-Splatstick/J-Splatter.” While Ellinger is no stranger to writing about horror and 
gore, also working for popular UK genre magazine Scream, her devotion to J-Splatter is 
admirable. Even though this style of filmmaking had already begun its decline by 2013, 
following the demise of Sushi Typhoon two years earlier, Ellinger's post describes this 
“new wave” as a group of films “presented in a fantasy comic book slapstick style which is 
geared up for maximum gross out gore and laughs.” Ellinger's guide acknowledges that 
“extreme themes and imagery are not a new thing in Japanese cinema” but argues that it 
was the rise of CGI that marks the new wave as distinct from earlier Japanese Extreme, 
with J-Splatter filmmakers putting this [technology] to good use to put their no holds barred 
and completely OTT [over the top] visions onto the screen” (n.p.). Ellinger's fandom and 
devotion to this style of filmmaking stem from her admiration of J-Splatter filmmakers being 
“able to get away with this blatant exploitation of technology in such a credible way” (n.p.). 
While my own analysis throughout this thesis does not define J-Splatter according to its 
technological developments, Ellinger’s approach is a useful demonstration of audience 
attraction to the over-the-top representations of violence and gore. A month after posting 
her guide on the GSC blog, Ellinger followed it up with the ultimate fan tribute: a 4½-
minute video containing clips from J-Splatter films synced to music from thrash metal band 
Slayer. While the future of J-Splatter may be uncertain, with a decreasing presence of 
Iguchi and Nishimura films at niche festivals in recent years, Ellinger's guide and video, 
“Raining Blood: Tribute to J-Splatter,” represent the type of cult fan behaviour, described 
throughout this thesis, that is sure to outlive the production cycle of these films. 
 While Iguchi and Nishimura continue to make films in Japan, the future of J-Splatter 
remains uncertain due to their recent shift away from their token focus on gore and 
excess. Since Live made its international debut in Switzerland and Canada in July 2014, 
Iguchi has released two feature films, a short film, and a television mini-series in Japan, 
but none have screened internationally. Nishimura’s 2015 film Ninja War of Torakage 
included some extreme elements (including over-the-top references to earlier J-Splatter 
films, as discussed in Chapter Three) and set itself up for a sequel, but the material was 
noticeably toned down for a broader audience, especially in comparison to his more 
notorious films Tokyo Gore Police and Vampire Girl vs. Frankenstein Girl. This shift in 
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Nishimura’s filmmaking style and Iguchi’s global engagement suggests that the 10-year J-
Splatter cycle that has been the focus of this thesis is approaching its end, in spite of the 
fan behaviour that will inevitably follow in its wake.  
 It is my hope that this thesis, then, has carved a space within the spheres of 
Japanese cinema, transnational cinema, and cult cinema, to recognise this wave of Asian 
Extreme as an important example of cult cosmopolitan fan behaviours and a 
representation of the way Western audiences engage with Japanese culture through 
cinema. Rather than labelling portrayals and instances of East-West differences as 
Orientalist, I have sought to present evidence for an alternative approach, which reads 
spectators as eager to learn about these differences from a positive perspective. While J-
Splatter films may seem excessively over-the-top in their depictions of violence and 
Japanese stereotypes, they have nevertheless created an opportunity for cult fans to 
communicate with like-minded viewers who are also eager to learn about and engage with 
another culture.    
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